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PARADIGM OF A HUMAN  

Introduction 

For current scientific perception of reality, a generalized understanding of a Human 

and approaches to a Human are absent as a whole and are described in individual 

sciences and scientific disciplines in a certain discrete format of analysis of these or 

that properties, abilities, specifics or organizations of a Human. Accordingly, and based 

on this, we can state that the notion about a Human today has a more mythological 

aspect of comprehension than a clear scientific statement of possible facts and 

perspectives of development, especially if to clarify that there is no a science about a 

Human as such. There are certain attempts to form it but there is no general conceptual 

basis of a Human's formation, as such, and his organization, as such. 

Correspondingly, in the absence of a conceptual basis, all kinds of consideration of 

a Human have multidirectional, diverse and “diversely-discrete” character. 

Therefore, in the Metagalactic Sciences, we offer to consider the Paradigm of a 

Human as a whole, considering a Human from the point of view of the Metagalactic 

nature of being, bearing in mind that the position: “the whole universe creates us” 

corresponded to the previous millennia of the history of humanity, where under the 

universe was called or meant the Metagalaxy. And previous scientific disciplines most 

often did not distinguish between the Universe and the Metagalaxy. But at the moment 

we came to such a level of development when we saw that from the general “the whole 

universe creates us” we move on to the concrete: “the entire Metagalaxy creates each”. 

And this is a new anthropic principle that we would like to declare scientifically. 

Because both in the economic, social and political life that surrounds us, and in the 

internal organization of each Human on the planet Earth, a stage of extreme and 

specifically personal and individual concentration arises, where each Human reveals 

his own peculiarities, his characteristics personally and individually. It says about that 

the nature, which continues to be formatted by a Human has changed its focus from a 

general, communal, conciliar, natural or collective state, without canceling them as 

such, into specifically particular expression of each Human and his fixation by himself. 

Based on this, we need to consider a Human as such, where the Metagalaxy creates 

everyone. And this process of creating of everyone by Metagalaxy requires both a 

general approach and a special approach, and a particular approach to each Human, in 

particular, and unicible approach in mutual reflection of Metagalaxy and each Human 

in fact. 

In this respect, we begin to consider the first section of the Paradigm of the Human, 

the General, forming general paradigmatic approaches to the metagalactic phenomenon 

of a Human, bearing in mind that all nature characteristic of our planet Earth and all 
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evolution of nature of planet Earth is an expression and carries characteristics of the 

first evolution of Metagalaxy Fa called metagalactic evolution. 

We must understand that the planet, as an individual object of metagalactic 

interactions, cannot but have evolutionarily natural, cosmic mutual expressions with 

the entire Metagalaxy as a whole. 

If the whole universe created us, then all nature as a whole and, accordingly, that 

collective of people that now exists on planet Earth were built by the universal 

principles of organization. And if it was built by the universal principles of organization 

and there is an evolution on the planet, then the evolution of the planet according to the 

anthropic principle “the whole universe creates us" was and is a part of the evolution 

of Metagalaxy. A part of evolution of Metagalaxy because according to current cosmic 

concepts, our planet is a small dot in a huge metagalactic cosmic space. In fact, a 

particle in the atomic cluster of the solar system. 

If we imagine that this particle forms its own evolution, then this is the evolution of 

the particle. And if we move on to the scientific understanding that the evolution of a 

particle is part of the enormous evolution of the Metagalaxy, which we call the 

Metagalactic Evolution, it is precisely at the requirement of metagalactic evolution that 

the whole universe created us by its universally natural way of being, and finally we 

will begin to learn the evolutionality of planet Earth not in a closed mode when we are 

on planet Earth and observe the processes of evolution from the inside, but in an open 

mode when we, admitting the evolution of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole, stay over 

evolutional state of planet Earth cosmically, metagalactically, with general glance and 

start to accept all evolutionary approaches of planet Earth as a part of general 

evolutionary approaches of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. And in accordance with the 

Universal approaches, in particular, where the universe is only one of the areas of 

Metagalactic applications. 

In this context and in this view, relying on this approach, we form the Paradigm of 

a Human in the phenomenon of the Metagalactic Sciences or the paradigm of the 

metagalactic state of a human, where a Human is a gist of metagalactic expression on 

planet Earth. Because if the whole universe creates us (and at the time when the 

anthropic principle appeared, the Metagalaxy was understood as the universe), we must 

understand that every Human and humanity as a whole on planet Earth were formed by 

the Metagalaxy or the universe. And at that time words “universe” and “Metagalaxy” 

did not differ. 

We go further and consider that the whole universe created us, we are created 

Metagalactically. But the universe was the first stage of formation and evolution of 

humanity where a common collective approach and a common natural formatting of 

what should a Human be like were created. This general evolutionary approach was 

formed by the universe. And now we are at the stage of a new planetary development, 

where the planet has entered the metagalactic cycle of existence, and we are moving 
evolutionarily to a wider comprehension of reality of a human created naturally, to 

understanding of a human metagalactically. 

And here we face the approach that the entire Metagalaxy creates everyone. Why? 

Because, if to imagine the Metagalaxy as the boundaries of cosmos, and we understand 
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that cosmos, on the one hand, is an infinite phenomenon, and, on the other hand, there 

is a certain finiteness of its existence, as the infinite and the finite are mutually 

connected antinomies giving birth to one whole, accordingly. The infinite and the finite 

create the whole in mutual intersection of antinomy. This whole is formed as 

Metagalaxy where Metagalaxy is defined at first very simply: the boundaries of cosmos 

inside of which a Human is formed, being that finite in infinite cosmos. And to organize 

an infinite cosmos by a finite phenomenon of a human can only certain boundaries of 

formation of cosmos, within which it is formed. Cosmologically, this is a large 

metagalactic bubble. Or, if we move away from biologisms, the sphere of cosmological 

existence of cosmos where Metagalaxy builds all cosmic realities, all cosmic 

parameters of existence and all gradations of the existence of cosmos, taking into 

account a Human as the final result that is formed and created by Metagalaxy.  

Therefore, we must understand that to the infinity of the phenomenon of cosmos we 

respond with the finiteness of the phenomenon of a Human. And in this there is a mutual 

intersection of the macrocosm, known in science as cosmos, and the microcosm, known 

in science as a Human. A Human with his microcosmic existence reflects his own 

macrocosmic phenomenon by the whole cosmos. And this is the first approach that is 

formed in general approach to a Human, when a Human is a mutual reflection of 

Metagalaxy, and Metagalaxy is a mutual reflection of a Human in expression of macro- 

and microcosmic interactions where macrocosmic interaction is the Metagalaxy and 

microcosmic interaction is a Human. 

And on this approach of macro and microcosmic interactions, the section General 

of the Paradigm of a Human is built from the point of Metagalactic Sciences. 

Hence, realizing that a Human is a microcosm in relation to macrocosm, we must 

understand that the Metagalaxy, fixating on each, determines not the external indicators 

of being but the internal indicators of being of each Human. 

Why? From the point of view of the previous paradigm of the scientific 

comprehension of a Human, we can conclude that in analysis of a Human's existence 

for previous centuries the approach of macrocosm as planet Earth was characteristic. 

The nature of planet Earth was seen as macrocosm at the first stage of scientific 

development. And we must understand that the previous scientific thought most of all 

perceived a Human in interaction with species, subspecies, tsarstvoes and other 

phenomena of the surrounding planetary nature. 

Accordingly, when we talk about the Paradigm of a Human, we must get out of the 

previous paradigmatic or conceptual approach when a Human was analyzed only either 

by the struggle of species for existence, or by mutual assistance as a factor of evolution 

where evolution was understood only by planetary characteristics and only in 

interaction of species, subspecies, different biological realizations by nature of planet 

Earth, that is, a particle of cosmos. I would immediately like to draw attention to this. 

Naturally, in order to go further following the paradigm of a Human, macrocosmically, 
in expression of Metagalaxy Fa, we must move away only from the nature and 

biologisms of planet Earth. 

Accordingly, not canceling the macrocosm of planet Earth, we consider it the result 

of creating a universe that creates us, that is, creates collectively where biosphere 
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prerequisites and realizations of formation of individual living beings and individual 

tsarstvoes such as animals, plants, minerals were created, that contributed a Human's 

appearance and formed the state of environment that allowed to form mass collective 

humanity of today. And this is the universal creation of us. 

In this natural existence, a Human growing up had his own socio-biosphere 

interactions, had his own cultural, traditional and other skills of nomadic peoples, 

settled peoples, that is, different types and ways of economic households. But all this 

was included in the macrocosm of the planet. Therefore, I would like to clearly 

determine in advance that the macrocosm of the planet is as particles of the entire 

Metagalaxy. It is not canceled. Categories of the biosphere, biosphere developments, 

categories of natural interactions are not canceled. They exist within the framework of 

macrocosmic planetary being. 

And here we must understand that there is a macrocosm of the planet and a Human 

who reflects the macrocosm of the planet with his microcosm. And such Human has 

characteristics of planetary significance with own characteristics of respiration, own 

characteristics of specifics of water, own characteristics of cycle of various substances 

(for example, specifics of nutrition), and own characteristics of certain organizations 

inside the human body, which metagalactically we already can call Parts of a human. 

And in the previous epoch this was simply called individual processes inside a Human: 

such processes as the Soul, about what science is arguing now; Conscience, about 

which science does not argue but says that it exists but I would not say that knows it 

deeply; such characteristics as Razum where science does not argue but considers that 

it exists. But I can’t name deep work on cognition of Razum, there is only a statement 

how it exists. And these are different things — how Razum exists and how it is created. 

The same is with Mishlenie. The same is with Heart, where they can also argue whether 

it exists. And everything comes down to the physical anatomy of the physical heart. 

But in certain types of culture and culturological sciences, the heart is not only the 

physical heart. The question arises: how is it? 

That is, already today, if to take different scientific contradictions, very significant 

scientific questions on the following topic have ripened: who is a Human, how is he 

organized? What are his individual parts or hypostatic expressions? What specifics do 

they exist with? And today there are no answers to these questions. Therefore, 

paradigmically, the state when it is necessary to find answers to these questions and lay 

down a new idea about a Human as such has ripened. And we must understand, on the 

basis of this, that all these issues have ripened in the previous conceptual consideration 

of a Human or paradigmatic consideration, when macrocosm meant only planet Earth. 

It was considered that, on the one hand, the universe creates us, and, on the other hand, 

we did not analyze how the universe creates us, but we perfectly were analyzing and 

studying how we live in the surrounding nature of the planet. 

Based on this approach, we see contradictions in science itself, where, on the one 
hand, the universe creates us, humans, and, on the other hand, all types of sciences do 

not analyze how the universe creates us but how we naturally exist: either as species, 

or as subspecies, or what temperature biospheric characteristics we need. (That is also 

very important, and is not canceled.) But this is not the paradigm of existence of a 
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human. And, moreover, is not a worthy concept of determining how the universe 

creates us. Therefore, it worth to note here that we do not cancel the macrocosm of 

planet Earth. We consider it important. Since the planet, as a small particle, enters the 

Metagalaxy Fa, the vast space of the whole, we consider all macrocosmic states of 

planet Earth to be important, externally biologically defined, determining the sphere of 

the external macrocosmic planetary being of a Human at the first stage, where a Human 

as such was created, as a natural being with certain characteristics of temperature, 

respiration, water balance and so on. That is, anatomy, biology competently enough 

expresses these processes here, researching them, and these researches should continue. 

But this does not answer the question of who the Human himself is. This answers only 

the question that the human body exists in certain biological, natural parameters. 

Although, more than a thousand years ago, a certain state of a Human was formed that 

a Human is not only a body. We know that. That's the way we approach it 

philosophically. But it was not expressed in scientific researches just because there is 

no paradigmatic approach to a Human. 

Let's take culturology. There is the famous commandment of Jesus “Merge with 

Heavenly Father with all your heart, with all your razumenie, with all your soul.” One 

of the Gospels adds “... and with all your “krepost'”, only one. And paradoxically, we 

see three evangelists in the image of animals who wrote with the whole soul, with the 

whole hearts and with the whole razumenie, and only the fourth evangelist in the image 

of a Human who wrote "... and with all your “krepost'”. And under the "krepost'" he 

implied a body or a physical body of a Human in the language of the ancients. Then a 

curious question arises: soul, heart and razum differs from “krepost'”, let's turn to the 

modern language — from the body. There is esm' the soul. And esm' the body. And 

there is esm' the razum. In other words, I would say, the ancient, highly developed 

humans in spirit, distinguished soul, razum and heart. So, these were already different 

parts of one whole, which we can call a Human. But if “soul” and “body” are equivalent 

categories, then the soul is not the process of the body only, but there is some kind of 

independent phenomenon that exists and acts in the body. According to the view of 

Christians — it leaves a body and can live outside the body. Suppose it can be called a 

dream, if to approach this objectively physically. And, accordingly, it is already about 

a Human as the ipostasness of the four beginnings. If to translate “ipo — stasness” into 

a more academic language (B. Rauschenbach's work “The Logic of the Trinity”), then 

we would say that ipostasness passes into such a concept as a Part of a Human. In fact, 

for ancient people, Christians, a Human consisted of four Parts. Most often they say 

that of three Parts, according to the Law of the Trinity, Christianly stated. In fact, the 

Law of Trinity has a curious beginning. It is quaternary itself, therefore, "... by your 

krepost' " it is close. Accordingly, a Human consisted of four beginnings. That is, he 

was quaternary in basis, according to notions of Christians. What do I mean that the 

Law of Trinity was quaternary? There is an option that three Ipostases (Hypostases) of 
the Trinity, as individual bodily formations were included into one, the fourth one, the 

type of Father. At the same time, Abraham being on a visit, communicated with all 

Trinity, who had individual bodies. That is, with three individual bodily expressions. 

But at the same time, all three individual bodily expressions were included into one 
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fourth Beginning who is “Father”. 

As a result, Father is ternary but bodily we see four figures, and the whole process 

is quaternary as a whole. Accordingly, if three beginnings entered into the one, then we 

can conclude that three parts of Jesus prayer — heart, razum and soul are ternary, but 

in synthesis of three they were included into the fourth beginning — a body, that is 

quaternary. And here we recall the statement that the body is created by Obraz and 

Podobie of Father. And when we say “by Obraz and Podobie of Father,” we understand 

exactly that One Whole Father, where three Parts are the one whole. And one whole 

consists of three Parts, according to Christian ideas — the Trinity. 

Moving away from the culturological foundations of the corresponding historical 

and religious texts, we, going over to the scientific language of abstract analysis, 

immediately wondered if a Human consists of only three parts? From the point of view 

of Christians, we can understand them, they have their own dogmas of faith, which they 

follow. But from the point of view of scientific analysis, we must immediately recall 

that Buddhists, for example, develop Conscience. Not to mention the Soviet Human 

who had to be conscious. That is, secular scientific tradition presupposed consciousness 

of existence of a Human. Accordingly, if we recall such a specialist in science as 

Leibniz, we can recall another one part that he used in mathematical view at a Human, 

although there was a minimum of mathematical view — this part is the monad, as 

another one category of existence of a human. And then, it’s just worth listing: the 

science develops mishlenie (i.e. thinking), recalling that philosophy is the science about 

thinking of a human, that means there is such a part as Mishlenie. There are special 

educational programs for development of intellect, that means that there is an individual 

Part such as Intellect. There are special programs for such a part as Wits. And we 

somehow determine with common sense whether a Human is clever or not particularly 

clever in this or that field of knowledge, while we do not say “he is conscious or not 

conscious” or “razumniy — not razumniy”. That is, from the point of view of the 

common sense of a Human, these are different phenomena. And science should follow, 

among other things, already formed universal human values and research them. 

Accordingly, we can say that such a part as Witz, such a part as Conscience, such a 

part as Intellect, such a part as Mishlenie already were growing up in the cultural-

psychological-biological tradition of a Human, but were religiously represented either 

by separate types of religions, or were not religiously represented in general and were 

a secular characteristics of a Human. Accordingly, if to continue this tradition, then we 

need to merge with Heavenly Father not by three parts, but at least by seven or eight 

mentioned above. It is clear that in terms of dogmatics, this will be heresy. And from 

the point of view of common sense, if we exist by Obraz and Podobie of One Whole 

Father, and such processes have formed in us in kinds of Parts, then what if One Whole 

Father is continuing creation of us and isn’t it time for us to merge with Him by larger 

number of parts, if to take the religious dogmatics? We must understand that no matter 
how we say that ancient people were high in their preparation, they were high in 

preparation for that epoch. 

A thousand years or two millennia have passed and historians have different 

attitudes to these terms, I am inclined to consider that a thousand years have passed, 
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the dogmas of faith suggest two thousand years — everything is changed. Basing on a 

scientific analysis of specifics of existing objects of Christians, we must understand 

that over this thousand or two thousand years, a Human has grown, and, obviously, that 

in addition to three parts with a “krepost',” that turns to be a body, he has another Parts 

that we have already mentioned or not mentioned before. And, accordingly, this 

tradition should already have grown into a higher phenomenon of human existence. 

Moreover, we have considered not all Parts or processes yet. There is such a process as 

perception, there is such a process as the goloversum where scientists received the 

Nobel Prize for proving that the brain exists hologramic and exists goloversumic, so, 

this is the same Part of a Human as others. There are such processes as Hum, known in 

the philosophy of the East, there are such processes as Istina, there are such processes 

as Oko, there are such processes as Home of a Human, that can be distinguished in 

various specifications. There are also such processes as Racio or such processes as 

Vera. 

That is, in principle, if we approach all processes in an unbiased manner, we 

approximately and minimally will count about 30 or even more different processes that 

act in a Human. The only question is by what method we will do this. When we started 

this process and applied different methodological foundations with completely free 

approaches, realizing that there is no science about a Human as such, we found 64 basic 

structures of a Human, just analyzing different specifics and specialties existing in a 

Human as such. We formed such area of a Human as Sense-knowledge, moreover, this 

is a well-known term from previous centuries, it is found in separate texts, but it is very 

difficult to achieve it the way it is described there. But it does not cancel that Sense-

knowledge, as a certain Part, can be formed in a Human. Or we formed such an area of 

expression of a Part as Gistinity, where there is a layout and synthesis of a gist (the 

analysis of a thought is clearly not the specific of a gist). It is clear that at first this name 

will cause bewilderment, if not to remember that there are a lot of traditions of the 

human action of being, when people were forced to learn the gist, sura, sutra by heart, 

repeating them. Roughly saying “mutter” them, not always understanding the meaning 

of what was said. And this way, were nurturing something in a Human, the question is 

— what? And a new Part Gistinity, in fact, was growing up from this traditionality of 

implementation. Or such part as Meaningfulness. Everyone thinks that meaningfulness 

is a process. In fact, when we began to delve into these specifications, we saw that 

meaningfulness has its own laws, organizations and phenomena. Such Part as 

Soobrazitel’nost’ when we clearly catch a Soobrazitel’niy human or not. Then what 

process is this? If we do not individualize it into an individual Part, this process will 

not be recognized. 

The specification of these and more Parts of a Human is presented at the end of the 

book in the form of 256 Etalon Parts, which we obtained based on the results of all 

historical diversity of a human development, when we took all the data that was 
possible. And, plus, it is logically consistent when these parts, these processes are 

coordinated with each other, there were appearing new ones, which should be logically 

consistent seen in a human, grown in a human, recognized in a human. And it turned 

out that it is minimal and sufficient that the phenomenon of etalon basic state of a 
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human, as such, has 256 processes. If to take into account that a human has 64 codons 

genetically, then we should understand that these are 64 multiplied by 4. But when we 

analyzed the 256-ity of etalon Parts of a Human, we found another approach — 64 from 

position of energy, 64 from position of light, 64 from position of spirit and 64 from 

position of Ogon'. It does not mean that some Parts have no spirit and live only by light. 

This means that each Part lives with quaternity both of energy, and of spirit, and of 

light, and of Ogon', but at the same time, each Part must have an emphasis on one or 

another development in order to help a human to imbibe light, or to imbibe energy, or 

to imbibe spirit, or to imbibe Ogon'. Therefore, some Parts have close to each other 

sound or name in order to help to imbibe the same processes from the point of Ogon' 

and Spirit, or Light and Energy. And in synthesis, 64 basic Parts in variations of usage 

light, spirit and Ogon', in fact, formed the basic, stable, sustainable 256-ity of a Human. 

At the same time, we must understand that when we organize any process into a 

Part and call it a Part, then a Part forms the whole inside a body of a human with its 

processual possibilities and characteristics. If we say that it is just a process in the body 

of a human, we can’t analyze the specifics of action of this Part and we will analyze 

just the process that occurs, began and finished. At the same time, let's suppose that all 

people say that these people are soobrazitel’niy, those people are not soobrazitel’niy, 

there is such a general background of human existence, and we will say that there is 

just a process. Someone has a process of soobrazitel’nost', someone doesn't have a 

process of soobrazitel’nost', and this is no longer an effective approach to the scientific 

comprehension of a human. If we bring the process of soobrazitel’nost’ to the Part, it 

will create an approach to soobrazitel’nost' inside us, as to a whole and will form a 

whole phenomenon of soobrazitel’nost' of a human in each of us. And then it will be 

useful both for scientific analysis and for future application of characteristics of this 

Part in the diversity of both human sciences and human activity. Let's suppose, in the 

field of education, we will be able to grow soobrazitel’nost’ of pupils in different 

subjects consciously. Therefore, we proceeded not only from the theoretical 

significance of understanding a human, but also from practical perspectives, whether it 

is possible on this scientific basis to help individual areas of human activity to develop 

a human more correctly, more adequately, more deeply understanding his processes. If 

to look at the surrounding reality, everyone appeals to a Human, everyone turns to him, 

but no one helps him to become a human as such, because doesn't not understand who 

a Human is and no one knows what a Human is. Because there is no a science of a 

Human or it is only trying to form. And there is no consistent paradigm of a Human as 

such, which is also only now trying to be formed. 

Accordingly, until we introduce the Paradigm of a Human as such, it is extremely 

difficult to talk about the perspectives of development of another sciences, because we 

must understand that people cognize in other sciences, that is a Human as such. And 

the process of cognition is fixated on a human. Accordingly, if we do not form the 
Paradigm of a Human as such, then the value of scientific cognition can be either short-

lived or, saying correctly, minimal. A small example. We analyze the research, it is 

witted but not soobrazitel’niy, there are no perspectives. It is soobrazitel’niy but not 

witted, there are perspectives but there is no research. And the problem here is neither 
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in research nor in requirement to research, but the problem is in researcher, to whom 

the educational system did not offer to develop soobrazitel’nost’ or to develop Wits. 

To make it clear that is is objective, at the same time, any researcher is offered to 

develop logic. And the apparatus of formal logic is well known in the higher education 

system. But logic is one of the Parts. And where is the apparatus of development of 

Soobrazitel’nost’ ? And where is the apparatus of development of Wits? And where is 

the apparatus of development of thinking, in the same philosophy as the science of 

thinking? And where is the apparatus of development of razum? And why only the 

apparatus of development of logic? At the same time, there is an apparatus of 

development of body, immediately we can remember several of them: for example, the 

classical ballet is the first one, sport in the form of classics of sports gymnastics is the 

second one, martial arts, for example, sambo is the third one and, paradoxically, 

medicine is the fourth. Medicine, because taking into account different proportional 

peculiarities of a human, there are different systems of his adaptation, there are different 

systems of his recovery, there are different preventive measures for a particular bodily 

physiological state, moreover, a motion one. This is quite important for a body, because 

the body lives and develops by this. Not all but athletes, military or choreographers. 

There are just living people, where preventive exercise in general, without any sports 

gymnastics, is a very useful phenomenon. Here are at least four directions for the body. 

Where is the same number of directions for each of the Parts mentioned above? 

And as soon as we see this approach, we see the paradox that we develop a body 

but don't develop wits. And do we really want the population of the country act smartly? 

When we seem to develop mishlenie but not Soobrazitel’nost’. That is, we can think 

without quick-witting? Sounds funny. We develop logic but not consciousness, saying 

that it is Buddhists who develop consciousness somewhere out there. And what, are we 

very logical but not conscious? But this somehow can be combined, although it leads 

to paradoxes of scientific incompetence in fact. So, logically we quick-wit well but 

there is no consciousness in a scientific approach. 

And, unfortunately, modern life is built on these contradictions. If we do not begin 

to overcome these contradictions by the corresponding paradigm of a human, we 

civilizationally, in fact, will not just come to a dead end but will enter a degradation of 

development, that is not less dangerous. And, it is clear that public institutions or tools 

are saving us from this now, but we have come to the stage when it is time to accept 

the conscious (it is exactly that is not developed at us) but a very important decision 

that we need to reconsider the approach to a human, the concept of a human, to be more 

exact to form a new paradigm of a human as such. And this approach, this paradigm of 

a human, we today formed metagalactically. 
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1. Part 1. General 

When we talk about the metagalactic concept of a human, it is necessary to 

understand that the Metagalaxy is a macrocosm, respectively, in the reverse order, 

fixating on a human, where the Metagalaxy creates each, first of all it creates in each 

person the microcosm, in reflection of its macrocosmic tendencies. It is extremely 

difficult to search macrocosmic tendencies immediately, therefore, at the first step of 

the Paradigm of a Human in section General, we will purely will deal with a human in 

microcosmic variants of interaction of a human, as an expression of the anthropic 

principle that the Metagalaxy creates each. What does is mean? If we see a human 

microcosmically, that is, scientific evidence that the distances between two nearest 

atoms or their nuclei in the microcosm inside a human have such an enormous distance, 

which, analogously to the macrocosm around us, is more than the distance of nearby 

stars that are near us. For example, from the Sun to the nearest star. That is, our 

microcosm in reflection of the macrocosm has a bigger dimensionality than the 

macrocosm around us. It is clear that not all macrocosm is studied. And it can be rather 

a controversial phenomenon. The main thing is that we know another, very strict 

requirement — nature does not tolerate emptiness. 

But, if we see a huge space between the nearest nuclei or atoms, not filled with 

anything, respectively, this is not a void, but a kind of forming reality of perspective 

existence of a human. That is, at the first stage of natural maturation, a human is formed 

as he formed with such atomic-molecular bonds, and already at the second stage of 

existence of a deeper version of organization of a human, there should be another, the 

higher system of relations, if we look microcosmically. Accordingly, we can state that, 

having organized naturally, a human has passed the necessary external evolutionary 

tendencies and is formed as he formed for today, and this is a phenomenon of the 

anthropic principle — the universe creates us. And now the Metagalaxy creating each 

of us, begins to fixate a new microcosmic phenomenon in us. And these are, first of all, 

atomic-molecular nuclear or, as we now say in the Metagalactic Sciences, subnuclear 

levels of being. 

Accordingly, metagalactically a human is created subnuclearly. Why? There is such 

an elementary logical message. Our planet has formed its own specific macrocosm or 

its biosphere, based on its planetary possibilities, taking into account many factors, they 

are the star, the satellite and, in fact, the planet itself with the biosphere. But there can 

be other characteristics in formation of living beings on other planets. And the 

Metagalaxy is one for our planet and us and for another planet and other biological 

beings. And, accordingly, the natural characteristics of planets are different, and the 

Metagalaxy is one, which means that the metagalactic approach to different beings 

should be the same. Hence, the nature of Metagalaxy is formed not by the external 

macrocosmic method of nature species, by kingdoms of plants, although this is also 

taken into account, but, first of all, by microcosmic way, that is, by atomic-molecular 
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phenomena. Therefore, when the Metagalaxy creates us, we, first of all, should consider 

the subnuclear states of a human. 

Seeing this subnuclearity, we can determine what we said in the introduction: The 

metagalaxy, forms a base of 256 Parts in each human as an etalon. This is minimal and 

sufficient for formation of a human in the diversity of all his possibilities, needs and 

peculiarities that exist today. At the same time, the 256-ity itself proceeds from the 

structure of the Metagalaxy, where there are 16 types of evolution in the Metagalaxy. 

And if we see the evolutionary Metagalactic effect on a human by 16 evolutions, we 

must understand that each evolution reflects each other in 16 levels. Accordingly, 

multiplying 16 by 16, we get 256 evolutionary levels of existence and formation of a 

human. At the same time, we are talking about 16 evolutions that have in their 

expressibility 16 evolutionary levels. This is expressed exactly by a Human. This is the 

first approach. Another approach to 256-ity. When we researched the first book the 

Paradigm of Science, we came to the point that we basically have 16 ogneobrazes of 

subnuclearity. That is, analyzing different states of subnuclear expressions, we formed 

the 16-ity from the spin to the nucleus. As a result, if we say that Metagalaxy is 

nuclearly fixated on a human, we must understand and see that this nuclear fixation has 

clearly 16 ogneobraz phenomena, where either there are 16 ogneobrazes in each 

nucleus or, if a nucleus is the sixteenth and a human goes into another level in his 

development, then the spin of the next level of the next 16-ity of a nucleus becomes the 

17th. 

And thus, we can see that the 16-ity of ogneobrazes formed scientifically can 

coordinate with the 16-ity of evolutions of the Metagalaxy, where each evolution has 

its own 16-ity of ogneobrazes. And thus, multiplying 16 evolutions by 16 ogneobrazes, 

we again get the basic stability of 256 Parts of a Human.  

Correspondingly, each Part of a human has an accent, firstly, of its specific of an 

ogneobraz, secondly, of its specific of evolution, thirdly, of its specific of its 

evolutionary level and, fourthly, of its specific of High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy. 

Here we must understand that the whole Metagalaxy creating us, cannot immediately 

adapt to us by all its scale because it can crush us as it is so huge ans we are so small. 

Therefore, we must see that Metagalaxy is formed by spheres of High Whole Realities. 

We published them in the first volume of the Paradigm, where each individual High 

Whole Reality is responsible for formation and support of existence of the 

corresponding individual Part of a Human. Parts and High Whole Realities in their 

coordination change during development of both a Human and Metagalaxy, but this 

process forms the corresponding content of human development from the perspective 

of the corresponding High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy. There are eight 

fundamental beginnings in realities of the Metagalaxy. They are Ogon', Spirit, Light, 

Energy, Subnuclearity, Form, Soderzhanie and Field. And we must understand that 

each part of a human necessarily expresses these eight fundamental beginnings. And 
the formation of any Part by eight fundamental beginnings, if it goes according to 

preparation of a human at all, will be equally by ogon', spirit, light, energy among 

themselves, and there will not be difference between Parts and their special qualities, 

properties and peculiarities among themselves. 
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Accordingly, if the Metagalaxy fixates 256 High Whole Realities on a human, each 

of which includes eight fundamental beginnings from ogon' to field, then each Part is 

formed by its own special ogon', its own special spirit, its own special light, that is, by 

different eight fundamental beginnings of Metagalaxy that are realized through the 

corresponding High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy. 

Thus, High Whole Realities individualize the fundamental beginnings of 

Metagalaxy to the corresponding requests of the Parts. Or in formation of Parts in a 

human there appears a variety of ogon', spirit, light, energy, subnuclearity which forms 

the Part and forms in which this Part is already being formed, soderzhatel'nost of which 

this Part exists and field that emanates from each Part forming the corresponding 

viability of a human of this Part of this High Whole Reality. 

Another look. When we say that Metagalaxy fixates High Whole Realities on us by 

its fourth beginning, and we begin to penetrate by them mutually, then eight 

fundamental beginnings of Metagalaxy deploy, where each High Whole Reality has its 

own time, its own space, its own speed, its own dimension of organization that creates 

individual characteristics, its own vossoedinennost’ of some specifics of this reality, its 

own self-organization of this reality, its own emanations, and even its own type of 

substance. These are eight fundamental foundations of each High Whole Reality of 

Metagalaxy. Thus, every High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy exists in synthesis of eight 

fundamental beginnings and eight fundamental foundations, where a High Whole 

Reality, fixating on a Human by its characteristics, specializes this or that Part in 

process of formation by a corresponding diversity of phenomena. I think there are much 

more of these phenomena, taking into account the 256-ary matrix of scientific 

foundations of metagalactic sciences, which we published in the first book, where it 

can be put that each High Whole Reality has its own specific of the entire 256-ity. It is 

clear that it is necessary to developed, form, fixate this aspect, but it is an unambiguous 

expression of specifics of a High Whole Reality. If we see that High Whole Realities 

fixate on a Part of a Human, then these 256-ity are laid in a Human through High Whole 

Realities. And 256 Parts, in their turn, reflect each other in each Part, forming their 

internal 256-ity, thus developing a human and influencing on the formation of systems 

of a human. And, thus, each High Whole Reality fixates the 256-ity of scientific 

beginnings in formation of each Part and a Human as a whole. 

The mutual organization of already different High Whole Realities and Beginnings 

among themselves forms the necessity and sufficiency of formation of each Part inside 

a Human. How is a Part seen inside a Human? Let's imagine that if the distance between 

two atoms has a certain large expression and, from the point of view of the current state 

of science, it sees this as a void. Let us enter the state of subnuclearity and imagine that 

256 nuclei begin to fix between two nuclei of the two nearest atoms. And this space, at 

the first stage, is filled with 256 nuclei, where 256 Parts are formed in synthesis of 256 

nuclei between the nuclei of atoms. 
Let's imagine that this space is completely filled with 256 nuclei between any 

nearest atomic nuclei. I remind you that an atom is the nucleus with particles spinning 

around. Firstly, accordingly, inside the entire human body at the nuclear level, between 

two nuclei of two nearest atoms, 256 nuclei of various High Whole Realities are 
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formed. Secondly, accordingly, every nucleus has its own specific of High Whole 

Reality by eight fundamental beginnings, eight fundamental basics, has its own 

concentration of evolutionality of its level of evolution in this expression. Thirdly, it 

has its concentration from the position of Ogneobrazes. And, fourthly, it has its own 

concentration of metagalacticity where in addition to High Whole Realities, the 

Metagalaxy itself forms special specifics of both system states of the Metagalaxy, or 

other galaxies, Metagalaxies, or the systemic organization of Matter of Metagalaxy 

such as realities or other characteristics that are set metagalacticly. And, in fact, we get 

the unambiguous formation of a Part inside the body of a human in synthesis of nuclei 

similar between two nuclei of atoms by number. At the first stage, there is an 

unambiguous formation of 256 Parts inside each Human.  

This is the first metagalactic step: Metagalaxy creates each of us. I emphasize that 

these 256 nuclei have different characteristics and emphasis on subnuclearity, that is, a 

different Ogneobraz accent, a different evolutionary accent, and thus a different accent 

of High Whole Realities. By this we achieve a variety of characteristics of formation 

of subnuclear-nuclear content of Parts, correspondingly implemented inside the body 

of a Human. These Parts include those or other already ripened processual 

characteristics of a Human, that are logically noncontradictorily metagalactically 

formed into the 256-ity of Parts of a Human. At the same time, the part of Parts that 

begins to form in a human has a metagalactic accent, and we emphasized them into the 

64-ity of metagalactic Parts: metagalactic motion, metagalactic freedom which are 

more seen processually at the first stage. But, if to penetrate into the metagalactic 

paradigm as a whole, and for this we'll have to penetrate into all five volumes of the 

Paradigm in order to understand the existence of Matter of Metagalaxy as a whole, then 

we will see that these Parts are not processual but formed as a Part for free existence of 

a human in all High Whole Realities without binding to only one High Whole Reality 

by only one Part, which is formed by this High Whole Reality. And we already will 

need such a Part as Metagalactic Freedom. Because we understand that we are growing 

up on a small piece of cosmos called a planet. And since this particle is very small, we 

are even smaller for cosmos, that is, even smaller than this particle. And if we are 

smaller than this particle, then we must have a sufficient amount of metagalactic 

freedom in order to act freely in Metagalaxy, in these High Whole Realities and on 

other particles. And this is no longer a process within our body, but a forming Part of 

possibilities of bodily perspectives and organizations. In this, there is a corresponding 

existence of a Human. This is the first approach. 

256 etalon Parts of a Human begin to reflect each other, and their processual 

implementations begin to form systematically inside each Part, forming the second 

stage of Human development — the systemic one. If to talk about systems with a simple 

approach, then we must understand that there are systems inside the physical body: the 

respiratory system, the nervous system, and so on. The word "system" itself is taken 
from biology. But then, if we look at human thinking, there are systems of processing 

of thoughts inside the mishlenie of a Human: the logical sphere of thinking, the obraz 

sphere of thinking, the associative sphere of thinking, the formal sphere of thinking, the 

mythological sphere of thinking. This is an easily formed phenomenon when mishlenie 
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of a human operates by these types of thoughts. But in order to operate by these types 

of thoughts, we must understand that a system of organization and creation of such a 

thought must be formed inside mishlenie. 

Proceeding from the philosophical approach to thinking, we understand that systems 

of organization of activity of this Part are formed by this or another specific way inside 

each Part. For the Mishlenie, this is a thought; for the Soul, it is feelings; for the Razum, 

this is the gist, for the Conscience, this is the imperation as a particular. And in 

reflection of 256 Parts, there begins a formation of 256 kinds of systems of each Part. 

But if there is an evolutionary influence on formation of Parts then there is an influence 

of Worlds of Metagalaxy on formation of systems within which they carry out their 

activities. And this is one of the problems of mastering the Worlds — the dependence 

of Systems on the operational possibilities of a World, both Metagalaxy and each 

Human. At the same time, the formation also goes by ogneobrazes, subnuclearly, where 

there are certain processual interactions between ogneobrazes and a system activation 

of ogneobraz nuclei between themselves is formed into a certain rigidly one-directed 

form of systemic organization of a Part for processing these or those Particulars that 

are generated by Parts inside a body of a human. This is the next deeper subnuclear 

layer of action, where we enter the next organization of smaller subnuclear states, where 

there is its own set of subnuclearity in each nucleus. The set of subnuclearity of each 

nucleus of a Part is deployed by formation of the corresponding systems inside the body 

of a human in aspect of implemented World or synthesis of Worlds. 

And here we are already hierarchization of subnuclearity as such, where 

metagalactically we know that there are High Whole Realities that form Parts and there 

are ogneobrazes of High Whole Realities. High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy consist 

of Initially Highest Realities and there are own subnuclear foundations in Initially 

Highest Realities. And since Parts are formed by the subnuclearity of High Whole 

Realities, the Systems of Parts are formed by ogneobrazes of Initially Highest Realities. 

Correspondingly, metagalactically we know that Initially Highest Realities consist of 

Realities, that is, the basic realities of a human which he understands as reality. Every 

System consists of 256 Apparates. That is, already inside a Part, 256 Systems, in 

reflection of each other, form 256 Apparats in each System which consist of 

subnuclearities of corresponding Realities, that is of even smaller subnuclear 

foundations than the Initially Highest Reality itself in expression of the corresponding 

High Whole Reality. What does the Apparat mean? It is very simple. We have a system 

or a sphere of logical thought and there is an apparat of formal logic, that is very well 

known in science. We have such a part as Logic. As well as there is a respiratory system 

in the physical body, and there are various apparats: bronchi, lungs and so forth that 

form a systemic whole. As well as there is a cardiovascular system and there are 

different apparatuses: heart, vessels and other bases of these systemic interactions. That 

is, there are purely biological scientifically familiar names that are called apparatuses. 
Accordingly, we proceeded from the biological structure of a human, therefore, any 

systems of the corresponding Part of a Human are formed from apparats. 

Thus, we see the structure of a human: these are 256 Parts, 256 Systems in each 

Part, 256 Apparates in each system, mutually connected with each other. These are the 
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etalons. And, naturally, when revealing apparates, we must understand that in order the 

apparates to work, we need certain products of realization of their expression. We called 

this specificity the Particulars, since any Part is engaged in the development of the 

corresponding Particular. For example, mishlenie (thinking) deals with a thought. 

Thought is a fourth-order Particular. The Soul is engaged in Senses. Sense is a third-

order Particular. 

As a result, we made 16 basic Particulars, realizing that, in fact, even 16 basic 

Particulars is a rather complicated phenomenon for a human body, because it is not a 

fact that everyone owns even a thought as a fourth level of order. And 16 levels of 

Particulars are an even higher operating system than we can imagine. But at the same 

time, we proceeded from metagalactic expediency, when a human from three-four-five 

phenomena grows into 16 phenomena. Why 16? Because 16 is the metagalactic 

evolutionary statement of a Human, since there are 16 evolutions. Therefore, each 

evolution forms both a peculiar Part, and a peculiar System of action, and a peculiar 

apparat of action, and also a peculiar Particular of a Human action. If we determine that 

evolution forms a peculiar Particular of a human action, we had consistently to choose 

16 Particulars for 16 evolutions that clearly express the evolutionary approaches of 

being to each human, clearly reflecting the apparat abilities and the way of their 

expression. Moreover, these Particulars should be known to humanity, at least at first 

stages. 

The first eight Particulars: motion, feel, sense, feelings, thought, meaning, gist, idea, 

right. If to analyze the history of humanity, then we'll see that life is saturated with these 

Particulars. It is clear that the higher the Particular, the more difficult it was for a human 

to imbibe it, and the more complex forms of interaction with it existed. Suppose, there 

could be one idea and affect the masses of people while they were imbibing it. And by 

this there was the formation of the Apparat for processing ideas and the corresponding 

Part, which could carry ideas by itself. 

Looking ahead, I can say a very strange thing. To process the idea, we needed the 

seventh Part that is the Stolp. But in history it is known: holy ascetics — stylites — 

stood on the corresponding pillars, like religious belfries, and were recreating the 

concentration of spirit by themselves in order to develop appropriate ideas or to fix 

ideas by themselves. One stylite — one idea, according to historical tradition, which is 

known fragmentarily in certain texts. Everything else has not actually been saved. From 

this, the notion Stolp came, although, it was not always characteristic for a human as a 

Part, but it was present in him. The strength and mosh’ of a human — it is 

understandable. 

The following 8 Particulars: mosh’, paramethod, basis, synthes-beginning, glance, 

imperation, I Esm' and condition. There are quite different scientific, literary or other 

paradigmatic phenomena and sources that correlate with one or another Particular. But 

we will leave this question to the researchers of the future. 
Thus, let's imagine that we have 16 Particulars in reflection of evolutions. But, if we 

have 256 Parts, then 16 evolutions being reflected in each other, form 256 Particulars 

of a more developed order. Well, let's say there are Particulars of Realities, there are 

Particulars of Initially Highest Realities, and there are Particulars of High Whole 
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Realities. We already see three different Particulars. What is meant? We must 

understand that if Parts, Systems and Apparats are a rigid organization of subnuclearity 

of the corresponding organizations of Matter of Metagalaxy, then Particulars are 

carriers of free orders, where they can be recorded depending on the development of a 

human both into the subnuclearity of Realities, that is to be processed by the Apparat; 

and into the subnuclearity of Initially Highest Realities, that is to be processed by the 

System together with the Apparat, then Systems and Apparats have more complicated 

growth; and into the subnuclearity of High Whole Realities, that is of a Part itself. Thus, 

we must understand that Particulars unlike Apparats, Systems and Parts are not tied to 

a rigid structural organization, to the corresponding subnuclearities or reality, or to an 

Initially Highest Reality, or to High Whole Realities. And are free in processes and 

depend on the volume and scale. That is, if a thought is more voluminous, it should be 

recorded with ogneobrazes of a High Whole Reality. These are capacious ogneobrazes. 

However, this does not mean that they are large. Vice versa, they are smaller but they 

take capacious, voluminous thoughts. If the thought is less voluminous, I would even 

say less qualitative, then it is recorded into the ogneobrazes of Initially Highest Reality. 

If thoughts are more practical and small, for example, to go to buy a book, this is already 

a concrete thought of Reality, where there are concrete-practical kinds of action. It is 

not necessary that the thoughts of Reality are concrete-practical. This is just an example 

that there are different typologies of thoughts, and that all 16 ogneobrazes are recorded 

into three types of subnuclearity of Parts, Systems and Apparates of a Human. New 

thoughts that are voluminous are immediately covered by the Part. Then, when a human 

imbibes them for a long time, they are processed by Systems. After a human processes 

them systemically, they are already processed by Apparates and are already resulted 

concretely. Therefore, a Particular is not a specific kind of reality, but a freely 

subnuclearily organized environment of synthesis of three Realities as a whole. Thus, 

a Human of Metagalaxy is formed in base state by 256 Parts, in each of which the 

formation of 256 Systems begins, in each of which the formation of 256 Apparats 

begins, and in each of which the formation of the corresponding Particular begins at 

the level of horizon of an Apparat or at the level of horizon of a Part. We must 

understand that our 256 Parts have 16 types of horizons, 16 by 16 by evolution. And 

each Part corresponds to a Particular by a horizon of its expression.  

As a result, we get the basic diversity of the Human of Metagalaxy, that is formed 

by Metagalaxy Fa on each and fixes its peculiarities. I emphasize, this happens in 

microcosm and organizes the microcosmic tendencies of a human when the inner 

internuclear void, intermolecular, interatomic, I would even say a spin void inside the 

physical body of a Human is filled with the subnuclear composition of Metagalaxy with 

concentration of the corresponding High Whole Realities, evolutions and subnuclear 

states. And then it is formed by the corresponding phenomena. 

The next step was to comprehend the types of Matter of Metagalaxy. Nowadays, we 
know 64 types of Matter of Metagalaxy. Metagalaxy creates a Human for its 

perspective development. And we have already clarified the biological law that any 

object forms a biological nature not only for it to be. Due to biological subjects, the 

object Matter goes into a higher level of self-organization and development. 
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Accordingly, Metagalaxy forms each of us to move to a higher level of material self-

organization. Thus, if 16 evolutions fixate for development of Parts, then in the 

diversity of the phenomena of Parts as such, the fixation of 64 types of Matter of 

Metagalaxy begin, where the base 64 Parts express 64 types of Matter, while the human 

body is the 63rd Part. So, it expresses the 63rd kind of Matter. Thus, in addition to 

evolutions, High Whole Realities and subnuclearities, each Part of a Human acts by 

one of the 64 corresponding type of Matter. Accordingly, we must understand that thare 

are all specifics of 8-ity of fundamental beginnings of Metagalaxy from Ogon' to Field 

and 8-ity of fundamental bases from time to substance in this kind of Matter. What is 

the difference between kinds of Matter? The beginnings and bases are fixed not in 

general as in a High Whole Reality, each of them separately. But a kind of Matter is 

the whole synthesizing of these 16 expressions among themselves into a homogeneous 

material phenomenon. If we see that there is an expression of the corresponding kind 

of Matter by this synthesizing, then the fixation on each of 64 Parts is done by 64 kinds 

of Matter in stabilization of each Part of a Human by the corresponding material basis. 

There is a very curious approach in it that is already input but it is worth seeing. The 

point is that the basic organization of a human, known from the previous epoch, is the 

quaternity. What is the sense? We know the energy, we use it. We know the light; we 

use it somehow. We know the spirit. We use it hard, but it at least esm'. At the same 

time, some scientists deny it, but the spirit of nature, in principle, exists. And we know 

Ogon' that we use in different variations. Accordingly, we must determine that the basic 

state of Matter is quaternary, it is ogon', spirit, light, energy. They are the beginnings 

in the 8-ity of the basic beginnings of Metagalaxy. But in order to reach the 8-ity, at the 

first stage, we necessarily go by the quaternity of the fundamental beginnings of 

Metagalaxy. Thus, we must understand that in the basic state there is a quaternity of 

the fundamental beginnings.  

We’ll just distract ourselves and imagine. There is a logical paradox of the gospel 

that we once deduced, and from which we began to develop metagalactically. So, 

Father has the Trinity. And we remember that in this trinity, the One Whole Father 

implements Love, implements Wisdom and implements Volya, although for someone 

Father is only Love. Accordingly, if the Son was the Teacher of Love and Esm' Love, 

then God the Son is Love. God the Father is the Volya, because the Volya is of Father 

or “Not my Volya (will), but yours, Father” is known. Then what did God the Holy 

Spirit do? It turns out Wisdom. As a result, all the Wisdom of a human is the Holy 

Spirit. But, considering that holy is the Light, and Wisdom has always been associated 

with Light: learning is light, ignorance is darkness, then the Holy Spirit is Wisdom. But 

in the Russian Philosophy of Cosmism, Wisdom is Saint Sophia, where Sofia, in Greek, 

is Wisdom, that is, this is the image of a woman. So, by the Holy Spirit was meant a 

woman. Then, if Love is the Son, Sofia is the Daughter or Sofia is, after all, the Mother? 

A very complex contradiction. Most likely, according to the Logic of the Trinity — it 
is closer to the Daughter. But if the Holy Spirit was engaged with Wisdom, the Son was 

engaged with Love, God the Father was engaged with Volya, what did One Whole 

Father do? And here a logical contradiction arises: The One Whole Father must do 

something different from the Volya, Wisdom and Love in the Trinity. 
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It is clear that for people who do not think logically there is no difference that one 

God the Father was engaged with Volya or another Father was engaged with Volya, 

everything is the same. But in reality, these are hierarchically different orders. Why? 

Because if Volya, Wisdom and Love as the Trinity were included into the One Whole 

Father, they were forming inside a higher systemic whole, than Volya, Wisdom and 

Love separately existing. Question: and what systemic whole did they form there? The 

answer was given to us by mathematics. In mathematics, there are two modes of action: 

analysis and synthesis. And we must understand that if we see the Trinity, we analyze 

it, that is, we distinguish: how it acts, by what it acts. 

But when the Trinity merges into the One Whole Father, and the One Whole Father 

becomes one as such, then inside the Father the Synthesis of the Trinity arises, as one 

Beginning. And, in fact, the One Whole Father in the previous epoch was engaged in 

Synthesis. And the factor of Synthesis is the factor of the Father's beginning. If we 

recall that we are by Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father or the One Whole 

Father, then the Obraz and Podobie inside us are synthesized. If I say that they unite, it 

will be formal and not deep. If I say that they are synthesized, we will immediately 

understand that the Obraz and Podobie give birth to that unicible human that is each of 

us. 

That is, we logically concluded that the factor of paternal development "by Obraz 

and Podobie" is synthesis. And being engaged in synthesis, we act as the One Whole 

Father. I remind you that this paradigm of a human has grown out from the many years 

of development of the Philosophy of Synthesis, as the next stage of activity of the 

Philosophy of Russian Cosmism. But if it grew out of the philosophy of synthesis, it 

can be easily assumed that the philosophy of synthesis is the Philosophy of the One 

Whole Father, because exactly the One Whole Father had that Synthesis that was given 

to us in accordance with Obraz and Podobie, so that we could master it. 

Thus, inside a human, based on the fact that the Trinity of different beginnings was 

merged by Synthesis in Father, then 256 Parts of a human, metagalactically developed 

in each human are merged by Synthesis. And we again get four beginnings: Synthesis, 

Volya, Wisdom and Love. But if we have 64 types of Matter, we must understand that 

64 types of Matter act from the perspective of Love, this is one action; from the 

perspective of Wisdom, this is another action, and other characteristics of the action; 

from the perspective of Volya, this is the third action; from the perspective of Synthesis, 

this is the fourth action, where 64 × 4 = 256. 

Accordingly, it turns out that the first 64 views of kinds of Matter the types of matter 

act by Love, forming the basic Parts of a Human. But, acting by Love metagalactically 

we associate that Love is recorded into Energy. We won't now describe the entire 

logical analysis that led us to this conclusion, but we simply state that the fundamental 

beginning of the Metagalaxy in the form of energy records inside itself the 

fundamentality of the Metagalaxy — that is Love. In other words, Love that is recorded 
in Energy stabilizes 64 kinds of Matter by 64 Parts. And we must understand that in 

order for Love to be recorded in Energy, as fundamentality is recorded into the 

fundamental beginning, and for 64 types of Matter to be stable in Parts, and for Parts 

to grow materially by these kinds of Matter, these Parts must have Love of a certain 
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level, and these Parts must have Energy of a certain level of energy intensity, so that 

Love is recorded in Energy. And first 64 Parts of a human, from the first to the 64th 

one are engaged in concentration of Love and Energy in order to be actualized as Parts, 

and then to develop further. 

So, accordingly, the second Parts of a human, from the 65th to the 128th, form such 

fundamentality as Wisdom, and at the same time apply Light. According to 

metagalactic standards, the fundamentality of Wisdom is recorded in the fundamental 

beginning such as Light. We have already said that learning is the light; in principle, 

there is an analogy, in the common sense of the population. Thus, the second 64-ity of 

beginnings has an approach of stabilization of Matter by Wisdom, which is recorded in 

the corresponding Light of these 64 kinds of Matter. And thus, we get another 64 

characteristics of Matter of Parts from the point of light, but at the same time, these are 

the same materially stable Parts with the corresponding nuclearity inside us, but having 

the characteristics of Light interactions. Remembering that in the previous epoch the 

Holy Spirit was engaged in Wisdom, and, seeing that the second 64-ity of Parts has 

necessarily a double name — metagalactic freedom, metagalactic motion, we will 

determine with a smile that the universe created us even in the previous epoch, but until 

we called ourselves metagalactically, the Wisdom remained the Holy Spirit. And 

although Russian philosophers could discern Sophia under the Holy Spirit, the 

Daughter who gives birth to the new, until we went into Metagalaxy, the Holy Spirit 

remained unformed. This is a purely paradoxical conclusion, which is very useful to 

recognize historically. But when we went into Metagalaxy and began to recognize 

ourselves metagalactically, in principle, the Holy Spirit began to form either into the 

state of Daughter, if to take the old anthropogenic states, or, if to take the new states, 

into the pure Wisdom of either the Matter of Metagalaxy or the One Whole Father, or 

Initially Highest Father, as a higher phenomenon of paternity of already the 

metagalactic perspective; here already basing on the position of the observer either 

scientist or the one who considers this Paradigm. 

Thus, the second 64-ity of Parts stabilizes an expression of Light in 64 

characteristics of Matter by Wisdom, and we get 128 Parts. In the same way, the third 

64-ity of Parts, from the 129th to 192th, stabilizes an expression of Spirit in itself, 

forming the fundamentality of Volya by recordings of Spirit of each Part, where 64 

types of Matter quite naturally fixate Volya by recording into Spirit, and form the 

corresponding Parts in each of us by recordings of Spirit, that are formed into a certain 

expression of metagalacticity. And the fourth 64-ity of Parts from the 193rd to the 256th 

is stabilized by ogon' of 64-ity of kinds of Matter, where the synthesis is recorded into 

ogon' and 64 kinds of Matter are stabilized by 64 Parts by ogon' and synthesis. The 

fundamentality of synthesis is recorded into the fundamental beginning of ogon', 

forming and stabilizing 64 Parts from this angle. 

Thus, we form the 256-ity of Parts by the quaternity of fundamental beginings or by 
the quaternity of fundamentality of Matter by expression of synthesis, volya, wisdom 

and love and expressing 256 basic Parts of a Human. And we should observe the same 

trends in 256 Systems where 64 Systems by love with energy, 64 Systems by wisdom 

with light, 64 Systems by volya with spirit and 64 Systems by synthesis with ogon'. 
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And we should observe the same four phenomena in 256 Apparates which process 

everything by love with energy, wisdom with light, volya with spirit, and synthesis with 

ogon'. 

But then our Particulars have this quaternity of expression: by love, wisdom, volya 

and synthesis. And we can declare that any thought in its quality can grow from love to 

synthesis and the primary thought is the merging by love for the thought to be formed. 

The Wisdom of a thought is a deeper processing of it by the Apparat for it to develop. 

The Volya of a thought is a systematic organization of a thought taking into account all 

other thoughts on this subject. And the Synthesis of a thought is the generation of a 

high thought when we already can carry it to others or use it on our own. And the same 

is with all other 16 Particulars in their diversity. 

Thus, we get a general view at a human by the characteristic of 64 kinds of Matter. 

At fixation of 64 kinds of Matter in four versions, the 256-ity of a Human becomes 

stable and steady. And in concentration of kinds of Matter, in synthesis with 256 High 

Whole Realities fixated by the Metagalaxy, it forms a stable whole inside a Human. 

But, if to pay attention that each of sixteen evolutions forms the next 16-ity of Parts, 

then we should determine that these are not evolutions as a whole but, in fact, the 

evolutionary levels of organization of the 256-ity of Parts in the first evolution. Because 

it is the basic natural factor of the Metagalaxy. 

If we take into account that the first evolution is called “Metagalactic”, then after 

formation of stable 256-ity of Parts by kinds of Matter, the kinds of Matter stabilize it 

inside a Human so much that the first evolution turns on and starts harmonization of a 

Human and the Metagalaxy. And at this moment, the final metagalactic fixation is 

focused on each human where the entire Metagalaxy with its entire Sphere is fixed on 

a Human. It fixates on him 256 Spheres which are a synthesis of both High Whole 

Realities and other organizations of the Metagalaxy, which we still need to know in the 

future. But, for us, for today, the Spheres around the Metagalaxy are the expression of 

High Whole Realities. 

But we understand that there are higher and deeper phenomena there than we can 

cognize today — this is the perspective cognition. With such a stable fixation of 256 

Spheres, they are fixated in the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of 

each Human. Here we should recall that every 16th Part of the 256-ity of Parts of a 

Human, up to the 192nd one, are an expression of 12 Parts that are called as Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father that is a Home. As a result, a 256-ity of Parts 

is formed by synthesis of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each. 

And after that, the first evolution completely turns on in a Human, which harmonizes 

the state of a Human of Metagalaxy by an expression of all basics. That is, turns on a 

certain specificity of a substance, which is already metagalactic. Here it is worth 

understanding that at this moment the metagalactic substance turns on, of the first 

evolution in a whole; and further, metagalactic emanations turn on; metagalactic self-
organization turn on; metagalactic vossoedinennost’ turn on. And Parts begin to be 

synthesized among themselves by the first evolution, forming a new whole, called the 

“Human of the Metagalaxy”. That is, the system of Parts is being formed and a new 

wholeness is generated. And the first Metagalactic Evolution coordinates this 
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wholeness of the Human of Metagalaxy with different metagalactic processes. 

I would like to emphasize here that names from the second to sixteenth evolution 

correspond to the biological type of a Human. Therefore, the material coordination of 

a Human with the Matter of Metagalaxy is accomplished only by the first evolution. As 

for all other coordinations, they deal with materiality, they are material, but they are no 

longer aimed at the external effect of interaction, but at the internal development of a 

Human and the corresponding development of Matter of the Metagalaxy by this 

Human. It is sufficient to say that the first evolution is of Metagalaxy, and the second 

one is called the evolution of a Human of Creating Synthesis. The quality component 

is clear here. The first evolution regulates, in fact, metagalactic tendencies. And already 

a Human of Creating Synthesis applies a certain creative beginning, synthesizing it with 

metagalactic processes, synthesizing himself and the Metagalaxy. If by the name of 

Parts, a Human of Plan of Creation is the next after a Human of Creating Synthesis as 

the 241st Part, then the first metagalactic evolution corresponds to a Human of Plan of 

Creation. And, in fact, 256 Parts is the basic Plan of Creation of self-organization of 

each Human by Metagalaxy. 

After the Plan of Creation took place, the fixation of the first Evolution in a whole 

began, as this is the basic wholeness of the 256-ity of a Human for Metagalaxy. And 

then all other evolutions turn on and the process of replication begins. That is, if we 

form the 256-ity of Parts by one evolution, then it is necessary to grow a Human by the 

same parameters by each subsequent evolution. And we begin to form 256 Parts of the 

second Evolution — as a Human of Creating Synthesis with an increase of a qualitative 

component of a Human. And here we are faced for the first time with a new process 

that was not recognized before: evolution is engaged not only in natural formation of 

external species and subspecies connections, but develops a human into a qualitative 

state of properties, abilities, specifics from a certain angle. And the same process of 

formation of the second evolution begins, which form the next 256 Parts of a Human 

of Creating Synthesis. But since this is the second evolution and there is a law in the 

Metagalaxy that says: “the higher includes the lower as a part”, then there is a 

strengthening of numbers of Parts of a Human by 256 in the second evolution. Because 

they have the characteristic of the following 256 High Whole Realities; have a fixation 

of other types of dimensions, speeds as fundamental basics, as well as spaces, times, 

vossoedinennost’, self-organization, emanation and substances. That is, these are 

substances and fundamental basics of already the next level of organization of Matter. 

Since this is another evolution, then substances and fundamental basics are of the next 

level of organization and development of a Human. And with the same “name” of the 

Parts: both the substance, the dimensions, and the speeds are completely evolutionarily 

different there. And there is another interaction of a Human by Matter. 

It is worth clarifying here that evolution is a kind of whirlwind of free ogon', spirit, 

light, energy acting in the Metagalaxy in synthesis and wholly. And evolution nourishes 
a Human with its expressions. But any subsequent evolution has a different ogon', 

different spirit, different light and different energy. That is, another specificity of the 

base 4-ity of Metagalaxy. This is created in order to grow each Person qualitatively. 

We must understand that this is not just a replication of 256 Parts that already exist. 
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And this is not even just the second stage, when an Evolution repeats what already 

exists by Obraz and Podobie of the first 256 Parts. This is a check of a Human already 

on stability of a higher material metagalactic organization, with a higher High Whole 

Realities where, naturally, a higher typology of Matter, on the one hand, and on the 

other hand, a big refinement of a Human a big inner organization of a Human. Why? If 

256 our Parts are formed in exactly the same way, we must understand that in 

accordance with a law: "The lower is included into the highest as a part". And if this 

does not concern the Parts, then this will already concern the systemic organization of 

Systems when, in each Part, not 256 Systems begin to form but 512 in reflection of 512 

Parts. Accordingly, Parts seems to be the same. But the Obraz of Father of Metagalaxy, 

as the first Part, will differ from the Obraz of Father of a Human of Creating Synthesis 

by a content. In each of this Parts, 512 Systems are now deployed. And there are 512 

Apparats inside each System. That is, additional Apparats and Systems are nurtured 

also in the first 256 Parts, reflecting a new systemic wholeness. And, accordingly, not 

256 but 512 Particulars begin to fixate in each Apparat. Thus, the Metagalaxy achieves 

both quantitative growth from us and qualitative growth from us. Because we know a 

simple law — quantity goes into quality. And having 256 thoughts this is one quality, 

and having 512 thoughts it’s completely different. 

But here everything is not so simple. We decided that basically, there are 256 nuclei 

of 256 Parts between two nuclei of two atoms. Accordingly, if the second evolution 

begins to form 256 Parts, then there are already 512 Parts in the physical body and there 

are 512 nuclei between two basic nuclei. So, the number of nuclei increases. This means 

that these nuclei become refined and smaller. But, at the same time, they become and 

more concentrated, because it is a higher evolution. As a result, the first 256 Parts also 

change, transfigure by the effect of the second evolution, changing their subnuclear 

state during the development of a Human by 512 Parts. 

Here, looking ahead, we can see an interesting natural tendency to understand how 

this happens. By the standards of the Metagalaxy, any human being born on the Planet 

today, an infant, has a biological background of 256 Parts. We checked this system not 

theoretically, but by practical observations of babies. But, when a baby begins to grow 

up, age-related psychology is triggered, age-specific biological characteristics of 

development are triggered, and already 512 Parts are formed in the adolescent. It should 

be understood that there are some adults, now living people who weakly express 

metagalactic tendencies and specifics by themselves and can remain in 256 Parts of a 

Human. And if among adolescents this is rigidly formed because this is a requirement 

of the age-related Evolutionality of the Metagalaxy, then among adults who have just 

formed 256 Parts, sometimes this is enough. And there is another question: if adults 

who got used to three or five Parts of the previous millennium and born in the previous 

millennium, can easily bear the formation of 256 Parts? It's a difficult question. There 

is no answer to it. But, paradigmically, we must put it not only for our Planet: we must 
understand that when meeting with representatives of other planets, we must also 

consider their depth of Partial organization. This will give a very good approach to the 

analysis of their culture, civilization, language and many other specifics operating in 

this civilization. Because if genetics in the Metagalaxy is one, we must, at least in 
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something be like each other. Let it be, not by an external organization that depends on 

the biosphere of the planet, but, for sure, by an internal organization of subnuclearity. 

And on this we can begin to compare the xenobiological phenomena of different beings 

from different planets. And to get own effects of interaction. 

Thus, the teenager is formed by 512 Parts: the second evolution works. At the same 

time, the same is with adults if they are active. A young boy or a young girl is formed 

by the 768 Parts by the standards of Metagalaxy. The third evolution, which is called 

the Evolution of Human of Synthesness turns on. And already a grown-up young man 

who becomes a father, a mother, or reaches a certain age limit for a young person, 

receives 1024 Parts of the fourth evolution, the Evolution of Human of Polnomochiy 

Sovershenstv. And now it is naturally biologically and psychophysiologically being 

formed in all new generations of people on planet Earth. Because the Planet has entered 

into this Metagalactic relationship. And we note these characteristics of development 

among the planet's population. This is still not always visible from the outside just 

because the Parts are still being organized, folded and grow. But we already see the 

difference of generations when the kids understand such things that a middle-aged 

intellectually developed adult can not understand a priori. Unfortunately, in fact, such 

phenomena sometimes arise. 

Accordingly, if a young man grows by four Evolutions, he has 768 Parts, already 

768 Systems and Apparates in each Part are forming. This is a huge amount for 

subsequent growth and development! And stably, an adult live with 1024 Parts. There 

are 1024 Systems in each Part. Each of which has 1024 Apparats. And in each of which 

1024 Particulars. They develope and grow. This is a stable adult state of a Human of 

Metagalaxy. 

Why did we come to this number? The fact is that there are two evolutionary 

approaches. If to look biologically, then in each biological being evolution forms 256 

basic Parts. But, if to look Metagalactically, when there are 16384 High Whole 

Realities of Metagalaxy and 16 evolutions, each evolution synthesizes 1024 High 

Whole Realities. This means that since High Whole Realities fixate on Parts of a 

Human: if there are 256 Parts, then 512, then 768, then 1024, so 1024 High Whole 

Realities in the whole Reality of the first Metagalactic Evolution, minimally and 

sufficiently, fixate on the adult Human, that is the basic evolutionary state of nature of 

things as such. 

Today, we still have not fully understood the law — why 256 parts are formed in a 

human but in the Metagalaxy the fixation of the Evolution is 1024 Parts of a Human. 

Although we have cognition of the standard of evolution, but there is no connection 

with a human. Perhaps, this is a perspective evolutionary growth into 1024 basic Parts 

of a human? 

But there is another approach. If to take into account that we form the 4-ity of Basis 

of Metagalaxy by ogon', spirit, light, energy, then four times four is 16. That is, 
reflecting and replicating each other, we maintain the 16-ity of basis. Accordingly, 16 

multiplied by 16 gives 256. If we are talking about 1024, this is 32 multiplied by 32. 

The next step. Accordingly, we need to grow simultaneously and at once 1024 Parts in 

a Human. If to consider that in the previous epoch we had three Parts, four Parts, five 
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Parts and now 256 Parts, this is already a crazy amount. If we talk about 1024 Parts, 

most likely, our physical body will not hold it yet — evolution! 

Another option to consider. There are 64 basic codons of genetics. If we take them 

in 4 versions — ogon', spirit, light and energy then our body can still adapt to them. 

This is just a variation of the codons. If we take it 1024-arily, then this is 16 options of 

organization, where 16 × 64 = 1024. That is, accordingly, except for ogon', spirit, light, 

energy, there should be 12 more indicators to which our body should adapt. Even if we 

apply here all beginnings and basis, our body must adapt to time, to space, to speed, to 

dimensionality of the corresponding realities. Today it’s just an unrealistic approach! 

Because dimensionality will become one of the variable codons of development, that 

is, then 64 codons should adjust to the dimensional characteristics of 1024 realities. If 

to consider that in physics, for example, there is a three-dimensionality in basic, then 

in the 1024th reality it is already 1026 dimensions. And so, we must be able to act 1026-

dimensionally by 64 Parts. Such speed of evolutionary growth today, unfortunately, is 

neither biologically nor socially impossible. But, in perspective, it is possible! Most 

likely, the Metagalaxy is developing us compensatory, taking into account our 

biological and genetic condition for today. And it develops not 1024 Parts 

evolutionarily, but 256 basic Parts evolutionarily, in accordance with our readiness. 

But we are publishing this now only in order to consolidate that the perspective of 

evolution of the new millennium of humanity is in the following simple thing: from 

256 Parts we will gradually grow into 1024 Parts. To grow up by a simple thing. We 

have a 16-ity of beginnings and basics of the Metagalaxy, which can be combined into 

a whole 16-ity. And eight beginnings from ogon' to field can unfold the basics into 

beginnings from time to substance. And when we study to reflect each of these 

indicators of the 16-ity by our 64 genetic codons and 64 basic Parts, by the dimensions 

I already gave an example of how difficult this is, then we can deploy the 64-ity of 

codons in 16 variants but not in four as it is now, and will receive 1024 Parts with a 

stable basic expression of codons. But genetic speed and originality should be at least 

four times higher than current ones. Not speaking about that we will have to deploy not 

four options of fixation of 64 kinds of Matter in 256, but 16 in 1024. And this need to 

withstand. Not to mention the fact that we will need to form not 16 basic Parts with 16, 

but 32 basic Parts with 32. And all this will still require the following socio-biological 

growth, when, from the point of view of the Metagalaxy, a Human becomes conscious, 

intelligent and, therefore, able to be responsible for development of his Parts, Systems 

and Apparats by himself. Accordingly, from the collective “us” natural evolution leads 

to a personal “I”, which is responsible for such development and has such perspective 

of formation. 

There are 256 Parts on each of 4 evolutions, and the process is not finished by 

expression of the 1024-ity of a Human. The rest twelve evolutions also include the 

corresponding specifics of evolutionary growth. As a result, an adult, starting to work 
on himself, must reach 256 × 16 = 4096 Parts of the metagalactic organization of a 

Human.  

Here I would like to emphasize that further in a higher than 1024-ary development, 

a “free will” of each human turns on, which determines his perspectives. Why? Because 
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1024 High Whole Realities with 1024 Parts of a Human are formed by the first 

Metagalactic evolution, as the natural reality of the Metagalaxy. So, having reached the 

age-related development from an infant to a young man, we expressed the nature or 

cosmic nature of the Metagalaxy: we entered the 1024-ary evolution by the 

Metagalactic organization. Accordingly, we expressed the Metagalaxy by ourselves. In 

order to go by the next evolutionary expressibility of the Human of Hierarchization, as 

the fifth 256-ity, it is necessary an individual development and aspiration to develop 

both creativity itself and the Hierarchization itself — by some specifics of own 

development. And in synthesis of these specifics, to form independently the fifth 256-

ity of Parts of own evolutionary development. That is, to achieve this consciously, 

independently and reasonably. 

Here we have to conclude that starting from the fourth 256-ity the natural automatic 

help ends. And the conscious, evolutionally formed, evolutionary development of each 

human begins in the independent mode of activation of the metagalaxy. And the famous 

phrases “work on oneself”, “the ability to develop oneself”, “cognize yourself and you 

will cognize the world” but cognizing yourself you develop yourself, — begin to act 

very clearly and uniquely hierarchizationally on evolutionary advancement of a human.  

And a Human independently, I emphasize independently, forms all subsequent 

Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars of a Human of all 12 evolutions by his own 

personal development. Conscious development and activation! 

If to expand more widely, you can imagine the following analogy: in modern 

psychology there are four states of a human; psychologists distinguish three, we would 

offer already four. The first state is the individuum, the basic natural instinctual state. 

The second one is personality. The third one is individuality. And the fourth one is 

synthesness. Moreover, personality, individuality and synthesness are formed by a 

Human himself, as specifics of his realization of life. Correspondingly, we can say that 

the first evolution is responsible for individuumness, forming the basic packages of 

“instinctiveness”, but in the quaternary diversity of a Human, that is, by four 256-ities. 

Here we return to the idea that each Evolution has a vortex of ogon', a vortex of spirit, 

a vortex of light and a vortex of energy. Correspondingly, the first 256-ity is for the 

vortex of energy, the second 256-ity is for the vortex of light, the third 256-ity is for 

the vortex of spirit, the fourth 256-ity is for the vortex of ogon', if to look at it 

evolutionarily but not by kinds of Matter. That is, here evolutionary states of kinds of 

Matter are mixed together, where the corresponding synthesis is recorded into ogon', 

the corresponding volya is recorded into the spirit, the corresponding wisdom is 

recorded into the light, the corresponding love is recorded into energy. The stable 1024-

ity of the Parts of a Human by 256 becomes the basic organization of Matter and the 

cosmic nature of the Metagalaxy itself. And these are the individual characteristics of 

a metagalactic human with recorded program instincts, instinctive specifics and other 

indicators of cosmic nature. I hope we must conclude that there are instincts of 
planetary nature, where we must instinctively act on the planet, and there must be 

instinctive programs of cosmic nature where we should have the instincts of cosmic 

metagalactic interactions. This is what the first evolution of the Metagalaxy deals with. 

The second evolution of a Human of Creating Synthesis or simply the evolution of 
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the Creating Synthesis deals with the personal competence of a human who actively 

acts personally. This does not mean that evolution itself forms a personality. No. 

Evolution itself stimulates individual qualities and properties that a human must 

compulsory has in order to exist in the Metagalaxy. But the mixing of these qualities, 

properties and the birth of various whole, hierarchicized states is so free and diverse 

that personalities will be completely different both on the planet and in the Metagalaxy. 

Let's suppose that any personality should be able to speak with someone. Quality! But 

at the same time, everyone speaks so diverse that no matter the quality of this speech, 

taking into account the individuum characteristics of a human, this speech is still 

diverse. Plus, everyone develops it in his own way, has a different language and so on. 

And the same is for all other qualities. Therefore, when we say that the quality is the 

same, we are talking about the base. For example, just a speech. But what it is — this 

is a personal specific of a human. The quality of speaking skills is also a quality. Not 

to mention all the biological functions of the apparatus of speech which must be 

organized for this. 

Therefore, the second evolution of the Creating Synthesis also builds four types of 

256 Parts, fixing on a human the following evolutions: from the fifth to the eighth 

evolution. The most important in the fifth evolution is the name, it is the Human of 

Hierarchization, that is when a human learns to hierarchize. It is responsible more for 

the energy and love of the second evolution of the Human of Creating Synthesis. The 

sixth evolution of the Human-Creator of Physicality is attracted, where there is an 

interaction of wisdom and light of the second evolution of the Creating Synthesis. The 

Human-Creator of Physicality by the very name says about the personal characteristic 

of formation. The seventh evolution is the Human of Planet Earth, where there is a 

personal ability to act on Planet Earth and on other planets or objects of the Cosmos, 

bearing in mind that the planet is a certain object state of the Cosmos. And the eighth 

evolution is the Human of Metagalaxy Fa where the second evolution of the Creating 

Synthesis, that helps to form the second 1024-ity in a human and to reveal, in general, 

the 2048-ity of Parts, finally forms, roughly speaking, the admittance of the Human of 

Metagalaxy Fa to the Metagalaxy Fa itself. Here we can recall with a smile the famous 

ancient law: "Where there are two in My Name, there I am!" Where there are two 

evolutions “in the name of” there is the Metagalaxy! There is a Human of the 

Metagalaxy Fa! This is how we non-linearly reflect cosmic laws, metagalactic laws in 

the corresponding realities of Cosmos and Humanity of the planet. 

Thus, when we reach the second 1024-ity of the second evolution, we understand 

that we have 2048 Parts. At the same time, I emphasize that this can be evolutionally 

formed during a very long number of years at all humanity and every human. And, at 

the same time, with the help of Metagalactic evolutions in their concentration, we can 

quickly grow these Parts and these formations on our own. Here, the concentration of 

evolution on us helps us, which, if we agree to do this, in fact evolutionarily gives us 
all its programs, standards, specifics of development and we are grown by this. By own 

personal metagalactic growth! Accordingly, for 2048 Parts, 2048 systems are formed 

in each Part, in each system there are 2048 Apparats, in each Apparat there are 2048 

Particles. This is already a grandiose developmental state of a human! But exactly in 
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this state, I would like to emphasize that it is precisely 2048 Parts that are minimal and 

sufficient, but minimally sufficient for a human to express the Metagalaxy by himself. 

Two-evolutionally minimally. But at the same time in concentration of eight evolutions. 

And if to recall that a human in the previous epoch, in the previous millennium had 

seven bits of information of assimilation of the nervous system, then in fact, the 

concentration of eight evolutions for more or less free expression of the Metagalaxy Fa 

implies minimum eight bits of information in the nervous system. And these are already 

the next stages of development, even biological, for the human of Metagalaxy Fa. 

The third step now, we emphasize, of independent, individual development is 

formation not of the personality of a metagalactic human and not of an individuum of 

a metagalactic human, but the formation of a metagalactic individuality inside the 

human himself. And the subsequent fixations of the four evolutions with 256 Parts, as 

well as the third evolution of their 1024-ity, the evolution of Synthesness or a Human 

of Synthesness, this is the formation, development of specifics of individuality of each 

human by the corresponding Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars. The first 256 

Parts are replicated further, receiving their evolutionary color and their specifics of 

High Whole Realities with the characteristics of fundamentalities such as synthesis, 

volya, wisdom and love, fundamental beginnings — from ogon' to field and 

fundamental foundations — from time to substance. And this way, any next reality 

becomes higher than the previous ones, and with evolutionary fixation, it is also more 

diverse in activity. 

The following four evolutions of 256-ity of a human are called very curiously: a 

Human of Initially Highest Father, Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy and Ipostas’. 

The Human of Initially Highest Father in formation of those who manage the Matter 

by the ninth evolution. The tenth evolution forms the Posvyashenniy. A Posvyashenniy 

is the owner of Rights of Creation. Naturally, Rights of Creation of Metagalaxy, where 

we can create something from the Matter of Metagalaxy; roughly speaking, to build a 

technical object or form new principles of development. The next evolution is the 

evolution of Sluzhashiy, it determines the Statusness of a human development by the 

Beginnings of Creation, where a Human masters the Beginnings of Creation and creates 

by them, learning to create. And the twelfth evolution is the evolution of the Ipostas' 

with the Creating Synthesis, which fixates the Synthesness of Love in the Metagalaxy, 

that is, many variants of Synthesness of material organizations in their merging among 

each other. To understand this characteristic, we can recall that Love is the power of 

merging, that is, when a human falls in love, he seeks to merge with the subject of love. 

Let's imagine that the question is not only in the subject, but also in the object. There 

are many people who do some kind of creativity in matter with pleasure. And when we 

say the synthesness of love, we mean the synthesness of different creativity with the 

Matter of the Metagalaxy, when it is possible to do a corresponding sculpture from a 

certain kind of Matter. Or, by the power of concentration of energy, to make the stone 
so plastic that to mold a sculpture from stone, then to remove the power of this energy 

and the stone will remain a sculpture. Creation is the action of the twelfth evolution. It 

is clear that now it looks a little crazy but, in principle, we should understand that a 

higher evolution implies higher specifics of the impact on the Matter of the Metagalaxy. 
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And, approximately, such synthesness of love can be. That is, it is necessary to love the 

stone so much that it becomes plastic, and with your synthesness you will make a new 

sculpture from it. It sounds crazy, but this objective fact lies in the twelfth evolution. 

We will not offer any other analogues but, in fact, realizations can be very and very 

high. Even that a human body will learn to walk through a space and will fly not on 

spacecrafts, but will step over from planet Earth to another planet. The only thing is 

that there should be a corresponding environment that corresponds to our atmosphere. 

Or to another base, where there is an appropriate atmosphere of life. For this purpose, 

a technical apparatus can be created or, perhaps, a biological human will simply step 

over and walk through a space. And this is the synthesness of love for the perspective. 

This is the dream of all science fiction writers. And by analyzing the achievements of 

four evolutions of the next stage, we, in fact, can go into this dream of science fiction 

writers. Although, in general, this is a very real step, because historically precedents 

are known and mythologically described, that at certain periods of time, from certain 

points of fluctuations of time, creatures appeared and taught something Indians in South 

America. Then the time period ended — this is approximate description of what the 

Indians reported — these creatures went away into the same portal of time next to this 

stone. And the Indians were waiting for the next time, roughly speaking, a certain 

number of years when these creatures could appear next time. And this is the individual 

possession of the fluctuations of time and space, between two planets. History is silent, 

and the conquistadors worked very well to keep silent about this topic. How did 

creatures look like? How did they breathe in our atmosphere? And how did they teach 

Indians civilization? Judging by the fact that this civilization was quite highly 

developed, during the conquest of the South America by conquistadors, we can say that 

the training was successful. 

By this analogue of the following four evolutions that form the individuality of the 

Metagalaxy in each Human, we see and begin to understand that from the 2048th Part, 

we begin to form next 1024 Parts of 256 Parts of a human by these four evolutions, 

forming the 3072-ity of Parts; forming individual signs, the wholeness of the 

individuality of development of each human in the Metagalaxy. It is worth recalling 

that there is a standard: the Metagalaxy creates us and each of us. And when we see 

this standard, we feel that the Metagalaxy creates everyone, thinking that this is just a 

formality, that everyone is just a biological shell. But if to determine that the 

Metagalaxy creates each with all originality of a human both with individuumness, and 

with personality, and with individuality, and with synthesness, as such, then this is a 

completely different approach to development. Moreover, a human develops and forms 

everything himself, but the provision with ogon', spirit, light and energy is carried out 

by the Metagalaxy. If we determine that this happens with all the characteristics of a 

human, then we will see that we have a deeper expression of the metagalactic basics 

than we suspected before. Up to the point that certain basic specifics of the personality 
and individuality are formed naturally and standardly, where nature requires the 

appropriate competent development from a human. But then we will have to change 

the concept of evolution, where evolution is only a formation of biologically bodily 

forms. But even in this formation, one kind of biology differs from another one. And 
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the biological structure of an anatomically developed human differs from the biological 

structure of a human growing without training. And judging by the fact that in certain 

civilized forms of the culture of being, a compulsory sports or military training of a 

human body was required, then we can conclude and draw a very interesting conclusion 

that this requirement was not only civilizational, but also natural. Moreover, sometimes 

nature literally demanded that a human train his body adapting to nature. We know that 

mountain peoples differ from flatland peoples in that mountain people can breathe in 

thin air. But when a flatland human rises there, he will not be able to breathe there, and, 

conversely, when a mountain peoples descends into the plain, there will also be 

difficulties. By a corresponding way, nature required the development of the functional 

properties of the biological body. We see that this is not a requirement, but the 

adaptation of a human to nature. But what if this way, nature accumulated biological 

recessive signs of human diversity, forming the biological perfection of a human? Let’s 

say, up to divers for pearls on the famous islands of the southern hemisphere of the 

planet, who hold their breath for several minutes to dive up to a hundred meters and get 

pearls, that is unlikely for people of other characteristics. But they have been doing this 

for centuries and they got such signs. I think that breath holding, purely even for 

biological life, can be very useful, taking into account our chemical abilities to poison 

each other with different types of chemicals. Thus, through individual representatives 

of humanity, nature forms a biological sign of human survival with different specifics 

of respiratory characteristics. If to pay attention to this not as on adaptation, but as on 

a biological development of apparatus of a human, then we will see that the nature of 

the planet was actually forming the biological qualities and properties of a human. 

Why do the nature of the Metagalaxy, dealing with the microcosm of a human, 

going inside — and inside a human there is a personality, individuality and synthesness, 

not to mention individual instincts — cannot but start dealing with the internal 

characteristics of a human, stimulating a certain set of qualities, properties, abilities and 

specifics necessary for a human to survive in the Metagalaxy? I emphasize, that we 

mean not all diversity of a human, a human remains individual and free, but we mean 

the basic characteristics of qualities, abilities and properties that will allow a human to 

operate in the Metagalaxy more actively and personally. More actively by his 

individuality, make some internal decisions and react to the appropriate speed of some 

fast metagalactic processes, that is, to be in time to recognize them. Here we are talking 

not about the total recognition of another human, but about the formation of a base of 

properties, qualities and abilities that are minimally necessary and sufficient for the 

survival of each human metagalactically. And already more than that — each 

personality and individuality develop itself. 

The only news of the metagalactic system is that a Human is formed naturally-

cosmically not only biologically but also personally-individually. That is, by his 

individuality. Naturally, this will cause contradictions among modern humanity, but we 
must understand that if a human moves to a higher stage of development from the 

planet, as a small particle in the Cosmos, into the Metagalaxy, and the Metagalaxy has 

16 evolutions with different qualities and specifics, that should be grown both in a 

Human and in new biosphere interactions. And this will require efforts from him, not 
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only of the biological body, but also personal, individual and even synthesness ones, 

even just to master 16 evolutions. This is the most important general approach to the 

development of a Human in the Metagalaxy. 

The fourth expressibility of the general is that four more phenomena of four 

evolutions are formed: the thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, which are called 

Teacher, Vladyka, Avatar and Father. According to the names, these are the 

characteristics of those who manage in certain metagalactic processes. So, one more, 

the fourth 1024-ity of Parts of a Human is formed. That is an expression of the fourth 

evolution, which is called the evolution of the Human of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv 

or, in short, the evolution of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv. With the corresponding 

characteristics of four types of synthesness of a human, as the fourth degree of his 

implementation in the corresponding names and specifics, when a human can learn 

someone metagalactically, possess something metagalactically. For example, the 

Avatar brings something new into metagalactic processes, the Father controls these 

processes in the specificity of things. I emphasize that we proceeded from the name of 

the Parts and from the experience of human views at certain processes both 

culturological, psychological, genetic because each name was thought over thoroughly. 

If we call not correctly, then we do not have a response from genetics, or there is no 

response from cultural accumulation, or there is no response from a psychological 

given. After all, the Word was in the beginning! Therefore, these names, in fact, have 

been developed for centuries, they are known in certain literary and culturological 

sources of humanity and we just summarized the experience of human culture by them. 

Therefore, to say why this is so called, in principle, this is not the matter of this 

Paradigm. We will come to these names in the fourth volume of the Paradigm of 

Philosophy. Now we simply denote that the givenness of these names, in principle, 

even now is present in the culture of humanity, if to look carefully at the specification 

of different possibilities. The question is that under what position of the observer we 

look at these processes. If dispassionately, scientistically and scientifically, then these 

names will not raise questions with us. If with some kind of religious or semantic 

aspiration of the peculiar positioning of this or that scientist, then these names may 

cause certain questions, but this is a question of knowledge and competence. We simply 

live in a higher metagalactic position of observation, where aspiration possibilities of a 

small particle of planetary characteristics is a very small breathing in the Metagalaxy. 

Therefore, breathing with metagalactic possibilities, all bright, large phenomena that 

we perceive to be large, important, and special from the planetary point of view, acquire 

a completely different scale from the point of view of the Metagalaxy. Small. 

Therefore, we must understand that there is a balance of scales of planetary and 

metagalactic perceptions between each other, with the corresponding development of a 

human. 

So, the next 1024-ity forms the highest state of a human by four evolutions and the 
evolution of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv, where a human grows up to 4096 Parts, in 

each of which 4096 Systems, in each system 4096 Apparats, and in each Apparat 4096 

Particles, which is the basic etalon Human of Metagalaxy in synthesis of the first four 

evolutions. Let me remind you of the four basic fundamentals: synthesis, volya, wisdom 
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and love in the Metagalaxy. About the four fundamental stihiynost' of each evolution 

in the form of ogon', spirit, light, energy. Accordingly, according to this quaternary 

principle and about the fundamental concentration of four evolutions in the aspect of 

synthesis and ogon', in the aspect of volya and spirit, in the aspect of wisdom and light, 

and in the aspect of love and energy. If someone starts to object that it already was, I 

remind you that there is an evolutionary growth. And that which was in 64 or 256 Parts 

is repeated on a larger scale in 1024 Parts, in the 4096-ity of Parts by 1024, which 

corresponds to the four basic evolutions of the Metagalaxy. I can't name it by nothing 

else but by the evolutionary growth in mastering the evolutionary scale of the 

Metagalaxy. 

Moreover, I would like to give a large-scale example. Let's imagine that these 256 

Parts have formed in the body of a human who lives on planet Earth, that 

metagalactically looks like a small particle of a huge metagalactic Cosmos. At the same 

time, on this small particle of a huge metagalactic Cosmos somewhere on the territory 

of the planet Earth a small spin has grown, according to the ogneobraz states, which 

calls himself a human. This small spin has suddenly grown 256 Parts of metagalactic 

development, but by his size, taking into account the fact that the planet is a particle, 

this Human in relation to the Metagalaxy is a small spin, a microcosm that reflects the 

macrocosm of the Metagalaxy. 

Therefore, in order to overcome these large-scale interactions of the Metagalaxy 

and Planet Earth, we must understand that quantity grows into quality, and in order to 

overcome the microcosmic as a human the macrocosmic scale of the Metagalaxy, the 

quantity also matters in the corresponding formation of quality. Having determined that 

4096 Parts are possible, proceeding from the smallness of a Human to grow from a 

planet into the Metagalaxy, we recall another metagalactic trend. 

The point is that the Physical World in the Metagalaxy has 4096 High Whole 

Realities. And when we persistently talked about that a human grows into 4096 Parts, 

we actually reflected the state of the four Worlds of the Metagalaxy, where the first 

Physical World is 4096 first High Whole Realities, the second Subtle World is next 

4096 High Whole Realities from 4097 to 8192, the Metagalactic World is the reflection 

of the third 4096 High Whole Realities from 8193 to 12288, the fourth Synthesis World 

is the fourth 4096 High Whole Realities from 12289 to 16384. Thus, we actually grew 

up a human into the first Physical World of the Metagalaxy Fa by 4096 Parts. But there 

is a scale of metagalactic interactions, where the Physical World is a synthesis of 

energies plus substance, but already on the scale of the Metagalaxy, when a human 

leaves from the size of the planet as a small particle. And he can get to the scale of the 

Metagalaxy only by reflecting the Metagalaxy by 4096 Parts, according to four 

evolutions and according to the structure of the Physical World of the Metagalaxy Fa. 

The physical World is the entry and transition into the Metagalaxy Fa. 

Accordingly, the Physical World is the synthesis of energies plus substance, the 
Subtle World is the synthesis of Light plus substance, the Metagalactic World is the 

synthesis of Spirit plus substance, and the Synthesis World is the synthesis of Ogon' 

plus substance. I think it’s clear that when ogon' plus substance are synthesized by the 

Synthesis World, then the first fundamentality of the Metagalaxy begins to turn on 
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there: Synthesis recording into ogon' plus substance, therefore it is a Synthesis World. 

When Spirit-plus-substance form a homogeneous state of the spirit-substance, the 

second fundamentality begins to be recorded there, that is Volya of the Metagalaxy, 

forming homogeneously the state of processes of the Metagalactic World. When Light 

is synthesized with substance from the perspective of the Subtle World, a homogeneous 

state of the light-substance is formed and its own specificity of Wisdom recording into 

the Light is recorded. And there appears a homogeneity of the Subtle World. And when 

in the Physical World a Human begins to feel the Physical World by his 4096 Parts, a 

homogeneous state of the energy-substance is formed, with Love recorded in it. 

In order to live through oneself the true Love of the Metagalaxy and to express the 

energy-substance of the Metagalaxy, it is necessary to merge 4096 Parts between 

themselves 4096 times, working out the real concentration of Love by this merging. In 

order to work out the quality of Love that is necessary for the Physical World of the 

Metagalaxy and that specificity of Love that helps a Human of Planet Earth to merge 

with Metagalaxy Fa with each other by means of 4096 mergings of Parts between 

themselves inside everyone and also with all Systems, Apparats, Particulars. It was 

these processes that were hinted at by those ancient sources that we now have on the 

planet. Love as the power of merging. That is, Metagalactic Love is being worked out 

by all the growth of a Human described now, and then it is recorded in his energy-

substance, bearing the corresponding specificity of a Human itself. If a Human does 

not have enough concentration of Love by a corresponding synthesis of Parts between 

each other into one wholeness of a Human, the merging of a Human and the Metagalaxy 

does not occur. And although the Metagalaxy sozidaet everyone, a Human cannot 

create in Metagalaxy his own incorrect civilizational perspectives. And this becomes 

not ethical standard of human morality, but becomes the objective standard of the 

civilizational, natural existence of a Human in the Metagalaxy! And this is already a 

big difference, because until this is an ethical standard: “if I want — I'll do, if I don't 

want — I won't do, if I want — I love, if I don't want — I don't love" and Love as a 

state is not an obligatory characteristic of the state of a Human and humanity. But if to 

say that in order to go into the merging with the Metagalaxy, a high concentration of 

Love is required that is variably worked out by 4096 Parts of a human, then words: “I 

want, I do not want” disappear and a natural standard appears: in order to act 

metagalactically, a human “must" have a concentration of Love with the corresponding 

effect of energy-substance. And here planetary ethics moves into the basic natural-

cosmic necessity of a human and a new metagalactic ethics of cosmic life of a human 

and humanity begins to be formed. And the power of Love allows a human to integrate 

and live metagalactically. The absence of this power does not allow a Human to live 

metagalactically. This is the paradox of the first Physical World in expression of 4096 

Parts. At the same time, I'd like to emphasize, that not Love of one person to another 

person is implied (of a man to woman or a woman to man), it is already there, but Love 
as a state of a person by synthesis of 4096 Parts inside a human into one wholeness is 

implied, where Love appears as a state with the perspective of merging of this whole 

Human and Metagalaxy between themselves. At the same time, this Love is recorded 

into energy-substance of the Physical World of the Metagalaxy and already this energy-
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substance churns all 4096 Parts into a certain homogeneity of existence of synthesis of 

a Human by this. The next step comes when sixteen 256-ities of a Human begin to 

organize mutually with each other, when Parts of one name, there are 16 of them, in 

this love begin to coordinate with each other, forming 256 etalon states of a Human in 

the synthesis of sixteen Parts, expressing sixteen evolutions and reflecting 16-ity of 

hierarchical levels of the Metagalaxy — from the 16-ity of ogneobrazes to the 16-ity 

of fundamentality of the Metagalaxy from Synthesis to Mogushestvo, that is, all 16-

ities fixated in the table of scientific foundations of metagalaxies sciences. And this 

development and working out of Love by these 16-ities in expression of 256 etalon 

Parts of a Human in the Physical World form his state of Love in the energy-substance 

metagalactically. And in this state, a Human, finally, occurs into metagalactic 

processes, seeing not the planet Earth, but the whole Metagalaxy as a whole. At the 

same time, a Human lives on a planet, acts to some extent planetary, where the planet 

is one of the objects of Cosmos. But with his scale, emanations, glance and, as they say, 

with his spirit and his ogon', he has the scale of metagalactic perception and 

metagalactic glance. And here we are talking about that very problem of the position 

of the observer or about the metagalactic paradigmatic view, which at this moment 

begins to develop only by Love. 

Then a human begins to develop and, I think, it will not be a paradox to say that 

evolutions pull a human by themselves. If we take into account that the 16th evolution 

forms the 16th 256-ity of the 4096-ity of a Human, then having worked out the depth 

of Love of the energy-substance by the Physical World, then after the energy-substance, 

according to the fundamental basics, there follows energy-emanations, energy-self-

organizations, energy-vossoedinennost’, energy-dimension, energy-speed, energy-

space and energy-time of the Physical World, saturated with Love and working out the 

corresponding specific characteristics of the Physical World in the corresponding 4096 

Parts and etalon 256-ity of the Human of Metagalaxy in the synthesis of these Parts. 

This process of working out, continuing, begins to advance and encourage a human to 

mastering the Subtle World of the Metagalaxy. Moreover, the 5th–8th evolutions set in 

256-ities of a Human actually represent by each 1024 High Whole Realities of the 

Subtle World of the Metagalaxy Fa from the 4097th High Whole Reality to the 8192th 

High Whole Reality. And a Human, working out the metagalactic Wisdom, developing 

by Wisdom, but also taking into account the fact that we have a scientific-civilizational 

Paradigm, being occupied in science, begins to work out the metagalactic Wisdom, 

begins to master the Wisdom of Metagalaxy. Wisdom is recorded in Light, and Light 

plus substance is a characteristic of the Subtle World. Parts of a Human, that already 

have a 4096-ary wholeness, do not separate, do not go further only by one, do not go 

further by 256, but go further simultaneously, with the entire wholeness of a Human, 

when he is saturated enough with Metagalactic Wisdom, which corresponds to both 

Metagalactic standards and the basis of abilities of a Human as such. After all, the 
Metagalaxy creates each, takes into account his individual and synthesis abilities, his 

personal features. And when such a Human is saturated with Wisdom enough, all his 

4096 Parts simultaneously, I would like to emphasize this, in the wholeness of a Human 

where a wholeness of a Human is 4096 Parts which cannot be divided, because Love 
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has “merged” them so that it is already a homogeneous wholeness of a Human, but in 

4096 variations of the activity of internal specifics. This Human goes from the Physical 

World into the Subtle World, continuing to exist physically and expressing physically 

the subtle Matter of Metagalaxy by Parts and forming the subtle, physical world 

interaction. At this moment, Parts begin to fix the concentration from the 4097th to the 

8192nd High Whole Realities, a Human becomes refined, he begins to work out the 

light-substance, recording Wisdom. But at the same time, the Physical World does not 

remain empty, as 4096 etalon Systems begin to form and work out in a Human, where 

Systems also begin to learn to act by Love or continue to act in Love in expression of 

eight fundamental basics of Metagalaxy from energy-substance to energy-time. 

Thus, 4096 etalon Systems of a Human begin to form by the Physical World. Why 

are they called “etalon”? Because, any etalon System synthesizes the corresponding 

number of Systems in a very simple way: we have 4096 Parts, in each of these Parts 

there are 4096 Systems. But Parts were distributed in the Physical World on High 

Whole Realities. So, we have only 4096 High Whole Realities that were Parts, each of 

which had 4096 Systems. Accordingly, when a Human went into the Subtle 

Metagalactic World, then there only 4096 High Whole Realities left in the Physical 

Metagalactic World but there are 4096 Systems in each Part. As a result, we have as 

many as 16 777 216 Systems as such in this coordination. In the end, we must 

understand that 4096 Systems of each Part, in Love and energy-substance, merge with 

each other until one etalon System is worked out of each of 4096 Parts — one highly 

whole, acting synthes-4096-ary etalon System, on which a High Whole Reality by the 

corresponding number, by the number of the former Part fixates. And gradually, the 

etalon System of the Part will be formed, stably will unfold in the action of the Part, 

and in merging it remains with it, already on its expression of High Whole Reality, and 

the etalon System will proceed to forming of the next System of a Part. And a Human 

of Metagalaxy Fa fixates on himself already not 4096 High Whole Realities by his 

Parts, inside his wholeness, but 8192 High Whole Realities, fixating the concentration 

of metagalactic possibilities, where 4096 Parts are responsible for fixation of 4096 High 

Whole Realities of the Subtle World; and 4096 etalon Systems are responsible for 

concentration of 4096 High Whole Realities of the Physical World — synthes-4096-

arily systemically. 

And in this concentration of 8192 High Whole Realities around a Human, the basic 

primary shell of the Metagalaxy Fa is formed, where a Human begins to reflect the 

basic macrocosm by his microcosm. When there 4096 Parts, 4096 nuclei are formed 

inside, between nuclei of atoms of a Human. Accordingly, the microcosm is growing. 

But when etalon Systems are worked out, then not only 4096 nuclei are formed between 

nuclei of atoms, but 4096 small nuclei of Initially Highest Realities that express the 

acting Systems of Parts of a Human start to spin around them. But when the etalon 

System is worked out, then one nucleus of High Whole Reality begins to spin, as the 
continuation of the same nuclei where Systems and Parts of a Human become 

somewhat homogeneous but with different characteristics. And inside the internuclear 

environment of a Human, 8192 nuclei of 8192 High Whole Realities are formed in the 

microcosmic phenomenon of a Human by Parts and Etalon Systems.  
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Further, Parts are saturated with Wisdom, forming and developing light-substance, 

light-emanation, light-self-organization, light-vossoedinennost’, light-dimension, 

light-speed, light-space and light-time. In the saturation with wisdom, there appears the 

8-ity of Wisdom of light-time, of Wisdom of light-space, of Wisdom of light-speed, of 

Wisdom of light-dimension, of Wisdom of light-vossoedinennost’, of Wisdom of light-

self-organization, of Wisdom of light-emanation, of Wisdom of light-substance. And a 

Human becomes wise metagalactically, he becomes wise in metagalactic self-

organization and sufficiently organized in expression of metagalactic interactions. 

Thus, he masters the Subtle and Physical World by himself in the wholeness of 8192 

High Whole Realities and becomes freely acting throughout the entire Metagalaxy. And 

this is the realization of a homogeneous physical body of a human, by his inner growth 

microcosmically. At the same time, 8192 High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy are 

concentrated on a Human macrocosmically, where a Human receives certain abilities 

and opportunities to be, to live and to act, but this we will consider in the next section 

of the book — that is the Special. 

Next, a Human begins to grow into the Metagalactic World, the third one. At the 

same time, having saturated with Wisdom, necessarily enough for the next step, he goes 

by his Parts into the Metagalactic World of the Metagalaxy Fa, where Parts are fixated 

from 8193 to 12 288 High Whole Reality. What does it mean "they are fixed there"? A 

human continues to live on planet Earth by his physical body, but he attracts a 

concentration of these 4096 High Whole Realities, fixating these Realities on his Parts, 

processing ogon', spirit, light, energy, subnuclearity, form, soderzhanie and field of 

these High Whole Realities by his Parts, and emanates these High Whole Realities of 

the Metagalactic World through his Parts into the surrounding world — both the planet 

Earth and the entire Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. This way, he begins to work out spirit-

substance and to record Volya into Parts by spirit-substance. This does not mean that 

there wasn't a Spirit before, but this Spirit is of a higher quality and higher phenomena 

than in evolution, than in kinds of Matter, and than in types of primary self-organization 

of a Human of Metagalaxy. This is precisely the hierarchization of the Spirit by the 

development of a Human. The name of the Spirit is one, but the Spirit of the primary 

organization is categorically different from the Spirit of that hierarchical realization 

that is taking place now. This is the Spirit of the Third World and the over-material 

metagalactic height. A Human fixates these High Whole Realities by Parts. 4096 etalon 

Systems begin to fixate the High Whole Realities of the Subtle World, being saturated 

with the Wisdom of Systems and the light-substance of the Subtle World in Systems. 

And etalon Apparats with 4096 Apparats of each System of each Part of a Human begin 

to respond for High Whole Realities of the Physical World inside the body of a human. 

And 16 777 216 Apparats of 4096 Systems are concentrated in one etalon Apparat, 

which fixates the corresponding High Whole Reality of the Physical World of the 

Metagalaxy Fa. Thus, a human works out a higher concentration of Love in love and 
synthesis of energy-substance by such number of Apparats; the higher concentration of 

Wisdom by such number of Systems. Where Wisdom is not the only one by a Part, but 

it is 4096-ary by each High Whole Reality, where Love already worked out by the 

single Part, then by the 4096-ity of Systems now is being implemented by 16 777 216-
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ity of Love of each High Whole Reality of 4096-ity of the corresponding World. And 

a Human receives an even higher concentration of Love and Wisdom, mastering Volya 

metagalactically and working out 4096 etalon Apparats for each High Whole Reality 

in co-organization with a system and Parts. A Human fixates by himself 12288 High 

Whole Realities, homogeneously by a physical body of a Human, growing the 

perspectives of the metagalactic growth. 

The last step of the world expressions of a Human, when, having saturated with 

Volya and learnt how to act it, having worked out the spirit-substance, spirit-emanation, 

spirit-self-organization, spirit-vossoedinennost’, spirit-dimension, spirit-speed, spirit-

space, spirit-time, a Human unfolds by a Synthesis World. And being completely 

saturated with Volya, having folded the Volya — the Volya of Spirit by time, the Volya 

of Spirit of space, the Volya of Spirit of speed, the Volya of Spirit of dimensionality, 

the Volya of Spirit of vossoedinennost’, the Volya of Spirit of self-organization, the 

Volya of Spirit of emanation, the Volya of Spirit of substance — in synthesis of 8-ity 

of the fundamental basics of the Metagalaxy, having worked out the fundamentality of 

the metagalactic Volya by himself, a Human accomplishes the fourth step of the 

metagalactic mastering, unfolding in the Synthesis World by the entire concentration 

of 4096 Parts synthes-bodily. By this, he deploys Systems in the Metagalactic World, 

deploys Apparats in the Subtle World and deploys etalon Particulars in the Physical 

World, where the etalon Particular is worked out by billions of states of expressions, 

but in a free mode of activity. And here a Human works out and imbibes the Synthesis 

of Metagalaxy by Parts, developing from the ogon'-substance to ogon'-time of Parts; 

working out the Volya of Metagalaxy from spirit-substance to spirit-time of Systems; 

working out the Wisdom of Metagalaxy from light-substance to light-time of Apparats; 

and working out the Love of Metagalaxy from energy-substance to energy-time of 

Particulars of own action Metagalactically. Working out all these phenomena in 

synthesis of them and by each World separately. Working out 4096 etalon Particulars 

in the synthesis of etalon Apparats and Systems by expression of Parts and 

concentrating by this 16384 High Whole Realities of the entire Metagalaxy Fa as a 

whole. Synthesizing the 16 384-ity of a Human by synthesis of 16 384 High Whole 

Realities of synthesis of four Worlds, forming ogon'-substance, ogon'-emanation, 

ogon'-self-organization, ogon'-vossoedinennost’, ogon'-dimension, ogon'-speed, ogon'-

space, ogon'-time of the Synthesis World. As the Synthesis World is 16 384 High 

Whole Realities and the wholeness of the entire Metagalaxy Fa. And being saturated 

with Synthesis, he forms a synthesis of ogon'-time, a synthesis of ogon'-space, a 

synthesis of ogon'-speed, a synthesis of ogon'-dimension, a synthesis of ogon'-

vossoedinennost’, a synthesis of ogon'-self-organization, a synthesis of ogon'-

emanation and a synthesis of ogon'-substance by himself. A Human completes his 

development and evolutionary ascent by four Worlds, reflecting sixteen evolutions with 

1024 High Whole Realities in each of them, physically unfolding his potential by Parts, 
Systems, Apparats and Particulars 16384-arily, entirely, where 16 384-ity fixes in the 

maximum depth fundamentalities of Synthesis, Volya, Wisdom, Love, the Metagalaxy 

by a Human and in this wholeness he becomes a true free resident of the Metagalaxy 

Fa, as a whole acting by any abilities and opportunities, metagalactically diversely, and 
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easily managing all the Matter of Metagalaxy through his own growth. 

Thus, the entire Metagalaxy in the synthesis of four Worlds, 16 evolutions, 256 

types of Matter, with 64 types of energy, 64 types of light, 64 types of spirit, 64 types 

of ogon' from the perspective of 64 kinds of Matter — 64 × 256 = 16 384 expresses a 

Human as such and a Human expresses a Metagalaxy. And this Human freely begins 

to manage and act in the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole, and the natural-cosmic fixation of 

the Metagalaxy Fa is directed at this, creating each of us. And the Metagalactic self-

organization will be achieving the development of Humanity by the Metagalaxy Fa in 

the coming centuries and millennia; and this makes the General of the Metagalactic 

development of each of us, physically ourselves.  
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2. Part 2. Special 

Special 1. World bodies 

Organizing an expression of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa and deploying the Parts of 

a Human, we should not forget about one special phenomenon of a Human — such a 

phenomenon as World Metagalactic Bodies. In the previous epoch, every world body 

had a special sound and was working out for centuries with the corresponding 

specification of development. Suppose a subtle body was developed in the tradition of 

Orthodox monks as an angelic body, that is, in fact, a forming subtle body, and an 

ognenniy world body of a planetary organization of life was worked out as a perfect 

body of Human of either as a body of a perfect Buddha, or as the perfect body of Christ, 

resurrected after the crucifixion. And this was the achievement of certain persons who 

achieved certain specifics of perfection in organization of the corresponding life. 

Something that was the highest achievement of the human dignity in the previous epoch 

now becomes widespread for everyone according to the biological application of 

recessive traits: “that was achieved by one becomes the property of all when the 

millennial period of development changes,” and about which there was a hint in the 

Gospel “I will come in a thousand years”. Here, the Knowledge is kept and it is implied 

that in a thousand years there will be a renewal of the development of the corresponding 

tendencies of biological life, that, in principle, is now difficult to recognize but, 

fundamentally, it is necessary to pay attention to this period of time. Perhaps, every 

thousand years there is really a renewal of the biosphere and biological organization of 

life of a Human. Judging by the fact that we get together and form this paradigm at the 

beginning of the next third millennium of life of Humanity, from the point of view of 

the European tradition of the time that we follow, in fact it turns out that we lay out the 

first perspectives of development for the near millennium of implementation of a 

humanity and every Human. 

Accordingly, we must pay attention to the formation of world metagalactic bodies. 

It is clear that when a Human grows up from the scale of Planet Earth, then his three 

world planetary bodies were formed by the small size of the planet Earth itself, a 

description of which is found in the literature. Accordingly, four metagalactic world 

bodies, taking into account the fact that the Metagalaxy operates minimally quaternarily 

and by four worlds of organization of high whole realities, must act on a large scale, 

metagalactically, both in overcoming the scale of the entire Planet Earth, and in terms 

of the new development of a Human of Metagalaxy. 

We have already specified in the General that the worlds act in 4096 high whole 

realities of Metagalaxy Fa, consistently, one by one, including the lower into the higher 

as a part. But in this section, we'll pay attention to the fact that inside Parts of a Human 

there are 4 world bodies that grow both as Parts, where 16 kinds of these Parts form a 

special concentration of the worlds of Metagalaxy Fa in Parts 4096-arily with the 
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implementation of the corresponding world tendencies, and simultaneously these Parts 

express the growth of world metagalactic bodies, no longer in terms of the planetary 

characteristics of being, but the metagalactic characteristics of being. And this is that 

Special that grows in a Human and creates his inner encourage and inner tendency of 

development. 

When a Human sleeps, from the point of view of different types of approaches, he 

either processes the information with the brain, that is also possible, in principle, if a 

human does not have a subtle world body, or sleeps by one of the world bodies. And 

we must really accept that the development of the biological biosphere phenomenon of 

a Human is diverse. There are people who have formed world planetary bodies, and 

with the same success it can be stated that there are people who completely doesn't have 

developed world planetary bodies. And, unfortunately or fortunately, it’s hard to say 

here, but in the previous epoch religious traditions were more involved in this process. 

In accordance with the Buddhist tradition, if you didn't enter the perfect body of Buddha 

— this is exactly how it is called — then you didn't form an ogon’ world planetary 

body. Accordingly, based on the general caste, aristocracy and other specifics of 

development of the previous epoch, the formation of world bodies was a special, 

important and such a little mystical thing that was destined only to highly developed 

Beings. And even the subtle world planetary body, which, it seems, should be formed 

massively, was formed in various religious traditions, which is called constant vigil. Or 

Christianly, a constant presence in the church tradition was necessary. If you fell out 

and were given to anathema, then in fact you fell out of the church, and this threatened 

of not formation of a subtle world body. Or you had to lead an organized life in a special 

way by different religious actions in order for your subtle world body to be formed. At 

the same time, this could be called a salvation of the soul, and service to God and some 

other effects. In fact, all these ideas of saving a human after death and so on, they related 

to the basic natural process when after the death of a physical body, a certain state of a 

formed development or a Part, in case it was formed, left a Human, if we talk about the 

soul in Christian, or the subtle world body, if we talk about the angelic body, which the 

Orthodox monks of the Hesychast tradition meant. And a Human continued to exist 

after the death of the physical body. To the end of the epoch and the millennium, the 

subtle world body has actually been formed, stably naturally existing and acting among 

the majority of the population of the planet. This culturologically explains the growth 

of materialism and consumerism among the population in the last century — naturally, 

a subtle planetary body was formed and was placed for at the General disposal of every 

person on the planet. The natural concentration on its formation decreased and a 

hundred years ago we received a frantic growth of new traditions and formations. And 

religions began to lose a mass character, gathering either those who did not have a 

formed Part such as Soul, Heart, Razum or Conscience or did not have a subtle body. 

But naturally, there are fewer and fewer such people. And only the inertness of tradition 
slows down this process. The notion of secular society and secular development, which 

appeared about a hundred years ago, became civilizational evidence of the massive 

formation of a subtle body built by the light of substance. 

We understand that now we say a paradox that is not recognized by a modern 
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science and is paradoxically rejected. It is paradoxical only because in physics there is 

a law of conservation of energy. And if a Human is a high-energy being, and his brain 

is definitely like that, then after the death of the physical body of a human, his energy 

must be saved somewhere or go into another state. Now and gradually, there is an 

increase in scientific research that proves that energy is saved and goes into a different 

quality of being. I understand that from the point of view of the scientific tradition, we 

can be blamed in mysticism and other heretical states of the scientific communities. 

However, there are standards of Metagalaxy that clearly say that such a valuable 

existence as a human one with his unique personal experience and evolutionary 

tendency in 16 evolutions in four worlds, it is impossible to rise for mastering the 

diversity of metagalactic biological capabilities for hundred years of his official life. 

But in the perspective of many centuries and millennia — it completely can. But then 

life should be not only of the physical world but also of the subtle one. Let's not be 

illusionists and not declare that in a hundred years we can achieve all that we published 

in the previous section. And this requires developed world bodies. And planetary ones 

in expression of the planetary worlds. And metagalactic ones in expression of 

metagalactic worlds with the corresponding world bodies living in correspondence with 

standards and laws of the Worlds of Metagalaxy Fa. And this Special of a Human needs 

to be comprehended, studied, implemented and applied. And this is a fact of the 

historical development of a Human and humanity — the history itself in world bodies 

of realization. And we expand frames of perception from one physical world into the 

constant existing of four worlds and world bodies forming a civilization in synthesis of 

them.  

Accordingly, it must be understood that the evolutionary whirlwind of Ogon' 

evolutionarily rotates in a human body. Let us clarify that the evolution of the 

Metagalaxy is a synthesis of four simultaneous natural vortices: of ogon', spirit, light 

and energy in synthesis and in a way of certain states that rotate in the whole 

Metagalaxy. Moreover, in every ogon', spirit, light, energy there is a recorded standard 

of ogon', there are laws of the spirit, there are imperatives of light, there are axioms of 

energy, in the rotation of which this or that evolution gets this or that specific. And even 

if the first metagalactic evolution acts through us, we must understand that the 

whirlwind of ogon', spirit, light, energy that goes through our bodies by the 

metagalactic evolution is gradually adopted by our physical bodies and from these 

evolutionary states, certain bodily expressions in Obraz and Podobie of each of us are 

formed inside the physical body. If in the previous millennium of planetary 

development a human adapted this natural process to his religious needs, then at the 

beginning of the third millennium of the existence of modern humanity, we must fully 

recognize that there are natural-cosmic processes in the form of ogon', spirit, light and 

energy of the basic natural existence of a Human. I emphasize: not only Energy, but 

also Light, Spirit, Ogon' in organization of a Human as such and the cosmic nature 
around him. 

Scientists think more in terms of the energy of physical reality, which is determined 

by the power of synthesis of energy and substance, talking about the constancy of 

energy. We would clarify that from a metagalactic point of view, there is the same Law 
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of the constancy of Light, there is the same Law of the constancy of the Spirit, there is 

the same Law of the constancy of Ogon' as well as the Law of the constancy of Energy. 

Moreover, both in the nature of things and in every human. Exactly by them the 

Metagalaxy creates each of us and the universe created us by the nature of things. I 

specifically say “constancy of energy”, understanding that physically it sounds in a 

different way, but since there is no formulation of such a law for these phenomena but 

there is such a notion such as a constant level, I would like to approve that there is a 

constant level (or a constant) of metagalactic energy, there is a constant of metagalactic 

light, there is a constant of metagalactic spirit and there is a constant of metagalactic 

ogon' which are necessary to be studied, recognized and used both in physical laws and 

in biological laws of being of a human. This is the constant fundamentality of the 

quaternity of Matter. The fundamentality of ogon', the fundamentality of the spirit, the 

fundamentality of light, the fundamentality of energy is so unambiguous and axiomatic 

that the Matter does not exist without these four constant and fundamental realities. 

And we must understand that when we talk about four Worlds — we talk about four 

states of specifics of different Matters.  

In the simplest expression, we should see that the Physical World is built by 

synthesis of energy and substance that form the so-called Physical Matter, but this 

aspect of Physical Matter has 4096 High Whole Realities. We must understand that 

Subtle Matter is a synthesis of Light plus substance that physically, in accordance with 

the previous Paradigm, existing scientists will say that it is almost impossible. But at 

the same time, an optical fiber begins to act, a laser begins to operate, many physical 

principles that are organized by light begin to operate, and I would say that the natural 

science background of light is only just now begins to be studied. And the synthesis of 

light and matter creates a special state of the Subtle World — this is another kind of 

Matter that penetrates through physical matter, through energy-plus-substance. And in 

fact, the Subtle World does not only exist by itself but it also exists through the Physical 

World, where simultaneously and in parallel there are two states of the World: of the 

Physical World and of the Subtle one. At the same time, it corresponds to the 

metagalactic laws, where the lower is included into the higher as a part. And 

accordingly, where the lower substance of energy-plus-substance as an energy-

substance saturated with Love is included as a part into the state of light-plus-substance 

that is a light-substance saturated with Wisdom. And thus, in the synthesis of the Subtle 

and Physical Worlds, Love and Wisdom mutually penetrate into each other. 

In nature of cultural tradition, we are talking about a refined Human. Let's determine 

that a refined Human is the one who expresses certain qualities and peculiarities of the 

Subtle World that are realized in the Physical World. And we will begin to understand 

a certain human background of culture in activity of certain people. We must not close 

our scientific eyes to the features and characteristics of human being if we cognize a 

Human. If we refer to physics when cognizing a Human, remembering that physics 
studies, most often, not living Matter and not living substance, we will not go far in its 

cognition and his distinction. At the same time, referring to the Laws of Physics, it is 

incorrect to approve that everything in living substance is exactly the same as in non-

living substance — we make a very gross scientific mistake, an ontological mistake, a 
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paradigmatic mistake and any other mistake that simply leads to consequences of 

impossibility of cognition of a Human. At the same time, we do not require to recognize 

any theory of incarnations-reincarnations, this is the third question. But, if the Spirit is 

fundamental and unambiguous as the Matter of the entire Metagalaxy, if the Light is 

fundamental and unambiguous in the whole Metagalaxy, if the Ogon' is fundamental 

and unambiguous in the whole Metagalaxy, and these are four constant Matters without 

which Metagalaxy does not exist, then, accordingly, any accumulation of energy , light, 

spirit and ogon' by a Human are constant. If we take into account that personal 

characteristics of a human are recorded in these states of light, spirit, ogon', energy, 

then as constants according to the law of keeping of energy, we can justify that then 

there is the law of keeping of light in its fundamentality and the law of keeping of spirit 

in its fundamentality, and the law of keeping of ogon' in its fundamentality. The 

question is — where does this fundamentality and the accumulated states of a Human 

disappear when the physical body is destroyed? It is clear that there is a tradition that it 

dissolves in nature. But there is another tradition that they do not dissolve in nature and 

form a new body. Both traditions are possible because there are people with a weak 

state of energy, light, spirit and ogon', if they didn't grow anything then maybe they 

dissolve, this needs to be researched. But there are people with a strong state of energy, 

light, spirit and ogon', and definitely nothing dissolves at them.  

If the macrocosm of the Metagalaxy is fixed in the microcosm of a Human and the 

microcosm is so a small notion that even for our science its levels are still not subject: 

for example, normal nuclear reactions inside the physical body of a human. So, I’ll say 

“gloomy”, cold nuclear synthesis inside the physical body of a human. Physicists 

immediately will be startled and say that this is impossible! 

Relatively recent studies of low-energy nuclear reactions have been published, in 

which it was established that biological systems are able to synthesize microelements 

that are critical important for their survival from the existing components. That is, we 

are talking about cold nuclear synthesis and, in fact, we have come to discovery of these 

processes. It is clear that if it goes in elementary biological forms, then in higher 

evolutionary forms of a human, it also happens. By this, we are trying to approve that 

a Human is a much more complex phenomenon than the nature of some mollusks and 

microbiota. And even if in these forms of life there is a form of cold nuclear synthesis, 

then it cannot be stated that there is no such process at a human. The question is where 

these processes take place? But this is for future researches.  

We fundamentally approve that the Metagalaxy simultaneously in every human, 

despite his state, forms four world bodies that is its basic peculiarity in the form of four 

states of Matter. That is a sad fact for the past state of science, no less sad fact for the 

current state of religion, since now it goes beyond the field of their activity and 

establishes a new paradigmatic view at the perspective of the metagalactic development 

of a Human. And that what previously was formed as a special religious or some 
practical approach to the formation of world bodies, which had to be done constantly 

by the practice of perfection, became a natural condition for the existence of a Human. 

This process was just a characteristic of the planetary conditions of being, in the 

metagalactic, the higher system of relations, and now it becomes the basic compulsory 
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special characteristic of a Human. Simultaneously, in each 256-ity, by the 

corresponding Parts of four world bodies, from the 161st to the 164th inclusive, which 

are named exactly this way, there is their formation in the physical body of a Human. 

What does it mean? That the physical body accumulates energy and synthesizes it with 

the substance of the physical world; accumulates light synthesizing it in the own 

substance of the subtle world of the Metagalaxy; accumulates spirit synthesizing it with 

the substance of the metagalactic world of the Metagalaxy; and accumulates ogon' 

synthesizing it with the substance of the Synthesis World of the Metagalaxy 

simultaneously, constantly and unambiguously. 

Moreover, the whole state of a human life, which is defined as life, is organized by 

ogon', spirit, light and energy in their different states and expressions as a living 

substance. That is, there is ogon', spirit, light, energy for the living state of Matter, I 

would rather say, the living Matter in the perspective — we already have the 

characteristics of living substance, I think it's time to raise the question about formation 

of living Matter. And at the same time there are certain states of ogon', spirit, light, 

energy of nonliving Matter. Although, all this is relative, if we call the mineral tsarstvo 

nonliving Matter. From the point of view of the Metagalaxy, the mineral tsarstvo is 

quite a living Matter. And here the line between living and non-living Matter is quite 

unsteady and has not been studied yet. There are different criteria for existence of these 

characteristics. 

Hence, in addition to the accumulation of light, spirit and ogon' in the physical body 

of every human, — I hope it is clear that energy already acts — we must see that when 

we sleep, we not only send electrical impulses, processing information, but in a dream, 

when the physical body is deeply relaxed, we periodically let our different world bodies 

go into their world spaces so that they gradually study to act in different world spaces. 

Accordingly: the Subtle World Body in the Subtle World, the Metagalactic World Body 

in the Metagalactic World, the Synthesis Metagalactic World Body in the Synthesis 

Metagalactic World for them to get saturated with that environment and exist in that 

environment. The Metagalactic World Body is akin to the Ognenniy Body of the 

Ognenniy World of the previous planetary paradigm of existence, but it has completely 

different organization: the ognenniy planetary body was an expression of the etheric 

conductor of the physical body of the Solar system. And the modern metagalactic world 

body is an independent body of the independently existing metagalactic world of the 

Metagalaxy Fa. And this is a completely different scale of natural organization and 

evolutionary growth. 

If to look carefully at the schemes of existence of the Metagalaxy — the Synthesis 

World exists simultaneously on the Physical Reality of the existence of a Human, the 

Metagalactic World exists simultaneously on the Physical Reality of a Human and the 

Subtle World exists simultaneously on the Physical Reality of a Human. Therefore, 

there is no necessity for body to go somewhere up to the 4097th, 8193rd High Whole 
Realities. They can completely remain in Physical High Whole Reality, but acquire the 

angle of simultaneous action by the Subtle World, simultaneous action by the 

Metagalactic World and simultaneous action by the Synthesis World. 

And we insist that any Human experience is recorded in energy, and in light, and in 
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spirit, and in ogon'. Today, personal, and individual, and synthesis characteristics of 

each human are recorded there. In the previous, General part, it was specified that both 

individuum characteristics including the instinctive peculiarities of a human, that are 

accumulated biologically as recessive signs and his abilities and peculiarities are 

minimally recorded in energy. His personal characteristics are recorded in the light. His 

individual characteristics are recorded in the spirit. And his synthesis characteristics are 

recorded in the ogon'. It is clear that not everything is recorded, and it is clear that there 

is information that is lost because it is either not worked over or not whole, or a Human 

didn't work over its expression by his four specifics of synthesness, individuality, 

personality, and individuumness. But as soon as a Human has coped and accomplished 

this or that variant of activity by his experience of implementation, — physical, subtle, 

metagalactic, or synthesis — this experience is unambiguously recorded and forms the 

basis of the experience of the whole Humanity. 

At the same time, from the point of view of a religious view, the spirit is immortal. 

We'll move away from the state of the word “immortality”, leaving it in religion, and 

determine that one of the fundamental foundations of Matter is time. And the category 

of eternity is the category of time. At the same time, that which is eternal for one is 

completely not eternal for another. That is, the category of time is relative. And there 

is a time of energy, there is a time of light, there is a time of spirit, there is a time of 

ogon' — this is formulated. So, these are different kinds of time and this is a different 

flow of time in different states of Matter. And this flow can be a completely different 

state than what we used to in the physical sphere of being. Physically, we know that in 

space, time flows differently. Let us determine that in different dimensions, taking into 

account the state of Matter — energetical, light, spirit or ognenniy, the time 

categorically flows in a different way. And when we see that time flows in a different 

way, most likely, the idea of the immortality of the spirit is a different flow of the time 

of the spirit, where it has a much bigger period of life and development than a certain 

human sees in accordance with his flowing of time.  

But in the Metagalaxy, ogon' is above the spirit and these are new conditions of 

being for a human. Then ogon' exists even longer in time than spirit. For now, let us 

leave the boundaries where this time exists. Speaking strictly scientifically, this needs 

to be researched. But speaking strictly metagalactically, it lives in the time of the 

corresponding dimensions from the beginning of the Metagalaxy and until it ends. Or 

until this or that state of a Human overcomes the Metagalaxy itself and reaches a higher 

wholenesses of existence than the Metagalaxy itself. Now, we only will talk about the 

transition of a planetary human into a metagalactic human in imbibing of metagalactic 

reality. 

If we say that energy, light, spirit and ogon' are the fundamental characteristics of 

the Metagalaxy, then, together with the beginning of the Matter of the Metagalaxy, it 

doesn’t matter if it was the Big Bang theory or some other theory, all the fundamental 
constant phenomena of energy, light, spirit and ogon' were fundamentally begun 

immediately. Now, we can’t say how biological it was by the accumulative way, but as 

soon as the biological component appeared in the Metagalaxy, energy, light, spirit and 

ogon' began to develop. Moreover, if we determine that due to the Metagalaxy, or 
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rather, due to a biologically developed being, the matter of the Metagalaxy changes, 

then when we say "Matter", we can nod our head and say: "yes-yes, change". And now 

we'll formulate that the fundamental phenomena of Matter, the fundamentality is ogon', 

spirit, light and energy. And we will formulate in a different way — due to the 

biological being of a Human, the four fundamentalities of Matter change. The 

fundamentality of ogon' changes, the fundamentality of the spirit changes, the 

fundamentality of light changes, the fundamentality of energy changes. And we will 

enter a completely different state of understanding the Matter. But in order for them to 

change, they must accumulate experience or certain properties, or certain qualities, or 

certain features, or certain characteristics, or certain paradigmatic phenomena, or any 

other that we still do not see, although the paradigmatic view of the Metagalaxy already 

exists. 

And it is obvious that this cannot happen in such a short period of time as the short 

life of a Human. So, we must paradigmically affirm that we understand the flowing of 

a Human life wrong or did not understand this process at all. And we need to begin 

scientific researches in a different paradigmatic comprehension of a Human life by 

synthesis of four fundamental phenomena of the Metagalaxy Matter — ogon', spirit, 

light, energy. Moreover, metagalactically it is so axiomatic that, in principle, we can 

either recognize it with our Position of the Observer or not recognize it, 

metagalactically it is just Esm' and that’s it! Like the Istina which Esm' and does not 

require proof. The only question is how the observer himself relates to this truth. 

But then, as we have already talked about the observer, then four positions of the 

observer grow in a Human. The first position of the observer is the observer of the 

physical world — energy-plus-substance. If to consider that the physical world has 

4096 high whole realities, then the observer that now grows scientifically, by a leaving 

glance of paradigmality, is just the position of the first high whole reality of 4096. And 

we need to form a new Position of the Physical Observer of the energy-matter of the 

Metagalaxy of 4096 high whole realities of energy-plus- substance. 

Accordingly, in the subtle world, the second position of the metagalactic subtle 

observer of light-plus-matter grows. With all metagalactic characteristics of existence 

of light-substance or wider of light-matter — this is a generalized characteristic of time, 

space, speed, dimensionality, vossoedinennost’, self-organization, emanation, 

substance of the Subtle World. We take this synthesis of eight subtle fundamental 

foundations (we live within the energy-matter of the Metagalaxy) and eight physical 

fundamental foundations in synthesis — with the necessity living both in the enery-

matter of the physical world and in the light-matter of the subtle world — and the 

Position of the Subtle Observer of the light-matter of the Metagalaxy of 8192 high 

whole realities of light-plus-substance grows. 

Accordingly, further we should have the position of the observer of spirit-matter or 

spirit-plus-substance. But this is only the first characteristic of the eight fundamental 
foundations of the Matter of the Metagalaxy, therefore it is better to talk about the spirit-

matter. The synthesis of the previous two positions of the observer, where the lower is 

included into the higher as a part, and the synthesis of eight fundamental foundations 

of the spirit and we get the Position of the Metagalactic Observer of the spirit-matter of 
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the Metagalaxy of 12288 high whole realities of spirit-plus-substance.  

Further, the fourth position of the observer of ogon-plus-substance grows or ogon'-

matter in the synthesis of eight characteristics of the fundamental foundations. The 

synthesis of the previous three positions of the observer, where the lower is included 

into the higher as a part and the synthesis of eight fundamental foundations of ogon' 

and we get the Position of the Synthesis Observer of the ogon'-matter of the Metagalaxy 

of 16 384 high whole realities of ogon'-plus-substance. 

These four positions of the observer grow by world bodies in the form of Parts of 

the physical body of a Human. It is necessary to understand really that they grow 

gradually, and in order to cognize this matter, we must simultaneously grow four 

Positions of the Observer of each scientist who must cognize the corresponding types 

of four states of matter or four types of materiality of the Metagalaxy. Moreover, this 

formation takes place naturally-evolutionary as 16 evolutions of the Metagalaxy also 

act from the position of its four worlds, developing the evolutionary originality of 

Matter. 

If to put the development of a Human as the Special in this point, we will begin to 

see that Special that is now formed metagalactically in every Human. These are four 

Positions of the Observer by four types of material states — energy, light, spirit and 

ogon'. Moreover, this fully corresponds to the evolutionary characteristics where 

evolution is a whirlwind of these possibilities. Accordingly, in order for the Positions 

of the Observer to be held, strengthened, developed and realized — let’s not discuss 

the time of existence of this or that events — we must understand that there is a 

reflection of a Human in a Subtle Body, there is also a reflection of each in a 

Metagalactic World Body, and in the Synthesis World Body of a Human there is also 

his reflection.  

Accordingly, if some Parts are formed in a human, are they formed simultaneously 

in a Subtle Body? I think that in a weakly organized human of the previous millennium 

this development is clearly not formed, because there are not enough volumes of Light. 

But if we talk about metagalactic evolutions, which there are 16, and which have a 

crazy enormous scale in relation to a small particle of our planet and to us, even smaller, 

small living on this particle, then we must understand that the scale and the power of 

metagalactic evolutions has an excess of Energy, Light, Spirit and Ogon', which allows 

to form not only World Bodies inside the Human body, an approach to which was 

known in the culture of the previous millennium, but also to form Parts of these World 

Bodies. The question is — why? A very simple tendency is that if the physical body 

reflects the Physical World Body, and the first Parts of a Human are formed of energy-

matter or energy-plus-substance, then when we talk about the Subtle Matter, Light-

matter, light-plus-substance, then in a Subtle Body, Parts should be formed by Light 

and substance. Because for cognition of the Subtle Matter, Parts must be formed 

simultaneously that allow to cognize this matter. I understand that this approach is 
ambiguous from the point of view of the modern biological state, but it is quite 

paradigmatic and unambiguous for the state of the Metagalaxy. And if to rely on the 

laws of the Metagalaxy, where it acts, but not to rely on our cognition of the laws of 

the Metagalaxy, which is absent, then we now can neither prove nor deny that it exists 
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or acts. Moreover, in order to prove that this does not act, we actually need to have a 

Position of the Observer of all kinds of Matter. And while we will form it, we will prove 

that it exists, acts and develops. 

Thus, we introduce the paradigmatic condition of the Special existence of a Human 

in the Metagalaxy, that in four world bodies, the first of which is our ordinary physical 

world body of a Human, there are Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars of every 

Human in accordance with the state of the specificity of Matter. Moreover, it can be 

reasonably stated that there are both physically organized civilizations of the physical 

world, and subtle metagalactic civilizations of the subtle world organizations in the 

Metagalaxy. At the same time, I can also reasonably state that we do not know whether 

civilizations of the metagalactic world and the synthesis world exist. But it is quite 

possible that when we grow up and can form the corresponding Positions of the 

Observer, we will gradually encounter them too. In any case, the metagalactic life in 

those High Whole Realities, we are talking about, exists, but we do not know whether 

this is a civilizational approach or spontaneous chaotic biosphere existence of life of 

certain Realities of the Metagalaxy. Moreover, I emphasize that when we talk about the 

civilizationality of life by the Subtle World of the Metagalaxy, we talk not just about a 

natural existence with trees and some kind of events. But we talk about technically 

developed civilizations, moving in the Subtle Body in the corresponding types of 

technical devices, based on the states of Light matter or the subtle world. Therefore, we 

are talking about civilizations that have mastered subtle matter and act technologically 

in cosmos in the state of the subtle world and subtle matter. And I hope that we will 

expand the scale of our scientific view of this aspect of being, understanding that we 

will have to face the state of civilized life of Subtle Matter in the future. And 

development of humanity and a human by this way of being is simply necessary. 

Thus, we state that the Subtle World Body is formed inside the body of a Human by 

Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars by light-matter or, minimally, light plus 

substance, and living and acting from the perspective of the subtle world, being 

amplified and developed by it. The Metagalactic World Body is formed and develops 

in the physical body of a human, including Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars by 

synthesis of spirit-matter and in view of spirit-plus-substance. The Synthesis World 

Metagalactic Body is formed by ogon'-matter or ogon'-plus-matter, and is also formed 

inside the physical body and has corresponding Parts, Systems, Apparats and 

Particulars. And this is a new, multi-vector factor of development of a Human of the 

Metagalaxy. 

Simultaneously, these three go out into their kinds of material organizations during 

a human sleeping. And if in the previous epoch, according to all cultural traditions or 

ethnographic data, a human went out by his subtle body to sleep somewhere, to walk, 

to live in the subtle world, and other experiences of other bodies are actually absent in 

the literature, then metagalacticly we act by three bodies simultaneously while sleeping. 
It is clear that after their formation in the physical body, which is also a certain process 

that has certain evolutionary and natural characteristics, it needs to be organized, 

specified, worked out and developed. But, expressing these Paradigms, we must 

understand that the civilizationality of humanity should do this quite naturally and 
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evolutionarily, that will allow our metagalactic civilization of planet Earth to develop 

in the Metagalaxy more diversely specifically. Don't we want to create new kinds of 

technological devices, for example, starships, operating by these kinds of matter and 

quickly, according to laws of worlds, moving throughout the whole Metagalaxy? 

Explicitly, we want. 

Having approved this in the Worlds, we must clarify that evolution doesn't lead us 

to run in different worlds by different bodies. The most important concentration of the 

evolution of the Metagalaxy is the physical organization of a Human, where a new 

bodily state of the Metagalactic Human will be formed from the synthesis of four World 

bodies in the physical body, which simultaneously manage the energy-matter of the 

physical world, the light-matter of the subtle world, and the spirit-matter of the 

metagalactic world, and ogon'-matter of the synthesis world. That is, the point is not 

that we must jump into other bodies and live there, enjoying something — not less level 

of civilization than here on physics is required there — but the point is that we gradually 

will accumulate diverse experience of being and the physical body of a Human will 

begin to operate four states of matter at once. And this is the civilizational perspective 

of existence of the Metagalactic Humanity. That is, the physical body of a modern 

Human should gradually develop to a state of changing of four Positions of the 

Observer or developing the fifth Position of the Observer of four states of Matter, where 

a Human easily operates both energy, and light, and spirit, and ogon' of material 

expression, and thus, is developed metagalactically as high as possible. At the same 

time, he covers all four worlds, forming one civilization world of the metagalactic 

existence of a Human. And we must simply recognize this aspect of being as a fact. 

The proof we published in the first section, General, that Parts of a Human 

evolutionarily aim from the physical world to the subtle world. Yes, when we say that 

they are evolutionarily aimed, we imagine it and think that they are the same, but if 

they went into the next world, then they came into a state of light-plus-substance, that 

is, they are in state of light-substance. If Parts of a Human in their development went 

from the subtle world into the metagalactic world, they went into a state of spirit-matter, 

spirit-plus-substance, and, therefore, evolutions themselves accumulate a state of light-

matter, spirit-matter, ogon'-matter in a Human. When Parts of a Human developed up 

to the synthesis world and were organized by it, the accumulation of ogon'-matter and 

living by it was naturally deployed. 

Accordingly, we can clearly distinguish 16 evolutions of the Metagalaxy, first four 

evolutions form energy-matter, from the fifth to the eighth evolutions form both energy-

matter and light-matter or we would say wider the energy-light-matter as a kind of 

buttermilk of synthesis of them, as the lower is included ino the higher as a part. The 

ninth-twelfth evolutions forms spirit-matter, and in the basis of their purity, by 

themselves and synthesizing the previous states of evolutions, they synthesize energy-

light-spirit-matter by themselves, that is three fundamentalities of matter of each of four 
evolutions. And the 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th evolutions are engaged in ogon'-matter 

in development of the physical body of a Human, thus, synthesizing with the lower 

evolutionary states, they synthesize four fundamentalities of matter energy-light-spirit-

ogon'-materiality, everything in everything. And when we begin to understand this, that 
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logically follows from the metagalactic conditions of being, we should also identify the 

purpose of the Metagalaxy by this, that is every Human is to be realized by the 

corresponding Microcosm. This implies not only the expression of cosmos objects by 

some characteristics. The microcosm is the expression of four kinds of Matter in 

organization of four states of Matter in the synthesis of the physical body of a Human 

in reflection of the Metagalaxy by himself. 

And this is the first perspective of the Special that we must see. 

Thus, the human bodily state from the point of view of the metagalactic, cosmic-

natural reality does not end only with the physical state of the body. Moreover, it does 

not exist only physically, but a priori develops in four kinds of states of Matter. And 

the stronger and more developed a Human, the more diverse he exists in four kinds of 

Matter, saving his life and after life in the energy-matter of the physical world, saving 

his life after life in the light -matter of the subtle world, in the spirit-matter of the 

metagalactic world, and saving his life after life in ogon'-matter of the synthesis world. 

And most likely, after this, repeating the cycle of births in each of the metagalactic 

worlds, in order to gain new experience of life in four worlds of the Metagalaxy. This 

is the real scale of the new civilizationality. And the previous traditions that used these 

processes for these or those formations of the humanity, having faced with them, 

adapted as they could, as they were able and how the education of that time allowed. 

And sustainable traditions are the saving of details of the experience that someone once 

found and taught to a human and humanity. Well-known terms Master — in what? Or 

a Teacher, they only confirm that was said. 

Moreover, if we take into account that all world bodies are formed in the physical 

body, and we so surely say about it, realizing that the brain, gradually adjusting to it, 

begins to see the possibilities of the subtle world, see the possibilities of the 

metagalactic world and see the possibilities of the synthesis world. And here is only the 

question of trainings, education and civilizational paradigmatic competence of a 

Human. In the language of previous epochs, one can say: “according to your faith, and 

it will be given to you”, where the question is not in faith as an illusion, when we can 

believe and create some images, the question is in another point. Faith, as the key to 

switching from a lower state of matter to a higher one. That is, faith is not meant in the 

form of a dogma of even the religiosity of faith. In the educational system we noticed 

such a paradox, if students believe the teacher, then mastering the subject becomes as 

fast as possible. Moreover, in the scientific community, if young scientists believe a 

venerable scientist, then discoveries occur much faster than when they do not believe 

him. In other words, faith stimulates the inner state of a Human for realization in higher 

possibilities than a Human himself allows or can see. Thus, faith switches a Human 

into a new state or even reformatts his Wholeness into a new state of a wholeness. And 

when the brain catches this wholeness, it begins to live by it, act, looking for new 

natural conditions of being of this. And this way formatting new possibilities of 
existence of a Human. 
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Special 2. Organizations of a Human 

The next Special state of a Human and the perspective of his being is, in addition to 

life of four worlds, the accumulation of special states of organization of Posvyashenniy, 

Sluzhashiy, Ipostas’, Teacher,Vladyka, Avatar and Father. The fact is that there are 

names of these evolutions in the Metagalaxy from the 10th to the 16th one, and they 

require from a Human a corresponding organization of his being in higher states than, 

in fact, a Human allows himself. I would like to note that, at the same time, there are 

also basic evolutions of development of a Human himself, when a Human develops 

from a Human of Creative Synthesis to a Human of Initially Highest Father, increasing 

his evolutionary characteristics by this. But we partially considered this in the previous 

section of the General, where there are evolutionary requirements for a Human to grow 

up qualitatively with properties and competently. But we did not consider it further. 

A Human Himself, remaining a Human, while going into the Posvyashenniy state 

of being, is not some kind of mysticism of special states, although, in principle, at such 

a civilized width we can think about it. But this is the natural being of self-organization, 

when a Human reaching certain qualities and properties, and steadily forming them by 

his own Body, reaches a state of saturation with Rights of Sozidaniya of the 

Metagalaxy. We know the history that one of the kinds of a struggle of civilizational 

development is the struggle for rights. And why does modern, especially Western 

civilization, fight for Human Rights? On the one hand, it is clear that these are certain 

political principles, but what is the civilizationality and the peculiarity of the 

civilizationality of this approach? And here we can see that civilizationality lies in the 

fact that nature gradually forms the situation where the diversity of rights should 

consciously grow in every Human. Here, the question is not about rights of a Human, 

where a Human receives rights of living. From the point of view of the Metagalaxy, a 

Human has all rights and restrictions appears only in collective systems of interaction. 

Naturally, the rights of creation are formed when a Human by his experience, his 

preparation, his organization of Parts, Systems and Apparats enters the self-

organization of this or another Rights of Sozidaniya Metagalactically. At the same time, 

these rights of creation are scattered in various High Whole Realities. Thus, there are 

16384 kinds of Rights of Sozidaniya in accordance with the corresponding High Whole 

Realities of the Metagalaxy. Mastering the Rights of Sozidaniya, a Human enters into 

the state and realization of the life of Posvyashenniy. What does it mean, of 

Posvyashenniy? This means that Rights of Sozidaniya increase him the quality and 

depth of light, the quality and depth of spirit, the quality and depth of ogon'. At the 

same time, the quality and depth of energy is the preparation of a Human to expression 

of these rights. The Rights of Sozidaniya operate in the synthesis of all worlds and all 

four states of matter. And depending on the preparation of a Human in this or that world 

perspective or material perspective, Rights of Sozidaniya has this or that width, depth 

and specificity. When we talk about the Rights of Sozidaniya on each of High Whole 

Reality, we must understand that the Rights of Sozidaniya gives not just the formation 

of a Part in specific of this or that High Whole Reality, but the ability to own the Matter 

of this High Whole Reality by means of this Part or by the whole Human. 
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When we form Parts naturally, High Whole Realities are fixed on us and support 

the internal expression of Parts in our bodies by their subnuclearity. Now we'll consider 

the process in the opposite direction. A human is so saturated with the subnuclearity of 

various High Whole Realities, Parts, Systems and Apparats, learned to master the 

expression of these High Whole Realities, easily to operate their expressions and it is 

not necessarily a large number of them, but at least some of them, more than the first 

physical reality: two, three, ten, twenty how many one can develop, that in the reverse 

order should influence on these Realities. There is such a specificity as an access to 

opportunities. We have a civilizational admission to dangerous, for example, 

technologies, access of opportunities to dangerous military specialties. Any 

professional must have a certain access and qualification of professionalism. And 

Posvyasheniya are not some kind of mystical process, but an admission to influence 

and creation in one or another area of High Whole Realities. And in the self-

organization of the Metagalaxy, this access must have a certain expression. From the 

point of view of the Human culture of being, it is easiest to call it Posvyasheniya, when 

a Human is allowed to secrets of new matter and possibilities of its creation, cognition 

of matter of the new next High Whole Reality than the one that a Human already 

possesses. Was it secret to me before? Definitely, it was. Didn't I cognize it before? 

Definitely. Did I use it before? Definitely not, it was it that used me, fixing on me. That 

is, there is even a certain state of Metagalactic freedom in it. Therefore, they civilized 

fight for human rights, this is a struggle for his freedom! As a result, when I self-

organized so much to absorb the rights of sozidaniya of this high whole reality or a set 

of rights of sozidaniya, they simply unfold in me, fixing a new light, as a record of their 

organizations and rights to manage them. Moreover, the higher the reality, the wider 

the set of rights of sozidaniya. We can even introduce a mathematical dependence — 

the minimum number of Rights of Sozidaniya according to the number of realities. If 

we say that numeral recordings form the Obolochka of a Nucleus, then we must 

understand that mathematical numeral dependencies are as well so important in 

understanding of matter as everything surrounding. Accordingly, for the admission to 

the 8192nd High Whole Reality, I need 8192 rights of sozidaniya, and for the admission 

to the second High Whole Reality I need two rights of sozidaniya. But I assure you, 

according to the standards of matter: the lower the harder, and these two rights of 

sozidaniya have a very high density and heaviness, and try to take them, imbibe and 

deploy! Most likely, they are aligned with the same eight thousand in density, but those 

are more refined, light, but also not less difficult for implementation. This is the 

problem of the self-organization of a Human by this type of activity, and the self-

organization of a Human by the 10th evolution of Posvyashenniy, to be able to absorb 

the corresponding rights of sozidaniya from High Whole Realities. In fact, this means 

admission to the creation of this aspect of Matter and this hierarchized layer of material 

reality, if to take the Matter as a whole as reality, and the deployment for 16384 High 
Whole Realities as a layer of this Matter for us. Thus, the rights of sozidaniya allow us 

to enter into the creation of this Matter and to get organized by it, to cognize this matter, 

to form this matter, to move by this Matter. This is the look at the Special by a 

Posvyashenniy. 
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If we talk about the next evolution of the Sluzhashiy, then its specific deploys not 

by posvyasheniya like at Posvyashenniy, but by statuses. We won't talk now about 

statuses of human life, that every human, living in an ordinary matter, runs after some 

kind of status when a status is made from any material trifle. For example, once, in 

previous times, bankers gathered and decided that in addition to gold, diamonds should 

be given a particularly expensive state, so that people know what to spend money on 

and how to accumulate money, but these should be very beautiful things. And after this 

decision of bankers of a certain century, which was more or less secret, but 

understandable for economically developed people, certain pebbles that shine make 

“ah” in the whole culture of the planet’s population, although before that they never 

made this “ah”. But this creates economic stimulation of investing money in stones so 

that they do not be kept in bags, and allows to transfer this money in smallness of 

diamond states. But this is just carbon! Just matter! And this, now, is the state of 

physical status. And a human, possessing diamonds, shows his status. In fact, this is the 

humor of the civilizational state of bankers who endowed exactly diamonds from 

several specific offers that have a natural carbon basis — I would say even worse, the 

coal, only in an altered state, — the most expensive value that only exists after gold. 

And till now we wear shiny coal and say: “How beautiful it is!” But if to look at them 

from the point of view of light-matter, then you can see coal mines on the human body 

instead of the shine of diamonds. And this is the humor of our status of civilizational 

growth. This does not cancel that diamonds shine beautifully, creating a shine and 

beauty of the body. But simultaneously, if to look at it with a scientific look, it raises 

certain questions about the depth of civilizationality of our civilization. At the same 

time, it is clear that since it has been created civilizationally, status is status, it must be 

grown. Then there is a question, what is status grown for? Here it is no longer a question 

about methods or specifics of that who and how agreed about something. 

There is a natural process of growing statuses in order we could sooner or later go 

into new statuses of organization of Matter through different status phenomena and 

different epochs. Once it was the beauty of chariots, now it is the beauty of cars, in the 

future it will be the beauty of space vehicles. There is no way to avoid status just 

because the 11th evolution of Sluzhashiy works metagalactically, which forms status 

growth, where each developed Human and Posvyashenniy gets his status. 

Then what does status mean metagalactically? After Rights of Sozidaniya of 

Posvyashenie, each status gives Beginnings of Creation on the corresponding High 

Whole Reality. And this is a completely self-organizing phenomenon. 

Correspondingly, at first you get the right of sozidaniya, adapt to this Matter, do 

something. And when you get the status of the Sluzhashiy of Metagalaxy of the 11th 

evolution, given by the 11th evolution in depth of your cosmic natural organization, 

then you receive the beginnings of creation in this status. And the higher the reality, the 

greater number of beginnings of creation, the more qualitative and complicated they 
are in diversity of all kinds of matter, worlds and other phenomena. And you get the 

beginning of creation of this Matter. That is, the Metagalaxy allows you, with its 

conditions of vossoedinennost’, self-organization, by synthesis of your accumulations 

of standards, laws and other phenomena, to create by these Beginnings on this High 
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Whole Reality. And there are 16 384 such Statuses in High Whole Realities of the 

Metagalaxy, in each of which there are variably from one to 16 384 or more Beginnings 

of Creation of the Metagalaxy. 

Having seen this methodics and methodology, when further the preparation of a 

human increases by each evolution, we should simply recognize the wider approach of 

implementation of a Human by the Metagalaxy by the hierarchical realization of his 

capabilities. Then, from the Sluzhashiy with statuses we go into Ipostas’ and the 12th 

evolution of the Ipostas’ forms in everyone what we call the Creating Synthesis. The 

problem of the name is that evolution should respond to this phrase or this word. 

Therefore, when we talk about this or that name, the question is not how we 

paradigmically called it, but the question is that we have been testing the fixation of 

this evolution at ourselves for many years, and looking for different phrases, specifying 

if it responds or not, whether it starts to act or not. And the 12th evolution of the Ipostas’ 

began to respond only on the phrase — Сreating Synthesis. It didn't act on any other 

phrase! That is, the fixation of the 12th evolution of Metagalaxy didn't act on us. It 

worked here. 

Therefore, the evolution of the Ipostas' acts and is realized by the Creating 

Synthesis. There is its own specification inside the creating synthesis, and it is called 

the synthesness of love. That is, we must so merge in Love with this High Whole 

Reality by the effect of creating synthesis, so that we have a special state of synthesness, 

where we can synthesize different phenomena of this High Whole Reality by ourselves. 

As an option to magnetize by ourselves. Just like a human sometimes magnetizes 

certain iron objects toward himself, there are such abilities at people with increased 

magnetism in the body, and just the same by the Synthesness of Love, falling into one 

or another High Whole Reality, we magnetize towards ourselves necessary synthes-

beginnings of this high whole reality by the synthesness of love, and can operate these 

synthes-beginnings by the synthesness, creating something useful by ourselves and for 

ourselves. Creating doesn't mean only doing something with your hands, but also 

processing these synthes-beginnings with your brain, creating some theories, creating 

some concepts, creating some kind of literary works. That is, synthes-beginnings have 

diverse forms and meaningful expressions. Therefore, when we say "creating", it is not 

necessary to imagine only subjects and real activity. It may well be design activity when 

we construct some kind of apparatus and synthes-beginnings helps us to savvy in the 

matter of the metagalaxy what apparatus and which technology will most effectively 

operate in this situation. Synthes-beginnings! 

The next, 13th evolution is the evolution of the Teacher, fixating on us, it fixates the 

effect of synthesness. That is, when we worked out the synthesness of love by the 

evolution of the Ipostas' by creating synthesis, then through the fixation of evolution, 

we went into preparation or implementation of synthesness as such. But this 

synthesness itself already exists by a higher phenomenon of its own internal 
organization — the Perfection of Wisdom. 

Each evolution is linked to a lower evolution by the corresponding specificity of 

organization. Accordingly, the evolution of the Teacher within each Human gradually 

forms the perfection of wisdom up to such state so that this perfection of wisdom goes 
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into the state of synthesness of the Teacher. And by this perfection of wisdom, we can 

both cognize new realities, and see these realities, and transfer experience to other 

people, that is why we have defined this evolution as the Evolution of the Teacher, 

since by the perfection of wisdom we comprehend the transfer of knowledge, we 

comprehend the transfer of opportunities, we comprehend the transfer of human 

experience, as such. 

The evolution of the Teacher forms all these phenomena, which we relate to the 

perfection of wisdom in the civilizational experience of humanity, as a qualitative state 

of a Human and humanity as a whole. In the previous epoch, the expression of 

“Teacher” was very, very high. And respect for the teacher in education was very, very 

high. In principle, this is a reflection of natural evolutionary states, including when the 

teacher was the bearer of perfect wisdoms, which in the usual educational expression 

meant knowledges that were transffered to pupils. Evolutionarily, this is the perfection 

of wisdom. I will not talk about the tradition of the sages that exist all over the planet. 

This is also a reflection of the evolution of the Teacher. And I will not recall how 

historically all listened to the sages, how ordinary people consulted with them, trying 

to see perfection in what they do not see. In the civilizational-cultural context of 

humanity, these processes already exist, they just need to be distinguished, seen, 

recognized and formed. And if to take into account that there is also such an 

evolutionary tendency of the Metagalaxy, and it responds to it, then this says that we 

growth evolutionarily. "The whole universe creates us." We can imply all processes by 

this. But scientists mean only biological processes. And why only biological? And this 

is one of the paradoxes of the perfection of wisdom. If the universe creates us, it is not 

said that it creates us biologically. It just creates us. All processes that we wield can be 

created by the universe. The Metagalaxy creates everyone. This means that the 

Metagalaxy also creates all processes that are characteristic of every human. Here is a 

very wise question, if the Metagalaxy creates every Human, what does the 

Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, Ipostas', Teacher do? The answer is that they create the 

Metagalaxy.  

The Metagalaxy creates every Human, and the Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, Ipostas' 

and the Teacher create the Metagalaxy with their rights of sozidaniya, the beginnings 

of creation, synthesness of love and the perfection of wisdom. And we begin to see that 

the first eight-nine evolutions developed us as a Human, and starting from the tenth 

evolution we already develop the Matter of the Metagalaxy by our quality, competence, 

preparation, saturating the Metagalaxy with wisdom in this case, in the ipostasic variant 

with love, in the sluzhashiy variant with creation, the beginnings of creation, and in the 

posvyashenniy variant with sozidanie, rights of sozidanie. Moreover, the word “rights” 

is very interestingly correlated with such an option as the rules of sozidanie, the root in 

Russian is one. It is very curious to consider these analogies in the future. 

Accordingly, if we see such an approach, we will see the approach of the Special of 
the Metagalaxy. A completely another glance at our being. At the same time, it is clear 

that everything operates in a more diverse way than we see, but paradigmatically we 

must fixate that this is a normal metagalactic material process. And we need to consider 

the matter in all its diverse states, kinds types and types, but not only the uniformity of 
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physical realizations. We understand that the more diverse we are, the more we cultural, 

developed, and interesting. So, why do we keep ourselves uniformly in matter, not 

striving for material diversity and, in fact, shorten our civilizational, scientific or 

cultural development? This is inefficient! 

 Purely, by the perfection of wisdom of the evolution of the Teacher, this is 

ineffective. We make ourselves defective, losing the variety of colors of life of 

metagalactic matter. What is the meaning of limitation if evolution itself says: “Act!”? 

In fact, in our heads, when we restrict ourselves by our own settings, being afraid of 

something that doesn't exist, as a child is afraid of the night shadow, his own at the 

same moment. We act in Laws of the Metagalaxy, in fact, as a child. On the one hand, 

it is clear that humanity has grown biologically, and for the Metagalaxy we are 

definitely children. Apparently, the time has come to become adults, judging by the fact 

that we go beyond the Planet to the Metagalaxy, having matured. This is the perfection 

of wisdom! Having gone beyond the area of our own habitat, beyond the borders of the 

planet, even within a hundred-kilometer zone, but still beyond the limits of the 

biological habitat of a Human, we attracted a flurry of a metagalactic response to 

ourselves. The metagalaxy registered that new beings went beyond the borders of their 

Planet. Hooray, evolved! A new experience, a new variety is required, hooray! And it 

began to fix on us all that we discuss now, creating a new evolutionary diversity of our 

being. Therefore, if someone now has a question: “What did it all begin from?” The 

answer is simple: “From the flight of a Soviet Human: Gagarin!”. 

Here it is the perfection of wisdom! We went there by ourselves and did not expect 

to receive such a massive response. But it came! And now we discuss it 

paradigmatically. It is clear that Gagarin did not think that he would metagalactically 

enter the breakthrough. But he broke through the Planet! The Metagalaxy estimated in 

another way and then broke through the Planet, answering back. And this is the balance 

of the perfection of wisdom, the balance of micro- and macrocosm. We broke through 

the Macrocosm by a rocket, Cosmos responded to us with cosmic development, by 

cosmos in each of us, forming a microcosm of our existence. 

And now, when we discuss evolution, we see it on a large scale externally. Now, let 

us imagine that each evolution acts microcosmically internally. And these perfections 

of wisdom, these synthesness of love, these beginnings of creation, these rights of 

sozidanie are formed in the internal subnuclear states of each of us. And when we 

receive this or that Posvyashenie, this or that Status, this or that Creating Synthesis, this 

or that Synthesness, or form them on our own, pretending that we receive them, because 

we always like to receive gifts from Santa Claus, we actually go into these high 

civilizational forms of existence by our preparation and state, in fact, forming them by 

this scale. Such a children's fairy tale that we will get everything sooner or later, and 

good uncles will give us all this but, in fact, this is a natural, natural-cosmic process 

that exists by itself and is used by a higher civilization forms of existence, but not more. 
And we go into them! 

The next, 14th evolution is the evolution of the Vladyka. I think words "to own the 

Matter" will be very pleasant for many. But we must understand that the evolution of 

the Vladyka forms new interesting tendencies in us: the Sovershenstvo of Polnomochiy. 
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Or, in other words, the Polnomochiya Sovershenstv. The 14th evolution responds to 

these two words. When we achieve these or those effects of development in perfecting 

some of our own capabilities, we achieve certain polnomochiya on the basis of existing 

sovershenstvos, and by this metagalactically certain polnomochiya fixes, basing on the 

sovershenstvos or perfections that we have. That is, everything is simple here, if there 

are no sovershenstvos (perfections) then there are no polnomochiya. A new tendency 

as the Hierarchization of Volya develops inside already organized polnomochiyas of 

sovershenstv by our sovershenstvos. 

That is, the Metagalaxy endows us with Hierarchization of Volya or hierarchical 

Volya, so that in accordance with our sovershenstvos we had polnomochiya to apply. 

And the humor is that this is a metagalactic development. The self-organizing system 

of nature itself, self-learning and self-developing has a tendency to fold into complexes 

the perfections of its actions and polnomochiya of their application. And by the inertia 

of life, new tendencies and new perfections hardly make their way. There are a lot of 

such examples in the history of humanity when this or that human achieves this or that 

perfection, not finding the understanding of his contemporaries, but this understanding 

comes after centuries after his death. This is exactly the self-organization by new! 

Accordingly, the metagalactic 14th evolution creates a concentration of hierarchization 

of Volya on one or another human's perfections, creating polnomochiya for him of 

achievement of desired, achievement of the important, if by the evolutionary Standards 

of Vladyka, there formed the opportunity for him to do this, in that self-organized 

reunited environment in which the Metagalaxy exists as a whole. And this is the next 

evolutionary step of the 14th evolution, which forming new possibilities of owning the 

Matter with the corresponding Volya of application by this, fixes the Polnomochiya of 

Sovershenstv with a variety of Hierarchization of Volya in sustainable development in 

order the owning to happen and also be clearly and unambiguously applied.  

Correspondingly, the 15th evolution is the evolution of the Avatar, it forms the 

special phenomena of the Hierarchization of each of us. From the point of view of the 

historical tradition of humanity, the Avatar bears (expresses) so new that before it was 

not possible or real at all. But this phenomenon also occurs within the framework of 

specification of this or that process, according to its polnomochiya of sovershenstv. 

And from the state of Vladyka we go into the state of Avatar and the Hierarchization 

of Avatar, where a certain hierarchicity of owning of the processes of Matter is formed 

inside every Avatar. Where from the hierarchization a new whole in the homogeneous 

expression of new specifics of the following organization of life or processes of 

implementation should be formed. And this format of Hierarchization of possibilities 

inside the Avatar is realized as the Ivdivost' of Synthesis. Ivdivost' in the implemented 

new wholeness with synthesis of everything in everything into a homogeneous 

phenomenon of new opportunities and specifications. This is a complicated 

phenomenon. In this case, the Synthesis is recorded into the Ogon' of matter and 
organizes it by itself. And Ivdivost' is also a characteristic of the existing Home of the 

Father, as a sphere of being around the Metagalaxy, inside which there is all matter of 

the Metagalaxy and its reunion and self-organization take place there. 

Accordingly, when we talk about the Ivdivost' of Synthesis, we talk about the 
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special processes of synthesising, self-organization, reunion, or any other specification 

of matter inside the sphere of being of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 

(IHHIHF), which we call the Home of Father. That is, where not only the Metagalaxy 

acts, but where the very foundations of the materiality of the Metagalaxy revolve, from 

which we can create, pile, deploy, fold, form something new and completely new that 

never previously existed metagalactically. And this is called — ivdivost' of synthesis, 

on Russian metagalactic language.  

Evolution of the Avatar allows a human who has reached such a degree of 

realization and development to create the Fundamentals of Matter. Or to create 

something that does not exist metagalactically at all but it is necessary, as it follows 

from the logic of development of the Metagalaxy. The metagalactic processes of self-

organization are enriched with new experience, new effects, a new tradition of being of 

different civilizations, different humans. And sooner or later this experience, these 

traditions, what is needed? Generalize! To form and on this basis of the whole to create 

something new. Ivdivost' of synthesis. And this prepares the transition of the 

Metagalaxy to the next, higher state of Matter, if to consider that it is already the 15th 

evolution, and there are 16 in all. And here those foundations, those beginnings, those 

other paradigmatic phenomena are set that are gradually accumulated, worked out, 

developed by Ivdivost' of Synthesis. And gradually the Paradigm of the next state of 

matter is formed, when this state of matter becomes obsolete and it will be necessary 

to go into the next, higher one. This is what is realized by one or another level of 

possibilities of the 15th evolution by processes of Ivdivost' of Synthesis, which form 

new metagalactic perspectives of development.  

And the last, 16th evolution, which is called the evolution of Father, where we exist 

and act already as developed metagalactic managers of all processes and organizations 

of the Metagalaxy, and where inside these processes there are higher phenomena that 

are beyond the limits of the Metagalaxy. The evolution of the Father implies to balance 

the Metagalaxy and its phenomena beyond Metagalaxy, into which it trys to expand, 

enter, deploy and get formed. This is exactly that Ivdivost' as a degree of preparation, 

and the evolution accumulates Ivdivost' in us in its implementation by everyone. But 

there is the following characteristic inside the Ivdivost', that is the Competent 

Prasynthesness. 

Prasynthesness is that is beyond in relation to the synthesis of the entire Metagalaxy 

and is both the Pramatter and, at the same time, the Praogon' and in synthesis of them 

is the Prasynthesness, from which the Metagalaxy itself goes out. And the evolution of 

the Father defines the Competent Prasynthesness in way of saturating the Metagalaxy 

with those new and beyond, unspeakable, unknown, that is, those processes that do not 

exist in the Metagalaxy. I would say, with another, higher state of matter then that state 

of matter that Metagalaxy has.  

From the point of view of the Paradigm of the Human, the next higher state of Matter 
we call the Initially Highest Wholeness. We name it only because the head of the 

Metagalaxy is called the Initially Highest Father. Unlike the head of the Planet, who 

was called the One Father, if to take a synthesis of all material conditions. Moreover, 

from the point of view of the Metagalaxy, the Initially Highest Father is the first among 
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the Equals. This is a tough confederal position of the metagalactic being. Accordingly, 

if the Father bears such a name in the Metagalaxy, and we communicated with Him 

that way, we must understand that he also grew up in one of the civilizations of the 

Metagalaxy before, being a Human. The very name the Initially Highest Father clarifies 

to us a higher form of material existence, where the Father exists, roughly speaking, 

above the North Pole of the metagalactic sphere, managing the Metagalaxy, 

simultaneously going into a higher reality of matter than the whole Metagalaxy, that is 

into the Initially Highest Wholeness. By this the 16th metagalactic evolution acts. Here 

I would like to emphasize that all these processes are concentrated evolutionarily on 

each of us, they are self-organized, nature-oriented, cosmically unambiguous and do 

not require the subjective will of any beings. Although no one cancels that there is a 

management of the Metagalaxy and there is the selecting of heads of the Metagalaxy 

by these evolutions in the confederal expression of the hierarchy of Fathers, Avatars, 

Vladykas, Teachers, Ipostases, Sluzhashiys and Posvyashenniys, self-organized among 

themselves. And not by the fact that you are located somewhere and manage something, 

but by the fact that you have achieved a certain metagalactic implementation, have the 

corresponding competence by your perfection and your competence and the Matter of 

the Metagalaxy reacts to any decision you make on this subject automatically. Just 

because you have achieved the necessary synthesis-evolutionary competence. And this 

diversity of all beings of all civilizations operating in the matter of the Metagalaxy is 

called the Hierarchy. But the hierarchy is not someone who was chosen, but it is any 

Human who has received one or another evolutionary realizations in the matter of the 

Metagalaxy or the Planet, and by this automatically managing this or that cosmic-

natural process. If you achieve such a high competence, then you can get acquainted 

with other people who have no less high competence in managing these natural-cosmic 

processes. Communicating with them by your likeness and, if necessary, taking joint 

collective decisions in further metagalactic implementation. This is a normal state of 

the human society, which agrees with each other in order to solve a metagalactic 

problem together. 

As a result, the Metagalaxy operates by hierarchical confederacy. At the same time, 

with the same success, you can not notice anyone, develop on your own, form 

independent levels of evolutionary development in these paradigmatic frameworks, and 

as well you will be not less competent, creating, diverse and metagalactically organized. 

And this is the new large-scale metagalactic implementation of each Human of a new 

millennium of being or, one might say, the new Metagalactic epoch of being of a 

Human, bearing in mind that all previous epochs were more planetary, galactic or solar. 

Special 3. High Whole Reality 

The next step of the Special, the third and last in this section of the Paradigm, is the 

coordination of a Human with each High Whole Reality separately. That is, there are 

three corresponding obligatory phenomena of metagalacticity: these are worlds, this are 

evolution, and the third obligatory phenomenon is high whole realities. We have 
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already mentioned them in the General; here it is necessary to consider more 

specifically the action of high whole realities, and the depth of interpenetration of high 

whole realities and a Human, as a Special expression of the Metagalaxy physically.  

The first thing we should note that there are 16 384 High Whole Realities, and in 

reflection of High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy, the 16 384-ity of a Human is 

formed, in the synthesis of 4096 Parts, 4096 etalon Systems, 4096 etalon Apparats, 

4096 etalon Particulars. In this case, we should move away from the perception of 

worlds and evolutions and distinguish purely homogeneous state of 16384 High Whole 

Realities, understanding that each High Whole Reality forms within itself, as a 

reflection of the world as a whole, to which it refers, as one of the 4096-ity of its 

expression. And, on the other hand, it is necessary to understand that there is actually 

an expression of all four worlds and an expression of all 16 evolutions inside a High 

Whole Reality. Because a High Whole Reality, from which the Metagalaxy is consist 

of, looks like the interconnection of a high whole sphere, an obolochka around the 

borders of the cosmos, expressing the boundary of the Metagalaxy Fa of organized 

Cosmos from the perspective of a High Whole Reality. And at the same time, this High 

Whole Reality, being the boundary and sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa and the cosmos, 

forms the horizon of events, a certain hierarchical ladder of realization, where each 

High Whole Reality stands above the previous High Whole Reality of the 

corresponding number of organization. And the boundary High Whole Realities are the 

first physical one, which in fact borders the border of the Metagalaxy at the south pole 

and expresses the physicality that we perceive, where we live. And outwardly, it is not 

seen in cosmos, it is a qualitative component of the spheres. And the highest High 

Whole Reality is the 16 384th one, passing into a growing 16 385th High Whole 

Reality, which is already a mixture of the Metagalaxy Fa and the next kind of Matter 

of the Initially Highest Wholeness. 

Thus, all 16384 High Whole Realities at once fix on every Human, if to take an 

ideal look, and the following system is formed: one Part, one System, one Apparat, one 

Particular is one High Whole Reality. We have already talked about this, but there are 

some specifics. We must see that when we say one Part, the Part cannot exist by itself, 

but it exists in mutual organizations with other Parts by Systems. Here appears a very, 

very interesting fixation for each of us. Let us take High Whole Realities of Parts, they 

are from the 12289th, if to take the ideal, to the 16384th, where the Metagalaxy Fa is 

pulling us and where we should be organized. Imagine that one High Whole Reality 

fixes, for example, on our Mishlenie. If we take the Mishlenie of the first 256-ity, then 

this Mishlenie as the number of a Part is 52nd. Accordingly, we take 12288 add 52 and 

get the 12340th High Whole Reality. This is the first basic Mishlenie of a Human and 

this High Whole Reality exists, on the one hand, as nature, and, on the other hand, it 

fixes on each of us, forming the 52nd Part that is the Mishlenie of a Human. 

Accordingly, all kinds of subnuclearity, all kinds of organization of form, all kinds 
of organization of soderzhanie, all kinds of organization of field, as a quaternity of the 

existence of subnuclearity are fully aimed at the formation of Mishlenie of a Human. 

And here appears a very interesting paradox, where each High Whole Reality by itself, 

is divided into 16384 Initially Highest Realities inside it, as sublevels of existence of 
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High Whole Reality. Accordingly, if a High Whole Reality fixes on the Mishlenie of a 

Human, then Systems of Mishlenie of a Human are fixed on Initially Highest Realities. 

And a logical paradox arises that, on the one hand, Systems of Mishlenie should be 

fixed by High Whole Realities in their etalon expression of Systems of Mishlenie and, 

on the other hand, for efficient Mishlenie, they are fixed at the 16340th High Whole 

Reality, by its Initially Highest Realities, as the first kind of Mishlenie of the first 256-

ity of a Human. 

Let's just make it clear that Mishlenie itself is fixed by the whole High Whole 

Reality as a whole, further, the High Whole Reality is divided into 16 384 Initially 

Highest Realities and each Initially Highest Reality of the 16 340th High Whole Reality 

is fixed on Systems of Mishlenie, in fact, forming a quaternary effect on the System, 

where Systems in their etalon, according to the methodic of the metagalactic 

concentration are fixed from the 8 193d to 12 288th Initially Highest Realities in 

reflection of the corresponding High Whole Realities of etalon Systems of Mishlenie. 

But at the same time, as Initially Highest Realities act on the Mishlenie of a Human in 

16384-ity, the rest Initially Highest Realities get the following expression: the first 4096 

get the energy-substance of the 16340th High Whole Reality. The second 4096 Initially 

Highest Realities from the 4097th to the 8192nd, receive the perspective of the light-

substance of Mishlenie and spheres of Mishlenie of the 12340th High Whole Reality. 

The third package, from the 8193d to 12288th Initially Highest Realities, in fact, form 

the activity of Systems of Mishlenie of a Human. Here the so-called spheres of 

Mishlenie are formed from spirit-substance. And on top of it, there is ogon'-substance 

from the 12289th to the 16384th and these Initially Highest Realities are also fixed at 

work of every System of Mishlenie. 

As a result, we must understand that in etalon 4096 Systems of Mishlenie of a 

Human are formed and as there are 16384 Initially Highest Realities then four Initially 

Highest Realities are concentrated on each System of Mishlenie, in fact, fixing in 

Mishlenie the processing of four kinds of thoughts: thoughts of energy-substance, 

energy-plus-substances, thoughts of light-substance, light-plus-substances, thoughts of 

spirit-substance, spirit-plus-substance, as a real systemic work, and the spheres of 

thought of ogon'-substance or ogon'-plus-substance in simultaneous concentration, if to 

take by 4096 of the corresponding 52d level of Initially Highest Realities. All 4096 

Initially Highest Realities of each energy-substance, light-substance, spirit-substance, 

ogon'-substance are fixed on 4096 Systems of Mishlenie of a Human in the 

concentration of the quaternity of expression. 

Since the Mishlenie of a Human consists of the spheres of Mishlenie, spheres that 

generate the corresponding energy, light, spirit and ogon' and form a systematic 

concentration of the possibility of formation of a thought, have the corresponding 

perspective of expression of a thought and the corresponding organization of expression 

of a thought, which we still cognize, then we should understand that 4096 fixations in 
four variants of Initially Highest Realities are fixed on the Mishlenie of a Human from 

the angle of the 16340th High Whole Reality forming the Part, and by their 

concentration organize the corresponding systemic fixations of development of 

Systems inside this Part.  
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Correspondingly, there are 16384 Realities in each Initially Highest Reality and in 

the 12340th High Whole Reality they fix the development of Apparats of Systems of 

Mishlenie. With the same effect, we synthesis each 4096 Realities into quaternity of 

expression of energy, light, spirit and ogon' plus substance, and there is a quaternary 

influence of four Realities of the corresponding chain of realization on the 

corresponding 4096 Apparats of every System, because 4096 own Apparats are formed 

in every Initially Highest Reality that fixes one System. 

As a result, we see the fixation of 16384 Realities that form 4096 Apparats in 

quaternary concentration on one System of Initially Highest Reality. One System — 

the sphere of thought of an Initially Highest Reality — deploys in each of 4096 Initially 

Highest Realities with fixation of four kinds of Initially Highest Realities of different 

kinds of substance, already on Mishlenie of a Human in variations of one System. And 

there is a concentration of 16384 Initially Highest Realities and the formation of 4096 

spheres of Mishlenie of every Human begins inside a Mishlenie as High Whole Reality. 

If to consider this from the point of view of Mishlenie, we must understand that 

from the point of view of each Part from 4096, there is the same type of implementation 

of the synthesis of a Part, by a High Whole Reality, the synthesis of a System — by 

Initially Highest Realities and the synthesis of the Apparat of this System — by 

Realities of these Initially Highest Realities. Thus, one High Whole Reality works on 

creation, fixation and natural organization, here I would like to emphasize, the natural 

cosmos-natural organization of each corresponding Part, Systems and Apparats in 

synthesis of them by a Human, expanding all necessary database for this 

implementation. Let us clarify that today the body of a Human is able to withstand 4096 

Systems in the implementation of each Part. In the implementation of each Apparat — 

4096 Apparats in each System. But we understand from this technological expression 

that in perspective each Part should form 16384 spheres of thought as a System of 

Mishlenie, and each System should form 16384 Apparats as the implementation of the 

corresponding System of the corresponding Part of a Human. And the same is in each 

of 4096 High Whole Realities that fix Parts by themselves.  

From here a slight cognitive dissonance arises, but how is it so? On the one hand, 

Systems of a Part are formed by Initially Highest Realities that correspond to High 

Whole Realities. For Mishlenie of a Human, the first kind of Mishlenie, in fact the 

12340th High Whole Reality, and we say that etalon Systems are formed at High Whole 

Realities, from the 8193rd to 12288th. 

And here you need to see a very interesting mechanism of the Metagalaxy. The 

acting Systems of Mishlenie — the spheres of thoughts that have already formed and 

can act, for example, the logical sphere of thought acts, the associative sphere of 

thought — are fixed at the Initially Highest Realities of the 12340th High Whole 

Reality.  

If we talk about the formation of a new system, let’s suppose that I have 40 spheres 
of thoughts and the organism begins to strain to form the 41st sphere of thought, but I 

don’t have it. In fact, 40 spheres of thoughts are a lot, if to consider that in the previous 

epoch two systems of thoughts were known: formal-logical and figurative-associative, 

and that’s all. 
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Therefore, as soon as a new system of thought begins to form or is being created, at 

this moment a High Whole Reality turns up and when we say the etalon System, we 

must understand that the etalon System is the formation of a new System of thought, 

which we don’t have, for example, as I don't have the 41st one, if to take as an example. 

Accordingly, the 52nd High Whole Reality of the metagalactic world turns on — the 

8244th, this is 8192 plus 52, which is responsible, in fact, for the formation of the 

Systems of Mishlenie of a human. And on the 8244th High Whole Reality, in the 

concentration of this Reality, the formation of the etalon System of each of us begins. 

Accordingly, all Initially Highest Realities and Realities of the 8244th High Whole 

Reality that form the following etalon System, but for me, for example, the 41st, are 

aimed at Creation and organization, the natural-cosmic, of the corresponding next 

etalon System of each of us. And so, due to the 8244th High Whole Reality, the next 

etalon System begins to be created that I don’t have. Only acting and already working 

Systems that do not need to be created and formed by High Whole Realities as such are 

fixed at Initially Highest Realities of the 16340th High Whole Reality where the 

fixation of the Mishlenie exists and is implemented. Accordingly, we can conclude that 

High Whole Realities have a creating effect, and they create. Initially Highest Realities 

support the realized creation, and Realities strengthen and stabilize the realized creation 

by the action of stable Apparats. 

If to continue to consider this mechanism, and if in the new etalon System or in 

already acting Systems it is necessary to form the next etalon Apparat, then High Whole 

Realities of the Subtle World from the 4097th to 8192d are responsible for formation 

of Apparats. The Subtle World is light-plus-substance, respectively, if we fix the 

development of Apparats for a System of Mishlenie, then this is the 52nd 

foreshortening of High Whole Reality, and we add 52 to 4096, we get 4148. And on 

the 4148th High Whole Reality the etalon Apparat of the first from 16 of Mishlenie of 

a Human is fixed, and this High Whole Reality, concentrating on each of us, forms the 

etalon Apparat. The system here is the same: it forms the next new Apparat, which is 

no in the realities of the 12340th High Whole Reality of Mishlenie of a Human. 

After the formation of a High Whole Reality, the etalon Apparat passes into Initially 

Highest Realities of the formation of a new 41st, according to the above example, 

System as a sphere of a thought of Mishlenie, into the corresponding 8244th High 

Whole Reality and is fixed on one of the Initially Highest Realities of the 8244th High 

Whole Reality of the formed System of the sphere of a thought of Mishlenie of a 

Human. And there are should be formed minimum 4096 such etalon Apparats in order 

new etalon System of sphere of a thought of Mishlenie of a Human be formed, as an 

example with the 41st. 

Going further, we should see that there should be etalon Particulars in each Apparat 

that correspond to this, and etalon Particulars are formed by the first 4096 High Whole 

Realities of the Physical World. If we talk about the Particulars of Mishlenie of the 
52nd Part, the first kind of Mishlenie, then the 52nd High Whole Reality is responsible 

for this, where the etalon Thought begins to develop in an appropriate way, we must 

understand that Mishlenie is responsible for such a Particular, which are 16 in 16 

horizons, and Mishlenie refers to the fourth horizon, as a thought, and etalon thought is 
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formed on the 52nd High Whole Reality. And as there is a formation of the 41st System 

of a thought of Mishlenie of a Human, then this etalon thought has a view of the 41st 

sphere of a thought of the etalon organization of a Human. At the same time, some 

contexts of 16384 or minimum 4096 Initially Highest Realities and 16384 Realities in 

each Initially Highest Reality or minimum 4096 Realities in each Initially Highest 

Reality are input there. And these contexts, the verge of intonation of a thought, form 

the very etalon thought of High Whole Reality, the etalon thought on the 52nd High 

Whole Reality. Then this etalon thought goes to the Apparat at the 4148th High Whole 

Reality and is fixed in the Initially Highest Reality, where the previous High Whole 

Reality goes into the higher High Whole Reality as a part of the Initially Highest 

Reality. It starts to be processed by an Apparat. At the same time, the contexts of 

thought in Initially Highest Realities pass into Realities of the 4148th High Whole 

Reality, and contexts of Realities of the 52nd High Whole Reality simply dissolve and 

are not visible. A thought is processed by an Apparat, then together with an Apparat it 

rises to the etalon System of the 8244th High Whole Reality, where the etalon System 

is formed, where an Apparat and a Thought already have the effect of the corresponding 

Reality, where the 4148th Initially Highest Reality with the Initially Highest Realities 

of a thought go into Realities. The Apparat itself goes into Initially Highest Realities 

from the High Whole Reality and develops the etalon System of the 8244th High Whole 

Reality of an expression of the etalon System of spheres of a thought of Mishlenie of a 

Human.  

And when the etalon System of a sphere of thought unfolds, if it is the 41st, it rises 

into the 12340th High Whole Reality, which is responsible for development of 

Mishlenie and is fixed as the 41st Initially Highest Reality by fixation of the System, 

the 41st System of a sphere of a thought of a Human inside of which there is an Initially 

Highest Reality of the corresponding number of Apparats and contexts of thoughts that 

are fixed on Realities, and the thought itself begins to act both in an Apparat, and in a 

System, and in a Part forming Mishlenie of a Human. 

Thus, simultaneously, 4 High Whole Realities are involved into the development of 

Mishlenie of a Human. If to talk about Mishlenie, this is the 12340th one as etalon, in 

expression of a Part Mishlenie. This is the 8244th High Whole Reality as etalon by 

formation of etalon Systems of this Mishlenie. Further, the 4148th High Whole Reality 

as etalon concentration of Systems, as etalon concentration of etalon Apparats of 

Systems of the Part Mishlenie of a Human. And the 52nd High Whole Reality, as the 

etalon concentration of etalon thought of Apparats of Systems of the corresponding 

Part, in this case the Mishlenie of a Human. And these four High Whole Realities are 

simultaneously concentrated on each of us, fixing the work of the 52nd Part in 

development of the Human of Metagalaxy by themselves. 

Here we need to see clearly: it is not our Mishlenie is unfolds in 4 Realities outside 

as it seems at first glance. We must understand that the Metagalaxy forms a microcosm 
in a human, and these four High Whole Realities with all Initially Highest Realities and 

Realities of each High Whole Reality are concentrated on the physical body of a 

Human. And at the same time, in the ideal variant for work of one Part, the Metagalaxy 

concentrates on the physical body of a Human into a microcosm or microworld of 
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nuclear interactions inside the body of a Human, where there is a plenty of nuclei 

between the nuclei of atoms of the physical body around one nucleus of a Part or nuclear 

obolochka of a Part. Nuclei are formed around nuclei of an obolochka. The Nuclei of 

the obolochka of the corresponding Mishlenie have an expression of the 12240th High 

Whole Reality, they are etalon nuclei. Accordingly, the smaller nuclei begin to revolve 

around these nuclei from the angle of the 8244th High Whole Reality, where these 

nuclei are already both of High Whole Reality, and the Initially Highest Rreality as 

development of the corresponding Systems. The littler nuclei that express the 4148th 

High Whole Reality that are responsible for development of etalon Apparats spin 

around nuclei of the 8244th High Whole Reality inside the body of a Human. They 

revolve already around the nuclei of Systems, and the nuclei of Systems revolve around 

the nuclei of the obolochka of a Part. And, accordingly, the smallest ones are the nuclei 

of the 52nd High Whole Reality, which revolve around the nuclei of the 4148th High 

Whole Reality; these nuclei revolve around the nuclei of the 8244th High Whole 

Reality; and these nuclei revolve around the nuclei of the 12340th High Whole Reality 

with a plenty of nuclei of the obolochka of Mishlenie inside the body of a Human, 

where these nuclei fixes 52-ary between the nearest any two nuclei of atomic-molecular 

structure of a Human. And where, between any two nearest nuclei of the atomic-

molecular structure of a Human, 4096 nuclei of growing Parts of a Human are fixed. 

With exactly the same effects of each Part.  

And this condition inside a Human is called a subnuclear state of a Human or the 

environment of subnuclearity which is formed in the microworld of each of us by the 

Metagalaxy Fa. And this way it grows the microcosm of each of us, so that in the 

perspective of development of this microworld, our each body grows into a microcosm 

in the reflection of the Metagalaxy. 

Once again. Nuclei in synthesis, as subnuclearity. It is necessary to understand that 

nuclei as the 16th kind of Ogneobrazes and instead of the nuclei in the process of 

formation there can be one of 16 Ogneobrazes. The nuclei of the 12340th High Whole 

Reality, responsible for the 52nd Part Mishlenie are fixed on the microworld of the 

physical body of a Human and form the obolochka of Mishlenie of a Human inside the 

microworld of the physical body of a Human in nuclear fixation of 52 nuclei between 

two nuclei of atoms of the physical body of a Human. And the chain of nuclei between 

two nuclei of atoms of the physical body of a human has 4096 nuclei of 4096 Parts. On 

these 4096 nuclei of this chain, High Whole Realities from 12289 to 16384 are fixed, 

as nuclei of these Realities in formation of a Part of a Human. Depending on the 

development of a Part, these nuclei can start from a Spin and reach the Nucleus of 16 

Ogneobrazes, or as a whole, to even higher Nucleus, we must understand that if this is 

the 12340th High Whole Reality, then how many times there should variants of 16-ity 

of Ogneobrazes revolve? About 770 times, in order to improve the qualitative state of 

the Nucleus of Mishlenie of a Human while the fixation of the 52nd Mishlenie of the 
12340th expression. The nuclei are fixed. An obolochka of nuclei is formed between 

all atoms, one obolochka of the 12340th High Whole Reality. It's done.  

Then the High Whole Reality of the 8244th High Whole Reality turns on on this 

fixation. The calculation of High Whole Realities is simple: the top of the Subtle World 
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plus 52, as Mishlenie is the 52nd Part of a Human, 8192 + 52 = 8244. This High Whole 

Reality is responsible for the etalon System of Mishlenie of a Human, that is, the etalon 

formation of the sphere of a thought, where the following System to relation to those 

that already act is formed. Accordingly, the 8244th High Whole Reality is fixed on 

nuclei of the obolochka of Mishlenie inside the physical body of a Human. And around 

only the nuclei of the 12340th High Whole Reality, they have their own specifics, the 

nuclei of formation of etalon System begin to revolve, the following in relation to those 

that don't exist of the 8244th High Whole Reality. It must be understood that if my 41st 

sphere of thought is being formed, then already 40 nuclei of acting spheres of Mishlenie 

revolves. And this will be already the 41st revolving nuclei around each nucleus of the 

obolochka of Mishlenie of a Human, as the 52nd Part, consisting of plenty of nuclei of 

the 12340th High Whole Reality.  

Further, Nuclei of the 4148th High Whole Reality (4096 + 52 = 4148) are fixed on 

nuclei of the 8244th High Whole Reality. And the 4148th High Whole Reality is 

responsible for the etalon Apparat of each System. If my 41st etalon System is 

developing, then the 4148th High Whole Reality in reflection, forms Apparats of the 

41st etalon System. It should be understood at the same time that Apparats not only of 

the 41st System can be formed here, both in Systems and Apparats, but, let us say, 

Apparats of other Systems are also formed. Suppose I have 140 Apparats, and here is 

also the formation of the 141st Apparat of any of the previous forty Systems. Or there 

are 1020 Apparats, and there is the 1021st Apparat of any of the previous forty Systems. 

Therefore, it cannot be said that there is work only over one Apparat or over one 

System. Simultaneously, those Systems and those Apparats that do not exist continue 

to be formed and accumulated, that is, there is a multidimensional work not only with 

one variant, but immediately with a plenty in diversity of implemented Realities of this 

expression. I give an ideal scheme for one System, for one Apparat, but you need to 

understand that there is a simultaneous work with all gradually forming Systems and 

with all gradually forming Apparats.  

As a result, the nuclei of the 4148th High Whole Reality are fixed on the 8244th 

High Whole Reality inside the physical body of a Human and there we get a tri-nuclear 

system. The 41 nuclei (as the 41st System) revolve - 40 revolve, the 41st of the 8244th 

High Whole Reality that is responsible for the etalonness of the System is being formed 

around each nucleus of the 12340th High Whole Reality as the obolochka of Mishlenie. 

Nuclei of the 4148th High Whole Reality that form the etalon Apparats of these 

Systems revolve around these nuclei. If I have the 41st System, then minimum 40 

Apparats in each should also revolve. The 41st nucleus is being formed. As a result, the 

three-nucleus, three-level system that is one nucleus and other nuclei around it, the third 

nuclei around them and the fourth nuclei revolves around them where the 52d High 

Whole Reality attracts the etalon thought of Mishlenie of a Human. Accordingly, the 

nuclei of the 52nd High Whole Reality are fixed around the nuclei of the 4148th High 
Whole Reality; these nuclei are around the nuclei of the 8244th High Whole Reality; 

these nuclei are around the nuclei of the 12340th High Whole Reality. And all this 

fixate a four-level revolving nuclearity inside the microworld of a Human, acting as the 

52nd Part the Mishlenie of a Human inside the physical body with the simultaneous 
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fixation of High Whole Realities with all Initially Highest Realities in them: of 

formation of the corresponding contexts of a thought, the formation of the 

corresponding Apparats interactions, the formation of the corresponding systemic 

possibilities for the interaction of thoughts by the Initially Highest Realities and 

corresponding by the depth of Reality, the formation of contexts of thoughts of Reality, 

deep context, the formation by a corresponding depth of development the Apparats in 

mutual reflections of other Apparats and Systems and the formation of the depths at 

Realities of expression of Systems in reflection of Systems of all other spheres of 

thought. And all this still goes up into the 12340th High Whole Reality, where 

Mishlenie of the 12340th High Whole Reality is deployed by the Initially Highest 

Realities that fixate all Systems and is deployed by the Initially Highest Realities that 

fixate all Apparats of these Systems. And a Thought as a Particular of the 52nd High 

Whole Reality, wandering around this 12340th High Whole Reality, realizing the actual 

Mishlenie of a Human as such. Thought as a product. Therefore, we, in fact, make 

physical the higher Worlds, since our Thought is a Particular is still the 52nd High 

Whole Reality. This does not mean that the light-thought can't be worked out gradually 

in development of the 4148th High Whole Reality, where already the light-thought of 

Apparats can be formed. This does not mean that a thought cannot be formed where 

Systems develop on the 8244th High Whole Reality, it already will be a spirit-thought. 

This does not mean that a thought cannot be formed on the 12340th High Whole 

Reality, it will be a ogon'-thought. And by this way a thought grows, and a Human 

becomes an expressor of the quality of a Thought in the depth of organization of Matter 

by the corresponding: energy-substance — the first kinds of thoughts, light-substance 

— the second kinds of thoughts, spirit-substance — the third kinds of thoughts and 

ogon'-substance — the fourth kinds of thoughts. 

And here is the answer — why four High Whole Realities fix on us. The task is not 

only to form the own Mishlenie, Systems, Apparats, but the task is to develop a Thought 

in four kinds of substance and support of development of this Thought, and the 

corresponding nuclei on which a Thought is fixed in these four kinds of substance. At 

the same time it is necessary to understand that that each nucleus is not an abstract clot 

of Ogon', but it contains 16 kinds of Ogneobrazes, where each of the 16 kinds of 

Ogneobrazes records both the standards of a Thought of an Apparat of a System, the 

laws of a Thought of an Apparat of a System of the Mishlenie, and the imperatives of 

a Thought of an Apparat of a System of the Mishlenie, and axioms of a Thought of an 

Apparat of a System of the Mishlenie, and the beginnings of a Thought of an Apparat 

of a System of the Mishlenie, and the principles of a Thought of an Apparat of a System 

of the Mishlenie, and the methods of a Thought of an Apparat of a System of the 

Mishlenie, and the rules of a Thought of an Apparat of a System of the Mishlenie — as 

the basic 8-ity of nuclear organizations of this quaternity of a Human. This is recorded 

in Ogneobrazes that are inside the nuclei, so that when the formation of a corresponding 
thought, a System, an Apparat, a Particular, the internuclear organization of 

Ogneobrazes forms the corresponding subnuclear environment. Above the Standards 

with developed nuclei, a measure of a thought of an Apparat of a System of a Part 

Mishlenie can be formed. The knowledge of a thought can be formed, here knowledge 
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is included into a thought itself, knowledge of an Aapparat, knowledge of a System, 

knowledge of a Particular as Mishlenie in this case. The constant of a thought of an 

Apparat of a System of Mishlenie can be formed, the beauty of a thought of an Apparat 

of a System of Mishlenie can be formed, the okskost' of a thought of an Apparat of a 

System of Mishlenie can be formed in order to see a thought, to see by a thought, there 

a Particular of a Glance works, but exactly okskost', etalons and many other factors, the 

okskost' of an Apparat is formed, the okskost' of a System, okskost' of a Part. Inside the 

same nucleus, the istinnost' of a thought of an Apparat of a System of Mishlenie is 

formed, the over-passionarity of a thought of an Apparat of a System of Mishlenie is 

formed, and the ivdivnost' of a thought of an Apparat of a System of Mishlenie is 

formed, and this ivdivnost' turns on the work of a thought of an Apparat of Mishlenie 

itself in IHHIHF as a whole, and IHHIHF is the obolochka around the entire 

Metagalaxy. And then this Mishlenie of a Human with his Systems, Apparats and a 

thought begins to influence the Matter of the Metagalaxy and forms the metagalactic 

principles of development of both a Human by his Mishlenie in the Metagalaxy, and 

the Mishlenie of a Human in the Metagalaxy in influence on its Matter by the 

concentration of IHHIHF on this Mishlenie, because ivdivnost' is formed subnuclearily. 

Until ivdivnost' didn't form then every nucleus is developed by 16 Ogneobrazes and 

this thought doesn't influence on Matter but just exists. As soon as the 16th form of 

realization of a thought of an Apparat of a System and Mishlenie is formed then this 

thought becomes be acting in the whole IHHIHF, that is, to be acting in the Home of 

Father, and Matter begins to obey this thought. And the famous Anthropic principle 

works: my observation influences the Matter. At the same time, it should be understood 

that these are only 16 Ogneobrazes. If to consider that Mishlenie is formed 12340th 

High Whole Reality, then 12340 is divided by 16, and approximately 770 16-ities of 

Ogneobrazes take part in development of Mishlenie, where each 16th level is IHHIHF, 

where every 15th level is over-passionarity. There are 770 packages of 16-ities. There 

is a qualitative development of any thought, any Apparat, any System by this set of 

Ogneobrazes bonds inside the nucleus. 

Then the next level of realization is turned on, where the substance is formed: 

energy-substance, light-substance, spirit-substance, ogon'-substance, which go into 

energy-emanation, where the thought begins to emanate from a Human, then goes into 

the light-emanation of the Apparat, an Apparat starts emanating thoughts, then it goes 

into the spirit-emanation of the System, the System starts emanating a thought, then it 

goes into the ogon'-emanation of Mishlenie and the corresponding thought of a Human 

begins to be emanated by four kinds of Mishlenie. And in these four kinds of Matter, 

all this gets self-organization both inside itself and around in Matter; vossoedinennost' 

inside itself and around in Matter, — we follow the fundamental basics. It receives the 

dimensionality of the organization, this is already according to Realities, and each 

Reality has its own dimensionality, respectively, it gets the corresponding speed, space, 
time by energy-, light-, spirit-, and ogon'-expression of substances. And eight 

fundamental basics of each Reality form their aspect of High Whole Realities, Initially 

Highest Realities and Realities mutually-acting on a Human. 

And plus then those eight fundamental Beginnings of Matter of each High Whole 
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Reality turns on, where a Thought forms a field, Apparats form a field, Systems form 

a field, Mishlenie forms a field around a Human, where all this forms the 

soderzhatel’nost' (like a content) of a thought of an Apparat of a System of the 

Mishlenie, that is, that Mishlenie of a Human will process as content, and what never 

can; even the logical System of a thought will process one, but can have not enough 

content for another one. Logic differs. For example, my culturological logic will 

process the processes of culture, but it is not a fact that I have mathematical logic. There 

is some, but the word "some" is a point of education. Logics differs from each other, 

and these are different Systems, Apparats, actions. This is soderzhatel'nost' (content) 

what I am capable of. 

Then the form of a thought of an Apparat of a System of Mishlenie comes. The 

thought also has a form. We don't see like that, but in synthesis of nuclei the form 

appears, in fact. And there are already ideal figures and many, many other points. The 

same is the form of an Apparat — what does it look like? Does it look like an unknown 

meteorite? Meteorites, flying in cosmos, are, most likely, the Apparats of some beings, 

the remnants of matter in mutual reflection of macro and microcosm. Or it is more or 

less perfect apparat that has a beautiful universalization of the synthesis of 

Ogneobrazes, and then a Human has a certain beauty of expression of a thought, and 

this is an Apparat aspect. Accordingly, the form of Systems and the form of Mishlenie. 

The form of Mishlenie is either ugly or beautiful. This can be seen even in the 

expression of the light-substance, spirit-substance as an ugly state of a Human. 

Outwardly, a human is beautiful, but when you look by light, some ugliness emanates. 

If in aspect of Mishlenie, then the ugliness of Mishlenie, it is paradoxically but in 

reflection of different aspects it works. And accordingly, Mishlenie as such has a form 

— either a beautiful form similar to you, or Mishlenie can look like an ugly grandfather 

or an ugly grandmother. Or an ugly old man, because your Mishlenie is old, ineffective, 

not acting and in expression of the biological nature you begin to look like an ugly old 

human, although Mishlenie as such is not an old human, it is just a holographic effect, 

a holomica that reflects holographic effects of every Part, System, Apparat. This is its 

form. 

And subnuclearity. Subnuclearity is the interaction of these nuclei of four levels, 

this is the interaction of 16 Ogneobrazes levels in each nucleus. The nucleus, there are 

40 nuclei around this nucleus, there are 40 more nuclei around these nuclei, if to take 

that I have 40 Systems of a thought, 40 Apparats of a thought, and 40 thoughts that I 

work out. The Nucleus; there are 40 nuclei around it; there are 40 nuclei around each 

of 40 nuclei. And this is a beautiful subnuclearity of every nucleus. It is necessary to 

understand that I have billions of atoms inside the body, and billions of nuclei of the 

shells of Mishlenie are formed between two nuclei of atoms. The denser and more 

developed the Mishlenie, the more these nuclei form around each of two nuclei of 

atoms. If my Mishlenie is not developed, then there is a nucleus of Mishlenie around 
one pair of nuclei and there is no nucleus of Mishlenie around the other two nuclei. And 

then a Human tries to think when you say a thought to him and he understands it in five 

seconds or even a minute. He does not understand not because he is bad, but because 

from the nucleus between two atoms, a thought tries to find the next nuclei between the 
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next two atoms in the body. And until this process of linking all the nuclei between 

each other in a proper thought happens, a Human hangs in the recognition of a thought. 

That is, here is a very universal question. The question is not that a human has a small 

speed, but that a human has not enough nuclei between the nuclei of atoms inside the 

physical body, in the microcosm. Therefore, the people say: "he hangs", he doesn't have 

enough. What is missing? In fact, there are not enough nuclei between the nuclei of the 

nearest atoms throughout the body. And the denser and higher the speed, the higher 

competence, the higher the depth of expression of a thought. 

Thus, we have analyzed, more or less formally, one Part that is Mishlenie with 

Systems, Apparats and Particulars. And now imagine the simultaneous formation of 

4096 Parts.  

First, imagine that 16 Mishlenies starts to be formed simultaneously. Now we talked 

about the first one — it is the 52d. The second Mishlenie is 256 Parts plus 52, actually 

the 308th expression. Accordingly, the 308th High Whole Reality is the second kind of 

Mishlenie, with an etalon thought. 4096 plus 308 is 4404. This is already an etalon 

Apparat of the second kind of Mishlenie. The etalon System of the second kind of 

Mishlenie is 8192 plus 308. This is 8500 — the etalon System of the second Mishlenie. 

And the second Mishlenie that is formed is 12288 plus 308; this is the 12596th High 

Whole Reality. And the same goes by the formation of the second kind of Mishlenie, 

but this is already Mishlenie in aspect of Creating Synthesis. That is, if the first kind of 

Mishlenie is Mishlenie in aspect of the metagalactic evolution of the Plan of Creation: 

this is you are. Then the second Mishlenie is of a Human of Creating Synthesis, and 

this Mishlenie is already involved in its nuclei, in its specifics in organization of the 

Creating Synthesis of a Human. This is already another level of qualitativeness of 

nuclei, the qualitativeness of Ogneobrazes and the qualitativeness of all foundations 

and beginnings of fundamentality of a Hgh Whole Reality, an Initially Highest Reality, 

a Reality as such. That is, this is a fundamental qualitative expression, and this is the 

second thought, the second Mishlenie. And there are 14 more like that. And all this can 

be calculated.  

As a result, there is one etalon Mishlenie in synthesis of 16, that is formed out of 16 

kinds of Mishlenie, reflecting 16 evolutions, that can be called the Perfect Mishlenie, 

the basic perfect Mishlenie in the synthesis of 16 kinds of Mishlenie. And then 16 kinds 

of Mishlenie in 4 Realities is 64 High Whole Realities, fixed on a Human, that forms 

one perfect Mishlenie. This interestingly coincides with 64 kinds of Matter, which 

metagalactically are unfold in a Human. And then the perfect Mishlenie by 64 High 

Whole Realities, where 16 of them for a Thought, 16 for an Apparat, 16 for a Systems, 

16 of them for Particulars of Mishlenie, and if the perfect Mishlenie already exists, 

everything is formed, then the Perfect Mishlenie starts to process 64 kinds of Matter of 

the Metagalaxy. 

And we have come to the goal of our particular special existence. The particular in 
the sense of a Part, and the special in the form of interaction with the Metagalaxy. And 

the same is with each of 256 etalon or perfect Parts, that have 16 expressions of Parts 

in 4096-ity, 16 expressions of High Whole Realities of Systems, 16 expressions of 

Apparats of etalon Systems of Parts and 16 High Whole Realities of Particulars of 
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Apparats of Systems of Parts. 

There are 256 Perfect Parts, but we can stand only 16 of them, because we have 64 

kinds of Matter, and here the question is not in the methodics of Metagalaxy but the 

question is in the ability of our body to assimilate this methodical organization. And 

here we should simply conclude that if we act by the 16-ity of each expression, even in 

Ogneobrazes, then there are only 16 Perfect Parts now. So, when we have revolving 

not 16 Ogneobrazes but, for example, let's take 820 packets with 16 Ogneobrazes in 

each, where all Ogneobrazes will easily revolve and where levels of thought will be 

even more qualitative. Actually, they exist, we just do not analyze like that. We are now 

analyzing the Matter of a Thought. We still need to recognize, now we have thoughts 

in our head about that what kind of nuclei these are, what level of packages, what level 

of Ogneobrazes. Correctly? That is, we just don’t think so, now we talk about the 

materiality of organization of a thought. But we still need to turn on the diagnostics, 

need to work out the diagnostics. Right now, our thoughts are spinning, discussing this 

topic. And what kind of package of Ogneobrazes are they? And what level of Mishlenie 

are they? And which Systems and Apparats starts to work simultaneously now for us 

to recognize what we recognized by the power of a thought? And now we are describing 

a material image — how Mishlenie works. It, finally, has become material in us, and 

not abstract that there is a Mishlenie as such and it is not clear where it comes from. 

There is such medical data that a human lost his brain during the war, but he became a 

doctor of science. He was necropsied after death and there was no brain. They 

understood that everything had dried up there, everything had dried up up to the 

hypothalamus and they analyzed the substance and concluded that it dried up exactly 

when he had an injury in the great Patriotic war. After that he became a candidate of 

sciences, a doctor of sciences. They interviewed all relatives, they said that he was a 

very nice person and thought smartly, communicated well, everything was in order, and 

he didn't have brain all these years.  

Another example, a human became disabled, 16 thousand volts of the entire power 

station went through him. His hand, by which he held, was charred. They say it’s 

impossible, many people die from 220 volts. And this one didn't die from 16 thousand. 

That is, there is an organism that is so squeezed and tortured that when 220 volts of 

ordinary socket electrocuted and he died. And there are organisms that are healthy in 

dynamics, when a human went in for sports, won something on skis, that is, a dynamic 

psychodynamic organism. Sixteen thousand hit, the entire power station passed through 

him. And he withstood 16 thousand. And this was recorded in a unique case — our 

Soviet people withstand it if necessary. Just like superconductors. And he was even 

invited to researches, looked, and what can be researched? He passed electricity 

through himself, they described it, that is all.  

Nature hones on such unique people the ability of a human body to have a crazy 

concentration of energy. Pass it through oneself. Sorry, to live without gray matter, but 
with brains. When there is no gray matter in the brain, and a human is intellectually 

developed, there should be an ability to defend a doctoral dissertation. Therefore, they 

are even afraid to publish it in the open access, because, it becomes funny — where is 

it? And we just answered that the question is not in the brain, yes, it concentrates 
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energy. The question is in nuclearity! If the body exists, a human simply transfers it to 

the nuclear level of organization, where nuclei are occupied in the same thinking. That 

is, now we describe that existed and was growing in nature of previous centuries. Only 

the planet expressed it in its own way, but I remind you that planetary evolution is a 

fragment of the first evolution of the metagalaxy. And the first evolution of the 

metagalaxy is the first kind of thinking and the first 256 Parts. 

We have just described a little a high whole reality of the systematics of a Human. 

Now let’s make it clear that each High Whole Reality, from the first to the 16 384th 

strictly has its own characteristics. The most primary characteristics that we must 

distinguish are called dimensionality. Each Reality has its own dimensionality, this is 

the fifth fundamental basis of the Matter of the Metagalaxy, but without this 

fundamental fifth basis all the other are not so clear. That is, we do not have 

technologically correct views to describe the difference of vossoedinennost', self-

organization, emanation or substance — it is difficult. But when we describe this by 

dimensionality, with some causality, if to take the fifth fundamental basis of Matter, 

then we stat to understand High Whole Realities better. 

And here we have another, scientifically curious glance. If we have 4096 Parts, then 

the first physical High Whole Reality is 4096-dimensional. The logic is simple. We 

take our sacred holy texts and analyze them not religiously, but scientifically. Christians 

believed in the Trinity. They merged with the Father in heaven by three Parts: soul, 

razumenie and heart. And in this systemic organization on the physics of Planet Earth, 

they recognized a three-dimensional physical realization. Let's make a logical, formal 

chain: trinity — three Parts — physical three-dimensionality. “And according to Faith, 

and it will be given to you!” Absolutely! And, we make a curious logical conclusion — 

most likely, there is not three-dimensional space on Planet Earth, according to physics. 

Just the Position of Observers of physicists who implies work of only three Parts could 

distinguish only three dimensions by their trinity of Parts. At the same time, I do not 

say that there are 4096 dimensions on Planet Earth right away. This metagalactically is 

now being set. But if to consider that according to the methodics of the previous epoch, 

there were seven kinds of substance in planning on Planet Earth, then there should 

seven-dimensionality acted on physics. If to take into account that Planet Earth is 

integrated into the Solar System, in its organization, and there were 13 types of 

substance and 13 plans in the Solar System, according to the methodic of metagalactic 

discussions, then in the reflection of Solar phenomena on physics, the Planet Earth 

should have twelve or thirteen dimensions. A very interesting glance, if to take under 

consideration that Christ had 12 apostles, as 12 kinds of substances and twelve-

dimensionality acting on the Planet. Christ himself was the thirteenth, which means that 

one thirteenth fell away. And most likely, the thirteenth dimension physically was being 

formed on Planet Earth. But we distinguish only three dimensions, only because three 

Parts work. So, one dimensional organization of nature corresponds to one Part. 
Dimension is the objective non-live state of nature, and when a human masters it 

with his Parts, it becomes a dimension. From live nature. And here we already go with 

an object-subjective glance. There are a lot of objects in the Metagalaxy that do not 

have a biological nature. For objectivness, this is dimensionality. And when we talk 
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about the Metagalaxy, we must understand that we are talking, actually, about non-

living matter. We are talking now about the self-organization of Cosmos, but this is a 

natural self-organization that does not have any biological analog fixations. And it is 

clear that there are those who govern. I’m talking about another, that Matter itself is 

built on a large scaled. But when we begin to perceive these dimensional connections, 

co-organizing with the number of Parts, with the systematics of Ogneobrazes, with the 

systematics of nuclei, it becomes a dimensionality. And we begin to apply the 

dimension of the corresponding dimensional organizations. And it becomes alive, and 

from here we can not only cognize it, but own it. To go into another number of 

dimensional connections in the objectively material expression by dimensionality of 

our subjective material expression. And we must understand that we now organize 

subjectively-objective connections, where the Metagalaxy, as a large object of self-

organization, stimulates the formation of the subject of self-organization. But after this 

subject is organized, he transfers all principles and capabilities of the Metagalaxy into 

the next subjective level. This is the development of Matter. And this is already a 

dimensionality. And we connect all this in a very good context. 

As a result, we see three-dimensionality in objective nature for three Parts and three-

dimensional dimensionality acted in our bodies. It is easiest for us to understand the 

length, width, height — three parts. But as soon as we increase the number of Parts ... 

If there is a baby, — 256 Parts are forming now — he already should perceive 256 

dimensions. And taking into account the fact that the nature of the Metagalaxy now 

fixes 256 Parts in every infant, we are now entering the first step in changing the 

objecness of the Planet. It physically becomes not three, not seven, or even thirteen-

dimensional, but 256-dimensional. Because 256 Parts are formed in babies. And 512 

Parts start to form in adolescents, although not in all, but there are. 768 Parts in young 

people, and 1024 Parts in adult young human. Accordingly, we are now talking about 

the fact that from 256 to 1024 dimensions are formed on the Planet now, and the 

organism of a Human withstands such dimensions of possibilities. 

And this is the object and objective difference between different High Whole 

Realities between themselves — a characteristic of dimensions and dimensionality 

imbibed by Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars of a Human. We will talk about 

dimensions to make it easier, because this is the fundamental basis of the object, 

objective Metagalaxy. Let's imagine — the 52nd High Whole Reality, forming an 

etalon Thought. If to consider that the first physical Reality is of 4096 dimensions, then 

the 52d Reality is 4095 plus 52? This is the 4147th dimensionality of the 52nd High 

Wholeness. This is, in fact, 4147 dimensional characteristics in each thought. These are 

4147 variants of vossoedinennost', self-organization, emanation and some substantial 

fixations. These are 4147 variants of speeds, space organizations and time in the 

synthesis of the 52nd High Whole Reality fixed into a thought of a Human. 

Accordingly, on this basis we are moving on, the fundamental beginnings are 4147-
dimensional fields, 4147-dimensional soderzhanies in 4147 variants of soderzhanie. 

These are 4147 variants of organizations of a form and its qualitativeness, the power of 

form. These are 4147 variants of subnuclearity, these are exactly those sets of 

Ogneobrazes with 16 in each, of revolving qualities of nuclearity. So, the nucleus 
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should spin — we divide 4147 into 16 Ogneobrazes and we get the quantity of packets 

of nuclearity that should spin in each nucleus in order to recognize the 4147th nuclearity 

by a thought. And this effect of High Whole Realities begins to be input into a thought. 

We can calculate the same with the Apparat. Apparat is 4148th plus 4095. This is 

already the 8243rd dimension, and the question here is not that this is a terrible 

quantitative dimension. The question is that 8243 kinds of subnuclear organizations 

should revolve in each nucleus of this 4148th High Whole Reality. There should be an 

appropriate quantity of forms, soderzhanies, fields of fundamental beginnings, time, 

space, speed, dimensionality of this 8243rd. Vossoedinennost', subnuclearity, 

emanations and substances in diversity of these 8243 variants of fundamental 

foundations, simultaneously forming the Apparat, the etalon Apparat, the next etalon 

Apparat or previous Apparats of the corresponding System of a Human. 

The same is if we take a System that is already formed by the 8244th expression. 

Plus 4095 and we have 12339 variants of nuclearity of a subnuclear organization all 

over eight fundamental basics and four fundamental beginnings. And already Mishlenie 

itself, which acts by the 12340th expression, plus 4095 as the physicality of 

dimensionality per unit. Accordingly, we pass to the 16435th expression. And as a 

result, 16435 nuclear organizations and kinds of eight fundamental basics, from matter 

to time, and four fundamental beginnings, from field to subnuclearity as such, revolve 

in nuclei. And we get such a subnuclear environment. And we begin to perceive such a 

dimension. And this dimension gives us such a characteristic of a substance and other 

specifics of expression of this substance. And so on, according to the list of all these 

options. And all this is a little bit input in each Part, in each System, in each Apparat, 

and in each Particular of a Human. 

Moreover, we must understand here that there is no immediate perception of all 

Parts of 4096 dimensions. And since a human goes out from three-dimensionality, there 

is a period of so-called metagalactic adaptation from 3 to 4096, from 3 to 16435 in 

Mishlenie. And there is a gradual evolutionary growth. Now babies are born with the 

standard of 256 Parts. This means that there is a development of perception of the basic 

256 dimensions by a humanity. It will be already quite another civilizationality, quite 

another development of technology and creative technologies from this which are 

gradually being developed and, in fact, technology society and technology nation. This 

already goes as the cosmic nature of things, fixed in every human. 

And if we consider all 4096 Parts, etalon Systems, etalon Apparats, etalon 

Particulars, we will see 16384 variants of expression of High Whole Reality as an 

objective realistics of formation of quaternity of a Human from the physical, known to 

us three-dimensionality, to 20479-dimensionality of 16384th High Whole Reality, as 

the 4096th Part of a Human. And in these 20479 variants of dimensions, and when they 

are imbibed by organism of a Human, dimensions of this organization of 

dimensionality by the subjective expression of a metagalactic Human, we begin to see 
16384 diverse characteristics of High Whole Realities, where, in addition to the basic 

eight fundamental basics and eight basic fundamental beginnings, we must find 20479 

fundamental basics and 20479 fundamental beginnings. But we still deal with only 

eight of 20479 possible ones to cognize this quantity of dimensions and to make it a 
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dimension in the synthesis of the corresponding quantity of beginnings and basics 

physically. The proof is simple. Space — dimension length width height, these are 

some qualitative characteristics. If we go from three-dimensionality to 20479-

dimensionality, we must find another 20476 words characterizing space organization. 

And then we will determine the 20479th dimension by 20479th words and will form 

the dimension by ourselves. I proceed from the common sense of everyday life. The 

same is with time, the same is with speed, the same is with dimensionality. At the same 

time, we talk about space as an aspect of dimensionality, and it should be understood 

that there are space characteristics, and there are dimensional characteristics. And if we 

denote dimensional characteristics: length, width, height and will lead it to 20479 

words, then it will be just an aspect of dimensionality in space, it is expressed this way, 

but there should be other words, of not dimensional but space characteristics. But today 

in science both dimensions and space are one the same thing but in the Metagalaxy 

these are different specifics. Because you can have 16 thousand dimensions by your 

Part and fly into three-dimensional space. And since these are different characteristics, 

you can fit in different spaces. And if these are the same characteristics, then you with 

your 16 thousand dimensions will not be able to appear in all space three-dimensional 

Metagalaxy. And Metagalaxy requires universality. That is, you must fit into any given 

parameter by any quantity and quality of opportunities. 

Thus, we discussed the third part of the Special — High Whole Reality. We laid the 

paradigmatic foundations of a Human by it and finished the second part, the second 

part of the Paradigm of a Human — Special. In the synthesis of the three parts of the 

second section of the Special, we can see peculiarities of a Human by the Metagalaxy 

Fa, and do the corresponding conclusions. 
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3. Part 3. Particular 

Particular 1. Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each  

Starting the section Particular, now we should see the activity of a Human with the 

entire Metagalaxy as a whole. Here, there are also Paradigmatic particulars of the 

phenomenon of the Metagalaxy as a whole. And the system of work will be based on 

fixation of the entire Metagalaxy as a whole by a separate sphere of Metagalactic 

concentration on each Human, but, at the same time, we should understand that we have 

64 kinds of Metagalaxy for the Metagalaxy Fa to concentrate on each Human. We will 

say 63 plus Planet Earth. And we are talking about qualitative organization of 64 

spheres of metagalactic being in reflection of the internal organization of 64 kinds of 

Matter, which are formatted by the boundaries of the corresponding metagalactic 

interactions. 

And we should see in the Particular that after the formation of Parts, Systems, 

Apparats and Particulars, there appears such a phenomenon as a Human as a whole. 

That is, no matter how we recognize the Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars of a 

Human, we should understand that this is a discrete recognition in the whole glance at 

a Human as such. In the whole glance, because we don't try to separate Parts, Systems, 

Apparats into a separate phenomenon, although upon recognition we should unfold 

them in their own specifics. But in the Particular, we already go into a Human as a 

whole, where Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars act in a whole, inseparable, 

indistinguishable. And we see a Human as a whole. Here is a Human as he is, in the 

synthesis of Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars. And we should understand that 

the synthesis of Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars in basis forms 16 types of a 

Human. In the perspective, with deeper distinguishability, there will be 64 of these 

types. In principle, there are already 64 by the name of Parts, but at the first stage, the 

Metagalaxy acts on a Human 16-arily, forming his basic 16-ary expressions basing on 

the basic 16-ity of a Human , but these are 16 Ogneobrazes, and so on in 16 variants, 

and then with a deeper approach to develop the 64-ity of a Human. And then, there 

appears a system of 64 kinds of Metagalaxies in coordination with a Human, that is 

why it will be a little later. 

The first system is when the entire Metagalaxy in a whole is fixed on each Human, 

and when we abstract this process, the entire sphere of the Metagalaxy is fixed on a 

Human, and so what? But if to imagine this more specifically, then there is one whole 

sphere-shell of the Metagalaxy around all 16 384 Realities as the border of the 

Metagalaxy. But this boundary is not the boundary of Matter, but a rigid sphere of 

being, which not less effectively acts as a fixation on everyone. Let's imagine that from 

the borders of the entire Metagalaxy, a sphere begins to gather on each of us, passing 

through the entire Metagalaxy. So, at this moment it gathers all the fixation of Parts of 

all High Whole Realities, all the fixation Systems of High Whole Realities, all the 
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fixation of Apparats of High Whole Realities, all the fixation of Particulars of High 

Whole Realities with all their Initially Highest Realities and Realities, everything in 

everything, gathers in a whole. And in fact, it compactifies the physical body of a 

Human into their unique synthesis of everything in everything between themselves. 

And here we should see that in addition to the fact that each High Whole Reality fixes 

separately a Part, separately a System, separately an Apparat, separately a Particular, 

the Metagalaxy Fa, as a whole, by its sphere fixates the interaction of these Parts, 

Systems, Apparats and Particulars between themselves. Roughly speaking, when the 

sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa fixates around us as a whole, all Parts not only enter the 

body of a Human and exist in accordance with different High Whole Realities, different 

dimensions and dimensionalities, different specifics of foundations and beginnings of 

fundamentalities of the Metagalaxy, only in their own way, separately. After all, can 

we say that Mishlenie does not coincide with Soul, and Conscience does not coincide 

with the Body or Mishlenie? We can. There are a lot of examples like that around us. 

So, the specificity of the sphere of the Metagalaxy lies in the fact that it concentrates 

all quaternary phenomena of a Human inside the body of a Human and, in a strong-

willed way, it makes them organize mutually between themselves by a very simple 

systemic connection. 

We fix the 16 384-ity of a Human as an expression of certain systemic areas, in 

synthesis of which the one whole is born — the Human. Areas means the Parts, I would 

rather say systemic Parts, but we name Parts this name, areas of Parts, areas of Systems, 

areas of Apparats, areas of Particulars. The word “areas” is also connected with such a 

notion that exists in modern technological processes, when the area of a phenomenon 

is not the destruction of a system, apparat or Part, but the area of an expression is the 

revealing of its content, saturation, orderliness, specificities, certain abilities, some 

expressions, which are the area of saturation of each Part, System, Apparat, and 

Particular as an area of the phenomenon. And the Metagalaxy collects all areas of the 

phenomenon by Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars into a synthesis between 

themselves. It can be by 256, and by 1024, and by 4096 and the whole 16 384-ity 

mutually connected within itself. And it compactifies these areas of an expression into 

one whole, homogeneous, all-over-organized, entire, into the hierarchical wholeness of 

an expression of a Human. And it compactifies this phenomenon in every Human by 

its sphere.  

At the same time, it should be understood that at the beginning all Parts mutually 

organize each other, that is, each Part, for example, the Conscience, begins to reflect 

all 4096 Parts at the first stage, or 1024, or 256 depending on how many Parts someone 

has. The number can be any from two to 4096. Accordingly, along with this, each etalon 

System reflects all other Systems or each System reflects all other Systems, again from 

two Systems to 16 777 216 Systems, taking into account any number of variations, 

where every Part can have 4096 Systems. And all together they form an expression of 
everything in everything. Then follows the systematics of synthesis of Apparats among 

themselves, where there are 4096 Apparats in each System and we get a variation of 68 

719 476 736 Apparats. From two Apparats to 68 719 476 736 compactifiable into the 

homogeneity of a Human. Accordingly, 4096 etalon Particulars in each Apparat, where, 
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multiplying by 68 billion, we get 281 474 976 710 656 Particulars in different etalon 

formations, — we are talking about the ideal in the perspective — from two Particulars 

to 281 trillion that are clearly compactified metagalactically into a homogeneous 

expression of Particulars of a Human. 

As a result, when one homogeneous whole of a Human is formed from this 

compactification of four areas of Particulars, Apparats, Systems and Parts between each 

other, there appears the fifth variant of compactification, when 16 384 variants in the 

whole variety of Apparats, Particulars, Systems and Parts are synthesized in a Human, 

forming a hierarchical system of wholeness. And they hierarchize this hierarchicity and 

hierarchy of the formed 16 384-ity into one wholeness of a Human. And this wholeness 

is called Ivdivost' of a Human. Because hierarchization is a 16 384-ary hierarchy of 

Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars between themselves as a unity, but of 

hierarchically organized Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars. This hierarchical 

organization, in principle, if to take another aspect, is a hierarchical confederation. 

The hierarchical confederacity of a Human by an expression of the hierarchicity of 

whole systems: Parts, Systems, Apparats, Particulars of a Human that form one whole. 

Compactification implies that every Part, every System, every Apparat and every 

Particular reflects and mutually-expresses the 16 384-ity of a Human. That is, each 

Particular reflects every Part, any Part, every System, every Apparat and all Particulars. 

Any Apparat mutually expresses 16 384-arily every Part, every System, every Apparat 

and every Particular. That is, there appears such a universalization, not only an Apparat 

of this horizon and this Particular, but it universalizes everything. Accordingly, each 

System reflects every Part, every System, every Apparat, every Particular, 

universalizing 16384-arily and, moreover, taking into account all the compactifications. 

And each Part is universalized, reflecting the 16384-ity by each Part, each System, each 

Apparat and each Particular. 

And in this 16 384-ary hierarchicizing homogeneity, the one whole is formed — 

the Ivdivost' of a Human, where we should understand that Ivdivost', based on the 

previous section, implies the compactification of prasynthesness by each of us. And 

there appears the homogeneous state of the physical body of a Human, where the 

prasynthesness of the whole variety of 16 384-arily mutual reflection of everything in 

everything is recorded into every nucleus of a Human, in all realizations and aspects of 

being, of internal and external of a Human. And each nucleus of the physical body of a 

Human begins to be the bearer of this 16 384-ary ivdivost' of a Human, by his 

qualitative competence of synthesis of everything in everything and by the 

homogeneity of bodily, physically bodily, human existence, when none of his 

possibilities leave him, but form a homogeneous nuclear composition of the physical 

body of a Human. 

At this moment, the sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa is formed around the physical 

body of a Human as a whole — the basic, the first one, and it is the highest of the 64 
Metagalaxies, that is, the 64th one. And this 64th sphere, since it is the 64th, and the 

64th Part is the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) of the 

Human of the Metagalaxy, forms the first expression, the deepest one that is the Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each Human, in synthesis of all 
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homogeneities of nuclei by the depth of competent parsynthesness among each other. 

But first, in each nucleus, when the sphere of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 

Highest Father of each is formed, in aspect of the 64th kind of Matter and in way of 

concentration of the sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa around a Human, the mutual 

organization into each nucleus of the body of a Human and the universalization of the 

competent prasynthesness in each nucleus begins. And the forming sphere of the 

Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each (IHHIHF of each), on the 

basis of the sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa, begins mutually to organize nuclei of the 

physical body between each other. There is a nucleus inside every atom, there is a 

nucleus inside every molecule, and there is a nucleus even inside every cell. And we 

cannot say that these cells express only the physical body. We must understand that in 

this nuclearity, all Parts, all Systems, all Apparats and all Particulars of a Human should 

be expressed in the multicellular physical body of a Human. And this is achieved not 

by the environment of the cell, that provides the functioning of the cell of the 

multicellular physical body of the organism. But this is achieved by subnuclear record 

in the nucleus of each cell, in the nucleus of each atom, where the competent 

prasynthesness of the wholeness of the 16 384-ity of a Human is recorded inside a 

nucleus by the shell of the Metagalaxy Fa. 

Further, the shell of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each 

(IHHIHF of each) is formed around a Human, and all nuclei begin mutually to organize 

between each other, all cells begin mutually to organize between each other by their 

nuclei, all nuclei of atoms begin mutually to organize between each other forming the 

one siamatic matrix of the internal organization of a Human — the microcosmic 

expression of a Human. Let me remind you that siamatics is the name of the 64th kind 

of Matter. And thus, a Human receives a homogeneous nuclear organization of the 

physical body of a Human. And the next step of the IHHIHF of each will be the 

concentration of prasynthesness in each nucleus. And mutual organization of this 

prasynthesness from each nucleus among themselves. Here it is easier for us to see in 

discrete perception that prasynthesness from nuclei should pour out and fill the body. 

It can be, but it is already the functioning of a Human. And here we have in mind that 

at the level of the 64th kind of Matter, siamaticity, prasynthesness, remaining in each 

nucleus, mutually organize and hierarchized among itself inside nuclei of a Human, 

rallying these nuclei by parsynthesness hierarchical soderzhatel'nost' (content), the field 

effect of prasynthesness, the form of prasynthesness, the subnuclear prasynthesness, 

not pouring out of nuclei, but internally nuclearly mutually organizing between each 

other. And the ivdivost' of a Human of one or another competence by the depth of 

competent prasynthesness in nuclei is born, and a Human begins to exist as a Human, 

not only where we see individual Parts, Systems and Apparats, but where we begin to 

see a homogeneous Human, externally having a name, surname and deepening the 

effect of homogeneity by the prasynthesness organization by himself. 
Individuum characteristics of a Human, specifics of all Parts, Systems, Apparats 

and Particulars appear inside prasynthesness. The physical body is one of the Parts, the 

63rd. Therefore, the body, on the one hand, collects all Parts, Systems, Apparats as a 

whole, and, on the other hand, it becomes outwardly the main in synthesis of them. But 
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at the same time, every 16th Part is a kind of IHHIHF and is fixed around the physical 

body of a Human. Therefore, outwardly organized every 16th expressible level, where 

kinds of IHHIHF are formed as a sphere around a Human by Parts, saturates the 

IHHIHF of each. And in this expression, the homogeneity of a Human appears, with 

all his specifics and revealings, with all his capabilities, where we already do not see a 

separate Part, do not see the work of Systems, do not see the work of Apparats, do not 

see the work of Particulars, it becomes invisible to us, but is fixed by prasynthesness. 

And if to look from the perspective of the corresponding dimension, corresponding 

Reality, corresponding specifics, we will see it. And if to look at a Human as a whole, 

we will just see the body and will not notice any fixation, neither Realities, nor the 

sphere of the Metagalaxy on the body — there will be just a Human with a certain 

name. And at this moment, there begins a transition from the Body, as a Part, into a 

Human as a metagalactic phenomenon, where the Metagalaxy creates every Human. In 

the Particular, we already go away from the natural organization of a Human, by Parts, 

Systems, Apparats and Particulars and go into the expression of a Human as such, 

where Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars become a particular of existence of a 

Human or a special case of his existence with all specifics of his development. There 

appears a homogeneity of a Human and his existence by this. 

From this we can conclude that a certain substantiality of the phenomenon from the 

sphere of the Metagalaxy is formed by prasynthesness inside a Human. Taking into 

account fundamental basics, we can see that the substance of different mutual 

organizations, different Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars, mutually organizing 

between each other, form the substantial substance of a Human — the competent 

nuclear expression of Parts, Systems, Apparats and their prasynthesness organization 

inside nuclei. In this process, the substantiality of the Human body is formed — both 

the substantial and emanating (for example, the smell of sweat), and self-organizing 

(gait of a human, glance of a human, voice of a human), substantiality and 

vossoedinennost' of a human (the coordination of a human with subjects and objects). 

For example, when we say “elegant dance of man and woman”. There are movements 

of a woman in dance, there are movements of a man in dance — this is 

vossoedinennost'. And one person enters the style and elegantly gives the hand, and 

another one tries to give a hand elegantly, and it seems as if he gives a paw, not because 

a human is bad, but because he doesn’t have vossoedinennost' to give a hand to lady in 

dance, it seems to be very rude, rigid, ineffective — this is the depth of 

vossoedinennost'. 

The same thing, now we have the technologies: someone's fingers run both on the 

piano and on the computer and everything is easy, and each finger knows where, what 

to press, and someone's fingers start trying to press it, and we try to play the piano or 

type on the computer by two fingers, because fingers are clamped between each other 

muscularly-vossoedinenno, not vossoedinenno and difficult. This is the substantiality 
of vossoedinennost', which can already be seen in the external expressibility of 

Particulars of a human. 

Then the corresponding synthesis of dimensional possibilities begins to express 

from the body. We do not notice this, because we didn't get used to analyze it, but there 
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is a synthesis of all dimensions. The corresponding speed of organization of the body 

of a human is formed, he begins to act with one or another speed. Accordingly, a Human 

begins to express himself at a certain speed, that reflects the speed of Parts, Systems, 

Apparats and Particulars. This does not mean that he begins to run and move fast. But 

there is a spiral moving of speed around a Human, where he can speed up with a step 

and he seems to walk with his own usual step, but for other people it is not clear why 

he is walking so fast. 

I had an experience when in this state, the lyceum’s students and I worked on an 

interesting topic in choreography, we did it psychodynamically, and in this state I just 

changed clothes and went home. I went out with one teacher, she understood what we 

were doing, but she worked with the voice, she went to the bus stop and I went on foot. 

I liked to walk on foot, I lived relatively not far, several stops. Suddenly she catches up 

with me in 5-10 minutes and says: “How did you appear here?” I didn’t understand 

what she was talking about, I was going home, she also lived somewhere nearby. She 

said: “You understand, I got on the bus, it arrived immediately, I did not wait for it, 

then I got off the bus after 4 or 5 stops, and now I’m catching you!” I said: “I’m just 

going in a psychodynamic state from the lyceum". She asked: "Are you walking faster 

than the bus?” I said: “No, I was just walking ...”. I was just walking, got thoughtful, 

went into some kind of my own psychodynamic speed .... She said: “You understand 

that even if you were running, you could not overtake the bus, it was not driving 

slowly.” By the way, 4-5 stops! I said: “But actually I was walking! I can’t say that I 

was running." And we were discussing with her, what kind of psychodynamics it was 

if I had left the lyceum and went home in speed of my work with a team of students 

and she had caught up with me on the bus. Moreover, she was catching up, I was going 

unevenly with her. It is clear that I shortened the way a little, it is clear that I did not 

walk with all the traffic lights while the bus was driving, but it was rather a big distance 

from the lyceum to the house, and she was catching up with me. This is the 

Psychodynamics of Speed. At the same time, I had a complete feeling that I was just 

walking, but walking fast. And this state was formed, and this spiral moving was 

organized in space that way.  

I think many people will recall such specifics of personal experience, where speed 

develops in a different way than we all perceive. And here already another inter-

organization with space and another inter-organization with time are formed, where my 

subjective time was compactified at the moment of movement. There is an objective 

time of space, but there is a subjective time of each of us, it can also be called the 

substantiality of time, subjective time. The substantiality of space — how you master 

space with your homogeneous substantiality, which grew out of this. Substantiality by 

speed — how this substantial speed has grown up and influence our corresponding 

body. And all these homogeneous phenomena begin to characterize a Human. 

Comprehending by eight fundamental beginnings, from this homogeneity one 
fundamental beginning is born that is the field of a Human that means you are like that. 

At the same time, I can’t say that this is an aura, in the usual context of the perception 

of many. Why? Because, from my point of view, the aura is a field of ethereality, one 

of 64 fields. We are now talking about the field of appearing metagalacticity of the 64th 
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level. Accordingly, soderzhatel'nost' of a Human is born, that which is natural for one, 

he just looks and sees, the other does not even understand how this one sees. This is 

that fundamental soderzhatel'nost' of a Human, when in homogeneity of the part 

organization of a Human, a substantial soderzhatel'nost' is formed — you are such, and 

in this soderzhanie you naturally and easily catch it. And the other human will ask: 

“Well, how do you do this? How? Why can you do it?” It's just this soderzhanie 

emanates from a human.  

Accordingly, there is a deep soderzhatel'nost' of all Parts, Systems, Apparats, not 

only when they work by themselves, but also their actions by wholeness of a Human! 

Fundamental soderzhatel'nost' is something that one professional understands directly 

naturally, because he was diving into this subject for many years, it is easy and natural 

for him, he has entered it, done it, another professional who has not got used to it, but 

tries to find it out, comes in and thinks: “ Well, how is it, why does he cope with it? 

Why did this person come, one-two-three, he did everything, but I came, one-two-three, 

I broke everything and is still trying to restore it in order to do it? How is this ?!” 

Here is that very concept "master with golden hands." I had such a case, the car 

didn't work properly, no one could find why. Parents at the lyceum told me: “But there 

is a master, go there, say him that you are from me, this is my friend, let him listen to 

your car at the auto service.” Okay, I went, the master walked around, listened, then 

said, “You need to buy such a small block, this is the reason”. I say: "How did you find 

out?" He did not even touch a motor, didn't open the hood. “It doesn’t matter!” I brought 

a block, a small item, inexpensive at all. He says: “Well, I’ll be working with this during 

an hour, because it’s far away”, — worked, changed, everything is perfect again. That 

is, if you turn to the masters of not such a scale, this is a disassembling of the entire 

motor, in general, a car must be half disassembled, in order to determine what has been 

unsoldered in this block and it stopped working. He defines the problem of this small 

block on hearing of motor, where some kind of internal connection was unsoldered, 

and because of this unsoldering the sound of the motor changed, started to junk. No one 

can understand what’s the matter, it is necessary to disassemble and look through all 

the blocks, speaking logically, and he simply folded it with his intuition!  

The same thing is a diagnose at doctors. That is, professionally you can find a lot 

of examples of this activity. Sometimes it begins in childhood and sometimes in 

adulthood. Here all abilities of a human turn on, and it is called a substance of 

fundamental soderzhatel'nost'.  

The same is with the substantiality of the fundamental form, the human body is 

what it is in proportions. I saw a fat young man who ran faster than thin and did not get 

tired, his body was flexible and dynamic, he just had such proportions, he was born a 

plump boy. But by the specificity of sportiness, he overtook all thin boys who could 

neither be so plastic nor run with such speed, that caused bewilderment and laughter of 

everyone else. And when other classes looked at sports activities of this class, there was 
collective dissonance. Usually, if someone is thin, he runs faster, it is easier for him. 

And here the plumpest one runs faster than anyone, breathing easily, as if he didn't run 

at all, the speed is the highest. The thin ones run to the finish, breathe hard and can do 

nothing. Children were shocked by this. And this is a fundamental form that allows a 
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human dynamically to do that what others simply cannot do. And here the question is 

not in volumes of a body, thick or thin, but here is the principle of internal self-

organization with the internal fundamentality of a form, which in synthesis of Systems 

and Parts allows us to do that others cannot even understand how to do it. We did not 

understand how he was doing it; he just was doing it. And this is the psychodynamic 

organization of a form: he just does it. This is the fundamentality of the form "it is as it 

is," it exists substantially when a human is naturally like that.  

If to move away from sports, now imagine that there is substantiality of the form 

of the brain, when we say that the brain will either cope with it or not and simply cannot 

do it. It is neither bad nor good, it is a fundamental form of brain. Moreover, the form 

is implied not as a shell of the brain, but the internal nuclear self-organization of gray 

substance and the nuclear organization of synapses among themselves. Not the 

organization of synapses among themselves, but the nuclei from which the synapses 

are organized. And when some variant of brain activity penetrates inter nuclearly, 

prasynthesnessly, with a frantic substance of speed, one human understands it instantly, 

imbibes it, the brains work, and the other human will say on the fifth day: “well, I guess, 

I understood a little bit ". 

Here is a lot is involved by the fundamentality of a form. We can say that the 

fundamentality of a form is synthesis of all fundamental forms of Parts, Systems and 

Apparats of a Human. And here, such a non-linear dependence grows that it is very 

difficult to cognize it in modern realities. But paradigmally, we have to lay it. 

The substantial expressibility of the fundamental form implies the corresponding 

dynamics of the human brain, the human body, the human specificity. And exactly from 

these processes we derive what we call the abilities for one or another, some talents or 

some genius of a human, which he gets and which allows him to achieve what others 

cannot achieve, in this area by this specificity of the fundamental form, by this 

psychodynamics of brains and all physical systems of the organism embedded in these 

brains. Sixteen evolutions help to it. 

Further, the fundamental substantiality of a Human — which nuclei, atoms, and 

ogneobrazes are formed at him and which emanate from him. When a human walks, a 

corresponding subnuclear field curls around him. And some people either easily 

understands in his field or do not understand anything at all. I had teachers at the 

Lyceum, who, simply entering the class, attracted the class with their state, by so-called 

subnuclear exchange, and children began to understand a complex subject. And there 

also were teachers who were very methodically and correctly organized, but they 

entered the class with all their methodics and the class could not understand what the 

teacher wanted from them, because children caught not the words of the methodics of 

the subject but the subnuclear movement around the fundamental bodily state of a 

human, and the human-methodologist simply did not have soderzhatel'nost' to pass on 

this knowledge. Therefore, it is necessary to treat seriously to the preparation of 
teachers, to their professionalism, and to their choice. This increases the corresponding 

education, when some can do it, others simply cannot do it. This is such a fundamental 

subnuclearity. 

The fundamental energicity of a human, energy. That is, when he depends not on 
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nutrition, he simply has energy, although nutrition is also needed to support the body. 

The fundamental light of a human, which cannot be lowered, because he is what he 

is, with all homogeneous records of his Wisdom, with its possibilities. 

The fundamental Spirit of a human, which determines his unbending or bending 

Will to victory, or absent aspiration for it. 

The fundamental Ogon' of a human, which determines his possibilities of synthesis 

— what one will manage to do, another one won't be able to do because of absent 

homogeneous synthesis. 

Fundamentalities can be not seen, because high kinds of light can be noticed only 

by people who own this high light — the similar attracts the similar, the metagalactic 

law. And the fact that there is the fundamentality of Energy, the fundamentality of 

Light, the fundamentality of Spirit and the fundamental of Ogon' of a Human in his 

organization of the basic substantiality of a Human, that there is the substantiality of 

Energy, the substantiality of Light, the substantiality of Spirit and the substantiality of 

Ogon' of a Human is unambiguous. And this is the realization of the fundamental 

beginnings of the Metagalaxy in a Human. 

To clarify, we consider eight fundamental basics and fundamental beginnings in 

order not to complicate the text. But we must understand that with development of 

dimensionality, the quantity of basics and beginnings tends to 20479 for each version 

of the fundamentality and substantiality of one dimension. And there are 20479 

fundamental substantialities of development of the human body in each variant of 

substantial fundamentality. This is the peak of the metagalactic particular in the 

organization of one whole, which we call the Human — in expression of the whole 

Human. 

And all these processes, all these fixations concentrate the spheres of the 

metagalactic organization in a human, that forms spheres of IHHIHF of each, which 

organizes the corresponding environment of possibilities of each human around his 

body, by the bodily states of a Human. And we are moving from the diversity of Parts, 

Systems, Apparats and Particulars to the whole perception of a Human, as such. 

Thus, a homogeneous bodily expression of a Human is born, as such. And now we 

can distinguish the Body as a Part, with its Systems, Apparats and Particulars, this is 

the anatomy, and the Human as a whole in the synthesis of manifold of 4096 Parts, 

where the Body is a variation of the 63rd level of 16 kinds of the bodily Parts 

evolutionarily and physical bodily part by evolutionary strength in the synthesis of 16-

ity, systemically, apparatly and particularly. The human is the whole, homogeneous 

whole of the synthesis of Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars in all this diverse 

substantiality, that is compactified by the shell of the Metagalaxy in creation of each 

human and that is implemented by the corresponding homogeneity of mutual 

organization of nuclei of prasynthesness of different fundamentalities of expression of 

everything in everything by every Human physically, by the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) of each of us. 

And this way we enter the first part of the section the Particular. 
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Particular 2. Concentration of Metagalaxies 

Having seen the homogeneous state of a Human and his expression by the 

concentration of the sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa, we must determine that the next step 

in the development of a Human is not the expression of the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole 

— it took place, and I emphasize, it took place at the 64th level — but the organization 

of kinds of matter in a homogeneous state of a Human. But in this case, we should 

consider not types of matter, but the result of expression of kinds of matter in the 

Metagalaxy Fa, when another 63 shells are formed inside the Metagalaxy Fa. Moreover, 

the 63rd shell is the concentration of Planet Earth, and 62 shells are the variety of 62 

metagalaxies in expression of boundaries of kinds of matter physically. 

Accordingly, we must understand in order to deeply express the Metagalaxy Fa in 

the future, a Human must organize the concentration of synthesis of 62 shells, the 

borders of 62 metagalaxies and Planet Earth, metagalactically physically and form the 

qualitative originality of his expression. 

A human begins, continuing to express the shell of the Metagalaxy Fa of the 64th 

level, as support of the basic metagalactic properties, to study to reflect and express 62 

spheres of Metagalaxy from the bottom up: from the Physical, the first one, to the 62nd 

Metagalaxy of a Human. Or to the 63rd, Planet Earth, as the metagalactic sphere of 

being, bearing in mind that every Human, concentrating the spheres of different 

Metagalaxies by himself, receives 62 spheres of 62 metagalactic expressions, living on 

Planet Earth, and introduces Planet Earth into the 63d expression of metagalactic matter 

by this, with its own boundaries of metagalacticity of expression of concentration of 

spheres of metagalaxies on every human living on Planet Earth, and thus mutually 

organizing the metagalactic expressions of 62 Metagalaxies of kinds of Matter of 

Metagalaxy Fa and Planet Earth physically. 

In this regard, having received the concentration of the sphere of the Metagalaxy 

Fa, a Human begins to fix the concentration or to study to fix the concentration of the 

sphere of the Physical metagalaxy. On the one hand, it is clear that a human is physical 

and lives by physical expressions, and, on the other hand, we must understand that the 

Physical Metagalaxy is a reflection of the Physical Matter, which is one of the 64th, in 

itself, but expresses all 16 384 High Whole Realities in synthesis of them, in aspect of 

physicality. In other words, the physical matter, forming the shell of the Physical 

Metagalaxy, creates the same homogeneous environment of physicality of all 

expressions of High Whole Realities, Initially Highest Realities, Realities. Let me 

remind you that there is a Physical Initially Highest Reality in every High Whole 

Reality, there is a Physical Reality in every Initially Highest Reality. And, thus, we are 

talking about at least one Initially Highest Reality with physicality in each High Whole 

Reality, and about 16 384 physical Realities in expression of a Reality of each Initially 

Highest Reality. These are 16 385 physicalities of each High Whole Reality. We 

multiply 16 385 physicalities by 16 384 High Whole Realities, and we get a figure more 

than 256 million of physicalities of expression the Metagalaxy Fa by all High Whole 

Realities. Thus, Physical Matter, unfolding in these millions of varieties of physicality, 

builds various physical processes of metagalactic existence, which all together are 
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joined into one sphere of the Physical Metagalaxy, which synthesizes all expressions 

of physical Matter among each other into one phenomenon of physical metagalacticity 

in mutual penetration of all characteristics of physicality. 

And here we shoud understand that the Physical metagalaxy itself has special 

characteristics of physicality and special specifications of physicality, which are not 

fully understood for us now, although we live physically and consider that if we live, 

we can easily understand physicality. But, living physically, we do not recognize how 

physicality and ethereality, physicality and astrality, physicality and mentality differ. 

That is, we have never scientifically dealt with this issue. We still live by physicality, 

as given natural state of things. At the same time, I understand that in science of physics 

we distinguish some aspects of physicality. But here it must be clarified that the science 

of physics first of all, most often works only with the first phenomenon of physicality, 

that is, roughly speaking, the first High Whole Reality of physicality or even the first 

physical Reality in the first physical Initially Highest Reality of the first High Whole 

Reality. And modern science of physics, taking into account the fact that it grew out of 

the previous millennium, where there was a planned organization of matter, it is about 

physical Reality. This is the beginning scale of recognition of physics. But here is the 

question of a comparative analysis of physicality and ethereality, which is absent a 

priori, not because they don’t want to deal with this, but because there is no 

understanding of ethereality. And recognition comes in comparison, for example, of 

ethereality and physicality. There is an understanding of physicality, as such, inside 

itself. Developing 64 kinds of metagalaxies in expression of a human, we must 

understand that so far we have nothing with the help of what to recognize them. 

Therefore, now we'll build a paradigmatic system: how it happens metagalactically, 

how it should be. And further there will be the corresponding processes of this 

organization, this specification. 

 Hence, we must understand that a Human expressing the Metagalaxy Fa begins, 

automatically and systemically, to focus on the first shell of the physical metagalaxy, 

which, physically concentrating on him, transfers him all necessary parameters of 

physicality. In general, physical matter unfolds the parameters of the Physical 

metagalaxy. The Physical Metagalaxy is organized in space of cosmos. Most likely, 

this is the very Metagalaxy that we are trying to recognize now astronomically and no 

more. We cannot even recognize all other 61 Metagalaxies astronomically, because we 

need tools of recognition, for example, astronomical instruments of other material 

characteristics. We must understand this really. And it considers to be a luck when we 

catch at least some effects from other kinds of matter, due to the law of everything in 

everything, in mutual reflection of the matter. 

For example, three etheric satellites revolve around Planet Earth from the 

perspective of solar matter, but we do not see them point blank. Moreover, scientists 

will now argue with us: “Where did you get them? We do not see them”. But scientists 
are trying to watch them with physical instruments, and we see them by the etheric 

perceptions of the Human of Metagalaxy. These are different tools. Ethereal vision and 

physical vision with the same eyeball, that has a variety of specifics of application, is a 

very different vision. 
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And in this example, we are faced with the diversity of a Human and human beings. 

When the first metagalaxy fixates, the concentration of the first shell: a human is 

physical. When the second etheric metagalaxy concentrates with its shell, it introduces 

the etheric parameters of existence into the body of a human, for him to master the 

etheric Matter and simultaneously to organize life and to act by the etheric Metagalaxy. 

The same is when the astral metagalaxy concentrates its sphere of being on a Human, 

it introduces astral parameters into the physical body of a Human, and he begins to see 

from the perspective of astrality. This does not mean that in physic reality he becomes 

completely different and his body changes, no. This organization happens 

microcosmically, in the microworld of a Human, and this is another, in accordance with 

the principles of Matter, nuclear organization of homogeneity (!) of a Human. Suppose, 

in previous centuries, there was known such a thing as “astral woman”. This does not 

mean that this woman had any special external characteristics of behavior, although 

they also were. This means that her body, on the effect of the planned organization of 

the nature of the planet, and the astral was the second plan, was simultaneously 

materially formed in two types of matter when she was born as a baby: astral planned 

and physical planned. And in this material organization, this female body received 

special characteristics of astral specifications that others simply could not recognize, 

and in the material bodily organization itself there were parameters of the specific of 

the astral material expression in unity of the astral plan physically.  

Now we are talking in the scale of the entire Metagalaxy, understanding that each 

metagalactic sphere has its own system of organization of matter by Realities, 

Presences, Plans. And we must understand that there is an 8-ity of organization of 

Matter, where each Metagalaxy has its own 8-ity of organization of Matter. This is 

synthesis of High Whole Realities, Initially Highest Realities, Realities, High Whole 

Presences, Initially Highest Presences, Presences, Plans and in synthesis of them, by 

synthesis-physicality of expression.  

Accordingly, each human, first of all, lives by synthesis-physicality of expression, 

because we are physical beings. And the specificity of Particulars in expression of 

spheres of the metagalactic development by each human is what the material 

organization, that is, what matter will be the basic of the homogeneous bodily existence 

of a human, and what bodily material organization will exist in the homogeneity of 

each Part, each System, each Apparat in reverse order. That is, on the one hand, 

homogeneity is formed. On the other hand, when a physical body has accumulated, for 

example, a fixation of the sphere of the astral metagalaxy, has accumulated the 

corresponding subnuclearity of the astral metagalaxy, has accumulated the 

corresponding characteristics and parameters of the astral metagalaxy, the reverse 

process of homogeneity begins, when these principles, this subnuclearity begins to 

penetrate into the body of a human, his corresponding Parts , Systems, Apparats. In the 

reverse order, the homogeneity of the body of a Human unfolds on Parts, Systems, 
Apparats in concentration of synthesis of High Whole Realities. Parts, Systems and 

Apparats in concentration of High Whole Realities imbibe different parameters, 

different characteristics, different functioning, for example, of the second etheric 

metagalacticity with all qualities and peculiarities of etheric metagalacticity. Then 
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Parts, Systems, Apparats, Particulars in the reverse order form the homogeneity of the 

physical body of a human, having already imbibed the etheric organization of matter. 

And already when the homogeneity of a human is formed for a second time, the 

physical body of a human in his homogeneity acquires the etheric-physical material 

kinds of organizations. And a Human begins to see not only the physicality of the 

surrounding existence, but also the ethereality of the surrounding existence. 

It is clear that the etheric Metagalaxy has its own specifications of biological life, 

its own specifications of material life, its own specifications of any other organizational 

phenomena. And a Human built by the homogeneity and unfolded homogeneity of ether 

and physics, has another view on both physics and ether. And he begins to be more 

perfect in the material organization of the body, — I emphasize this. 

Further simpler. We can see that the third shell begins to be fixed. The same 

process, the physical body of the etheric-physical existence saturates with the 

qualitative parameters of the astral metagalaxy, where the astral shell is fixed. This 

process goes self-organizationally sequentially, that is, as soon as the shell and 

concentration of the Metagalaxy Fa are expressed, and the homogeneity of a human is 

formed. By the next step, the human became homogeneous, became steady, expressed 

his bodiness. The shell of the physical metagalaxy immediately begins to fixate by the 

following organizational effect. Once you expressed the parameters of physicality, got 

organized with it. We live physically, so we don’t need to change it here, we just need 

to imbibe it. Anyway, a human directs physicality into Parts, Systems, Apparats 

unfolding by High Whole Realities, then again gathering into the homogeneity of 

physical existence. Then, after that, the shell of the etheric metagalaxy is fixed 

automatically. A human imbibes the parameters of ethereality, organizing Parts, 

Systems, Apparats so that they see and act ethereally. If to look culturologically, very 

many specifics of activities of various collective organizations of the previous epoch 

were aimed at this. As soon as you imbibe etheric parameters, Parts, Systems, Apparats 

unfold on High Whole Realities again. How do they unfold? They are already fixed on 

them, they just individualize in the reverse order, imbibe the ether parameters, functions 

and capabilities. Then they again gather into the homogeneity of a human, an etheric-

physical Human is formed. Immediately, here is a stabilization, self-organizing 

stabilization. Some variant of rest in it. Transition into the natural existence by this. 

And the next shell of the astral metagalaxy begins to fixate immediately, where a 

Human begins to imbibe parameters of the astral Metagalaxy. He imbibes by the 

physical body, reaches a critical quantitative limit. Then he unfolds from this critical 

limit into expression of Parts, Systems, Apparats on High Whole Realities. 

The collective organization in what environment I live is taken into consideration. 

And also, an individual organization, how my substantial speed is able to imbibe it 

quickly and whether this speed corresponds to the astral metagalaxy. Here we can also 

raise the question that we should bring all fundamental basics, all fundamental 
beginnings into correspondence with parameters of the astral Metagalaxy.  

And we must understand that if the sphere of the astral metagalaxy is fixed on us, 

then when we say that these are parameters, the minimum it is the fundamentality of 

substance in aspect of the astral metagalaxy, the fundamental basis of emanations in 
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aspect of the astral Metagalaxy. And there are basics of self-organization, 

vossoedinennost', dimensionality, speed, space, time in aspect of the astral Metagalaxy. 

The primary base of the astral metagalaxy is organized by us in this 8-ity of 

fundamental basics. That is, all these fundamental basics get the perspective of the 

astral Metagalaxy. All eight fundamental beginnings, from Field to Ogon', get the 

perspective of the astral Metagalaxy. Eight, I emphasize, are basic, for us to recognize 

them easily now. In general, there are 16, 32 and up to 20 479. Pay attention, this is in 

every Metagalaxy. Therefore, the primary organization includes eight in each. And we 

go through all 62 Metagalaxies to the 64th one. Passed them, come back. The 64th 

Metagalaxy Fa included eight, and there begins the organization of 16 in each. Passed 

them, came back and there begins the organization of 32 in each. Passed them, came 

back and there begins the organization of 64 in each. The fundamental basics, the 

fundamental beginning. That’s why we say now that eight is the minimum necessary 

amount for any sphere of the Metagalaxy, for the organization in a Human. And the 

astral metagalaxy is a sphere of being for imbibing parameters by the homogeneity of 

the body of a human, for unfolding these parameters in Parts, Systems, Apparats, 

Particulars of a High Whole Reality. Processing there, their restructuring, return 

imbibing and already astral-ether-physical homogeneity of a Human. Rested, adapted, 

naturally developed. The mental Metagalaxy begins to fixate, a mental shell, the 

imbibing of parameters of the mental metagalaxy. Again, unfolding of Parts, Systems, 

Apparats Particulars, processing the mental parameters of all basics and beginnings, 

gathering back into the homogeneity of a human. And already the bodily matter, and I 

would like to emphasize, the physical body of a Human is built mentally, astrally, 

etherically and physically in synthesis of four in one. 

And it is clear that the same Human, with the same body, has four characteristics 

of matter. His body, as they say, thinks. Having two characteristics of matter, his body, 

as they say, senses. Therefore, when there are lectures on the topic, the teacher says: 

“Do you understand what I'm talking about?” Many say: “I sense.” It worked the bodily 

sensation. Even at the level of mental knowledge. The teacher says: “Do you understand 

what I'm talking about?” They say: "I feel." And only the third one says: “We not just 

understand, but we think by this.” Moreover, we think not with the apparat of thinking, 

but bodily, imbibe mentally. But now there are few such people, we still feel and sense. 

We are still mostly astral-sensual civilization. The sensual cognition of the world is in 

this! 

And now imagine that all these parameters of concentrations of shells of spheres of 

the Metagalaxy appears in people in 62 variants, where the final 63rd is the mutual 

organization in all 62 variants with Planet Earth, with its quality of matter in 

metagalaxies as the 63rd kind of Matter. On the 64th variant of such concentrations, 

the human body grows into a new, 64-ary expression of homogeneous material physical 

being, where the nuclei of a human have the 64-ity of kinds of matter with the 
corresponding concentrations of parameters of 64 kinds of metagalaxies. Moreover, the 

64th is the Metagalaxy Fa. And, accordingly, the functionality of a human becomes 

material in 64 kinds, metagalactic in 64 kinds, in mutual organization of metagalaxies, 

where you can see, and hear, and act, and recognize 64 positions of kinds of Matter 
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with organization of 64 metagalactic types of activities and specifications of objects, 

objects of each kind of metagalaxy. 

That is, roughly speaking, there are meteorites of the physical metagalaxy, we register 

them. There are meteorites of the etheric metagalaxy. If they fall, we can notice physical 

changes, but we cannot see that this is an ether meteorite. And we had such falls on Planet 

Earth. And the matter of Planet Earth reacts to such meteorites. Scientists come, look, 

recently there was such a thing in Russia, on the Bureya river, they say: “Landslide”. 

People living around say: "A meteorite has flown by." They say: "There was no 

meteorite." They came, looked — a landslide. And it was an ether meteorite. But from the 

ether meteorite materially in our physical materiality, in fact, nothing remained. Its pieces 

remained lying in etheric materiality. Something was flying, people noticed, but we can't 

recognize that what doesn't really exist in material nature yet, but there is the huge 

landslide that blocked the half of the river. In fact, there was a meteorite, and ether-

sensitive people saw a meteorite. But he noticed, did not analyze, but simply saw. 

Scientists who came to analyze physical matter came and said: "There is no meteorite, it’s 

just a landslide." People say: "But we saw." They say: "Well, how could you see if 

physically nothing is laying." They went to research, because there was a serious 

excitement in Siberia on this subject. Ether charges with its interactions! In fact, the ether 

meteorite fell and hit so much that in principle it created a landslide in physical matter. 

This is a very large meteorite for the ether. The landslide that blocked the river. But we 

can’t find anything in physical matter. But if we look in etheric matter, its fragments lie 

there. But it is necessary to be able to recognize the etheric matter. I specially cite this 

example for you to understand that the transition to other kinds of matter is not for 

beautiful words or for expression of any special properties of perfections of a Human. No, 

this is an objective necessity. Matter of the Metagalaxy Fa lives in 64 material aspec ts. 

And when we talk about 64 metagalaxies, we mean that these are not separate 

metagalaxies, but these are built-in aspects of materiality of the Metagalaxy Fa by 64 

different spheres of material organization of being. With meteorites physical, etheric, 

astral, mental, causal and by all names of kinds of matter of the Metagalaxy to the Esm'-

matter of Planet Earth. And even to the Siamatica of the Metagalaxy Fa, because there are 

obviously Siamatic meteorites of the 64th level. But they are so different and more, I 

would say, of another holomic organization. That is, there is the holography of matter, 

properties and qualities of matter are completely another with respect to the physical one. 

But quite perceivable, quite adaptable to us and capabilities of a Human. And Metagalaxy 

Fa lives in these 64 different aspects of metagalactic organization.  

And you and I are accustomed from the previous epoch to cognize from the aspect 

of astral and even planned Matter. I hope it is clear that plans are if this is the first kind 

of organization, and the High Whole Reality is the seventh kind, that is in scales is a 

much higher kind of organization. In the best case, Manas or Mentality of plans, where 

Heavenly Father had a paradise. Hence the scientific humor: paradise, which in the fifth 
race, in the previous millennium existed on Manas, helped to master the mental type of 

matter! Manas is a kind of planned mental organization of matter, and paradise has 

accustomed people to the mental organization of matter. He selected the best people, 

took them through the gates of paradise, beyond the walls of paradise, where inside 
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there was the mental organization of matter and Father helped human beings to imbibe 

the mental organization of matter by the Subtle World. Then, with this saturation, they 

returned to the physical expression, they were born physically, and the physical body 

gradually received the mental organization of matter. Roughly speaking, one of the 

upravitel’s of a mentally organized metagalaxy, was carring out the development of the 

biological, physical existence of Humanity of mental planned organization of matter. 

Since at that time the ether was not developed at all on Planet Earth, no matter how we 

relate to the ether, this manasic organization was the third. Today, ether is developed, 

the etheric metagalaxy has begun to express on planet Earth. And the mental 

organization became the fourth. If to think so, we will begin to relate to metagalactic 

matter in a different way. So let's say, one of the leaders of the Metagalactic mental 

material organization, having the appropriate training, was engaged in the development 

of the mental organization of the Metagalaxy and the mental organization of matter on 

Planet Earth in humanity. We modestly called it paradise. Because in relation to the 

astral-etheric-physical existence, it was a higher quality of matter, actually paradisiac, 

because it was easier, simplier, more comfortable and more relaxed there. And one 

didn't have to do anything there. Not because there was nothing to do, but because you 

can’t do anything in this mental matter. And you, in fact, are simply determined to pray 

there, and prayer is what? This is communication. And the basics of thinking. There is 

even an Orthodox clever prayer. And the task: to assimilate this material organization 

mentally. If to look at this process from this perspective, then in fact, the specificity of 

these concentrations of mental metagalactic matter on every Human was laid by 

Paradise. And now we are developing the paradise trend of the partial existence of a 

Human. We just are going away from the personal positioning when a certain leader of 

the mental metagalaxy was helping us to imbibe the mental kind of matter. He could 

be not from the Metagalaxy, but could be from the Galaxy or even the Solar System, 

that is, the question of the leader’s competence. The question is complicated, right? We 

are about something else. If earlier we saw this religiously and odiously, or fanatically, 

or dogmatically under the leadership of a certain highly organized Being, then now 

scientifically, we have finally found the processability of the processes of automatic 

fixation of the corresponding metagalactic spheres on each human where the 

Metagalaxy creates each Human by 64 shells of kinds of metagalaxies, gradually 

increasing in his homogeneity of the physical body the quality of the material 

organization of physical bodies. At the same time, I can say for sure that if the etheric, 

astral, mental, maybe a little causal, to some extent the buddhic organization are 

characteristic for us, then the atmic is already characteristic only for units. Maybe atmic 

is already in certain people. Then the rest, the remaining fifty-six (63 minus 7) kinds of 

organization of matter are completely unknown to us. And in what next materiality 

each of us goes to, depends on the preparation, the material preparation of a Human 

and skills to concentrate on oneself these or another spheres of metagalactic 
development, from the perspective of metagalactic development.  

When we say sixty-four metagalaxies, we must understand that there is one 

Metagalaxy Fa, but in order for our Razum to recognize not just kinds of Matter that 

are an abstraction, but to recognize the material organization of moving objects and 
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have a subject expression, the Razum necessarily needs a border for recognition. And 

we are talking about different metagalaxies, as the boundaries of the corresponding 

materiality within the boundaries and perspectives of the existence of Metagalaxy Fa 

of one homogeneous materiality. In fact, from the point of view of the Metagalaxy Fa, 

it is simply its sixty-two aspects of metagalactic existence. But the corresponding 

perspective has a separate shell, a separate specification, a separate organization of 

matter and in all High Whole Realities. It cannot be said that one is over another one, 

it is such a multi-organization of everything-in-everything, as a whole. And 

accordingly, this shell, mutually self-organizing, should fix on a Human, express in 

nuclei of a human the corresponding prasynthesness organization of this 

metagalacticity, of this kind of Matter. I remind you that each shell has a digital 

analogue, that is, by numbers, too. And nuclei of a human of this aspect of the 

prasynthesness organization, with this mathematicity of a shell of the corresponding 

aspect of the metagalaxy, must rebuilt. Then again to unfold oneself in High Whole 

Realities by Parts, Systems, Apparats, Particulars. To arrange shells of Parts, Systems, 

Apparats, Particulars digitally, in shells and prasynthesness-contently inside, language-

linguistically. Then again to get together into the homogeneity of a Human. And to 

unfold from this a new state of a Human by synthesis of a certain quantity of kinds of 

Matter in concentration, a constant concentration of the same quantity of metagalactic 

perspectives of being of a certain amount from 62 Metagalaxies. 

Let's suppose that there is a sphere of Metagalaxy Fa around me in the Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each or around me, which has eight shells 

of the first eight metagalaxies from physical to amatic inside it, in this sphere of 

Metagalaxy Fa. Accordingly, my body is built by the amatic organization of synthesis 

of eight kinds of matter: amatics — the physical body. Physical Amatics implies 

Amatics, Atmics, Buddhics, Causes, Mentalics, Astralics and Etherics physically. But 

we do not pronounce all this, but simply say the amatically-physical organization of the 

body. And then, we are now talking about nuclearity and subnuclear environment, 

because an amatic organization of metagalacticity is characteristic for my body. My 

brain catches this kind of matter, and we actually partially describe in aspect of 

nuclearity and subnuclearity of the amatic organization of Matter. At the same time, if 

we talk about a subnuclear description, the brain must catch at least twelve kinds of 

matter, because subnuclearity is the twelfth characteristic of 16-ity of materiality of 

expression of Metagalaxy. 

Thus, each kind of matter lays its characteristics in a Human, so that a Human could 

recognize these characteristics, so that a Human could be specified by these 

characteristics and already live in this expression of material organization accordingly. 

And we see a Human who must go through fixations of sixty-four Metagalactic 

organizations as a kind of Matter of certain metagalaxies, that unfold the specific of 

existence of Metagalaxy Fa, as a whole. And this way, to renew the physical body of a 
Human into homogeneity of the corresponding quality of kinds of matter with the 

recognition of these kinds of matter and the metagalactic organization of the external 

macrocosm or external cosmos, as a diverse hierarchical macrocosm of eight, sixteen, 

in fact, existing in sixty-four levels and receive the same homogeneous material 
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organization inside each of us by this synthesis by concentration of shells of 

metagalaxies on each of us in expression of the corresponding kind of matter. And this 

process takes place constantly. This phenomenon is of cosmic-natural existence of a 

Human, where at first a Human receives eight parameters from physicality to siamatics: 

eight fundamental basics and eight fundamental beginnings. It is clear that if we have 

sixty-four kinds of matter, then eight are mutually organized by eight and there is sixty-

four, that means, the minimum is eight. A Human went from physicality to siamaticity, 

took the Metagalaxy Fa by eight parameters of basics, beginnings, then sixteen 

fundamental basics and sixteen fundamental beginnings turns on. There is again a 

concentration at the sixty-fourth siamatic level of Matter of the Metagalaxy Fa, a human 

goes through the 16-ity of fundamental beginnings and basics and the Physical 

Metagalaxy is again fixed on a Human and it happens already faster. And he has 16 

basics, 16 beginnings. He is again organized by these parameters. He goes through 

sixty-four specifics of kinds of Matter, sixty-four metagalaxies in concentration of the 

corresponding shells. We don't know how much time passes. Again, he takes the sixty-

fourth level of the siamatic — sixteen by sixteen. Metagalaxy Fa fixates. Having done 

sixteen by sixteen, we do thirty-two by thirty-two. Thirty-two basics, thirty-two 

beginnings. We start with physics again; we follow the same mechanism up to sixty-

fourth. And fundamentally, stable, to recognize all this easily, when thirty-two and 

thirty-two end, Metagalaxy Fa fixates on a Human, he reaches sixty-four basics and 

sixty-four fundamental beginnings. This is a base of easy existence by sixty-four kinds 

of Matter. He goes again by sixty-four basics, beginnings, sixty-four Metagalaxies, 

sixty-four kinds of Matter. He becomes homogeneous with sixty-four by sixty-four, 

with kinds of matter. And further, he develops in nature of life by sixty-four kinds of 

matter, in the same technological mechanism of fixing the Metagalaxy Fa by shells of 

metagalaxies on every human. Then, sixty four goes into one hundred twenty eight, 

into two hundred fifty six, into five hundred twelve, into one thousand twenty four, into 

two thousand forty eight, into four thousand ninety six, into eight thousand one hundred 

ninety two and into sixteen thousand three hundred eighty four fundamental basics and 

sixteen thousand three hundred eighty four fundamental beginnings of the metagalactic 

development of sixty-four kinds of Matter. And when he goes through this 64-ity by 

concentration of metagalaxies, sixteen thousand three hundred eighty-four by sixteen 

thousand three hundred eighty-four, a Human fully expresses the Metagalaxy Fa by 

Parts. And this is the second particular of existence of a Human by the Metagalaxy Fa.  

Additionally, we must understand that, in parallel with this process, a Human grows 

as Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, Ipostas’, Teacher, Vladyka, Avatar and Father. And 

with the concentration of metagalaxies already at the last expressions, starting from the 

fifty-sixth and higher, the 57th metagalaxy is the highest characteristic of a Human, and 

the 58th metagalaxy fixating on the shell already assumes a Posvyashenniy, that is, a 

human should have a corresponding quantity of Posvyashenies with a corresponding 
quantity of Rights of Sozidaniya. And the 58th Metagalaxy fixates a Human in aspect 

of Rights of Sozidaniya and Posvyashenies. The fifty-ninth metagalaxy in specific of 

Beginnings of Creation and Statuses, that is, Sluzhashiy. The sixtieth metagalaxy is in 

specific of Ipostas' with Creating Synthesis and Synthesnesses of Love. And so, until 
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the 64th, where sixty-four is the Metagalaxy Fa forms the specific of Father by a 

siamatic Matter. I remind that the names of eight metagalaxies were in 16-ity from the 

very beginning, from the ninth to sixteenth, and when we were changing into 64-ity, 

they moved with the same effect from the ninth — sixteenth into fifty-seventh — sixty-

fourth. And this says about that these names of metagalaxies reflect not only 

metagalactic processes, but the processes of organization of a Human. Because we 

clearly determined that the first 16 kinds of Metagalaxies based on sixteen kinds of 

matter, from a Human in nine kinds to Father were in mutual coordination. 

Accordingly, when we were able and expanded to 64 kinds of Metagalaxies, the names 

of these metagalaxies expanded, because they continue to reflect from the Human of 

Initially Highest Father of the ninth level to the Father of Initially Highest Father of the 

sixty-fourth level. Therefore, those very names: supermetagalaxy, parametagalaxy 

went higher by the names. The Parametagalaxy is the Posvyashenniy. The Basic 

Metagalaxy is the Sluzhashiy, Beginnings of Creation, Statuses. The Initial Metagalaxy 

is the development of the Ipostas', it is Synthesness of Love and Creating Synthesis. By 

what does Creating Synthesis act? By beginnings, the Beginning Metagalaxy. 

Accordingly, Synthesis-Metagalaxy is a Teacher with his own specifications of 

Synthesness saturated with Perfection of Wisdom. That is, a Synthesis Metagalaxy 

synthesizes all previous metagalaxies by the Perfection of Wisdom of a Human. 

Teacher should do this. Accordingly, the degree of preparation of Vladyka is the 

Metagalaxy of a Human, the sixty-second. And Vladyka organizes a Human by 

Sovershenstvos of Polnomochiy, and here the Sovershenstvo of Polnomochiy of a 

Human is checked in synthesis of sixty-two metagalaxies, where the Sovershenstvo of 

Polnomochiy is internally organized by the Hierarchization of Volya, and a Human 

receives some kind of Hierarchization of Volya on his polnomochniy sovershenniy 

preparation in order to act in synthesis of 62 metagalaxies. If we talk about the sixty-

third expression, this is already Planet Earth, as the metagalactic concentration of all 

people carrying these shells of the Metagalaxy. Therefore, Planet Earth and the Planet, 

as a small particle of cosmos, simultaneously has its enormous shell of Planet Earth 

around the entire Metagalaxy Fa. Based on the fact that people living on Planet Earth 

express microcosm of the surrounding macrocosm, and there are a lot of such people, 

Planet Earth becomes metagalactic by this. That is, Planet Earth becomes metagalactic 

not by the macrocosmic expressions as in the Metagalaxy, but by the microcosmic 

expressions due to people. Therefore, the 63rd kind of matter is called very interesting 

— Esmika. That is, if there is microcosm in a Human or not. And through this 

coordination, this metagalacticity gives a specification of coordination with the 

evolution of the Avatar or with the Human-Avatar, who expresses the microcosm, the 

microworld, the concentration of sixty-three shells of the metagalaxies and gets such a 

kind of preparation as the Hierarchization. This is the hierarchization of metagalaxies, 

and the hierarchization of kinds of Matter, and the hierarchization of evolution. In 
general, the hierarchization of everything in everything that we discuss in all sections 

of this Paradigm in synthesis! 

And within this hierarchization, the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 

Father (IHHIHF) of synthesis is formed. That is, it is already a focus on Home around 
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us, which synthesizes all these hierarchizations into a homogeneous whole of a human 

living on Planet Earth. By the way, this shows the quality of Planet Earth, and the 

quality of earthling by this level of hierarchization that is formed on our Planet Earth, 

and the meaning of the formation of which, is now being laid evolutionarily 

perspectively. 

In other words, we managed to go from 16 kinds of recognition of matter into 64. 

And, most likely, this self-organization was not supposed. So, we had to expand: we 

overcame the barrier of not perceiving 64 kinds of matter and entered them. This is the 

action of self-organization of the Metagalaxy by each, with checking of capabilities of 

everyone. And from 16 stably perceived kinds of matter, we entered 64, expanding the 

terms of 9th–16th expressions into 57th–64th, which contributed to our sustainability 

in the new. 

And from here we present the evolution of the Father as the 64th expression, 

simultaneously fixing siamatic matter, where the Metagalaxy Fa itself is fixed in 

synthesis of 63 variants. Where there is a coordination with the sixteenth evolution of 

Father, where there is the organization of concentration of the Metagalaxy Fa as the 

sixty-fourth shell on a Human. And in preparation of the Paternal evolution of the 

Father, Ivdivost' works in each human, as the competence of prasynthesness with a 

specification of this Ivdivost'. Here, the Metagalaxy Fa lays down a new competence 

of prasynthesness internuclearly. It creates a new homogeneity in a Human. And we 

switch, for example, from eight into sixteen basics or beginnings by this competent 

prasynthesness. That is, prasynthesness in nuclei should be increased, as the content of 

internuclear processes during the compactification of the Metagalaxy Fa on each 

Human in expression and organization of saturated either 8-ity with eight basics and 

eight beginnings or 16-ity — sixteen basics, sixteen beginnings. The density of 

prasynthesness increases, from here follows competence. Or the 32-ity of basics and 

the 32-ity of the fundamental beginnings, and so on.  

And this mutual coordination is obligatory and is fixed not only on one specific of 

a Human, but is also fixed taking into account the evolutionary characteristics of a 

Human, when a Human develops from a Human of the Plan of Creation to the Father 

in 16-ity. And gradually in this 64-ity, he begins to develop from a Human of Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father to Father. Expanding his capabilities. But this 

perspective is in future when such a typology of people is developed. Today, we can 

say that today the typology of development from a Human of Plan of Creation to Father 

is developed. That is, now we have developed collective 16-ary typology of 

development. Here we must understand that individually a human himself does not pass 

into a new typology of development. Here the Bodhisattva law, known by the 

Buddhists, works: “Until everyone has ascended, no one has ascended.” 

That is, it is necessary to have a certain critical minimum of quantity of people, that 

is known only metagalactically, we have not researched this issue yet, which express 
by themselves a Human of Plan of Creation, a Human of Creating Synthesis, a Human 

of Synthesness and so on, Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy and so on, up to Father. And 

when there appears the necessary quantity of people, reflecting each of these sixteen 

specifications, that lead to a certain quality of possibilities on the planet by 64-ity of 
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kinds of matter in the corresponding specific expression of prasynthesness competence 

in nuclei and the corresponding external expression of activity, only then with this team 

of people we go from 16 organizations of the phenomenon into sixty-four. And then 

we level out with 64 kinds of matter, where we begin to organize not from a Human of 

Plan of Creation, which becomes forty-ninth, up to Father — the sixty-fourth; now they 

are the first one and the sixteenth one. And we begin to organize ourselves from a 

Human of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (a Human of IHHIHF) 

by eight kinds of Posvyashenniys, by eight kinds of Sluzhashiys, by eight kinds of 

Ipostases, by eight kinds of Teachers, by eight kinds of Vladykas, by eight kinds of 

Avatars, by eight kinds of a Human and the 8-ity from Human to Father. We can say 

that this is a repetition of names. In fact, in names themselves, there is a very important 

specification of the development of a Posvyashenniy, a Sluzhashiy, an Ipostas', a 

Teacher, a Vladyka, an Avatar and a Human. This is the next stage of the historical 

development of the Planet. 

We must understand that, although we have reached 64 kinds of matter, we have 

sixteen evolutions. And in the near future, I would say, for a very long time in future, 

we reflect 64 kinds of matter and different typologies of metagalaxies in the 16-ity of 

development from a Human of Plan of Creation to Father, by names of evolutions. A 

Human of Plan of Creation is, in fact, a relation to the first evolution. And thus, we go 

through specifications of sixty-four kinds of Matter, of the concentration of shells of 

metagalaxies, basing on our evolutionary human condition. If you are a Human of 

Creating Synthesis, Metagalaxies fixates in specific of creating synthesis, if you are a 

Human of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv then in specific of polnomochiy sovershenstv, if 

you are a Human of Planet Earth then in specific of Planet Earth. And if you are 

Posvyashenniy then it is completely in a different way, in the synthesis of 10-ity: nine 

kinds of a Human and Posvyashenniy. And these are completely different 

characteristics of the concentration of sphericity of metagalaxies, as sixteen levels of 

concentration of sphericity of metagalaxies that are fixed on a Human. 

Therefore, if we move away from the formalities that each metagalaxy is fixed by 

a certain shell on a Human, we have just seen it, we need to go into non-linearity, where 

each Human himself has his own evolutionary expression by his preparation and 

competence that has been worked out in general. And here this competence, from a 

Human of Plan of Creation to Father, attracts completely different shell fixations of the 

same metagalaxies on a Human and this competence of a Human grows out from 

sixteen evolutions, that is why this is an ideal evolutionary type. A Human of 

Synthesness is the ideal evolutionary type of the third kind of a Human. A Human of 

Hierarchization is the ideal evolutionary type of the fifth kind of a Human. And we can 

introduce such a terminological base as the “ideal evolutionary type” so that it is clear 

which spheres are fixed on a Human metagalactically. And we get 16 ideal evolutionary 

types from a Human of Plan of Creation to Father. 
Here it is necessary to clarify one more important parameter that all this mechanism 

acts not theoretically, doesn't start with pressing a button, does not begin with desire-

undesire of a Human. Now we are describing the nature of the Metagalaxy, how it acts 

on us. That is, we researched ourselves. We analyzed our own possibilities, watched 
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how this happens in us. We tried to distinguish and recognize it. Moreover, not only on 

ourselves personally, but on the experience of more than three thousand acting people 

who are engaged in these processes of development, distinguishing and study in this or 

that extent. And summarizing the multiple experiences of different people, we came to 

these conclusions. Therefore, the conclusions are so grandiose that we decided to write 

them in the book “Paradigm of a Human”, because it is extremely important, it is a very 

complicated material that we were working out during many years. But we must 

understand that metagalactically this mechanism already acts. This means that 

Metagalaxy Fa already concentrates on every Human of Planet Earth, and minimally 

evolutionarily, since most often we are humans of nature, and the nature of Planet Earth 

is included into the first Metagalactic evolution, and the first metagalactic evolution 

fixes the Human of Plan of Creation. Now Metagalaxy Fa already concentrates its shell 

on each human, forming the state of a Human of Plan of Creation. That is, this process 

is going on before our eyes, around us. The Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 

Father of each (IHHIHF of each) is formed by a corresponding synthesis of sixteen 

Parts in one or another multiplicity in each Human. Infants already have twelve 

IHHIHF-Parts, that express the 12-ity of IHHIHF of each. Accordingly, this IHHIHF 

of each necessarily attracts on itself the metagalactic shell by a very simple Anthropic 

Principle. If the Metagalaxy Fa creates each of us, it should concentrate on each of us. 

If the universe was creating us, then it concentrated on the shell of the nature of the 

whole planet, for people inside the “flock” to form into people. And when the planet 

grew, excuse me for the word “flock”, this is the “flock” of Christ, collectives. But 

when the Metagalaxy began to fix on us, it began to fix on each, unlike the universe. 

But then it creates a shell around each. This is an elementary logical message. As it 

creates a shell around each, fixing on each then this shell carries something, forms, 

fixates.  

And now we have recognized the technological mechanism or the technology of 

action of a shell of the Metagalaxy Fa on each human and what happens behind this 

shell at each human. We justified this paradigmally, on the base of experience that we 

have today. And further is to study, to study and to study once again, until all this will 

be not only cognized, but here is a question not only of cognition, but the question of 

implementation and using these opportunities in a civilized life of a human. Here is the 

question not only of scientific study, it is a metagalactic action, where a shell will 

always fixate. Cognizing these shells of fixation, further it is necessary to organize our 

civilizational relations, our society synthesis, our confederate relations of these 

metagalactic spherical mutual organizations. 

Moreover, we must understand that astronauts, entering cosmos, receive the same 

fixations. This can be used. That is, it can be used as an experience of the cosmic 

metagalactic life of a Human. Obviously, if in the future there are people who think 

about how to use it, and we, in principle, partially do this, then other results will simply 
appear in different areas of life. 

That is, we lead the paradigm not only to study it scientifically, but we lead the 

Paradigm to that there is a Paradigm of a Human which can be used in the metagalactic 

expression of a human for this or another spheres of activity. This is a matter of the 
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future. 

Particular 3. Position of the Observer 

And the third Particular peculiarity of a Human is the Position of the Observer, 

which is important, in general, both in scientific recognition and, paradoxically, it 

becomes important in an ordinary life of a Human, where for the metagalactic 

development each human must form his own position of the observer, understand its 

boundaries, understand its possibilities and understand that the perception of life, 

processes, conditions of each goes from his position of the observer. Then a lot of 

society and social conflicts will be removed from us, pretentious behavior will be much 

minimized. In general, the competence of a human acting independently will increase. 

According to the results of the first two parts, it actually becomes clear how the 

position of the observer is formed. I remind you that the position of the observer is an 

angle from the point of view of which a Human looks at the world around him, but at 

the same time the world around him reacts to a Human, his position of the observer. 

Accordingly, we must really recognize that sixty-four positions of the observer with 

different characteristics of basics and beginnings of matter begin to form in us, where 

the position of the observer unfolds from the first physical metagalaxy, and when it 

fixes on a Human by its shell, we must understand that this Human acquires the position 

of the observer of the physical metagalaxy and sees everything only from this angle. 

Accordingly, a human of etheric metagalactic fixation can see in two modes. It is not 

simultaneously, it can be separately, where a human can be immersed in the etheric 

recognition of the metagalacticity of life. And there are enough such people around. Or 

maybe in the etheric-physical recognition of life. Then he is more competent in physical 

actions. We can also recognize the astral position of the observer around us, when a 

Human is purely sensual and astral in life. And such people very often say that "there 

are no states other than feelings, there should not be and they are not needed, and the 

most important thing for us is to sense, to feel and when somebody feels us." And so 

forth. This is the astral position of the observer that already present in a Human. And 

in fact, this is the forerunner of formation of the concentration of the Metagalaxy on 

each human. It is precisely this positionality will pull on itself the concentration of the 

Metagalaxy. Accordingly, there already exists and can be recognized the mental 

position of the observer. And most often it is observed among people of scientists, 

leaders who are immersed in the mentality of certain processes, constructors and very 

often they do so in damage to the sensual, etheric and physical position of the observer. 

Ideally, when the mental position of the observer is built mentally, astrally, ether-

physically, that is, quaternarily. But we must understand that purely mental immersion, 

and purely mental-sensual immersion, and purely mental-etheric immersion, and purely 

mental-sensual-etheric immersion, and purely mental-physical immersion in two 

modes are possible; mental-sensual-physical and mental-sensual-etheric physical. 

Thus, the higher the position of the observer, the bigger quantity of characteristics in 

the variety of previous expressions that this position of the observer involves and forms 
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the particular peculiarities of a human in his view at the surrounding world and 

introduction of his dynamic possibilities and characteristics into the world. Today, the 

existing positions of the observer do not express the metagalacticity yet, because 

humanity only begins to develop metagalactically. But it can be said that these trends 

already express the action of these or those large-scale Metagalaxies as aspects of the 

metagalactic periods of being and, in fact, they attract people of one or another type of 

the position of the observer to the corresponding material physical organization. 

We must see that if a Human has the position of observer of the physical 

metagalaxy, then in order to move to the position of observer of the etheric metagalaxy, 

he must unfold the prasynthesness from the nuclei all over his homogeneous state of 

the body. That is, the maturation of the physical body in concentration of the 

Metagalaxy on a Human, in order to understand that it is time to move into a new level 

of metagalactic interactions, lies in the fact that prasynthesness pours into the physical 

body, its fluidity is visible, we begin to feel that prasynthesness flows inside the 

physical body by a direct state. And it is tested and has a base. And when we see that 

prasynthesness flows in the body, it already carries beyond the boundaries of the nuclei 

the possibilities of interaction with the external environment, for example, of this first 

physical metagalaxy. It comes from the law — become empty and Father will fill you. 

When there begins a process of getting empty and the fluid state of prasynthesness in 

the physical body, the physical body, in fact, begins to enter into the coordination of 

the next fixation of the metagalaxy or the next fixation of the position of the observer. 

When the position of the observer is worked out, this is an increase in the concentration 

of prasynthesness in nuclei. When prasynthesness pours out into Parts or a body, this 

is the completion of action of the previous position of the observer, and, in fact, the 

beginning of the process of working out a new prasynthesness in nuclei, in order a 

Human to change the orientation of his position of the observer into a larger quantity 

either kinds of matter, or fixation of spheres of the Metagalaxy, or some other indicators 

of the position of the observer. This criterion would be good to recognize, work out and 

introduce into the basic activity of each human. 

From here we can make the effect that, even in the scientific community, when 

organizing one or another experience of scientific comprehension of actuality, we must 

very clearly fold sixty-four kinds of the position of the observer and watch which of 

them is ours, specifically of each, in order to understand under what foreshortening, 

foreshortening of what matter, basing on 64 kinds of matter, foreshortening of which 

organization and foreshortening of what effects and parameters of the Metagalactic 

organization, this or that human looks at the surrounding world. In this respect, the 

anthropic principle — the whole Metagalaxy creates us — gets one more meaning. The 

entire Metagalaxy creates each of us under foreshortening of certain quantity of 

metagalactic concentrations. For example, by fourteen metagalaxies with fourteen 

shells in each of us. And after that, my position of the observer becomes fourteen-
material, in the sense of fourteen kinds of matter; fourteen-metagalactic, in the sense of 

fourteen shells of metagalaxies that fix on me. It has an imperium foreshortening of 

shell realization of the state of the Metagalaxy, taking into account that imperio is the 

fourteenth foreshortening of kinds of matter. And, in a corresponding way, it is 
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implemented by that Human who bears these fourteen expressions. This is the first step. 

The second step is that we must understand that this position of the observer exists 

not just as a position. It concerns the specific of the activity of Parts, Systems, Apparats 

and Particulars of a Human of all his homogeneity, where exactly under foreshortening 

of the position of the observer, as a certain soderzhatel'nost', certain forms, a certain 

subnuclearity of a Human, as fundamental beginnings, these or those processes are 

formed. That is, in fact, it can be said that a Human emanates the position of the 

observer by the fundamental basis of emanations into the surrounding matter. And 

matter answers him in an appropriate way, where a Human physically mutually 

organizes with the surrounding world under foreshortening of one corresponding of 

sixty-four kinds of positions of the observer, taking into account the competent 

peculiarities of the lower interconnections that are included as a part. Thus, we get the 

diverse characteristics of one position of the observer in different specifications and 

must understand that both in scientific researches and in life around us, the position of 

the observer is formed in each Human and in future expansion, it will be formed in a 

wider palette of possibilities, than we imagine today. 

Accordingly, the position of the observer concerns not only the metagalactic 

fixations on each of us, but also our internal preparation and the corresponding 

sovershenstvos. That is, our corresponding set of qualities, properties, specifics, 

possibilities, beginnings of sozidanie, beginnings of creation, synthesness of love, 

perfection of wisdom, hierarchization of volya, ivdivost’ of synthesis and competent 

prasynthesness. And in this unique internal beginning, plus abilities of Parts, 

development of Systems, Apparats and Particulars of each of us in the homogeneous 

expression of a Human — and in this variety of expressions, there is the synthesis of 

positions of the observer of each Human. We can say that this is the beginning of 

formation of synthesis or the process of formation of synthesis of the macrocosm and 

the microcosm of a Human, where the position of the observer is the following: a 

Human goes into the corresponding interactions of macrocosmic phenomena and in a 

corresponding way forms the foreshortening of microcosmic internal expressions based 

on the golden mean of a Human, understanding of own processes of Parts, Systems, 

Apparats and Particulars in synthesis among each other. And in this expression, each 

Human acquires his own specifics of the position of the observer with a diverse 

expression of characteristics and possibilities. 

The metagalaxy fixates on each of us and when defining each human, we must 

understand that the word "each" is not an abstract word, as a listing of someone, but the 

position of the observer of a Human is implied in each of this word. Therefore, the 

Metagalaxy creates each in accordance with the position of the observer of a Human. 

And depending on how much a Human is internally-externally competent in the 

implementation of certain phenomena, so much the Metagalaxy creates him inside by 

the corresponding composition and structure of a Human, and admit him to external 
macrocosmic organization of the corresponding phenomena. And here we can see 

already existing paradox, which will grow in the perspective. If a Human does not have 

a corresponding position of the observer, then his surrounding matter simply does not 

allow him to engage in this or that process. As a result, very often people either go to 
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study or try to work in a particular environment, or try to become specialists in certain 

opportunities, but formed position of the observer of this existence of material reality 

does not allow a human to engage in this profession, this specificity and these 

opportunities. Moreover, if a Human insists to engage in this process but the matter 

does not allow him to do this, then a Human gets a response by the anthropic principle, 

where there begins the influence of matter, the influence of conditions of metagalaxies 

on a Human. He has constant problems and obstacles in achieving the desired, until he 

changes his positionality and agrees that he doesn't need it. Or he will develop the 

possibilities, by the corresponding special training, of not professional use, but, first of 

all, of changing the position of the observer, in which it will be already given and 

possible to engage in the corresponding field of activity. On the one hand, it looks like 

a personal influence when someone allowed or forbade, and such anthropomorphism 

of nature is ethnographically characteristic of us, but on the other hand, this is not a 

personal ban. It is very difficult for us to imagine how the largest system of self-

organization takes into account the nuances of our anthropic existence with the 

expression of corresponding aspects of internal organization, accumulations, education, 

upbringing and any other specifications, Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars. And, 

simultaneously, it forms by this the corresponding mutual relationships of the position 

of the observer with the corresponding matter and synthesis of metagalaxies of the 

corresponding metagalactic shells in the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 

Father of each of us. Thus, here we must state a very interesting metagalactic fact that 

not only Matter influence on us by the Metagalaxy Fa, developing our cosmic natural 

possibilities, but we also begin to influence on the Metagalaxy Fa by our position of 

the observer and, by our position of the observer, we bring into Matter and record into 

Matter our corresponding expressions and possibilities, emanating them into Matter. 

Naturally, our emanations into matter are recorded by the corresponding horizon of 

events of the fundamental basics of the Metagalaxy. 

And if to align and perceive this picture, we have sixty-four positions of the 

observer in kinds of matter and mutual organizations of metagalactic variants, taking 

into account the external variations of each of sixty four interdependent, inter-

organizing between themselves positions of the observer, down, of corresponding 

various characteristics, as it was shown on the mental type of observation. And, 

simultaneously, with the appearance of 64 positions of the observer, we must state that 

this is a conscious, automatic influence of each human on the surrounding metagalactic 

world. Moreover, both the planetary characteristics, as we are on the Planet, and the 

metagalactic characteristics, when the position of the observer doesn't allow any longer 

to operate in scales of the Planet and emanations of a Human, it passes this limit and 

begins to expand throughout the Metagalaxy Fa, leading and developing the 

Metagalaxy Fa. 

Thus, the position of the observer in Particular forms a 64-ary variation of growth 
of the position of observation and the corresponding perspectives of growth of a Human 

by this. From here we must clearly indicate that the position of the observer, each of 

sixty-four, will grow when a Human from the 8-ity of the fundamental basics and the 

8-ity of the fundamental beginnings will go to the 16 384-ity of the fundamental basics 
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and 16 384-ity of the fundamental beginnings, and in the doubling cycle, each position 

of the observer will periodically change, and grow, and develop further. It is, on the 

one hand. On the other hand, we must understand that by increasing the competence of 

a Human as a Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, Ipostas’, Teacher, Vladyka, Avatar and 

Father of an appropriate degree of competent preparation in mutual organization with 

the surrounding Matter and its expression, the position of the observer will grow, 

reflecting all these specifics and possibilities of the metagalactic development. And in 

this variant, we must see that a Human by the development of his position of the 

observer, influence on the surrounding matter. And in order to fold one or another 

element of material organization, to fix a new element of chemical development or a 

new feature of the laws of physics, as the physicality of matter of the Metagalaxy, it is 

necessary consciously to form, fix and unfold the physical position of the observer. And 

already from this perspective, to form new physical metagalactic possibilities. 

In addition to these basic expressions of a cosmic-natural character, we must 

understand that the professionalism of a human influences on each position of the 

observer. And from this point of view, we can consider the position of the observer as 

professional, civil, human and by expression of other competences of a human, which 

set him up for a more precise expression of certain specifics. But then 64 basic kinds 

of the position of the observer are strengthened by professional, civil and other specifics 

of the position of the observer. And we already expand not the qualitative indicators of 

the position of the observer of 64, but expand the quantitative possibilities of applying 

one or another position of the observer in one or another professional sphere of being. 

Moreover, we must understand that if we have a corresponding material organization, 

then the specificity of material being is immediately determined by that very 

organization of each human. And we can talk about the necessity to work out the 

position of the observer of different sciences on the one hand, different professions on 

the other. And thus, to form a new approach to the development of a Human, having 

formed a section of new scientific and civilizational formations of the position of the 

observer, determining in this position of the observer both the educational level, and 

the civilizational level, and other levels of development available to a Human and 

humanity. Thus, the position of the observer becomes one of the paradigmic 

foundations of the metagalactic existence of a Human. Because, wherever he moves 

metagalactically, the position of the observer, which he will act in one or another 

specificity of matter, will either allow him to unfold this situation in the way he needs, 

or with all the professionalism of activity but by the absence of the position of the 

observer, the negative expressions of everything required can be done. And in this 

interpenetration of the position of the observer by the corresponding perception of the 

Metagalaxy and kinds of matter, strengthened by the personal peculiarities of a Human 

and his professional competencies in synthesis of them, a Human of the Metagalaxy of 

a new type is formed, which can see all the processes as a whole, that are deployed in 
sections of the Paradigm and, simultaneously, using them, build professional, civil and 

other skills, abilities that allow this human to live and develop by the Metagalaxy Fa 

freely, multidirectionally and in accordance with measure of his preparation. 
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4. Part 4. Unicible 

Unicible 1. The monadic development of a Human 

Speaking about the "Unicible", we must first of all see the fixation of the life of a 

Human himself as a Unicible phenomenon, and thus, we will begin to understand more 

deeply why we talk about the nuclearity of microcosm in every Human and why we 

dwell on the nuclear structure of a Human in more detail. The fact is that the fixation 

of the life of a Human, as a compactification of certain possibilities, is laid down in 

every Human in such a Part as the Monad, which expresses exactly that Unicible 

expression of the fixation of the life of a Human. And when we say — the life of a 

Human, we must understand that life is a certain Ogon' that fills the body of a Human, 

of a special order, and it is fixed on such a Part as the Monad. It is clear that this Monad 

is evolving, it is developing as the corresponding Part of a Human, has its own 

parameters and properties, but we should see the four most important parameters that 

coordinate the Unicible of a Human by the corresponding phenomena of the Monad.  

The first one. In the Monad itself, as a Part — it looks like an ideal sphere — the 

Nucleus of Ogon' of the Life of a Human is fixed. This Nucleus of Ogon' of the Life is 

both the fixation and the source of the life which a Human is endowed with. And this 

nucleus has a certain centering within itself, where the source of life of a Human is 

raging. In this respect, we must understand that this source of life is beyond the 

metagalactic Matter, the Matter, as such. That is why we refer this source of life to the 

expression of Initially Highest Father, as the upravitel' of the beyond boundaries 

expression in relation to the Metagalaxy — of Ogon', where this Ogon', in fact, for 

people who exist and are fixed in Matter, comes from the beyondness, as the source of 

life of each of us inside, in the centering of the nucleus. One can disagree with this, it 

can be not taken into consideration, but here the main is not the question of the source 

of life, that can be determined more deeply and accurately in the perspective, but the 

main is that there is the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life, where all parameters of life of a 

Human are recorded. And this is the first Unicible that a Human implements, as such, 

with fixing the source of Ogon' of Life inside the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life. That is, 

there is a source of life inside the nucleus, in the centering of the nucleus; there is the 

Nucleus of Ogon' of Life in which a Human exists; and there are spheres of Monad, as 

a kind of spherical substance or spherical phenomenon around the nucleus, which is 

coordinated by the corresponding expressions of a Human. And at the first stage we 

will be interested in these spheres. 

Let's define with the Monad. It has four basic parameters. Actually, the Nucleus of 

Ogon' of Life with the source of Life inside, and the mysteries of its formation so far 

relate to Initially Highest Father. In the perspective, it will be cognized. This Nucleus 

of Ogon' of Life burns with the number of flames in accordance with number of Parts 

of a Human. Accordingly, if we talk about the previous millennium, when there were 
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three Parts, three flames of Ogon' of Life were known in literature. If we talk about the 

Metagalaxy, now 4096 Flames of Ogon' of Life standardly burn in the Monad of a 

Human. Each Flame of Ogon' of Life has its own Nucleus of Life. And the Nucleus of 

Life of this Flame is the source of Life of each Part. At the same time, the Nucleus of 

a Flame is in the Nucleus of Life of a Human and it turns out that in addition to the 

source of life, there are 4096 Nuclei of the source of life of each Part inside the Nucleus 

of Life of a Human. We must understand that the question is not simply in formation 

of a Part, not simply in its nuclear stamping. The question is in the Beginning of Life 

of a Part of a Human. When the nuclear mutual organization of all conditions, 

possibilities, realization of this or that Part comes, the source of life must fulfil its work 

for the Part to alive. Here in the Monad a very important switching process hides. A 

Part that is formed as a kind of Living matter, but still being formed, it is not living but 

is in process of growth and formation. In principle, as first months a child in the womb, 

probably a month, two or three. On the one hand, he is alive after fertilization and, on 

the other hand, he is not alive yet, he is being formed. At some moment, a critical limit 

comes, when doctors determine that a baby is already alive in the womb and there is a 

process of formation of the fetus of a Human. Exactly this period is determined 

monadically when the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life in the Monad turns on on this forming 

fetus. In the same way, according to the same analogies inside a Human, during the 

formation of a Part there is a primary formation of nuclei, possibilities of organization 

of a Part in the body of a Human. And at some moment, the nucleus of life of this Part, 

one of the 4096 nuclei, in the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life of the Monad turns on. And 

when the Nucleus turns on, all nuclei of the forming Part flare up with this source of 

life, and then this Part begins to live. The process of flaring up of Ogon' of Life of a 

Nucleus of each Part is not yet known to us, but we have found the technological 

mechanism and the source from which it happens is the Monad. That is, the Monad is 

very clearly defined as the Part supporting the source of Ogon' of life, located in the 

Nucleus of Ogon' of Life with Nuclei of Ogon' of Life of each Part inside the Monad. I 

emphasize, the source of Ogon' of Life, and the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life and all its 

specifications — this requires further research and designation. 

Accordingly, each Nucleus of Ogon' of Life of a Part burns with a special Flame. 

Here is the coordination of a Flame and a Part, where the Part that lives exchanges 

between the nuclei the corresponding flamy impulses or impulses of Ogon', which in 

fact denote the flameness of a Human. Imagine that we see the physical Body of a 

Human, which physically externally just stands, but inside a Flame of a certain Part 

rapes, sometimes breaking out, where all nuclei of this shell of a Part located between 

two nuclei of any atoms of the physical body begin mutually to penetrate between 

themselves by impulses of Ogon', which in external glance look like a Flame. And the 

concentration of etalonnost' of this Flame is in the Monad, where this small Flame, as 

an etalon Flame, fixes on the corresponding nucleus of Life of a Part in the Nucleus of 
Ogon' of Life of a Human. As a result, the Monad maintains the etalon Flame, which 

then rages in the synthesis of nuclei of the whole Part inside the body of a Human and 

determines ogon'-impulse state of the internal organization of each Part in a nuclear 

state between themselves. This does not cancel that these nuclei, having an impulse-
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ogon' state, begin to emanate Spirit by this Flame that is formed as a result of these 

ognenniy interactions. Light begins to emanate from the Spirit, that is, the Flame begins 

to shine and, accordingly, the Energy of the Part itself is formed inside the Light or 

from the Light, the Energy by which the Part itself begins to act. Here we must see that 

the organization and activation of activity of the Part itself expresses ogon'-impulse 

flamy source inside the physical body of a Human. Moreover, this data is quite 

scientific, because there are two kinds of researches that prove that approximately 

twenty percent of the human body consists of Ogon'. These are eastern researches, as 

far as I remember, South Korean; there are researches that give such a percentage. It is 

difficult to say how well-grounded this technique is, but if we direct these researches 

in this direction, then in the future we can learn to walk through the space in ogon', 

realizing that the concentration of human capabilities is not so much in his body, but in 

his Monad. And when organizing the passage of the Human body through spaces, we 

can use what we call the ogon' environment. Therefore, here we talk not about the Part, 

as a mystical phenomenon, but about the Part, as the organizer of one of the phenomena 

of a Human, life as such and the possibility, acting by this ogon', to achieve definite 

results of life activity in many spaces. 

So, in addition to Nucleus, the Monad has a Flame. The corresponding field is 

formed around the activity of each Flame, and the field of the Flame of Monad clearly 

reflects the field of activity of each Part. We remember that in fundamental beginnings, 

one of the first beginnings is called “field”. And each Part, accordingly, unfolds the 

fundamental beginning of the field. But this is not only the field of organization of the 

Part, emanating around him in the surrounding life. There is a source of this field around 

the Flame inside the Monad, where all characteristics of the field interactions of this 

Part are determined. These are very important characteristics, because this field can 

either accept a new thought or not accept it. That is, the field, on the one hand, acts as 

the defender of the Part, on the other hand, its characteristics determine which thoughts 

can enter into a Human and which cannot. And what level of thought or competence, a 

certain Human may not hear at all, even if it is said next to him, only because his field 

does not accept either these high thoughts or these low thoughts. Nearby someone can 

use obscene expressions, a human will not perceive it and will not hear it, because his 

field simply does not bear the characteristics of low vibrations of obscene words. And 

at the same time, people who are accustomed to low vibrations, if nearby to say a high-

ognenniy word on that or another theme, may not perceive this word, not understand 

the word and not see in it, for example, as well as people can't catch humor in some 

phrases and epigrams. Their field does not accept this epigram, this humor. This 

thought, or sense, or gist begins to adapt to the field, and there begins the work to 

imbibe it. And on the second, third day he understands it, and a Human laughs, he got 

it. His field accepted this gist, this meaning, this thought into this Part, and this Part 

could process the context that was laid down in this word, in these words. And this is 
not only the work of the Part, which receives and processes, but also the field effect of 

protecting the Part from incorrect interactions. And the etalon of these incorrect 

characteristics and interactions is in the Monad. This is the third Factor of the Monad. 

And the fourth Factor of the Monad, which we are particularly interested in, is the 
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spheres of Monad. Each Monad has 4096 shells of Parts for 4096 Parts. But, we 

remember that a Human has 16384-ity, and there are also etalon Apparats, etalon 

Systems, etalon Particulars. And, as a result, the Monad has 16 384 shells of etalon 

formation of each Part, System, Apparat and Particular. That is, in this shell the etalon 

formations and action of nuclei of each Part, System, Apparat and Particular are 

recorded. The question is why do we need these spheres? And here there are very 

interesting answers. Each sphere of the Monad coordinates with the corresponding 

High Whole Reality of the Metagalaxy, with the sphere of High Whole Reality of the 

Metagalaxy around the entire Metagalaxy. When we talk about the previous 

millennium and Monads of Humans of the previous millennium, the Monad of a 

planetary Human coordinated with the spheres of life around Planet Earth. And one of 

the first coordination was coordination with the biosphere, where the biosphere had its 

coordinating indicators around the Planet and, in fact, as the sphere of clearly organized 

life around Planet Earth, coordinated with one of spheres of Monad in support of 

coordination between the sphere, the biosphere of Planet Earth and the sphere of life of 

the Monad inside a Human. That is, the Monad is also a coordinator with the spheres 

of organization of life of each Human. 

And on the edge of the third millennium, there is completely a new phenomenon 

which has changed our view about the organization of the biological life of a Human. 

When Planet Earth entered the Metagalactic parameters of being, it entered there, in 

fact, by its evolution, by some its possibilities, and, naturally, that we as inhabitants of 

Planet Earth, entered there together with it. This does not cancel that we also entered 

into it and made some efforts. And here is the alignment of efforts of the macrocosm 

of the Planet and the microcosm of each Human, and if there were no mutual action, 

we would not have entered the metagalactic spheres of being. And in order to see the 

mutual action, as soon as the Planet entered the metagalactic coordination of matter, 

and we must understand that metagalactic matter differs from galactic, differs from 

solar and, in principle, from planetary, but the question is what level of matter the planet 

itself is aligned with. In the third millennium, even a little earlier, in 1999, the Planet 

leveled off and began to enter the matter of the Metagalaxy. This is the evolution of 

planets, that we cannot recognize yet. But the Planet in its evolution and organization 

of the biological life goes through, as we see today, at least four stages: 

1. Own life of the planet; 

2. Coordination with a star — sunny life; 

3. Coordination with the Galaxy — stellar life, multi-star coordination; 

4. And coordination with the Metagalaxy. 

If to consider that the whole universe creates us, and "us" is the collective of people 

on Planet Earth, then the whole universe also created the Planet in its possibilities to 

enter the metagalactic spheres of being, so that the universe can create us. And the 

process was mutual. Such a logical conclusion clearly follows from the Anthropic 
Principle. So, we, as egoists, for some reason saw the Anthropic Principle only with 

ourselves, but did not note that in order for the universe to create us, it should interact 

with Planet Earth, where we exist. This may be a different interaction of the 

pleiadosphere, pneumatosphere, noosphere, some other spheres through the biosphere, 
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through the universal sphere, through the metagalactic sphere of being, but it was, 

otherwise the universe couldn't create us inside the biosphere of the Planet. 

And so, the coordination of our Monads and spheres of Monads of a Human with 

the spheres of the Planet prepared each Human for the universal creation, and by the 

fact that the Planet accepted universal creation, first of all, it was accepted by the shells 

of the Monad of each of us, and the primary universal creation of each of us was 

monadic. And then the Monad was unfolding inside the body by the corresponding 

flamy organizations of Parts. For the previous millennium, the basic organizations were 

three Parts, three Flames. They were called the Flame of Volya, the Flame of Wisdom, 

the flame of Love, but they were fixed on the corresponding Parts. These Flames were 

not called the corresponding Part, because any of the Parts could carry the 

characteristics of any of the Flames. And, let’s say, Razum could act not by the Flame 

of Wisdom but by the Flame of Volya, and the real warrior was born, very reasonable, 

that is an example of flamy relations of the previous epoch, and so on in variety. Now 

everything is quite organized metagalactically, where the Flame is clearly called the 

name of the Part, and here, in general, these processes are all aligned. This does not 

cancel that there are Flames with the corresponding characteristics of Synthesis, Volya, 

Wisdom, Love, but these are already corresponding Parts of the organized life of a 

Human. Here it is just necessary to consider the names of the Parts and delve into them. 

And so, by the universal creation of us, our Monads, coordinating with the biosphere 

and other spheres of Planet Earth by their spheres, were growing up, and not only a 

Human grew up bodily, but also his monadic spheres in this coordination. And at some 

point, we reached macro and microcosmic balance. This happened approximately in 

August of 1999, and the Planet switched to the metagalactic spiral of evolution, without 

canceling that it retains galactic and solar evolutionality as part of its processes. The 

question, as always, is what is the highest, what is the most important? We must 

understand that until 1999, I emphasize, in accordance with the calendar of years 

accepted by humanity, the Planet passed a galactic spiral of development and couldn't 

interact biologically beyond the boundaries of the Galaxy. How long it was passing it, 

taking into account the geological time of the Planet, we leave beyond our fixation. 

This is a matter of additional researches. 

But we must understand that the Planet is the biological organism of the Metagalaxy 

and that the biosphere on the Planet can say about collective biologism, that is, there is 

an individual biological organism — this is each of us, and there is a collective 

biological organism — this is the Planet. And we recognize some characteristics of the 

collectivity of biology on the Planet, and even the modern science says that the planet 

is a living organism of a new type of biological form of existence. We completely agree 

with this. All characteristics say that a biologically living life of a human can appear 

only on a biologically living organism. But for the completeness of research, we should 

see characteristics of different Planets, that there are Planets with biological life with 
one of the characteristics, and there are Planets without biological life. And the first 

thing that can be unequivocally affirmed is that these Planets have a completely 

different characteristic of life in expression of the living and nonliving in Matter. But 

this requires further research, we just paradigmatically raise this question. As, this is 
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the Paradigm of a Human. Thus, through the universal concentration on each of us, 

where the shells of spheres of the Monad coordinated with the spheres of the Planet, 

we coordinated with the universe. And when the Planet began to move into the 

metagalactic cycle of development, we began to coordination, first of all, by our shells 

of the Monad, not with the spheres of life of the Planet, but with the corresponding 

spheres of life of the Metagalaxy. And this process continues till now. Accordingly, the 

Monad of a Human, taking into account seven kinds of Matter organized by the Planet 

earlier, in the last millennium, most likely had not more than seven spheres in shell 

development, and was grown from seven spheres by the Metagalaxy, where the 

Metagalaxy creates every Human up to 16384 spheres of the Monad, where one sphere 

of the High Whole Reality of the Metagalaxy clearly coordinates with exactly the same 

sphere in the Monad of each of us. And this Esm' the new coordination of Life of a 

Human Life, where there is a corresponding coordination of one of High Whole 

Realities, which is called the “biospheric”, but already metagalactically biospheric. 

According to our data, this is the 8192nd sphere of High Whole Reality in the 

coordination of the Metagalaxy, because this is the sphere of the top of the quantitative 

materiality of the Metagalaxy, that is the Shunyata or shunyata coordination of the 

sphere, as it is called metagalactically. It also requires further comprehension: we 

entered the biosphere of the Metagalaxy, which is a sphere around the entire 

Metagalaxy concentrated on the corresponding sphere of the Monad of each of us. At 

the same time, we must understand that each sphere of the Monad has a characteristic 

both collective and individual. The collective characteristic in coordination with such 

categories as biosphere, noosphere, informosphere, pleadosphere, atmosphere. By the 

way, there is an atmic, seventh kind of Matter, which expresses the atmosphere on the 

Planet. And purely linguistically-categorially, they are very similar, but we cannot 

approve a direct dependence, we have not yet determined this. But taking into account 

the fact that atmicity, as a kind of Matter, was also present in the previous millennium 

on the Planet, we can say that the atmosphere of the Planet is connected with the atmic 

realization of this kind of Matter. In addition, there is an Atmic Metagalaxy, which is 

much more universal than an Atmic High Whole Reality. Thus, there is both an Atmic 

kind of Matter, and an Atmic High Whole Reality, and an Atmic Metagalaxy. These 

are three different types of existence of atmicity in the Metagalaxy Fa.  

And if a Monad of a Human is coordinated with spheres of High Whole Realities, 

then, in fact, there is a coordination with a High Whole Reality of atmicity in 

continuation of development of the kind of Matter already present on the Planet. But 

then we can raise the question about that there is its own atmosphere in the Metagalaxy, 

if there is an atmic kind of Matter, which is limited by the sphere of atmic High Whole 

Reality, which is now seventh out of 64 possible options in the Metagalaxy. And we do 

not see this process, because this sphere is dimensionally organized in another scale 

and another dimensional organization of Matter. If to take that this is the 7th High 
Whole Reality, we must understand that there are 4102 dimensional organizations. This 

is a very big amount for our three-dimensional susceptibility. Therefore, in order to 

clearly determine whether there is an atmosphere and atmic interactions, we, in fact, 

must learn to act 4102-dimensionally. This, by the way, from the point of view of this 
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paradigm, is not such a complicated process and, simultaneously, complicated, because 

we must learn dimensional perception, and this is the change of the paradigm of our 

whole life. 

At the moment, we must understand that spheres of the Monad of each of us now 

coordinate with the spheres of the Metagalaxy. For today, in 2019 year, when we work 

over this Paradigm, on January 1, 2019, Monads of all living beings of the Planet Earth 

have been finally changed into coordination with metagalactic spheres of being, and in 

all monadic units of life, strictly legislatively, by the biosphere of the Metagalaxy, even 

if we don’t see it, it exists, and 16 384 shells of the Monad growth of each of us in 

coordination with all 16 384 spheres of High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy are 

fixed. There is their direct mutual dependence. And through the synthesis of these 

spheres of High Whole Realities, there is a direct mutual interdependence with 64 kinds 

of Metagalaxies. I remind you that the Metagalaxy itself is a synthesis of High Whole 

Realities. So, 64 kinds of the Metagalaxy necessarily have a synthesis with High Whole 

Realities of 64 foreshortenings of the Metagalaxy Fa. Although, in fact, everything is 

somewhat more complicated and multidimensional. 

And when we talk that it is necessary to change the type of materiality of a human 

from one type, for example, a physical metagalaxy, into another type — an etheric 

metagalaxy, the diagnostics of ensuring the process takes place both in the Human body 

and in his Part, which is called the Monad, where 16384 spheres of the Monad should 

ripen from the physical parameters and characteristics of life to the etheric parameters 

and characteristics of the etheric metagalactic life — all 16384. That is, to take the 

second from the 64 aspect of being of the second kind of the metagalactic relationship 

— the etheric. Correspondingly, to coordinate the concentration of etheric 

metagalacticity on a Human. And this concentration fixes both by the sphere around 

the body of a Human and by the concentration of this sphere on the Monad of a Human. 

And after preobrazhenie of 16 384 shells of the Monad and, accordingly, after 

preobrazhenie of nuclear coordination of the body of a Human, we pass into a new state 

of metagalactic being.  

This fixation on the Monad is the first step of the Unicible, which is necessarily 

fixed on a Human as a formation and reflection of the coordination of spheres of the 

Monad with spheres of the Metagalaxy between themselves and fixation of this 

formation and coordination on the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life. Thus, according to the 

results, we still state that the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life the Monad is fixed on all nuclei 

inside the physical body of a Human, and etalonnost' of the nuclear structure of the 

human body, and etalonnost' of the nuclear structure of each Part inside the human body 

depends on the etalonnost' of the Nucleus, fixed in the Monad of a human. Accordingly, 

those nuclei of Flames of the corresponding organization of life of a Part become the 

etalon for all nuclei that are formed inside the corresponding Part.  

And here we must understand that inside each sphere of the Monad an environment 
of subnuclearity is formed, that environment of etalon subnuclearity, which becomes 

an environment of subnuclear relations inside one or another Part of a Human. And 

there is a direct mutual coordination of subnuclearity of environment of the sphere of 

the Monad of a Human and subnuclearity of the environment of the corresponding Part 
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of a Human between themselves. And this, in fact, shows the first variant of the Unicity 

of development of a Human by the Metagalaxy and the fixation of the Metagalaxy on 

the unicity of a Human, where the Metagalaxy creates each Human, with the primary 

monadic fixation, where the Monad as a Part is the mutual coordinator of a Human and 

the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. 

In this expression, we can add that the Monad is fixed in the head of a Human as a 

Part. And these famous images of saints with spheres around their heads, not with halo 

over their heads but with spheres around their heads, this is an expression of the 

qualitative structure of the Monad, which simply shines with the following kind of 

substance, the light — substance. This is a Monad, that accepts not only energy-

substance but also light-substance. And this is such a cultural indicator of the monadic 

development of a Human, when ancient people learned to coordinate monadically with 

the spheres of the Planet Earth, and the corresponding sphericity began to shine around 

their heads, visible in certain mutual-relations of light and substance. And such people 

were called saints, light, highly developed, and so forth. In fact, this is the direct 

monadic coordination with the corresponding spheres of the biological life of a human. 

From this we can make a strange ethnographic or cultural conclusion that 2000 years 

ago not all people, if not worse, generally people did not have the coordination of 

spheres of the Monad with the spheres of existence of planet Earth, and there were no 

possibilities of corresponding interactions. Accordingly, this was naturally grown for 

the past two millennia, including the phenomenon of ascetics or some kind of 

specialists of spirit who developed these or other natural processes by themselves, but 

this was formed religiously through the experience of the previous type of human 

activity. Actually, this is a natural cosmic process where the universe created us and in 

this creation, if this or that human reflected this creation, then, in fact, at that moment 

the Monad coordinated with this or that sphere of planetary being, and there began an 

expression of another effect of light coordination of substances inside the body of a 

human. Most likely, people of that time simply saw that this head became light, more 

shining, brighter than surrounded people had and expressed it on the icons in the form 

of a halo. In fact, the process is cosmic-naturally unambiguous. 

And here the Monad is a unit of etalonnost' of fixations and mutual coordinations 

of a Human and the Metagalaxy: by spheres of the Monad with the spheres of 

metagalactic being, by the nuclei of Life of Parts of a Human as etalon nuclei, which 

form the nuclear etalonnost' of each Part. Accordingly, if Parts have a nuclear etalon, 

then the etalon of systems and apparats is a subnuclear environment that is formed 

inside each sphere of the Monad, which is responsible for formation of the etalon 

System, etalon Apparat, and etalon Particular. All this is fixed by the corresponding 

field state of a sphere of the Monad and is supported by the Flame of the corresponding 

Part. This unicible monadic mutual coordination of a Human and the Metagalaxy is 

fixed by such a Part as the Monad. 
Approximately, we have deployed the Unicible of one Part, which is more or less 

developed and which we have recognized for past 19 years. But all 256 etalon Parts 

and all their variations in 16 kinds also should be considered that way, that is all 4096 

Parts, Systems, Apparats and Particulars. And this is already the activity of the Science 
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of a Human, about which we declare and which recognizes Parts, Systems, Apparats 

and Particulars of a Human. And another science — Psychodynamics, which 

recognizes the activity and the specifics of the activity of these Parts, Systems and 

Apparats in diverse both macrocosmic, that is, external environment, and microcosmic 

internal environment. But with such a difference that the science of a Human recognizes 

each Part separately and together, and the science of Psychodynamics sees the activity 

of a Human by this Part in one or another professional or other environment where 

there is already not just a Human with a Part, but the interaction of a Human and 

corresponding expressions. 

We fix two sciences that are primarily concerned with this phenomenon. If to talk 

about the monadic coordination of High Whole Realities and spheres of the Monad, 

then we need the third science here, which we call the Science of Home, which 

coordinates such a part as the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each 

or the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of all 192 Parts of a Human of 

the 16th horizon, but at the same time it concerns the coordination of High Whole 

Realities of the Metagalaxy Fa in expression of a Human. 

Here are three curious sciences with curious names, which we, at a minimum, form 

completely new in the metagalactic sciences. Such categories of names simply did not 

exist in the sciences of the previous millennium, although everyone knows about a 

Human, but somehow officially the science of a Human wasn't formed. We formed it. 

Including the list of Parts of a Human that are in the application of this Paradigm of a 

Human, and we officially declare that it now exists and we begin to develop it. 

Unicible 2. Tsarstvos of Life 

The second Unicible, which is extremely important for a human and determines 

possibilities of a human are Tsarstvos of Life or the theory and practice of Tsarstvos of 

Life. We must understand that if the Monad is the fixation of the Nucleus of Ogon' of 

Life, then there must be an external macrocosmic mechanism of development of Ogon' 

of Life. At the same time, Ogon' itself also evolves and develops, and it cannot be said 

that the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life of a modern human coincides with the Nucleus of 

Ogon' of Life of a human that existed three thousand years ago. We can say: 

categorically does not coincide. By a very simple mechanics. If now the Nucleus of 

Ogon' of Life burns with 4096 Flames, then the characterization of the quantity passing 

into quality has a big importance for the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life. Accordingly, if even 

in the previous millennium, the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life of a Human burned with three 

Flames, then three Systems connected into one whole gave one homogeneous quality 

of Ogon' of Life. 4096 systems of Flames of modern life organization give a completely 

different quality of the Nucleus of Ogon' of Life. Therefore, in the external biologically 

specified characteristics, that are arms, legs, head, breathing, a Human has not changed, 

and in the internal microcosmic nuclear processes of organization, a Human has 

significantly changed, even in relation to people who lived even twenty, thirty, fourty 

years ago. That is, here the question now is not about centuries, but about modernity. 
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And you can see, and directly scientifically research the difference between two types 

of people: of the previous life format, those who literally existed 20-30 years ago and 

continuing to exist now, and of the new life format. But it’s not the fact that the 

Metagalaxy immediately formates everyone into a new, although the process is going 

very fast by the mosh' of the Metagalaxy. You can even see how much everything now 

is individualized on each, and this is a characteristic of the metagalactic life of the 

corresponding Monad. 

Returning to the second Unicible, we further determine that the Ogon' of Life grows, 

being organized by the Tsarstvo of Life, in the biological and biosphere variant of 

organization of Life, the theory and concept of which is completely not developed and 

there are no deep works on this topic. These are Tsarstvos of minerals, animals, plants, 

human. But, basing on the developed Parts of a Human, there are 64 Tsarstvos of Life 

in the Metagalaxy. At the moment, it is already easy to explain by 64 kinds of Matter, 

where the corresponding Ogon' of Life should act from the perspective of the 

corresponding kind of Matter. At the same time, the first four Tsarstvos, from the 

mineral to the human, take place automatically and are translated into metagalactic 

relations as the basis of the biologism and biological nature of planet Earth. But the 

Metagalaxy saturates the diversity of a Human and humanity with development of 

another 60 Tsarstvos, from the Posvyashenniy of Hierarchization, the fifth Tsarstvo, 

reflecting the 197th Part of a Human, to the Tsarstvo of Father, reflecting the 256th Part 

of a Human. 

And here we a little will deviate from the topic and give a little cultural analysis. 

For several centuries, religious humanity was dreaming of entering the Tsarstvo of 

Father. They called for this, prayed for it, did some special events on this subject and 

suddenly the Metagalaxy simply presents us the Tsarstvo of Father. On the one hand, 

we can say that these are random interdependencies or we called it that and, on the other 

hand, we can see in a different way, that the universe that creates us stimulated the 

preparation of a Human and humanity for the emergence of new Tsarstvos and life 

forms through the organization of the Syamatic Matter with which the Tsarstvo of 

Father is coordinated. The 64th kind of Matter is Syamatics, the 64th Tsarstvo of Life 

is Father, and the 64th form of metagalactic interaction (by synthesis of 62 kinds of 

metagalaxies) is the Metagalaxy Fa. I remind you, the Planet Earth is 63rd, Metagalaxy 

Fa is 64th. Thus, stimulating the idea of Tsarstvo of Father, the universe, by natural 

way of self-organization, sought from the masses of population of the Planet Earth to 

enter the new systematic of Tsarstvos of the biological life and nature of Cosmos, so 

that we can develop from the Tsarstvo of a Human into new Tsarstvos that give a 

qualitative originality of life and development of a Human as upravitel' of the 

Metagalaxy Matter. And this way, naturally, we were moving into the Metagalaxy Fa. 

If we see such a slightly ethnographic analysis of activity of humanity for last 

centuries, we will suddenly see not only the religious background of desire to enter the 
Tsarstvo of Father, as a kind of higher Tsarstvo, but we will see the cosmic-natural 

stimulation of the universe that creates us, which stimulated the transpassing into the 

higher Tsarstvos of life of metagalactic scales, and we deciphered it by our own 

Position of the Observer, that is religiously, and dreamed to enter the Tsarstvo of Father. 
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If to smile metagalactically, we can already say that Planet Earth has indeed entered the 

Tsarstvo of Father. And the religious dream is fulfilled by the cosmic-natural Factor. 

Because today 64 Tsarstvos of life are established on the Planet, reflecting 64 kinds of 

Matter, coordinating with all High Whole Realities, with 4 Worlds, with 16 Evolutions, 

by each Tsarstvo with all this scale. And the peak of the Tsarstvo organization of life 

and the biosphere organization of cosmic natural life is the Tsarstvo of Father, which 

came to the Earth and was established as one of the types of organization of 

metagalactic life. We can say even simpler: Planet Earth has entered into a metagalactic 

relationship, and the Tsarstvo of Father has come due to establishing the Metagalactic 

laws on it! 

And no matter how we relate to religious activity, with plus or minus — this is the 

position of the observer of an individual human — we want to state the Fact. This event 

is executed. And it was executed directly during these years of the metagalactic 

identification of the planet Earth and, simultaneously, with organization of new forms 

of Life of each human. Moreover, with appropriate preparation by the corresponding 

kind of Matter, published in all previous sections, each human can achieve the 

realization of Tsarstvo of Father, having passed 64 Tsarstvos. Unicible. 

I understand that the very organization of this Life and the quality of this Life needs 

further paradigmatic processing and scientific characteristics, further specifications, but 

the Fact remains to be the Fact — Tsarstvo exists. From here, we enter 64 Tsarstvos of 

Life that exist metagalactically, where the first four do not change, and 64 Ogon' of 

Life. For Human — 61. Why? Because the Mineral, Plant and Animal Tsarstvos are 

completely not characteristic metagalacticly for the body of a Human by Obraz and 

Podobie. And here, there is an interesting feature based on the philosophy of individual 

countries and peoples. In previous centuries of life, these philosophical tendencies 

assumed that a human can carry not human life, but animal life, plant life and even 

mineral life. And there were plenty of such mythological schemes and corresponding 

historical epics. Accordingly, most likely, in the natural planetary variations of four 

Tsarstvos, possible transitions of life into different expressions were allowed. At the 

same time, the human body could remain to be a human, but inside something animal, 

something plant, something mineral was expressed. That is, the body had the 

corresponding tendencies of mineralization, the corresponding tendencies of plants, we 

sometimes simply say that a human is like a vegetable, does nothing and grows like 

grass, as it is called in Russian. These are plant tendencies inside the human body. 

Maybe, animal tendencies inside a human is when he is aggressive and declares that 

"will kill everyone". These are animal tendencies in a human body. Metagalactically, 

all these tendencies of the first three Tsarstvos categorically leave the bodiness of a 

human, and the Metagalaxy fixates Ogon' of Life of a Human from the 4th Tsarstvo to 

the 64th Tsarstvo, and the first three are fixated as the biological diversity of life on 

Planet Earth and in Metagalaxy. And this is a very important phenomenon, because, 
from the point of view of the Metagalactic logic of life, we, obviously, will meet 

developed civilizations in the Metagalaxy that have the characteristic of not human, but 

animal life, but at the same time, looking outwardly similar to a human similarity, 

correctly speaking. But the question about the Tsarstvo, from the perspective of which 
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Life exists, is very seriously raised in the Metagalaxy, many and many relationships 

and realities of everyone’s life change from this perspective. Therefore, we will have 

to solve a question about the intercivilizational tsarstvenniy relations!  

As a result, we now raise the question xenobiologically, what is the tsarstvenniy 

human type of life in the Metagalaxy with razum and there is tsarstvenniy animal type 

of life with razum, and there is tsarstvenniy plant type of life with razum, and there is 

tsarstvenniy mineral type of life with razum. At the same time, all these types and kinds 

of life can remotely remind anthropomorphism. Or some other kinds, completely 

unknown to us. Therefore, when cognizing other planets and while being on them, we 

must take into account that forms of development of the microcosmism of biological 

life can completely differ from the biosphere of our Planet. And this can be both mineral 

razum life and bacterial razum life. And we must not violate the corresponding habitat 

of other creatures on other planets. And here we need to develop technical tools of 

analysis. It is clear that such speech for modern scientists borders on science fiction, 

and some may say: "He read fantastic novels". But if we move from the planetary 

Position of the Observer, where science fiction novels existed, to the metagalactic 

Position of the Observer, and see how diverse, multidimensional and variative the 

Metagalaxy is, then I can assure scientists who think so, that everything that our science 

fiction writers invented does not even reach to hundredths of a percent of the existing 

in the Metagalaxy. And this is just a reflection of the real metagalactic processes that 

this or that human could perceive and replicate, as the universe sozidaet him, and 

individually he was able to take more information base, downloading it from the 

universal sozidanie and making it a fantastic novel. I offer this aspect of research. And 

then we will begin to take more seriously the processes that exist around us, including 

processes that exist at other people who have the ability, for example, to interact with 

the information field of the universe and, downloading from there some elementary 

databases, to use it in literature, that allow to pre-comprehend possible future principles 

of human interaction in metagalactic habitats. I would even say that some science 

fiction novels were stimulated by the universal sozidanie of us, so that we could 

anticipate the typology of our action in advance. It can also be considered as the 

behavioral training of humanity for the future. And completely natural, cosmic 

specified. If to take under consideration that nature sets the instincts of animal behavior, 

why not lay the ethical instincts of human behavior for future cosmic relationships? 

And if we lay this inside individually genetically, it will not be deciphered and 

determined by a Human. And if we do this through the literary leaders of this or that 

nation of humanity, then it will be completely discussed, studied, comprehended and 

lead to some conclusions about the capabilities of a Human. We can see this process 

from this perspective, from the point of view of the Position of the Observer of the 

Metagalaxy. That is, it cannot be strictly said that it is only this way. Somewhere so, 

somewhere not so. But the process has a place to be. 
If to comprehend this way, we will encounter a little another reality of metagalactic 

interactions. And the basis of this reality is in the development of Tsarstvos. I would 

say that the science fiction writer has passed into a higher Tsarstvo than the human 

Tsarstvo. For example, the Posvyashenniy of Hierarchization. However, it is not 
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necessary that the Fantast himself knows that he is Posvyashenniy of some kind of 

Hierarchization. And being penetrated by the information field of the universe, he wrote 

the necessary variations of fantastic relationships that actually prepare us for real 

relationships in the future, that such creatures exist, and it is necessary to study to 

interact with them. Here is such an interesting background of the Unicible of 

development of a Human of Metagalaxy. 

From here we can establish that Ogon' of the Nucleus of Life of a Human is 

developed by Tsarstvenniy relationships. Based on what we have just published, each 

Tsarstvo has characteristics of external macrocosmic behavior, reaction, interaction and 

internal microcosmic behavior, reaction and interaction. And the Metagalaxy monitors 

not only the competence of each human by his podgotovka, but also monitors the 

quality of Ogon' of his life, reacting to his tsarstvenniy, personal capabilities of the 

cosmic nature of being. And depending on what Ogon' of what kind of Tsarstvo burns 

monadically in each human, this kind of relations of all cosmic nature is built by the 

Metagalaxy Fa in relation to this human. This is a priori axiomatically given reality. 

We must learn to recognize the hierarchical confederativity of Tsarstvo life of a Human. 

At the same time, from the point of view of the Metagalaxy, all people are equal, but 

differ by the quality of Ogon' of Life hierarchically. And, from the point of view of the 

Metagalaxy, there is no humiliation of a higher tsarstvo to a lower tsarstvo. The 

principle of the Metagalaxy is confederativity and the “first among equals”, when each 

human can become the first among equals in this or that recognition of the metagalactic 

process, because the Metagalaxy sozidaet every Human. It is also the anthropic 

principle of equality. Accordingly, for the Metagalaxy “one Human is higher, the other 

is lower” it is nonsense, because it is so huge that when we say that one Human is higher 

than another one due to something or wealth, or intelligence, or power, this does not 

make even sense for the Metagalaxy! These are just Ambitions of undeveloped 

creatures! Let's imagine that we live on a small part of the Metagalaxy — Planet Earth 

and declare to the whole huge Metagalaxy in coordination of our Monad with spheres 

of being of the Monad that I or someone else is higher than all other people. And how 

all the spheres of the Metagalaxy will laugh, looking at small creatures on a small 

particle called Planet Earth, that this little human defined himself higher above other 

small humans, but no further than on this small particle that exists with all particles in 

Metagalaxy Fa. And you must see this universal law. 

And when we begin to see it in the scale of the Metagalaxy, nothing but a smile, 

such a positioning of life does not cause. At the same time, it does not cancel the 

possibility of a comfortable life, organization of life, economic provision of life of this 

or that living beings, everyone has the right to apply life as he sees fit, but, at the same 

time, we all must understand that we are equal to each other by the metagalactic 

sozidanie of each human. And in accordance with our possibilities and abilities we 

reach all necessary limits.  
Hence a very interesting conclusion: The Soviet Union was right that each human 

is a friend, comrade and brother to another human. That is, equal to each other, we will 

translate into another language. Perhaps that is why the Soviet Human and the Soviet 

Union were allowed into cosmos by metagalactic conditions. We can also conclude that 
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there is an admission to fly out, to succeed, to have support of the evolutionary forces 

for exit into cosmos. And we should not discount that there should be an appropriate 

approach to this. As one famous comedian said: "Only a human with the name Gagarin 

could fly into cosmos and return, because the bird gagara flies higher above all birds in 

the atmosphere of planet Earth." And this is the humor of the biological history of a 

Human and humanity. And in this humor of the family name and anthropological 

characteristics, we can see the very humor of tsarstvennost' of Ogon' of Life, when for 

each action the corresponding Human is selected, by sozidanie of each by the 

Metagalaxy. This is the first among equals. And when constructor, technologists and 

managers guess with a Human, even if the technological process is not fully done, 

Gagarin had his technological difficulties during the flight, this is now historically 

known, the process succeeds because it is supported by the creation of the Metagalaxy 

of each of us. 

And vice versa, when a human is out of place and goes by wrong metagalactic 

interactions, then even a well-functioning technical process is violated, and, 

unfortunately, this leads to various sad consequences. Therefore, the principle of ethics 

of people among themselves, from the point of view of the Metagalaxy, is not an 

abstract ethics of “if I want — I follow, if I don't want — I do not follow”, but a rigidly 

defined cosmic natural process. Accordingly, forms of social behavior that violate this 

will sooner or later be pressed evolutionarily metagalactically. I would say by 

"tsarstvenniy Ogon' of life." And accordingly, the types of social, public, and even 

economic behavior that supports equality and develops each human will be supported 

metagalactically and develop the corresponding tsarstvenniy Ogon' of life. 

And by these characteristics and possibilities, we begin to see the tsarstvenniy Ogon' 

of life. That is, they are not just named for the kinds of tsarstvos, they require different 

ethics of a human, different aesthetics of a human, different competencies such as 

economic, cultural, scientific, technological, educational, managerial. And when we 

say “tsarstvo”, for some reason we see it as a natural tsarstvo. But we can see this only 

in the first four tsarstvos, before the tsarstvo of a human. As soon as we go from the 

fifth tsarstvo and above, the multiple characteristics of these specifications come, which 

allow the Ogon' of Life of a human to pass from one tsarstvo into another one. 

Moreover, these specifications must be stable inside. Suppose, a human must be stable, 

ethical inside and not less stable outside. Here the tsarstvenniy Ogon' of life requires 

the balance of beginnings: of macrocosmic outside and microcosmic inside. That is, 

when the ethics of a Human unambiguously stably corresponds to the necessary 

processes both outside and inside. It is clear that in addition to ethics, a variety of other 

processes is added and what we call “the transition of Ogon' of Life of a Human from 

one tsarstvo of life to another tsarstvo of life” is formed. In the previous glances, in the 

small number of four tsarstvos, we could not clearly determine that ethical, cultural, 

technological and economic factors influence the change of the nature of a Human 
himself. 

Metagalactically, we can now state for sure: “Ethical-cultural and technological-

economic factors categorically influence and uniquely form possibilities of a Human 

and his Ogon' of Life in the Metagalaxy, taking into account all the parameters of his 
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humaneness of being.” And here we will have to deal not only with a scientific 

paradigm phenomenon, but also to recognize that the Paradigm of a Human influence 

both the civilizational forms of communication, and the confederate forms of 

communication, and social forms and content of communication, and even 

technological processes in one or another degree of action. In order to cognize each 

kind of Matter, each kind of Matter needs the corresponding Ogon' of Life of 

corresponding tsarstvennost'. And if you do not have the Ogon' of Life of the 

corresponding tsarstvo, then you will not enter the corresponding from 64 kind of 

Matter. So, you will not form the corresponding coordinations with the corresponding 

62 Metagalaxies by the number of the Metagalaxy. This means that there will be no 

fixation of this metagalacticity on you and you will not go into a new factor of the 

material organization of the metagalactic being. And since this is stimulated by the 

evolutions of the Metagalaxy, then they will gradually strain the microcosm of 

nuclearity of each Human so that it goes in, develops and acts. 

And here we go into a very interesting approach, when cosmic natural realities form 

not only the natural interactions of a Human, but also stimulate his external 

macrocosmic interactions. At the same time, there are not rigidly defined instinctual 

positions, as animals have, but exactly stimulation. We must understand that history 

has proved that the economy of slaves was the most inefficient economy. It is clear that, 

metagalactically, if slaves fly into cosmos without an owner, if something happens to 

him, they will be incapable cosmically. Accordingly, free, capable, decisive, competent 

people are needed in the Metagalaxy. And this activity as a natural-cosmic preparation 

is done by tsarstvos. Therefore, we need to see tsarstvos not only as a biological factor 

of life, but as a mechanism of perfecting the application of macro- and microcosmic 

equilibrium, with the recognition of the behavioral external and internal reactions of 

each Human by the Ogon' of Life. At the same time, it strengthens, improves the nature 

of a Human himself in ordinary natural factors, because Ogon' of Life strengthens the 

qualitative expression of nuclei inside the body of a Human and hence the competence 

of the body of a Human as such. And a human from this feel not only some ethical and 

aesthetic norms or confederative categories of existence, but also the specific biological 

effectiveness of the activity of the body, which becomes more effective in expression 

of a higher tsarstvo. Roughly speaking, a Human of a lower tsarstvo will catch a cold 

and will be ill for a long time, a Human of a higher tsarstvo will catch a cold and will 

not be ill. He will simply be recovered by the Ogon' of Life. This is the simplest option. 

And the higher the tsarstvo, the faster and more complicated are to be effects, for him 

medically to go into some sickly overcoming. The lower the tsarstvo — it is more 

difficult to overcome the disease. And sometimes a disease is not a disease of a human, 

but it’s just a kind of weakness of his organization, where there is an attempt to move 

from one tsarstvo into another tsarstvo. A human cannot go into it, and all weaknesses 

of a human activate at this moment, and he supposedly gets sick. That is, the process 
sometimes is not in human health and medicine, but in the next introduction of 

tsarstvenniy relations. 

Therefore, when today I got the wish “to think about my health”, I thought that I 

should go into the next tsarstvo of life, as an example of a personal metagalactic glance 
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of an observer in the competence of a non-linear list of wishes for the New Year. And 

I thought that it is time to think about the next Ogon' of tsarstvenniy life, which should 

be self-organized by myself in all metagalactic competencies. The so-called new 

cosmic natural challenge, formed by the corresponding conditions of being. And, on 

the one hand, we can say: “Ah, we must take care of our health; in order nothing bad 

to happen.” And on the other hand, we should think from the metagalactic position: 

“So, on the New Year I got the wish: "change the tsarstvenniy organization of life ". 

And I already should smile the holiday and think about where to proceed. And this is 

not a game in fantasy, but a condensation of conditions of being of the Metagalaxy that 

sozidaet everyone. 

So, the second factor of the compulsory Unicible in a Human is the Ogon' of life, 

which is organized cosmically by the natural 64 tsarstvos, which have not only 

biological, but also ethical-aesthetical, confederate, scientific and civilizational 

indicators of the metagalactic nation in the kind of an individual synthesis of each of 

us by this Ogon' of Life. This is the second Unicible that the Metagalaxy requires from 

each of us, forming the physical Unicity of a Human. 

Unicible 3. Unit of being 

The third part of the Unicible is a Human himself. Attention! We must understand, 

and this is a very important and interesting glance, that for the Metagalaxy Fa the Unit 

of being is a Human! Not planets, not stars, not any other cosmic phenomena, but a 

Human himself! And if to proceed from the philosophy and existing theories of 

cognition, then the main in nature, in cosmos is anything, but not a Human, and exactly 

anything. It is clear that we must research stars, and Galaxies, and other phenomena, 

but here the main characteristic arises: what is most important for the Metagalaxy? And 

for the Metagalaxy, the most important is every Human, therefore the Metagalaxy 

sozidaet every Human. Why? Because the Metagalaxy chooses, fixing on everyone, 

those people who can act nonlinearly, freely, creatively, apply metagalactic expressions 

in a variety of possibilities, stimulating the growth of changes and realizations of the 

Metagalactic Matter, as such. That is, the sozidanie of the Metagalaxy of everyone has 

a cosmic natural predetermined character in order to find, roughly speaking, activists 

with different special characteristics that will allow the Matter of the Metagalaxy to 

rebuild and self-organize at the next, higher level of being. And here unicibly, as the 

ancients said: “there are a lot of invited, few units will reach”, gradually, metagalactic 

self-organization selects those who became the first among equals on that or another 

theme. And saturating with the possibilities of "everyone", gradually to restructure the 

Matter to the next level of being. And we must understand that this happens not at once, 

yesterday it was one Metagalaxy and today it became different, just jumped, but the 

cosmos remained at its place. It goes by the gradual accumulation of those very 

recessive features. But there are recessive signs of nature, where the biological Human 

evolves, and there are recessive signs of the Metagalaxy, where the Metagalaxy collects 

from every Human the best expressions of a Human from the point of view of standards, 
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laws, imperatives and axioms of metagalactic being. Summarizes them, passes them on 

to other people with the following law: “if one did, that is, this Unicible, it means that 

everyone did!” And immediately, the best parameters, standards are given to everyone 

biologically, socially, confederatively, and civilizationally, as new records in the nuclei 

that will stimulate the development of everyone. And this accumulates new experience, 

new opportunities for the development of the Matter of the Metagalaxy at higher levels 

of being. Moreover, we see the Matter of the Metagalaxy in 64 material characteristics, 

that is, these features can refer to any of the 64 kinds of Matter, and not just to 

everything in a whole. Therefore, there is a very interesting interaction: the Metagalaxy 

sozidaet every Human, and each Human, regardless of his awareness, sozidaet the 

Metagalaxy. And the law of the metagalactic equilibrium is in effect: the Metagalaxy 

sozidaet every Human, and each Human sozidaet the Metagalaxy. There is the Unicible 

of a Human in this law of equilibrium. At the same time, the sozidanie of the 

Metagalaxy can go both by the internal way of recognizing of something, and the 

external way, up to the technological constructional or any other solutions of 

development of technic, development and restructuring of Matter, where we sometimes 

are afraid to change it, but in fact, the Matter is formed in order a Human to change and 

develop it. It is clear that here we must not violate biological laws and factors of self-

existence, but at the same time, this law assumes that a Human is created in order to 

change the Matter, to manage it and preobrazhat' it. And in this, however paradoxically 

it is, the cosmic nature sees the Unicible. It appreciates preobrazovatel's. 

Accordingly, if a human enters into a certain system of possible preobrazovanies of 

Matter, then the Metagalaxy can strengthen the creation of that Human who 

preobrazhaet it, that is, to passionarate by him and strengthen his passionarity. It is quite 

a famous process of historical glances on passionarity by a Human. And this effect of 

metagalactic passionarity creates a kind of leader from each Human who promotes 

metagalactic processes in a particular process. Not the fact that each Human can do it. 

But here is the question of the Unicity: what does the Metagalaxy need, as the Unicity? 

Exactly, the creation of the Metagalaxy by every Human. It is clear that these words 

sound a little moralizing, if not to see that there is one more Unicible unique cosmic 

mechanismin the Metagalaxy. 

As a result of synthesis of all Parts, the IHHIHF of each appears  

around the body of a Human. The abbreviation IHHIHF is translated as the Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each, which guarantees that the higher 

upravitel' of the Metagalaxy, for the current period of history, Initially Highest Father 

supports each of this Home of Each. I remind you that all metagalactic Matter and the 

sphere of the Metagalaxy are inside the sphere of the IHHIHF, as a large-scale 

phenomenon, according to the first Paradigm, where there is a synthesizing of 

nuclearity, prasynthesness and various processes of self-organization. So, if IHHIHF 

as a whole is fixed around the Metagalaxy, IHHIHF which forms the Metagalaxy itself, 
then around every human, in the synthesis of his human dignity, the IHHIHF of each is 

fixed as the Unit of the metagalactic being. At the same time, according to the laws of 

the metagalactic nature, there is a fixation of spheres of the Metagalaxy on the IHHIHF 

of each, of 64 kinds of metagalaxies in reflection of 64 kinds of Matter, there is a 
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fixation of the spheres of the Metagalaxy Fa of 16 384 High Whole Realities. At the 

same time, the Monad mutually coordinates with the spheres of High Whole Realities 

biologically, for the support of life of a Human and his development — this is a 

microcosmic coordinator. And IHHIHF (the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 

Father) is a macrocosmic coordinator, when from the outside, from the macrocosm of 

the Metagalaxy, a corresponding sphere of being and phenomenon is fixed on a Human. 

The Monad is the Unicible in the microcosmic organization. Why micro? Because 

nuclei, the nucleus of Ogon' of Life influences on the quality of nuclei of the 

organization of a particular life, the subnuclear environment of the corresponding 

Systems, Apparats and Particulars in the spheres of monadic co-existence. This is an 

internal microcosmic phenomenon. The Metagalaxy Fa, as a whole, influencing 

macrocosmically by its sphere of macrocosmic fixations, fixes on the IHHIHF of each. 

And developing, the IHHIHF of each becomes a cell of the IHHIHF as a whole, existing 

around the entire Metagalaxy. That is, we can imagine a huge sphere around the entire 

Metagalaxy, an ideal sphere consisting of nuclei, cells densely-densely pressed to each 

other, and the IHHIHF of a Human, in accordance with the competence and podgotovka 

of a Human, becomes one of any of these nuclei. Accordingly, the IHHIHF of each 

human, as a sphere around the physical body, fixes outside the Metagalaxy in the 

IHHIHF, as such, becoming its cell of being. A cell is like a cell in a body of a Human, 

but it’s precisely a cell, because here, there is the IHHIHF of each (the Initially Highest 

Home of Initially Highest Father of each), a synthesis of all characteristics of a human. 

And thus, a Human gains the right to influence the Matter of the Metagalaxy, that is 

inside the IHHIHF, mutually coordinating by the IHHIHF of each and influencing by 

it. 

To make the process more understandable, let's clarify that each 16th Part out of 

192, among 16 of 256-ity of Parts, twelve in total, has the name IHHIHF with different 

characteristics. In 16 variants of 256-ities, there become (16 x 12) 192 such Parts 

around the body of a Human and they form an obolochechniy synthesis of IHHIHF of 

each. Here I would like to remind that the maximum amount of diversity of any Part is 

16: 16 Monads, 16 Consciences, 16 expressions of physical bodies from different 

perspectives of 16 evolutions. And the variety of Parts of IHHIHF is 192 in quantitative 

expression. Comparing these figures, we can see how much the metagalactic fixation 

on a Human is interested in development of this Part — 192 and 16. The unimaginable 

difference. Although, in general, already imaginable. And in synthesis of these 192 

variations of the sixteenth Parts of the IHHIHF, the IHHIHF of each is formed. With 

the corresponding development of a Human, the IHHIHF of each becomes a cell of the 

IHHIHF. What does it mean: "with the corresponding development"? Any IHHIHF of 

each is actually coordinated with the cell of the IHHIHF. But precisely the developed 

Human, by the Ogon' of tsarstvennaya life. What does a developed human mean? A 

very simple thing: minimally, the first expression of the IHHIHF is the 16th Part. It is 
not necessary to have complex analogies to say that it is the 16th tsarstvo that is 

responsible for the first coordination of the IHHIHF. And this is the tsarstvo of the 

Sluzhashiy of the Metagalaxy Fa. That is, when a Human brings up in himself, not just 

the creation of the Metagalaxy in his arrogance and selfishness that is ethical incorrect 
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in metagalactic standards and laws, but when he serves the Matter of the Metagalaxy 

because it creates him. This is not from the selfish expediency, but from natural ethical 

competence. Then comes the coordination of the IHHIHF of a Human by the 16th 

Ogon' of life and the cell of the Metagalaxy. And in this 16th Ogon' of Life of the 16th 

tsarstvo the IHHIHF of each is not just coordinated with the cell of the IHHIHF beyond 

boundaries of the Metagalaxy as a whole, but becomes the realization of this cell. And 

a Human receives powerful creative rights. I remind you that Sluzhashiy, as a 

characteristic, has the podgotovka of Statusness, and any Status has quantitative 

indicators of Beginnings of Creation. Correspondingly, the Sluzhashiy of the 

Metagalaxy Fa, expressing his Statuses, expresses the effects of Beginnings of Creation 

of the entire Metagalaxy Fa, as the 16th horizon and the 16th kind of tsarstvo. Here is 

such simple logical analytics. This is exactly the Unicible of a Human. 

As a result, the IHHIHF of each is coordinated with the IHHIHF around the 

Metagalaxy, and by this process, a Human goes out of dependence on metagalactic 

natural creations, continuing to apply all the mechanisms and to act inside the natural 

being, as well as we became independent Units on the Planet in expression of the 

freedom of volya, freely moving around the whole Planet, processing its Matter, 

building new ethical norms. But this does not cancel that we continue to breathe the 

atmosphere of the Planet, drink the water of the Planet, have food nurtured by the plant 

effects of the biosphere of the planet and so on. The same thing is in the Metagalaxy, 

we go beyond the boundaries of metagalactic relations, becoming a free expression of 

the IHHIHF of each, and this does not cancel that we continue to be created by the 

Metagalaxy, in accordance with all standards of metagalactic phenomena. Sluzhashiy 

of the Metagalaxy Fa is the 16th tsarstvo, and there is also the 32nd tsarstvo of the 

Teacher of the Metagalaxy Fa. And there is also the 48th tsarstvo of the Avatar of the 

Metagalaxy Fa. And also, the 64th tsarstvo of the Father, where there is no longer the 

notion of the Metagalaxy Fa, and there is the highest managerial competence of 

everything-in-everything. These are cosmic natural tsarstvos. 

Therefore, going out into the IHHIHF around the Metagalaxy, a Human, by his 

IHHIHF of each, receives powerful creative beginnings for preobrazhenie of the Matter 

of the Metagalaxy by his own being. Moreover, depending on the competence of the 

Position of the Observer, one can understand anything under the preobrazhenie of 

Matter. Both ore mining, and the creation of some new phenomena, and even the 

simplest phenomena such as a flight on a technical apparatus, because this is also a 

creation of the Metagalaxy, because a technical object appears in the Metagalaxy that 

did not exist in it before. Maybe, existing in some other civilizations, but taking into 

account the peculiarity of a humanity, it created a technical apparatus, and this is also 

an element of the creation of Matter of the Metagalaxy. And thus, speaking about the 

metagalactic creation, we talk about the activity of a Human in cosmos and about the 

expansionist potential that the Metagalaxy itself lays in each Human, so that we expand 
the life of the Metagalaxy. And the more we will live on more diverse objects, planets 

and other technical devices, and the more we will overwork different kinds of Matter 

of the Metagalaxy, the more efficient the Matter of cosmos will grow in the next 

realization of being. And we should treat this normally — this is the cosmic natural 
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standard laid down by nature itself in every human. 

As a result, IHHIHF of each is coordinated with IHHIHF as a whole. And as well 

as the IHHIHF works out the nuclearity of existence of Matter of the Metagalaxy with 

a corresponding records of prasynthesness in these nuclei, with developing of the 

corresponding materiality of the Metagalaxy (see Paradigm T.1. The Paradigm of 

Science of Initially Highest Father), and IHHIHF of each of a Human begins to develop 

possibilities of the nuclear development of a Human around him by the corresponding 

kinds of Matter. Imagine, a Human has the IHHIHF of each, in the center of the 

IHHIHF of each there is a nucleus of the highest competence of a Human, where the 

IHHIHF of each records the best possibilities of the macrocosmic organization of a 

Human. This nucleus reflects in the spheres of the IHHIHF of each, where the IHHIHF 

of each is not a homogeneous Part, but a set of spheres with different quantity and 

quality of development, depending on the competence and podgotovka of a Human, if 

to look from the perspective of the 16th tsarstvo, then not less than 16. Here is an 

interesting analogy, that we have exactly 16 Ogneobrazes. This means that 16 

obolochkas of IHHIHF of each create an environment of 16 ogneobraz expressions of 

the entire Metagalaxy in synthesis with each other. And IHHIHF of each is occupied in 

such expressions as the conditions of the Metagalaxy Fa in each human. That is, there 

is the 16th Particular, which is called Conditions. What does this mean? We live in 

accordance with the corresponding Conditions, which synthesize the corresponding 

circumstances, and with the stability of the repetition of certain conditions, they become 

traditional. Let's suppose we have conditions that we breathe. We have conditions that 

we walk on two legs. This is both the constancy, and at the same time conditions, as 

the necessity for such movement and so on. IHHIHF creates conditions of those or other 

possibilities of a Human. It supports constant and forms new ones, in order the creation 

of a Human in the Metagalaxy be successful. 

Here we can see an interesting cosmic natural perspective: inside the IHHIHF of 

each, a special environment of each human is gradually formed. Indeed, the IHHIHF 

of each is a sphere around the body of a human, about 3-4 meters in diameter, depending 

on the development of a human and depending on the growth of other parameters of a 

human. And the environment is formed inside this sphere. As well as the Monad, the 

IHHIHF of each is coordinated with the spheres of the Metagalaxy Fa. But the IHHIHF 

of each is coordinated not with all spheres of High Whole Realities, but with the sphere 

of the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole, with the shells of the Worlds as a whole, and with the 

synthesis of different High Whole Realities among themselves. That is, if the Monad 

fixes each High Whole Reality, as it is, and simply forms the sphere of its 

characteristics, then the IHHIHF of each synthesizes different High Whole Realities 

among themselves into one sphere of the existence of a Human. This means that 16 

spheres of High Whole Realities developing 16 Parts of a Human fixates on a Human. 

From the point of view of the Monad, these spheres are coordinated to the Monad, a 
subnuclear environment is formed and 16 Parts develop. From the point of view of 

IHHIHF of each, 16 spheres of High Whole Realities are synthesized, forming a 

homogeneous environment of a human, they are synthesized spherically between each 

other, forming a dense shell (obolochka) of the IHHIHF of each in synthesis of 16-
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spheric existence, where there is no longer any separate sphere of High Whole Reality, 

but there is one 16-spheric environment of life of a human or one 16-High Whole-Real 

life of a human. That is, one reality differs from another one. Here the individual reality 

of a Human arises in accordance with the synthesis of High Whole Realities by the 

IHHIHF into one whole, into one High Wholeness of a Human in synthesis of all High 

Whole Realities between each other. Thus, IHHIHF of each works out the 

concentration of all metagalactic phenomena into a homogeneous whole metagalactic 

environment of each Human. Having worked out this unity, the IHHIHF of each of a 

Human begins to emanate this unity by itself, and a Human naturally coordinates and 

exists, and easily acts in any variant of 16 high wholeness of realities. That is, in fact, 

IHHIHF of each creates an environment of free behavioral interactions of a Human in 

the entire Metagalaxy. 

In the Paradigm, we raised the question of what we would later say about such a 

Part as Metagalactic Freedom. That moment has come. The corresponding Part, the 

Metagalactic Freedom reflects in the IHHIHF of each, a priori forming an environment 

of free expression of Volya and action in all Matter of the Metagalaxy of each Human. 

But in order for this environment to be created in the IHHIHF of each, the IHHIHF of 

each is centered on such a Part as Metagalactic Freedom. And looks at the degree and 

competence of the freedom of a Human in expression of all Standards and Laws of the 

Metagalactic Freedom by each Human, in order to in coordination with this Part to 

implement the possibility of admission of a human to these or another expressions. 

Including, in protection of Life of a Human, because, if to overestimate freedom, 

lawlessness will appear, and a Human will certainly enter those areas where he will not 

withstand certain phenomena, if to say simpler, he will burn up, to the point that life 

can perish. A protective mechanism works here, where the IHHIHF of each is 

coordinated by the Metagalactic Freedom and determines the degree of freedom of 

human capabilities by the development of the Part Metagalactic Freedom. Therefore, 

one Part determines the degree of freedom of a human, and the IHHIHF of each already 

realizes — how many High Whole Realities, what concentration of Worlds, what 

strength of evolutions, what scale of subnuclearities, different strengths, different other 

indicators of the Metagalaxy, which are much more than we now discuss with you in 

the brevity of this Paradigm can be fixed on this Human.  

Accordingly, IHHIHF of each accumulates not only known phenomena, but also 

such phenomena as a discharge, a universally-obraz-making strength, which form the 

systemic state of individual Parts, but also existing metagalactically as a whole. Or such 

natural phenomena that we used to study scientifically, for example, impulse. Impulse 

of one or another energy of the Metagalaxy. The charge of this or that spirit of the 

Metagalaxy. As, in different High Whole Realities there is a different spirit and a 

different charge of spirit. And we can think only about the charge of energy. And we 

have 16 scientific characteristics of expression of certain specifics of the Metagalactic 
Matter. And the coordination with these specifics of the Metagalactic Matter is also 

implemented by the IHHIHF of each. Therefore, we talk about the macrocosmic 

interaction of IHHIHF of each of a Human with the entire Metagalaxy, where the 

external characteristics of metagalactic activity are applied to the individual capabilities 
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of a Human. 

If to take a very high perspective in the future, then IHHIHF of each forms a stable 

environment inside its sphere for existence of the physical body of a Human. That is, it 

actually forms the small biosphere of being of this physical body, the small inform-

sphere of being, external of this physical body, small other necessary spheres for life 

and being, including even the water balance of this physical body. And in the prospects 

of natural development, a human can stand in cosmos without a spacesuit in this sphere 

of IHHIHF, or stand on another object of cosmos without technical devices in the form 

of a spacesuit and other expressions, where IHHIHF of each will maintain an 

appropriate atmosphere, water sphere and other necessary balances, including 

temperature, including meteorite, magnetic, field protection and so on, and will allow 

the biological body of a Human, in the prospects of cosmic natural growth, to move 

freely all over the Metagalaxy and its objects. But at the same time, with the existing 

competence: on which temperature objects such as stars, the IHHIHF of each will be 

able to stand up, according to the preparation of a Human, and on which ones it cannot 

stand up. 

And here, IHHIHF of each works out such an interesting process of macrocosm, 

coordinated with the microcosm of a Human, where IHHIHF of each gains the 

characteristics of a macrocosm with the corresponding interactions and phenomena. 

And the process of microcosmic organizations gradually grows inside the body of a 

Human. The result of this activity will be not only the fact that IHHIHF of each, as a 

cell, exists in IHHIHF as a whole outside the sphere of Matter of the Metagalaxy Fa. 

But the result of this diverse activity will become an expression inside the physical 

body of a Human, the reflection of one of the Metagalaxies, and first of all the 

Metagalaxy Fa, as an internal bodily microcosm, where there is the coordination of the 

microcosm of the Metagalaxy Fa with the external macrocosm of the Metagalaxy Fa in 

the homogeneous process of equilibrium of two cosms between themselves inside the 

physical body. And this equilibrium of the microcosm inside the physical body of a 

human is supported exactly by the IHHIHF of each. Because it, as a cell, is coordinated 

with IHHIHF as a whole beyond boundaries of the Metagalaxy Fa and therefore beyond 

boundaries of the macrocosm, that allows to reflect the microcosm inside the physical 

body of a Human by the corresponding specificity of Matter, and to align the 

macrocosm of the Metagalaxy Fa and the microcosm inside the physical body between 

each other, by the golden mean and the equilibrium of which will become the IHHIHF 

of each of a Human. And this is a Unicible cosmic-natural, perspective and large-scale 

phenomenon, which the Metagalaxy and cosmic nature begins to form in every Human. 

And there are no such realities of existence on Planet Earth now, although all the 

preparation for this was carried out in previous centuries. I think we will gradually 

research it by the Historical Synthesis. 

But by this fixation in the Paradigm of a Human, we enter new cosmic realities of 
this existence of Positions of the Observer of the Metagalaxy, which see these processes 

not as a fantastic realization of something there, but as an official process of 

metagalactic realization legislatively assigned to each Human. Roughly speaking, 

whoever pays is the one who orders the music. If the Metagalaxy Fa creates each of us 
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and spends its metagalactic resources on our creation, then sooner or later it will require 

an answer not in the form of abstract material transformability, that, in principle, it can 

organize by breaking meteorites by each other by the corresponding discharges of 

Metagalactic spheres. Here is a higher process. The Metagalaxy Fa must reflect the 

macrocosm of its being in the microcosm of every Human; to grow up the upravlenec 

of the Metagalaxy Fa. And for this it forms the appropriate technological developed 

mechanism that is the IHHIHF of each. Or it simply implements the appropriate 

technologies of the IHHIHF of each, which accumulates appropriate correspondences 

of the environ of the physical body by the macrocosm of the Metagalaxy, with the 

formation of the corresponding biological environ parameters, the parameters of the 

existence of the physical body of a human in the corresponding necessary environ 

inside the IHHIHF of each with the reflection of all macrocosmic parameters on the 

shells (obolochka) of the IHHIHF of each. And in the reverse order they form a 

microcosm inside each human. And since the Metagalaxy Fa creates every Human, 

then through the technology of the IHHIHF of each, every Human begins to create the 

Metagalaxy Fa, by formation of own internal microcosm. And this fact is being 

established paradigmally, as the perspective of the cosmic nature of a Human and the 

Unicible requirement of the Metagalaxy Fa to each Human. 

As a conclusion, it remains to add, that from the point of view of the Metagalaxy, 

the IHHIHF of each can also be a developed nucleus. We published that the sphere of 

the Metagalaxy Fa or the sphere of the IHHIHF is a sphere that has nuclei in a dense 

ligament that become cells. Therefore, in fact, it can be said, that it is a macrocosmic 

nucleus. There are microcosmic nuclei inside the body of a Human and there is IHHIHF 

of each as a macrocosmic nucleus acting around the physical body of a Human. This is 

a very interesting statement. 

Accordingly, IHHIHF of each as a macrocosmic nucleus has a certain environ of 

Ogon', as the nucleus is a clot of Ogon'; it has a certain environ of Spirit, has a certain 

environ of Light and a certain environ of Energy. In order not to be unfounded and not 

think that this technological glance has grown out of nowhere, I will remind you the 

iconography of Orthodoxy, when some highly advanced elders has the sphere of Light 

fixed not around the head, but around the whole body. It is clear that there are religious 

explanations for this process, but, since we see scientifically, we began to search for 

the natural factor, and what it is, from the point of view of nature. And we found the 

mechanism, which at one time we worked out on the experimental platform of the 

Russian Federation in the field of education, called the Eco of a Human. The 

experiment was called "Ecosphere optimization of pedagogical processes by systems 

of Eco of a Human in the aspect of neotchuzhdennost’." That is, we were engaged in 

coordination of the Ecosphere of the Planet, with all the phenomena of natural factors: 

the biosphere, noosphere and so on, on each Human by expression of the Eco of a 

Human, as a specificity of the educational process. This experiment was approved in 
1991, lasted 8 years, and we achieved certain results and parameters there. Therefore, 

this technological perspective for us is not theoretical competence, but to some extent 

practical competence, proven on the corresponding planetary character of 

implementation. We add that even planetary nature forms such a notion as econisha. 
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But there are econishas of collective existence, but we have proved that there are 

econishas of individual coexistence, which are called the Eco of a Human. Eco 

translated from Latin — home. We can say in Russian, we were expressing the Home 

of a Human. And this characteristic is so complicated that no one has ever dealt with 

the theoretical expression of the Home of a Human as a reflection of the Ecosphere, 

that is, the sphere of Home of the entire Planet. But in fact, there is an individualization 

of econishas of collectives into an ekonisha of each human. And in previous centuries 

or millennia, certain ascetics were engaged in this, who sought to fix various natural 

processes on themselves and to form either an environment of Spirit by themselves, or 

an environment of Light by themselves, or a special environment of spirituality, or a 

special environment of holiness, that is, a certain environment around the existence of 

their physical body. And as soon as we talk about the environ of existence around this 

or that body of a Human, historically described in antiquity, we immediately come to 

understanding of formation either elements of Home of a Human, or some perspectives 

of mutual coordination of the ecosphere of the Planet and the Home of a Human in a 

different perspective of natural being. At the same time, the way how people described 

it, how they perceived these processes is just a reflection of their position of the 

observer in the corresponding education, competence and development of civilization 

communities of that time. Therefore, we can find a diverse description of these 

processes that have a completely different perspective. But in fact, this is the formation 

of the econishas of a Human of the individual coexistence of the ecosphere of Planet 

Earth. That is, the whole nature of Planet Earth, led in the same direction, but the 

reflection was not metagalactic, but natural planetary. Continuing to implement these 

processes, we found the processes of coordination of the Home of a Human and the 

Metagalaxy Fa, as soon as the Planet naturally entered the next sector and the next 

spiral of evolutionary metagalactic development. But the Metagalaxy, as a huge 

phenomenon, demanded a new name from the small name Home, because for various 

biological creatures the home has a completely different notion, and in humanity the 

category “home” has a different notion — a house (home) of culture, a house (home) 

of commerce, the home of one or another family, family home. And this is already an 

applicable category in various fields, that will require complex explanations and hence 

inefficiently acting. And an abbreviation was worked out, to which the whole cosmos 

reacts. Moreover, it was developed for several years and was ambiguous for many years 

and there were different names for these abbreviations in previous years of work over 

this phenomenon. I think, historically and in the perspective, we will develop this, we 

have all these notes. And as a result, the ideal abbreviation IHHIHF of each was worked 

out, to which all metagalactic Matter reacts. Non contradictorily. And the interaction 

of this name with any phenomenon of the Metagalaxy leads to the corresponding 

practical results, has the corresponding cosmic-natural function that allows a Human to 

form his new capabilities. Therefore, we settled on the name IHHIHF of each, which is 
very correctly metagalactically mutually organized, and for many years has shown its 

adequacy, competence and realizability of various applications. And this became the 

third factor of the Unicible formation of a Human metagalactically. 
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Unicible 4. Synthesis 

The fourth part of expression of the Unicible of a Human implies the development 

of such a method as Synthesis, where it is necessary to lay the appropriate metagalactic 

approach in expression of synthesis of everything in everything. On the one hand, this 

is, to some extent, already developed and explicit approach that exists in humanity, 

taking into account the fact that the methodic of synthesis is known mathematically, 

and the philosophy of synthesis is developed over last 17 years by a team of 

philosophers of synthesis. On the other hand, the approach as the cornerstone of 

civilizationality by the method of synthesis is absent in humanity. And even more, it is 

absent in science and scientificity, as such. The very principle of metagalactic relations 

implies the synthesising of completely different phenomena, events and possibilities 

among themselves, and in this synthesis — the universalization of different 

possibilities. That is, the meaning of the synthesis of everything in everything is not to 

compile everything or to combine everything into one whole, but vice versa, by the 

variety of characteristics and parameters of the most antinomic phenomena, and even 

in the struggle of opposites, to lead to synthesis of new possibilities. And, presenting 

the Paradigm of a Human from the point of view of a metagalactic being, we should 

see that Synthesis will be one of the most important expression of a Human in the 

metagalactic development by expression of synthesis of everything in everything. Here 

we can see the logical chain from the previous historical stages of the development of 

a Human, when a Human was developing an expression of Love, a Human was 

developing an expression of Wisdom, a Human was developing an expression of Volya, 

known in the various characteristics of previous centuries. But a Human did not develop 

a characterization of Synthesis, especially synthesis of everything-in-everything, as a 

principle of his existence. Here we are talking about the principle of existence of a 

Human, where the Synthesis becomes higher than Volya and the next stage of 

development than Volya. 

Here we can return to the initial idea of our story, where the One Father had the 

Trinity — Love, Wisdom and Volya. And the Father gradually expressed Love, 

Wisdom, and Volya through the corresponding representative of the Trinity. But when 

the Trinity hypostatically merged into the Father, the Father himself synthesized the 

Trinity by himself. He did not unite them into one whole, but synthesized — when the 

effects of each Ipostasness from any expression of the Trinity were kept, but at the same 

time the Father became the One, whole and, in fact, the Father. And this method in the 

previous thousand-year meaningfulness of humanity actually characterized the activity 

of the One Father or Heavenly Father, Allah. If to consider not Christian Trinity, but 

the Muslim glance, then the first and one of the most important prayers of Muslims 

says: "And Allah created a Human above the gods." Thus, if Allah created a Human 

above the gods, then, recalling the Christian analogue, that there is God the Father 

dealing with Volya, God the Son dealing with Love, God the Holy Spirit dealing with 

Wisdom and if “a human is above gods”, then a Human was created above the Trinity. 

The question is what a Human was created by? By Synthesis. 

And for what? The answer is simple — for synthesis. That is, if to combine Muslim 
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and Christian texts as ancient Wisdom, and to consider it out of the religious separation 

from each other, and to remember that both Christianity, and Islam, and Judaism are 

three sections of the Abrahamic approach, the so-called religions of Abraham, then 

separate meaningful contexts Abrahamistically could remain in one or another part of 

religious perception. Accordingly, we can say that from the most ancient beginnings, 

from the most ancient wisdom they hinted that a Human use the method not of Love, 

Wisdom and Volya, but, in fact, is formed by the method of Synthesis by the Father 

and, or Allah. Because we can look at "above the gods" in different variants. As a result, 

exactly Father gives a Human the method of synthesis, creating a Human. 

If to take the meaning of ancient texts that Abraham met the Trinity, and the Trinity 

already was Love, Wisdom and Volya, who was Abraham himself? He was Synthesis. 

As a Human. But here we can introduce the category of “synthesis”, the method of 

synthesis and the synthesis as such, not as a category, as a method in scientific 

understanding, but as a certain principle of vitality of a human, from very ancient 

variations of creation of a Human, evolutionary, paternal, natural. And the main 

characteristic of a Human, as such, is an expression of synthesis. And taking into 

account all that is published in this Paradigm, a synthesis of everything in everything. 

And by this, the growth of a Human on the level of possibilities of the Father, as such. 

Then the evolution of the Father becomes clear. If in the previous effects the One Father 

expressed synthesis and created a Human for the realization of synthesis, then, being 

realized by the evolution of the Father, a Human himself becomes a synthesis. And in 

this approach, both modern natural, and modern evolutionary, and modern 

philosophical tendencies of expression of synthesis by a Human become clear.  

Here we should recall one more analogue, also from the Abrahamic perception of 

the Muslim world, there is another statement, very curious: “And the righteous will go 

into Ogon' and stand in front of Allah. But not righteous will not be able to go into 

Ogon', and will not be able to be in front of Allah.” It is clear here that, first of all, we 

pay attention to the state of Ogon'. If to recall that all previous epoch, a Human was 

developing spirit, light and energy in various forms, then a “righteous”, that is, an 

ascetic, a more developed Human, goes into Ogon' and by this he stands in front of 

Allah. But we think philosophically and paradigmally: why to stand in front of Allah 

in Ogon'? And why a Human becomes a righteous precisely in Ogon' and not in Spirit, 

if Father can give a Human the Volya of development, remembering the Christian "not 

my Volya (Will), but Thine, Father." And here, based on the methodics of the 

metagalactic development, we see a paradoxical thing where Love is recorded in 

Energy — this is an axiom of the metagalactic nature of being; where Wisdom is 

recorded into Light axiomatically by the metagalactic nature of being; where Volya is 

recorded in Spirit axiomatically by the metagalactic nature of being; and where 

Synthesis is recorded into Ogon' axiomatically by the metagalactic nature of being. 

Thus, even in the previous epoch, Allah, as the Heavenly Father (in the analogous 
perception of Christians), who owns the synthesis, directed a Human to go into Ogon', 

to stand in front of Allah, that is, the Heavenly Father, in order for Father to record in 

a Human the following necessary Synthesis. In other words, the righteous had to go 

into Ogon' not only in order to stand in front of Father. The meaning was not to stand 
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in front of Father, but to communicate with Father, to receive guidance from Father, to 

receive some kind of recommendation and perspective from the Father. The question 

is by what the righteous could receive perspective from the Father, guidance from 

Father and some realizations of the Father? If the righteous stood in Ogon'. He couldn't 

do it by Volya as it is a record in Spirit. He couldn't do it by Wisdom as it is a record 

in Light. He couldn't do it by Love as it is a record in Energy. So, being in Ogon', the 

righteous could receive only Synthesis from Father. Synthesis of perspectives, 

synthesis of guidances, synthesis of the following recommendations of development of 

the righteous than those that he already had. And if we look unbiased, not fanatical, not 

dogmatic, at the published processes of famous texts, we will see that the method of 

synthesis, the principle of synthesis, the perspectives of synthesis were growing for 

centuries in development of a Human and humanity. And in principle, we can conclude 

that the Metagalaxy, first of all, carries Synthesis and synthesis approaches in the 

development of a Human. 

If to go away from the analysis of culturological meanings of religious texts or so-

called Sacred Writings ... “So-called” only because the word “sacred” goes back to the 

category of Light. That is, the "Sacred Writings of the Light." Bearing in mind that 

Wisdom is recorded in the Light, then it is a writing of Wisdom in the Light. This 

process follows systematically. We can go into the notion of synthesis also 

scientifically astronomically, creating not a big hierarchical ligature. Astronomically, 

four basic categories of cosmic development are known — the Planet where we are; 

The solar system in which the planet is located; The galaxy in which the solar system 

is located and the metagalaxy in which the galaxy itself is located. There are various 

forms around this in the form of supergalaxies — clusters of galaxies, many stellar 

interactions, stellar systems inside galaxies. But, in fact, four main forms of expression 

of cosmos, if to reduce everything to a basic minimum, are known as such connection. 

If to add an analogue of an astronomical phenomenon with the quaternity of known 

organizations of principles of a natural phenomenon, then the Planet is Energy and 

Love. And here, the understandings of many people are clear that “God is only Love”, 

there is such a famous phrase. So, these people see one of the principles of the Trinity 

as a foreshortening of Love. I recall that only the Trinity was called gods: God the 

Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit. The Father was already called the One Father. 

That is, this is already a different principle than the God. This is correct, because the 

Father is a higher principle than everything around. Therefore, the Planet itself is Love, 

and when our Position of the Observer is in Love, we see the planetary position of the 

observer, if to speak scientifically. 

But then the Solar System is wisdom and Light. Indeed, all ancient texts perceived 

Light from the Sun. Although we now understand that the Light that we see is the 

refraction of rays, including the atmosphere of the Planet. But here is the question is 

not of nature, the environment, but the principal approaches that all the previous epoch 
we perceived Wisdom from the position of the Sun. It was recorded into the Light of 

the Solar position of being. And thus, the Position of the Observer of Wisdom is a point 

of view of solar relations. When scientists of the previous millennium were engaged in 

Wisdom, from the point of view of metagalactic relations, they were engaged in 
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Wisdom of the solar system. That is, they couldn't look further than the Sun and solar 

cosmic systemic relations or they saw everything from this point of view. This does not 

mean that astronomers do not look at the Galaxy and do not analyze it, but it does mean 

that the principal approach to astronomical galactic phenomena is an aspect of solar 

states, views and tendencies. Indeed, in the Galaxy we more analyze astronomically not 

the galactic principles of relationships, but the principles of stellar relationships — what 

is that or another star, what it radiates, by what typology of relationship it is built. If to 

analyze modern astronomical tendencies consistently and open-minded, then it is better 

to call them not galactic tendencies but stellar tendencies. That is, the interaction of 

different stars among themselves, which, in fact, form a certain degree of galactic 

existence. But the Sun is a star. And this only confirms our conclusion that the Wisdom 

of the previous epoch had a perspective of the solar relations of Wisdom. Accordingly, 

the Position of the Observer of Wisdom is characterized by sunness. But then we have 

the whole development of Matter, the whole development of technological, chemical, 

physical analogues of a material expression from the point of view of sunness and 

planetarity. And those principles of technical devices, those principles of physical 

properties, features and constants, all principles of chemical properties, specifics and 

constant reactions come from the Wisdom of Solar Matter. Accordingly, we need to 

recognize that the study of scientists of the previous millennium, let’s make a wide 

scale, is characterized by Solar Matter. But it is astronomically known that Solar Matter 

is a slightly another Matter than Galactic Matter. As well as the planetary Matter of our 

Planet is another than the actual Solar Matter. Thus, we begin to understand that all 

researches of modern sciences are done from the point of view of materiality of the 

Solar System. If to remember that there is a phenomenon of kinds of matter in the 

Metagalaxy, then we lay the primary phenomenon of kinds of Matter by a solar glance 

and the Position of the Observer. At the same time, we must understand that there is a 

Position of the Observer of planetary Matter, and these are one glances of scientists that 

have the principle of Love inside them, and there is a Position of the Observer of Solar 

Matter, which has characteristics of Wisdom inside it. And these are completely 

different Positions of the Observer, and scientists, having this type of the Position of 

the Observer, very often argue among themselves, not seeing that the problem is not in 

the recognition of Matter, but the problem is in the basic characteristics of their Position 

of the Observer. From the point of view of Wisdom, it is clear that the Position of the 

Observer is a Human, and accordingly exactly a Human forms the Position of the 

Observer. So, from the point of view of Wisdom, a Human has planetary characteristics 

in terms of Love and Energy, solar characteristics in terms of Wisdom and Light, and 

in the previous epoch galactic characteristics in terms of Volya and Spirit. 

The third cosmic principle of existence of Matter is the galaxy. And we can relate 

the galaxy to a position of Volya and Spirit. Accordingly, all the specifics of 

development and expression of Spirit in any form — religious, scientific, material — 
and when they talk about the materiality of Spirit, some will say: "Well, where do we 

see the Matter of Spirit?" But if we affirm and prove that there is a Soul existing in the 

body of a human, the principle of the Soul itself can be the principle of the Spirit. But 

the Soul existing in the body of a Human is actually the Matter of the Spirit. Because 
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something immaterial cannot exist in the body of a Human. And even if this is an 

immaterial spirit-organized phenomenon, then, being in the body of a human, it 

becomes quite a material phenomenon, where the Spirit mixes with the Matter of the 

bodiness of a Human and the Soul becomes a completely material subject of expression 

of a Human. That is, of his Part. Moreover, the well-known ideas of religious people 

that the Soul leaves after the death of the body and lives in other areas, just say about 

that this is a material state of Spirit. As, if a Soul leaves a body in a certain form, it is 

actually material. The only thing that can be mentioned here is that it is another kind of 

Matter, another characteristics of material being that are not particularly cognizable by 

humanity. But if we see that the principle of Volya and Spirit in the accents of cosmic 

perceptions is fixed on the Galaxy, if we begin to recognize that Galactic Matter differs 

from the Sunny Matter and we will see that our Wisdom itself is sunny, accordingly, 

we were cognizing everything from the point of view of the Solar Matter, then it is 

extremely difficult to cognize Galactic Matter from the perspective of Solar Wisdom, 

if at all possible. And based on this logic, we should see that we therefore related it to 

the Soul, as it exists by special kinds of Matter that are difficult for our cognition, only 

because our cognition came from the Wisdom of the Solar Matter. As soon as our 

Wisdom develops into the perspective of Galactic Matter, those principles of 

materiality that the soul lives will likely to become cognizable, possible and another 

kind of Matter by which the Soul lives, including when it leaves the body of a Human, 

is exactly the kind of the Galactic Matter. And here we can smile and offer another 

etymological meaning. If we take the word "Soul" (in russian "Ду-ша"), then we in the 

Old Slavonic mythological tradition, I would rather say, even closer to the Sanskrit 

language, will see here a "shar of spirit" (in russian: Духо-шар). Where in ancient 

languages they usually omitted the ending and said not “shar”, but “sha”. From here it 

is clear that the “soul” (in russian: "душа"), in a gradual pronunciation, became the 

“soul” in the synthesis of two words between each other. And here we will see that it 

is a shar of spirit. Naturally, an organized shar of spirit, acting in the body of a human 

on its principles and laws, was an expression of the matter of the spirit. That is, that 

matter, which, in fact, is galactic. And from this we can conclude that we did not 

understand the principles of the materiality of the soul and the specifics of its existence 

only because we do not know the real principles of galactic matter and the principles 

of its existence. 

Metagalactically there is a law: "The lower is included into the highest as a part". 

We can say that scientists still go to this contradictory law, not everyone agrees with 

this, but if to look at common sense, then the Planet goes into the Solar System as a 

part and on the scale of spatial perception, this is a common sense. And the Solar 

System goes into the Galaxy as a part. And on the scale of spatial astronomical 

perception, this is also a common sense. This means that the planetary relationship of 

Love and Energy goes into the sun and can expand to solar perceptions, and the Position 
of the Observer by love, in expanding, can become the Solar Position. And the Solar 

Position of the Observer of Wisdom with the Position of the Observer of Love on the 

scale of the Solar System goes into the state of the Position of the Observer of Volya, 

or Galaxy, where the Position of the Observer of Love should expand to the galactic 
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scale, the Position of the Observer of Wisdom should expand to the galactic scale. But 

first of all, galactically, there will exist the galactic Position of the Observer of Volya, 

that is, those people who carry Volya by themselves. And in the previous epoch, such 

people who carried Volya were primarily upravitel's, that is, emperors, tsars, leaders, 

military leaders and precisely according to the tradition of humanity, different emperors 

and tsars were given the major position over the religious tradition of this nation and 

people, that is over religion. We will not go far, in the Russian Empire it was the fact, 

until its completion. But then we can conclude that the people in their common sense 

clearly understood that the state of spirit is a state of Volya of the leader. And the whole 

religious tendency, which expresses the spirit is the tendency of governance of the 

corresponding matter. But then the whole religious tendency of mastering the spirit, of 

applying the spirit and the expression of spirit in one or another way, that is 

distinguished religiously, in fact, is a natural factor of mastering the galactic matter, 

new mastering of spirit, as such, and growing up the specifics of expression the Volya 

by the Spirit, but in expression of the galactic matter. And here we must understand 

that in this way the Position of the Observer of Volya and Spirit was growing up from 

the point of view of the Matter of Galaxy, if to look natural-cosmicly and in unbiased 

view at all the centenary currents and historical possibilities acting in humanity. 

Here we must understand that each Position of the Observer both of Volya, and of 

Wisdom, and of Love could remain on its own, that is, if the Position of the Observer 

was only from the point of view of Love — it was planetary, if from the point of view 

of Wisdom — it was solar, if from the point of view of Volya — it was Galactic, in 

purity, without mixing. Still, these are so different kinds of Matter that it was very 

difficult to go immediately into the effect of all three Positions of the Observer. We 

would now say, it is very difficult immediately to go into the effect of the Trinity by 

Positions of the Observer. And most often people were engaged in the expression of 

one of the positions, rigidly asserting that God is either only Love, or God is only 

Wisdom, let’s smile and say — the scientificity. Or God is only the Volya, let's smile 

and say — the power, leadership and management of any possible currents. And the 

famous human sweetness of power is the transition from the Position of the Observer 

of Wisdom to the Position of the Observer of Volya, where the Volya causes other 

bodily characteristics and reactions than Wisdom. And from here appears the sweetness 

of a state of power. Here is not necessarily a prejudice to principles to ownership of 

power. And here we can conclude that each of the Positions of the Observer created 

certain characteristics in the body of a human, different to different Positions of the 

Observer, and the body was living a state of galactic matter by the Volya, as the highest 

matter, accessible to the perception of the previous millennium as the sweetness of 

existence at the top of new material possibilities. Moreover, the word "material 

possibilities" in the common sense is understood in two ways. And humanity, reflecting 

the process of the internal bodily natural search for new material possibilities in the 
sense of the deep cosmic-natural characteristic of entering into new Galactic Matter, in 

a social sense, saw this as an accumulation of material wealth for a certain body of the 

ruler. And here we already see the effect of the historical synthesis, when the latent 

natural stimulation of a Human to go into a new kind of Galactic Matter historically 
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contributed to the accumulation of various material wealth to people who have certain 

power tendencies. And this, in principle, is an internal characteristic of the natural 

development of a new kind of Matter of galactic existences. 

And one more interesting view, that can be now perceived. If to look at Christianity, 

we should see that Christians actively act by the expression of the principle of Love. 

And they say that Jesus is the Teacher of Love, He called himself this way more than 

as a God, remembering that he became the God's son, in fact, at the cathedral, which 

happened much later than the time of the existence of the Teacher of Love, Jesus. But 

then we can conclude, based on the above context, that the meaning of Jesus' 

development was to expand Love from planetary characteristics to Solar ones. In other 

words, the feat that this Human fulfilled, and from our point of view he existed 

completely physically, consisted in changing the Position of the Observer of the 

earthling-Human from the framework of the Planet, where the Position of the Observer 

of Love is the Planet, and Love recorded into Energy, fixed the Energy of the Planet, 

and he expanded this state of Love to the framework of the Solar System, aligning it 

with Wisdom. And that Position of the Observer of Love, which Christians learn from 

the Gospel, is the sunny Position of the Observer of Love. And by this we go into the 

correct scientific context of recognition of big religious action. And there is even 

evidence of this characteristic. The word "Gospel" (in Russian: "Евангелие") itself has 

the context of the two words "Eve" and "Helios." If to take into account the Greek 

context in the pronunciation that “Eve” is life, and “helios” is the Father of the Sun, 

then this is the life of either the Father of the Sun, who loves his planetary children, or 

the Solar life in a simpler variant, because “helio” is the solar phenomenon of matter, 

in the meanings of ancient people, and not, in fact, the Father himself. From this we 

can conclude that the gospel is a sunny life. And what life is without love? Without 

love of more scale than we live on a planet. And there is a meaning in the name "gospel" 

that there was a development of the Position of the Observer of Solar Life. Accordingly, 

if the Teacher of Love was engaged in it, we must understand that the Position of the 

Observer of the Teacher of Love at that moment was sunny. Then the well-known acts, 

that he did, the so-called miracles are understandable. If we see that Solar Love should 

be recorded not in Planetary Energy, but in Solar Energy, then, being in Solar Love, 

this Human attracted to himself the Solar Energy. And, sharing the Solar Energy with 

surronding people, where his Solar Love was recorded in Solar Energy, he created those 

very effects which were recognized to be miracles by the subsequent Christians only 

because they were not able to recognize an expression of this Energy by the planetary 

characteristics of Love and the planetary characteristics of Energy. 

Thus, analyzing the scientifically and culturally religious perception of Christians, 

we already see such a curious meaning of the organization of the phenomenon and 

activity. And we must understand that this is an important milestone in the history of 

humanity. We in no way try to deny religious beliefs or positions by this. Moreover, 
we consider that each human of Planet Earth should develop his Position of the 

Observer of Love and skills to use Energy to the scale of the Solar System and to form 

the Position of the Observer of Solar Love with the recording of this Solar Love into 

the Solar Energy. And Christianity is engaged in this, as a cosmically natural process, 
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taking into account a very large stratum required in the natural development for this 

phenomenon. If to look at religiosity as a cosmically-natural factor of mastering of new 

phenomena, organized socially, these phenomena are important for the development of 

nature of a human, then here we see even a use in these acts. That is, religiosity is an 

embedding in new natural processes with their formation by public-social action of one 

or another way, in order to imbibe the following higher expressions or Positions of the 

Observer, or higher kinds and types of Energy, Light, Wisdom, Volya, Spirit and etc. 

Moreover, religion deals not only with the phenomenon of Energy, but also with the 

specifics of Spirit as such. We can conclude that the evolutionary tendency of humanity 

of the previous epoch was based on mastering the Position of the Observer of Volya 

with a specific of the Spirit of the galactic type of being. From here we must see that if 

we use the law: "The lower is included into the highest as a part", then the Position of 

the Observer of Volya, at first has the characteristics of Energy and planetary life. Then 

the Position of the Observer of Volya has the characteristics of Light and solar life. And 

only at the top of being, the Position of the Observer of Volya has the characteristics 

of Volya and Spirit as a galactic life, that is, mastering of the galactic matter of being. 

But in order to have a Position of the Observer of Volya in expression of the Spirit of 

galactic matter, we must understand that in the second stage after planetarity, when the 

Position of the Observer of Volya is mastered by Light, for it to be formed as such, first 

we must work out the Position of the Observer of Solar Wisdom by the Solar Light. 

Then, after the Wisdom, the Position of the Observer of Volya by the Solar Spirit is 

possible. But from here, in order to master the Position of the Observer of the galactic 

Volya, first we must develop and expand the Position of the Observer of Love to the 

galactic scale and master the Energy of the galaxy; deploy the Position of the Observer 

of Wisdom from solar to galactic scales and master the Position of the Observer of 

Wisdom by the galactic Light. And such attempts in the history of humanity are 

observed in cognition of the so-called light of stars. But this is still an aspect of the 

solar position of Wisdom, because the Galactic Wisdom not by the Star Light is 

necessary but by the Galactic Light. This is another characteristic of being. And only 

after that we can reach the galactic Position of the Observer of Volya from the position 

of the galactic Spirit. Or the galactic matter, which is formed on the principles of Spirit.  

Accordingly, we can conclude that we must have three Positions of the Observer of 

Love, minimum two Positions of the Observer of Wisdom, but it's better to have three, 

including the planetary Wisdom, and three Positions of the Observer of Volya. And we 

enter the ninefold development of three Positions of the Observer of Love — 

planetarily, solarly, galactically; three Positions of the Observer of Wisdom — 

planetarily, solarly, galactically, and three Positions of the Observer of Volya — 

planetarily, solarly, galactically.  

 

Position of the 

Observer 

of Love galactically  

Position of the Observer 

of Wisdom galactically 

Position of the Observer 

of Volya galactically 
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And we will see that all principles of the historical scientific civilizational 

expression of the previous millennium revolved around these characteristics with the 

cognition of the diagonal of planetary Love — solar Wisdom — galactic Volya, by the 

effect of taking inside Spirit, Light and Energy of the the corresponding components. 

But they expanded these possibilities to the solar Love of expression of Christians and 

the Teacher of Love the Jesus. And at the next stage, we strove for galactic Love, for 

the Love of Spirit. In the same way that planetary Wisdom is a characteristic of certain 

scientific podgotovkas. The solar Wisdom is clearly not characteristic for religious 

tendencies, it tried to develop by the expression of Light with the approach of the saints 

to this, but, in fact, it was developed scientifically. And we need a new expression of 

the galactic Wisdom, which, unfortunately, is not observed in the modern state of 

humanity. And the position of Volya. We can say that the planetary position of Volya 

is characterized by the effects of authoritiness and love to authority. The very phrase 

"love to authority" most often characterizes the planetary position of Volya from the 

point of view of the planet, where "love" is the planetary aspect of being. When we talk 

about the planetary characterization of the Position of the Observer of the solar Volya, 

we should already say "wisdom to authority" that is, when the ruler became wise. Such 

authorities are historically known, but correctly speaking, we can say that these are 

single persons, not as they called themselves, but as they remained in the people's 

memory. And in fact, individual solar phenomena of authority by Wisdom, for 

example, with the establishment of new laws, with the regulation of human life and the 

protection of a Human from the chaos of the surrounding social being, are, in general, 

historically known. And this is already the Position of the Observer of Volya by 

Wisdom. But a higher effect is the Position of the Observer of Volya by Volya, that is, 

by Spirit. It is very difficult to draw any analogues of the historical development of 

previous epochs, if they existed at all. It is clear that intrigued historians and social 

scientists will immediately try to find them, but there is a very interesting check. And 

how much did this life of this or that human, or of this or that group of persons 

correspond to galactic Matter and Spirit as such, not from a planetary aspect, not from 

a solar aspect, but from a galactic aspect? We can definitely say that such galactic aspect 

in the history of planetary relations of the previous centuries simply was not observed. 

Here we must conclude that this the ninefold Position of the Observer by Love, 

Wisdom and Volya is a characteristic of scientific being, where expressing the Position 

of the Observer by a Human, we should be able to develop it in all these nine positions 

and reveal new scientific relations that will recognize the Position of the Observer by 

characteristics of implemented Matter. This will give a new impulse and development 
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of civilizationality, and will give a completely new impulse and recognition to the 

development of science and sciencificity as such. And will lead to very unexpected and 

curious results. Naturally, the question arises, by means of what and how will we 

recognize this? And the natural answer is — exactly by that synthesis. 

When we began to go into the phenomenon of synthesis as a natural effect of a 

metagalactic natural phenomenon, first, by Ogon', I remember the previous contexts, 

that trying to train as a righteous and being in Ogon', we attracted at ourselves the 

corresponding effects, paradoxically, of synthesis, at the same time finding out that 

synthesis is the metagalactic expression of a Human. Thus, recording this Synthesis 

into Ogon' and trying to decipher it in a completely natural way, we found all these 

contexts of comprehension, having a simple method, like medical doctors — checking 

all viral drugs on ourselves. In this case, we were simply checking all the synthesis and 

Ogon' specifics on ourselves and understanding the simple thing that it is impossible to 

create new technical and technological principles for mastering the next kind of 

metagalactic matter without having the corresponding Position of the Observer. That 

is, we can create technical research tools only if the Position of the Observer allows us 

to observe the corresponding Matter. 

And here we have a scientific paradox. On the one hand, science requires research 

by technical and technological principles. On the other hand, science does not imply at 

all that first it is necessary to form a Position of the Observer of a Human with the right 

aspect of perception of Matter, according to which certain technological and technical 

principles are possible at all. And if there is no such Position of the Observer, then the 

whole scientific meaningfulness of such Matter is a subjectivity and does not have 

objectiveness. Therefore, since this is subjectivity and it is occupied exactly in question 

of accumulating the Position of the Observer in mastering of that or another material 

givenness.  

Understanding this process, we focused on the formation of the Position of the 

Observer by Ogon', then the Position of the Observer by Synthesis. And when we 

managed to synthesize Ogon' and Synthesis by ourselves and to synthesize two 

Positions of the Observer, having understood this process among each other, we 

focused on forming the Position of the Observer of the Metagalaxy, expressing the 

Position of the Observer of the Human of Metagalaxy by the metagalactic aspect of 

Matter. Here it must be concluded that, if the planetary aspect of Matter expressed 

Energy, the solar aspect of Matter expressed Light, the galactic aspect of Matter 

expressed Spirit, then the metagalactic aspect of Matter expressed Ogon'. And 

cognition of Matter of Ogon', exactly as Matter, structuring of Ogon' by the material 

aspect of being, for us it has become the cognition of the metagalactic aspect of the 

phenomenon. At the same time, it should be understood that we perceived the primary 

expression of Ogon' by the planetary Position of the Observer. Accordingly, there is 

Ogon' from the aspect of planetary being, there is Ogon' from the aspect of solar being, 
there is Ogon' from the aspect of galactic being, and only on the top of it, there Ogon' 

from the aspect of metagalactic being. Hence, we must conclude that there is synthesis 

of the planetary aspect recorded in planetary Ogon', there is synthesis of the solar aspect 

recorded in solar Ogon', there is synthesis of the galactic aspect recorded in galactic 
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Ogon' and there is synthesis of the metagalactic aspect recorded in metagalactic Ogon'. 

And for the cognition and expression of metagalactic Matter, we necessarily had to go 

through all these four stages, realizing that the aspect of the Position of the Observer is 

formed from the bottom up only because we have a planetary scale of life. And we don't 

freely exist, move, act in the solar matter and the solar system. We only dream about it 

for now. Therefore, having gone through these four aspects, in order to stably gain a 

foothold in the metagalactic Position of the Observer from the position of Synthesis 

and Ogon', we had to develop both planetary, and solar and galactic Positions of the 

Observer. 

As a result, there are four planetary Positions of the Observer: a planetary position 

from the aspect of Love and Energy, a planetary position from the aspect of Wisdom 

and Light, a planetary position from the aspect of Spirit and Volya, a planetary position 

from the aspect of Synthesis and Ogon'. This is the first quaternity of existence. The 

next step is the development of a solar position of Love and Energy; here we relied on 

all the tendencies known from the Teacher of Love the Christ. The solar position of 

Wisdom and Light, and here we relied only on individual analogues of individual 

historical phrases and contexts that say about the solar Wisdom. Further, the Position 

of the Observer of the solar Volya and Spirit; here we can conclude that the main 

religious ideas of humanity most often say about the solar Spirit, and there is minimum 

of analogues of scientific cognition. And about the solar Position of the Observer by 

Synthesis and Ogon' — here it is clear, completely absent. Rather, it is present now, 

from the perspective of the Philosophy of Synthesis, if to take into account that the 

effect of "philosophy" in translation is the Love of Wisdom. Therefore, calling the 

Philosophy of Synthesis, we exactly synthesize Love, Wisdom, Volya and Synthesis. 

It was much more difficult to develop the Position of the Observer galactically, 

when we needed the Position of the Observer of galactic Love and Energy, the Position 

of the Observer of galactic Wisdom and Light, the Position of the Observer of galactic 

Volya and Spirit, and the Position of the Observer of galactic Synthesis and Ogon'. 

Thus, expanding to the galactic material scale of being and developing the Matter of 

Spirit, as such, precisely from the position of Matter of Ogon', which, in principle, is 

cognizable. At the same time, we must understand that only by the higher principle it 

is possible more or less adaptively and correctly to cognize the lower principles of 

matter, what we consciously were doing. And already on the final version of 

comprehension, we began to achieve the development of the Position of the Observer 

metagalactically by Love and Energy, the Position of the Observer metagalactically by 

Wisdom and Light, the Position of the Observer metagalactically by Volya and Spirit 

and the Position of the Observer metagalactically by Ogon' and Synthesis. 

And in synthesis of these hexadecimal tendencies, we came to the present 

metagalactic Position of the Observer or the Position of the Observer of a Human of 

the Metagalaxy by Ogon' and Synthesis. I emphasize that this is precisely the 16th 
Position of the Observer, and it is not possible without developing of the previous 15, 

it will be considered incorrect and scientifically unfounded. Therefore, we would like 

to introduce into the scientific approach 16 basic Positions of the Observer of a Human, 

defining them as the development of the Synthesis of the Matter of Ogon' and in 
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synthesis of them, the metagalactic aspect of being of a Human. The work of 

publication of the encyclopedic works of Synthesis for 2001-2019 has begun, where all 

the above-described processes can be analyzed and studied.  

From here, not only a scientist, but each human by a new metagalactic 

civilizationality and metagalactic scientificity must develop in himself 16 Positions of 

the Observer, having learnt to express the principles of Love and Energy, Wisdom and 

Light, Volya and Spirit, Synthesis and Ogon' — planetarily, solarly, galactically and 

metagalactically. And thus, to develop own possibilities of nature to metagalactic 

relations and corresponding results. 

Understanding that this is an extremely complex process, we began to introduce the 

hierarchization by 16 principles of being into the scientific approach. Based on these 

16 Positions of the Observer, we saw 16 evolutions operating in the Metagalaxy. And 

if sequentially to put together four planetary Positions of the Observer, then we get the 

first four evolutions: up to planetary Love and Energy of the first evolution, up to solar 

Love and Energy of the second evolution, up to galactic Love and Energy of the third 

evolution and up to metagalactic Love and Energy of the fourth evolution, where an 

expression of the first four evolutions is an expression of the diversity of Love and 

Energy. And further — up to planetary Wisdom and Light of the fifth evolution, up to 

solar Wisdom and Light of the sixth evolution, up to galactic Wisdom and Light of the 

seventh evolution and up to metagalactic Wisdom and Light of the eighth evolution. 

Accordingly, up to the planetary Volya and Spirit of the ninth evolution, up to the solar 

Volya and Spirit of the tenth evolution, up to the galactic Volya and Spirit of the 11th 

evolution, the classical Volya and Spirit, and up to the metagalactic Volya and Spirit of 

the 12th evolution. As the result, having reached the planetary Ogon' and Synthesis of 

the 13th evolution, solar Ogon' and Synthesis of the 14th evolution, galactic Ogon' and 

Synthesis of the 15th evolution, metagalactic Ogon' and Synthesis of the 16th evolution. 

And each of the 16 metagalactic evolutions, in fact, forms in its expression the 

corresponding Positions of the Observer, in synthesis of which we see 16 Positions of 

the Observer and 16 aspects of the evolutionary being by every Human. And this is the 

synthesis expressed by a Human in variety of Ogon' of the corresponding 16-ary 

possibilities. 

I emphasize that the metagalactic aspect of observation is impossible without the 

metagalactic Love and Energy, the metagalactic Wisdom and Light, the metagalactic 

Volya and Spirit and already as a result, the metagalactic Ogon' and Synthesis. These 

are compulsory, hierarchical stages of development of the metagalactic Position of the 

Observer in the natural 16-ary hierarchical systemness of antinomies, 16 evolutions, 

16-ity of antinomies in the antinomy of the wholeness, which we call a Human. 

And this is that very synthesis, method of synthesis and cognition of synthesis that 

we have used now, analyzing both the historical tendencies, discussing them and the 

perspective tendencies of the paradigmatic being of a Human. 
Accordingly, in addition to evolutionary tendencies, we began to develop the 

metagalactic Positions of the Observer, all 16-ary tendencies. And were developing the 

basic 16-ary scheme, 16 × 16 of the scientific development of metagalactic sciences. 

Understanding that metagalactic sciences must master any science, any Matter, any 
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specificity simultaneously by 16 Positions of the Observer. And then it will be non-

contradictionarily, objectively and stable in the development of both science and a 

Human as such, who is a scientist in the realization of the metagalactic nature of being 

and all cosmic-natural tendencies implemented by a Human, in aspect of the 

Metagalaxy. 

And we published such first 16-ary approaches of the existence in the first book of 

paradigmatic musings on the topic of perspectives of the metagalactic science, we are 

publishing now in the second book and will publish in the next three books. At the same 

time, we must understand that the 16-ary aspect of being is only the first step of a 

Human and humanity metagalactically. And based on the 64-ity of codons, the genetic 

basis of a Human, as well as on the recognition of 64 kinds of Matter in the Metagalaxy, 

64 fixations of the metagalactic foreshortenings of being, we must understand that we 

must expand from the 16-ity of Positions of the Observer to the 64-ity of Positions of 

the Observer by expression of new 64 kinds of Matter of the Metagalaxy by each of us. 

And here we can only publish the first results of expression of the synthesis, the 

expression of that very synthesis of a Human, where we can determine that for the 

consideration of 64 kinds of Matter in expanding of a tendency of metagalactic 

existence, in addition to Synthesis, Volya, Wisdom and Love, we should expand these 

specifics to such well-known phenomena as Creation, Sozidanie, Replication and Life. 

According to historical synthesis, historical analysis and synthesis, they were expressed 

in separate effects in a human life in the previous century, and now logically non-

contradictorily grow up from one or other possibilities of a Human and humanity to the 

aspect of metagalactic being. 

Accordingly, it is necessary to expand Ogon', Spirit, Light and Energy. Here we 

understand that it would be very difficult for humanity to go into other phenomena 

above these four fundamentalities of the Metagalaxy, but we found a principal approach 

to the new fundamentalities of the Metagalaxy, expanding it to subnuclearity, looking 

for this approach for a long time by different names; form, as the fundamentality of 

Matter; soderzhanie, which is known, by the way, scientifically, as the basic principle 

of the fundamentality of Matter and the field. At the same time, we can determine 

subnuclearity as a plasmennost' from the scientific aspect of being, which is now being 

studied scientifically. And in fact, the plasmic characteristics of Matter, judging by their 

descriptions, are the subnuclear effects of scientific perception.  

But by a metagalactic echo — we understand that “in the beginning there was a 

word,” and you will go the way you call it — Metagalaxy responds not to the category 

of plasma in the fundamentalities, but to the category of subnuclearity, where we 

gradually saw that subnuclearity has more diverse and multi-vector kinds of 

development than plasma, as such, that reflects only certain degrees, methods and 

possibilities of subnuclear organization of Matter. 

From here we expanded four fundamentalities, that are mastered by a Human 
historically, that are Ogon', Spirit, Light, Energy further up to Subnuclearity, Form, 

Soderzhanie and Field. Moreover, we specially and consciously went not up but down. 

That is, not beyond boundaries of Ogon' upwards, but beyond the basis of the Energy 

of planetarity, we went down. In order for us easier to adapt metagalactically, because 
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if the basic characteristic of the planet is Energy, and subnuclearity, form, soderzhanie 

and field are lower it, then it will be much easier for a Human and humanity to 

understand these processes metagalactically than if these fundamentals went above 

Ogon' and further. What does "lower" mean? If Planet Earth is the 63rd kind of Matter 

in the Metagalaxy Fa, then this "lower" means from the 62nd kind of Matter and further 

to the first one. If to take into account that we live and act now more by the first kind 

of Matter, by the physical one, then that what for the metagalactic Position of the 

Observer is lower, for planetary perception is quite high! Looking ahead, I can clarify 

that we found the principles and a little further, above. And the following principle, 

after Ogon' and Synthesis, that we work out now is called prasynthesness. This is that 

very ninth principle and phenomenon both of Matter and the specificity of its existence, 

that is beyond our Position of the Observer. At the same time, the word prasynthesness 

we refer now both to Ogon' and Synthesis, to existence of a kind of phenomenon above 

them. At the same time, we understand that the category of Prasynthesness, as an effect, 

is the ninth principle, over Synthesis. And above Ogon' there is either the Pramatter, 

the category of which we have already used, as the materiality of our being, studied 

scientifically, or something like the Praogon', which we have not defined yet, but 

obviously, which must exist. But this is already a deal of future specialists in the 

paradigm of philosophy and science, who, having 64 Positions of the Observer, will be 

able to go further us. We understand that genetically we are limited to 64 variants of 

development. And it is necessary to accumulate scientific-philosophical and 

paradigmatic experience for a long time, and to be developed by it for centuries, in 

order for us to be able to go further by a Human Synthesis, having worked out the Ogon' 

of Life by 64 Tsarstvos and having organized the Unicible of a Human on higher 

perspectives of being by means of developing of 64 Positions of the Observer of a 

Human and mastering of 64 kinds of Matter in the aspect of the Metagalaxy Fa as 64 

kinds of metagalactic implementation. Possibly, even beyond boundaries of the 

Metagalaxy Fa and modern metagalactic tendencies. 

As a result of this part, it is necessary to determine that we develop 64 non-

contradictory Positions of the Observer connected with 64 kinds of Matter, 64 

Tsarstvos and many other 64-ities of the metagalactic aspect of being. Metagalaxy 

develops its Matter and therefore pushes evolutionarily each of us from the current 

existing 16-ity into the perspectively existing 64-ity. At the same time, some 

phenomena, such as kinds of Matter already exist in the Metagalaxy, and some of them, 

even some kinds of Matter, still need to be developed, because it is not the fact that all 

kinds of Matter are definitely developed and correctly applied metagalactically. 

Here we enter the field of non-researched, but paradigmally given, when we declare 

that a Human still has to develop 64 kinds of Matter, expressing the metagalactic 

creativity by himself, realizing that certain kinds of Matter simply could not be 

developed, because of absence of a Human or human evolution in this aspect of kinds 
of Matter as such. And this is a paradigmatic perspective that we consciously lay for 

future not only researchers, but also for those who will master these kinds of Matter for 

the prosperity of the civilizational growth of a Human and humanity on Earth.  

Returning to the Position of the Observer, we must understand that 8 × 8 is just 64, 
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and we lay the basic foundations of Synthesis and Ogon', Volya and Spirit, Wisdom 

and Light, Love and Energy, Creation and Subnuclearity, Sozidanie and Form, 

Replication and Soderzhanie, Life and Field, as the Position of the Observer of a 

Human from the aspect of Synthesis. And we clarify that we have 64 Positions of the 

Observer in development of 64 kinds of Matter metagalactically, where we already go 

away from the principle of hierarchization: planet, solar system, galaxy, metagalaxy, 

and purely metagalactically, from the aspect of the Metagalaxy, we begin to recognize 

64 kinds of Matter and 64 aspects of metagalactic existences, realizing that even 

individual metagalaxies, supposedly located outside our metagalactic area, are actually 

included, as a part, into the expression of the Metagalaxy Fa, not just as the boundaries 

of cosmos, but as borders of all implemented Matter. And here we can approve that the 

Metagalaxy Fa is the boundary of the implemented Matter with the development of all 

material foundations and tendencies, as we already talk about 64 kinds of Matter, as the 

specifics of activity of the Metagalaxy Fa. 

Accordingly, all other metagalaxies in the cosmological representation of scientists, 

as individual material bubbles of a metagalactic phenomenon, are the gist, the 

development of individual kinds of Matter by the corresponding specifications of 64 

aspects of metagalactic development, present in the Metagalaxy Fa and expressing by 

themselves only spheres of the metagalactic organization of one or another specificity 

of Matter of the Metagalaxy Fa, where in natural expression we see minimum 16384 

spheres of metagalactic being as High Whole Realities. But it is quite possible and real 

that, physically, these are 16 384 kinds of physical metagalaxies being implemented by 

physical Matter and being recognized from the aspect of 16 384 High Whole Realities 

of the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. Going further in 64 kinds of Matter, we must 

recognize that there can be 16384 kinds of metagalaxies of the corresponding aspect of 

materiality in each of 64 kinds of Matter. And multiplying 64 by 16384, we will see the 

number of large-scale bubbles of the metagalactic phenomenon synthesized into one 

Metagalaxy Fa, I emphasize that of today synthesis perception, and they are 1 048 576! 

With a very simple approach. If we say that we mastered 64 kinds of Matter and 16384 

High Whole Realities as a Human, where the 16384-ity of a Human by Parts, Systems, 

Apparats and Particulars is a human implementation, then we must understand that 

besides human implementation in evolutions, there are also Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, 

Ipostas’, Teacher, Vladyka, Avatar and Father. And if 16 384 High Whole Realities are 

an aspect of existence of only a Human, then proceeding from the 8-ity of 

fundamentalities of the Position of the Observer, we must understand that these 16 384 

must be multiplied by 8, thus obtaining 131 072 High Whole Realities of expression of 

synthesis of High Whole Realities metagalactically by the expression of 8-ity from a 

Human up to Father, with all the corresponding effects of material organization, where 

64 kinds of Matter are multiplied by 8 and we get 512 kinds of Matter. And thus, going 

to the 512-ity of the perspectives of the Metagalaxy Fa in future and the 131 072-ity of 
its expression by High Whole Realities and the corresponding metagalactic bubbles of 

the implementation of the Metagalaxy Fa in synthesis. In future, 64 Positions of the 

Observer of implementation of a Human will lead to this. This is the new civilizational 

scientific perspective of a Human and humanity on Earth — Synthesis. 
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As a result, we simply publish 64 Positions of the Observer from the aspect of such 

a large-scale metagalacticity, that were to be used specially so that these 64 Positions 

of the Observer have precisely the metagalactic aspect, but not the planetary, solar and 

galactic ones. And we must always remember that it is still necessary to achieve a the 

metagalacticity of an expression by a large-scale perception, in order not to fall into the 

lower kinds of material organization. Accordingly, each of the 64 Positions of the 

Observer has inside itself non-contradictory galactic, solar and planetary approaches to 

this Position of the Observer. And we must remember that, in this way, we have 256 

variations of the Position of the Observer, which paradoxically coincides with the 256 

Etalon Parts of a Human. But we do not consider it necessary to develop and analyze 

paradigmally today the planetary, solar and galactic approaches to 64 Positions of the 

Observer, since we already perceive 64 kinds of Matter metagalactically. But future 

paradigmologists who will be engaged in this will have to do this, to explain, to 

recognize and to express, so that humanity does not make mistakes in their views on 

Matter and the metagalactic perspectives of development. 

 

64 Positions of the Observer 
Synthesis of field (8), Volya of field (7), Wisdom of field (6), Love of field (5), 

Creation of field (4), Sozidanie of field (3), Replication of field (2), Life of field 

(1). 

Further, Synthesis of Soderzhanie (16), Volya of Soderzhanie (15), Wisdom of 

Soderzhanie (14), Love of Soderzhanie (13), Creation of Soderzhanie (12), 

Sozidanie of Soderzhanie (11), Replication of Soderzhanie (10) and Life of 

Soderzhanie (9). 

Further, Synthesis of forms (24), Volya of forms (23), Wisdom of forms (22), 

Love of forms (21), Creation of forms (20), Sozidanie of forms (19), Replication 

of forms (18) and Life of forms (17). 

Further, Synthesis of subnuclearity (32), Volya of subnuclearity (31), Wisdom 

of subnuclearity (30), Love of subnuclearity (29), Creation of subnuclearity (28), 

Sozidanie of subnuclearity (27), Replication of subnuclearity (26), Life of 

subnuclearity (25). 

Further, Synthesis of energy (40), Volya of energy (39), Wisdom of energy 

(38), Love of energy (37), Creation of energy (36), Sozidanie of energy (35), 

Replication of energy (34), Life of energy (33). 

Further, Synthesis of light (48), Volya of light (47), Wisdom of light (46), Love 

of light (45), Creation of light (44), Sozidanie of light (43), Replication of light 

(42), Life of light (41). 

Further, Synthesis of spirit (56), Volya of spirit (55), Wisdom of spirit (54), Love 

of spirit (53), Creation of spirit (52), Sozidanie of spirit (51), Replication of spirit 

(50), Life of spirit (49). 

And further, Synthesis of ogon’ (64), Volya of ogon’ (63), Wisdom of ogon’ 

(62), Love of ogon’ (61), Creation of ogon’ (60), Sozidanie of ogon’ (59), 

Replication of ogon’ (58) and Life of ogon’ (57), in synthesis realizing 64 

Positions of the Observer of a Human of 64 kinds and aspects of Matter of 
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the Metagalaxy Fa.  

64-ity of the Position of the Observer 
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Conclusion. Brief Paradigm of a Human 

Continuing the series of short Paradigms, after the Brief Paradigm of the 

Metagalaxy, it is a priori and unequivocally necessary to create the Brief Paradigm of 

a Human, where the Metagalaxy creates each, and the universe creates all people. 

Without answering the question: what is the Human as such, but not the usual one: who 

is the human, we will not cognize neither a Human as such, nor in what a Human is. 

According to the tradition of Obraz and Podobie, we are more accustomed to paying 

attention to the Obraz, answering the questions of who is and what kind should be that, 
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who is a Human. That is, to the Obraz of Father or the Obraz of life. But Podobie was 

always behind the scenes, which determines what is a Human, what he consists of, by 

what he lives and on the basis of what he realizes all his possibilities. We'll start to this 

Podobie. 

A Human consists of: 

1. 16 basic etalon Particulars of a Human in 16 subnuclearities of 16 

fundamentalities 

2. 256 basic etalon Apparats of Systems of a Human in 16 replications of pracreation 

3. 16 basic etalon Systems of a Human in 256 replications of types of Matter 

4. 256 basic etalon Parts of a Human in 16 replications of 16 evolutions of the 

Metagalaxy 

5. 16 384-ary Physical World Metagalactic Body of a Human from the aspect of 

energy-matter 

6. 16 384-ary Subtle World Metagalactic Body of a Human from the aspect of light-

matter 

7. 16 384-ary Metagalactic World Body of a Human from the aspect of spirit-matter 

8. 16 384-ary Synthesis World Metagalactic Body of a Human from the aspect of 

ogon'-matter 

9. 32 768 Posvyashenies by the expression of synthesis of Rights of Sozidanie of 

the evolution of Posvyashenniy 

10. 32 768 Statuses by the expression of synthesis of Beginnings of Creation of the 

evolution of Sluzhashiy 

11. 32 768 Creating Synthesis by the expression of synthesis of Synthesness of Love 

of the evolution of Ipostas' 

12. 32 768 Synthesness by the expression of synthesis of Sovershenstvos of 

Wisdom of the evolution of Teacher 

13. 32 768 Polnomochiy Sovershenstv by the expression of synthesis of 

Hierarchization of Volya of the evolution of Vladyka 

14. 32 768 Hierarchizations by the expression of synthesis of Ivdivost' of 

Synthesis of the evolution of Avatar 

15. 32 768 Ivdivost's by the expression of synthesis of Competent Prasynthesness 

of the evolution of Father 

16. Initially Highest Synthesis of the Synthes-physicality of a Human 

 

When defining a Human, it is necessary to start from the phenomenon of 

multicellularity realized by the body of a human, specifying that there a nucleus in the 

center of each cell as the principle of its existence. Remembering that the DNA 

molecule also has a nucleus in the center of its own structure, we can come to the 

primary conclusion that the basis of the structure of a Human is nuclearity. Paying 

attention to the microworld of a Human, we see that the distance between the two 
nearest nuclei of atoms is bigger than the distance between the nearest stars in the 

macrocosm. Bearing in mind that “nature does not tolerate emptiness”, we come to the 

conclusion with the logical uniqueness that these distances are reserved for the further 

growth and development of a Human. Understanding that “the whole Metagalaxy 
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creates each”, we come to the conclusion that it is precisely the metagalactic 

perspectives will fill these “free” spaces. And if earlier, “the Universe created us”, then 

this led to the appearance, in fact, of the physical body of a human in coordination and 

implementation with the environment. Accordingly, the universe created our natural 

identity on planet Earth, formatting relations with the environment by the specifics of 

the possible existence and organization of life of a human. Going further by the 

evolutionary specificity into an individual way of existence, due to exit of a human into 

cosmos, we entered the Anthropic principle “The Metagalaxy creates each”, in 

formatting of development of each by the individual path of metagalactic development. 

And this is a new natural challenge that Planet Earth expressed to us, entering the 

metagalactic cycle of existence, where the Metagalaxy began to create each, filling the 

internuclear emptiness in the body structure of a human with a new format of his 

existence. Metagalactic creation, unlike the universal external, formats a human 

internally, gradually unfolding a microcosm of his existence. The 4096 nuclei of 4096 

Parts of a human, the specificity of which is determined by the properties of High 

Whole Realities of the metagalaxy are gradually formed between two nearest nuclei of 

atoms of the body of a human, around each of which 4096 nuclei of 4096 Systems of 

Parts of a human are formed, the specificity of which is determined by the properties 

of the Initially Highest Realities that enter the High Whole Realities as a part, and 

around each of which the rotation of 4096 nuclei of 4096 Apparats of Systems of Parts 

of a human is formed, the specificity of which is determined by the properties of 

Realities entering the Initially Highest realities as a part. Thus, the entire internuclear 

“emptiness” is filled with the nuclear environ of interactions and interconnections, 

which is called by us the subnuclear environ. Ogneobrazes begin to run between all the 

nuclei, which are the 16-ity of the subnuclear structure in the kind of spins, particles of 

any kind, atoms, molecules, elements, points, point-sparks, sparks, drops, shars, 

volumes, continuums, versums, imperio, i esm' and the nuclei of the free below-existing 

organizations of the Matter of the metagalaxy. All of them are carriers of Particulars of 

a human (motion, feel, sense, thought, meaning, gist, idea, right, mosh', paramethod, 

basis, synthes-beginning, glance, imperation, I esm' and conditions), forming chains of 

their various connections among themselves with the corresponding nuclear 

interactions, mergers and acquisitions, rotations and stable existences around any 

nucleus, in the interaction of nuclei, and so on. 

Each nucleus, independently on the kinds of organization of Matter by Realities, is 

a clot either ogon', or spirit, or light, or energy, representing four states of Matter with 

the corresponding world representation of interactions. Each nucleus is a non-linear 

expression of 16 basic phenomena of Matter in the kind of substance, emanation, self-

organization, vossoedinennost’, dimension, speed, space, time, field, soderzhanie, 

form, subnuclearity, energy, light, spirit and ogon', expressed in the aspect of that 

organization of Matter by kinds of Realities, the characteristics of which are expressed 
stably metagalactically. All this creates nonlinear interconnections of nuclei between 

each other and their subnuclear relations in the subnuclear environ of a human. 

All the nuclei of one Part, or one System, or one Apparat, independently on the 

location in the body of a human, are clearly synthesized among themselves by their 
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own characteristics, making stable connections and forming whole homogeneity of a 

Part, System or Apparat by own whole synthesis. And already in the whole 

homogeneity of existence, unfolding the specific characteristics of a certain kind of 

Matter, including its typology, they form stable forms of organization of existence of a 

Part, System or an Apparat, taking into account the specifics of their actions by a human 

and interactions with the environment and in the environment. Thus, a human gradually 

receives the stable action of 4096 Parts, 4096 etalon Systems, 4096 etalon Apparats and 

4096 etalon Particulars of his whole 16 384-ary metagalactic existence. And this is the 

nature of the metagalactic existence of a Human. 

The basic etalon composition of Parts of a Human, formed by each of 16 evolutions 

— is 256, forming a total of 4096 Parts of a Human by gradual evolutionary growth. 

The basic etalon composition of Systems of Parts of a Human, formed in each of 

the 256 types of Matter — is 16, forming a total of 4096 Systems of Parts of a Human, 

where 4096 Systems of existence of a Part gradually, minimally-standardly are realized 

in every Part. In total, minimally standardly, metagalactically, 16 777 216 Systems of 

Parts of a Human are formed. 

The basic etalon composition of Apparats of Systems of Parts of a Human, formed 

by each of the 16-ity of Pracreation — is 256, forming a total of 4096 Apparats of 

Systems of Parts of a Human, that is, gradually, 4096 Apparats of the corresponding 

specific of activity of a System are formed in each System. In total, minimally 

standardly, metagalactically 68 719 476 736 Apparats of Systems of Parts of a Human 

are formed. At the same time, the beginnings of creation are: ivdivnost, 

overpassionarity, istinnost’, okskost’, beauty, constant, knowledge, measure, standard, 

law, imperative, axiom, beginning, principle, method and rule. 

The basic etalon composition of Particulars of Apparats of Systems of Parts of a 

Human, formed by the 16-ity of subnuclearity by the replication of 16 fundamentalities 

— is 16, forming a total of 4096 Particulars of Apparats of Systems of Parts of a 

Human, that is, gradually, 4096 Particulars of the corresponding specifics of activity of 

an Apparat are formed in each Apparat. In total, minimally standardly, 

metagalactically, 281 474 976 710 656 Particulars of Apparats of Systems of Parts of a 

Human are formed. At the same time, the 64-ity of subnuclearity is formed by the 16-

ity of Ogneobrazes published above, in four aspects of the states of Matter: energy, 

light, spirit and ogon', synthesized in aspects of 16 fundamentalities of Matter: 

synthesis, volya, wisdom, love, creation, sozidanie , replication, life, voskreshenie, 

probuzhdenie, genesis, humanness, sluzhenie, vershenie, practice and mogushestvo. 

The forming 16384-ity of a Human determines his specifics of synthes-physical 

existence and life, mutually-organizing all his possibilities. At the same time, 16 384 

High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy are fixed on a human, forming a sphere of 

metagalactic creation around a human that realizes a special expression — the Initially 

Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each (IHHIHF of each), a direct expression 
of the cosmological border of the cosmos by the Metagalaxy Fa by each human, and 

synthesizing all the conditions and specifics of a human being, in his further replication 

all over the cosmos. 

Further, in the development of a Human, a special property is acquired by the World 
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Metagalactic Bodies, expressing four states of the Matter of the Metagalaxy in the form 

of Worlds, and which are the 162nd, 163th, 164th and 165th Parts of a Human. These 

four world bodily expressions of a human, on the one hand, help him to express himself 

in four states of Matter, on the other hand, they introduce and form the experience of 

expression of these states of Matter by the synthes-physical existence of a human, 

evolutionarily developing the physical body by specifics of these properties and 

qualities of Matter. In reflection of this process, the entire 16 384-ity of a human is 

replicated into the expression of each World Metagalactic Body from the perspective 

of each of the four states of Matter, forming a steady trend in a Human of perception of 

these specifics and possibilities, forming new abilities and talents of a human in 

mastering the whole matter of the metagalaxy. The 16 384-ity of replication of a Human 

by each of four World Bodies, has all the specifications and peculiarities of a human, 

including the nuclear-subnuclear structure, but from the perspective of four states of 

Matter realized by activity of a human in the four Worlds of the Metagalaxy Fa. 

According to the first volume of the Paradigm of Science of Initially Highest Father, 

each nucleus has records and foundation of prasynthesness that determine all specifics 

of its existence. In clarifying the specifics of action of evolutions of the metagalaxy and 

their magnetization by a human, it was determined that intranuclear prasynthesness of 

a human has eight levels of organization, the first of which is responsible for the 

characteristics of existence of a Human, as such, and the remaining seven form seven 

evolutionary states of a Human: Posvyashenniy, Sluzhashiy, Ipostas’, Teacher, 

Vladyka, Avatar and Father. At the same time, the records of prasynthesness are 

developed in the process of evolutionary development and the natural-cosmic existence 

of a human, defining 32 768-ity of Rights of Sozidaniya, 32 768-ity of Beginnings of 

Creation, 32 768-ity of Synthesness of Love, 32 768-ity of Sovershenstvos of Wisdom, 

32 768-ity of Hierarchizations of Volya, 32 768-ity of Ivdivost’ of Synthesis and 

32 768-ity of Competent Prasynthesness of a human in his life organization of 

opportunities and activity by them, that creates a special connection of prasynthesness 

from nuclei between each other, forming the corresponding environ inside a human, 

certain areas of application and fixation, and thus organizing the possibilities of a 

human, as such, in any of his internal-external organizations. Sustainable organizations 

of prasynthesness of any level of formation cause filling the new prasynthesness of a 

human by the growth of nuclear interactions, that leads to the evolutionary growth of a 

human by his own specifics of activity. 

The synthes-physical state and expression of a Human synthesize all these 

possibilities, forming a whole homogeneity of a human and his own substantiality, with 

the corresponding quality of the material composition of the cells of the physical body 

of a Human, and also plasticity and basicity of all operations, implemented by him. 
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Appendixes 

Appendixes to the 2-nd Paradigm include new basic notions and categories 

that determine fundamental development of a Human. This vocabulary will be used 

in further volumes of Paradigms. 

 
Изначально Вышестоящий Отец (ИВО) — Initially Veriest Otetz (IVO) 

 

Изначально Вышестоящий Дом Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 
(ИВДИВО) — Initially Veriest Dom of Initially Veriest Otetz (IVDIVO) 

 

Человек — Chelovec 

 

1. 256 Эталонных Частей Человека — 256 Etalon Parts of Chelovec 
 

256. Отец Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Otetz of Initially Veriest Otetz 

255. Аватар Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Avatar of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

254. Владыка Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Vladyka of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

253. Учитель Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Uchitel’ of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

252. Ипостась Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Ipostas’ of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

251. Служащий Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Slujashiy of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

250. Посвящённый Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Posvjasheniy of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

249. Человек Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Chelovec of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

248. Человек-Отец ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth 

247. Человек-Аватар ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec-Avatar of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 

246. Человек-Владыка ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec-Vladyka of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 

245. Человек-Учитель ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec-Uchitel’ of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 

244. Человек-Ипостась ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec-Ipostas’ of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 
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243. Человек-Служащий ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec- Slujashiy of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 

242. Человек-Посвящённый ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec- 

Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth 

241. Человек ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Chelovec of IVDIVO of Planet(s) 

Earth 

240. Отец-творец физичности ИВДИВО — Otetz-tvoretz of physicality of 

IVDIVO 

239. Аватар-творец физичности ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля — Avatar-tvoretz 

of physicality of IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth  

238. Владыка-творец физичности ИВДИВО Материи — Vladyka-tvoretz of 

physicality of IVDIVO of Matter 

237. Учитель-творец физичности ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Uchitel’-tvoretz 

of physicality of IVDIVO of Octave of Being 

236. Ипостась-творец физичности ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — 

Ipostas’-tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of Istinic Metagalaxy 

235. Служащий-творец физичности ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — 

Slujashiy-tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of High Whole Metagalaxy 

234. Посвящённый-творец физичности ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — 

Posvjasheniy-tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy 

233. Человек-творец физичности ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Chelovec-

tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy Fa 

232. Отец ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Otetz of IVDIVO of Octave of Being 

231. Аватар ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Avatar of IVDIVO of Octave of Being 

230. Владыка ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Vladyka of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being 

229. Учитель ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being 

228. Ипостась ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being 

227. Служащий ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Slujashiy of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being 

226. Посвящённый ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO of 

Octave of Being 

225. Человек ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия — Chelovec of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being 

224. Отец ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Otetz of IVDIVO of Istinic 

Metagalaxy 

223. Аватар ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Avatar of IVDIVO of 

Istinic Metagalaxy 
222. Владыка ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Vladyka of IVDIVO of 

Istinic Metagalaxy 

221. Учитель ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of 

Istinic Metagalaxy 
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220. Ипостась ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of 

Istinic Metagalaxy 

219. Служащий ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Slujashiy of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy 

218. Посвящённый ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Posvjasheniy of 

IVDIVO of Istinic Metagalaxy 

217. Человек ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики — Chelovec of IVDIVO of 

Istinic Metagalaxy 

216. Отец ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Otetz of IVDIVO of High Whole 

Metagalaxy 

215. Аватар ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Avatar of IVDIVO of High Whole 

Metagalaxy 

214. Владыка ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Vladyka of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy 

213. Учитель ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy 

212. Ипостась ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy 

211. Служащий ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Slujashiy of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy 

210. Посвящённый ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO 

of High Whole Metagalaxy 

209. Человек ИВДИВО ВЦ Метагалактики — Chelovec of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy 

208. Отец ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Otetz of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 

207. Аватар ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Avatar of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 

206. Владыка ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Vladyka of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 

205. Учитель ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 

204. Ипостась ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 

203. Служащий ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Slujashiy of IVDIVO of 

Initially Highest Metagalaxy 

202. Посвящённый ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO 

of Initially Highest Metagalaxy 

201. Человек ИВДИВО ИВ Метагалактики — Chelovec of IVDIVO of Initially 

Highest Metagalaxy 
200. Отец ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Otetz of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy Fa 

199. Аватар ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Avatar of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy 

Fa 
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198. Владыка ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Vladyka of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa 

197. Учитель ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa 

196. Ипостась ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa 

195. Служащий ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Slujashiy of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa 

194. Посвящённый ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO 

of Metagalaxy Fa 

193. Человек ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа — Chelovec of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa 

192. ИВДИВО Отца — IVDIVO of Otetz 

191. Физическое тело — Physical telo 

190. Истина — Istina 

189. Око — Oco 

188. Хум — Hym 

187. Абсолют — Absolute 

186. Омега — Omega 

185. Монада — Monad 

184. ИВ Синтезная Компетенция — Initially Highest Synthesness Competence  

183. Синтезтело — Synthestelo  

182. Разум — Razum  

181. Сердце — Heart  

180. Мышление — Mishlenie  

179. Головерсум — Goloversum  

178. Восприятие — Perception  

177. Пламя Отца — Plamya of Otetz  

176. Ивдивость ИВ Синтеза — Ivdivost’ of Initially Highest Synthesis 

175. Ипостасное тело — Ipostasic telo  

174. Сознание — Сonsciousness 

173. Память — Pamyat’  

172. Ум — Um 

171. Прозрение — Prozrenie 

170. Провидение — Providence 

169. Проницание — Pronitsanie 

168. Иерархизация Прасинтезности — Hierarchization of Prasynthesness 

167. Идейность — Ideaness  

166. Сообразительность — Soobrazitel’nost’ 

165. Осмысленность — Osmislennost’ 
164. Логика — Logic 

163. Чувствознание — Feelingknowledge 

162. Мероощущение — Measuresense 

161. Поядающий огонь — Poyadayushiy Ogon’  
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160. Совершенство Синтеза — Sovershenstvo of Synthesis 

159. Трансвизор — Transvisor 

158. Интеллект — Intellect 

157. Эталонность — Etalonness 

156. Нить Синтеза — Thread of Synthesis 

155. Куб Синтеза — Cube of Synthesis 

154. Парадигма Отца — Paradigm of Otetz 

153. Синтезное миротело — Synthesis world-telo  

152. Синтезность Воли — Synthesness of Volya 

151. Образ-тип — Obraz-type  

150. Наблюдатель — Observer 

149. Стратагемия — Stratagemy 

148. Интуиция — Intuition 

147. Голос полномочий — Voice of Polnomochiy 

146. Вечность Отца — Eternity of Otetz  

145. Метагалактическое миротело — Metagalactic world-telo  

144. Начало Мудрости — Beginning of Wisdom  

143. Синтезобраз — Synthesobraz 

142. Рацио — Ratsio 

141. Грааль — Graal’ 

140. Диалектика — Dialectics 

139. Униграмма — Unigramma 

138. Вера — Vera 

137. Тонкое миротело — Subtle world-telo  

136. Права Любви — Rights of Love 

135. Столп — Stolp 

134. Сутенность — Sutennost’ 

133. Престол — Prestol 

132. Размышление — Razmishlenie 

131. Душа — Soul 

130. Слово Отца — Word of Otetz 

129. Физическое миротело — Physical world-telo 

128. ИВДИВО Аватара — IVDIVO of Avatar 

127. Есмическое тело ИВО — Esmic telo of IVO 

126. Имическое тело ИВО — Imical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

125. Этоническое тело ИВО — Etonic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

124. Амритическое тело ИВО — Amritic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

123. Абическое тело ИВО — Abical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

122. Ситическое тело ИВО — Sitical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

121. Живическое тело ИВО — Zhivical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 
120. Холитическое тело ИВО — Holitical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

119. Всетическое тело BВО — Vsetical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

118. Космическое тело ИВО — Сosmic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

117. Эргетическое тело ИВО — Ergetical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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116. Контическое тело ИВО — Contical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz  

115. Голоническое тело ИВО — Golonical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

114. Эматическое тело ИВО — Ematical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

113. Пламическое тело ИВО — Plamical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

112. Праматическое тело ИВО — Pramatical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

111. Визическое тело ИВО — Visical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

110. Сотическое тело ИВО — Sotical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

109. Этимическое тело ИВО — Etimical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

108. Омическое тело ИВО — Omical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

107. Уническое тело ИВО — Unic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

106. Витиическое тело ИВО — Vityical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

105. Мерическое тело ИВО — Merical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

104. Реалическое тело ИВО — Realical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

103. Плотическое тело ИВО — Plotical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

102. Натическое тело ИВО — Natical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

101. Стратическое тело ИВО — Stratical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

100. Логитическое тело ИВО — Logitical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

099. Гласическое тело ИВО — Glasical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

098. Даоническое тело ИВО — Daonical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

097. Бинарическое тело ИВО — Binarical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

096. Экстремическое тело ИВО — Extremical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

095. Зерцатическое тело ИВО — Zertsatical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

094. Интическое тело ИВО — Intical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

093. Пасситическое тело ИВО — Passitical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

092. Эвритическое тело ИВО — Evritical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

091. Пратическое тело ИВО — Pratical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

090. Синтическое тело ИВО — Syntical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

089. Тямическое тело ИВО — Tyamical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

088. Планическое тело ИВО — Planical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

087. Итическое тело ИВО — Itical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

086. Пробуддическое тело ИВО — Probudical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

085. Хрустатическое тело ИВО — Hrustatical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

084. Дхьяническое тело ИВО — Dhjanical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

083. Астреническое тело ИВО — Astrenical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

082. Эфтическое тело ИВО — Ephtical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

081. Тилическое тело ИВО — Tilical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

080. Ивдивическое тело ИВО — Ivdivical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

079. Ятическое тело ИВО — Yatical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

078. Имтическое тело ИВО — Imtical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

077. Октическое тело ИВО — Octical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 
076. Фатическое тело ИВО — Fatical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

075. Матическое тело ИВО — Matical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

074. Нитическое тело ИВО — Nitical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

073. Мощическое тело ИВО — Moshical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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072. Аматическое тело ИВО — Amatic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

071. Атмическое тело ИВО — Atmic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

070. Буддическое тело ИВО — Budical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

069. Причинное тело ИВО — Сause telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

068. Ментальное тело ИВО — Mental telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

067. Астральное тело ИВО — Astral telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

066. Эфирное тело ИВО — Etheric telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

065. Метафизическое тело ИВО — Metaphysical telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

064. ИВДИВО Владыки — IVDIVO of Vladyka 

063. ИВДИВО-иерархическая воля ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical volya of IVO  

062. ИВДИВО-иерархическая мудрость ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical wisdom 

of IVO 

061. ИВДИВО-иерархическая любовь ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical love of 

IVO 

060. ИВДИВО-иерархическое творение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical tvorenie 

of IVO 

059. ИВДИВО-иерархическое созидание ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

sozidanie of IVO 

058. ИВДИВО-иерархическая репликация ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

replication of IVO 

057. ИВДИВО-иерархическая жизнь ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical life of IVO 

056. ИВДИВО-иерархическое воскрешение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

vosсreshenie of IVO  

055. ИВДИВО-иерархическое пробуждение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

probuzhdenie of IVO 

054. ИВДИВО-иерархический генезис ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical genesis of 

IVO 

053. ИВДИВО-иерархическая человечность ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

chelovechnost’ of IVO  

052. ИВДИВО-иерархическое служение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical slujenie 

of IVO  

051. ИВДИВО-иерархическое вершение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

vershenie of IVO 

050. ИВДИВО-иерархическая практика ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical practice 

of IVO 

049. ИВДИВО-иерархическое могущество ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

mogushestvo of IVO 

048. ИВДИВО-иерархическая ивдивность ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

ivdivnost’ of IVO 

047. ИВДИВО-иерархическая сверхпассионарность ИВО — IVDIVO-
hierarchical overpassionarity of IVO 

046. ИВДИВО-иерархическая истинность ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

istinnost’ of IVO 
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045. ИВДИВО-иерархическая окскость ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical ocscost’ 

of IVO 

044. ИВДИВО-иерархическая красота ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical beauty of 

IVO 

043. ИВДИВО-иерархическая константа ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

constant of IVO 

042. ИВДИВО-иерархическое знание ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical knowledge 

of IVO 

041. ИВДИВО-иерархическая мера ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical measure of 

IVO 

040. ИВДИВО-иерархический стандарт ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical standard 

of IVO 

039. ИВДИВО-иерархический закон ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical law of IVO 

038. ИВДИВО-иерархический императив ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

imperative of IVO 

037. ИВДИВО-иерархическая аксиома ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical axiom of 

IVO 

036. ИВДИВО-иерархическое начало ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical beginning 

of IVO 

035. ИВДИВО-иерархический принцип ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical principle 

of IVO 

034. ИВДИВО-иерархический метод ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical method of 

IVO 

033. ИВДИВО-иерархическое правило ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical rule of 

IVO 

032. ИВДИВО-иерархический огонь ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical ogon’ of 

IVO 

031. ИВДИВО-иерархический дух ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical spirit of IVO 

030. ИВДИВО-иерархический свет ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical light of IVO 

029. ИВДИВО-иерархическая энергия ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical energy of 

IVO 

028. ИВДИВО-иерархическая субъядерность ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

subnuclearity of IVO 

027. ИВДИВО-иерархическая форма ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical form of 

IVO 

026. ИВДИВО-иерархическое содержание ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

soderzhanie of IVO 

025. ИВДИВО-иерархическое поле ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical field of IVO 

024. ИВДИВО-иерархическое время ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical time of IVO 

023. ИВДИВО-иерархическое пространство ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 
space of IVO 

022. ИВДИВО-иерархическая скорость ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical speed of 

IVO 
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021. ИВДИВО-иерархическая мерность ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

dimension of IVO 

020. ИВДИВО-иерархическая воссоединённость ИВО — IVDIVO-

hierarchical vossoedinennost’ of IVO 

019. ИВДИВО-иерархическая самоорганизация ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

self-organization of IVO  

018. ИВДИВО-иерархическая эманация ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

emanation of IVO 

017. ИВДИВО-иерархическое вещество ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

veshestvo of IVO 

016. ИВДИВО-иерархическое условие ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical condition 

of IVO 

015. ИВДИВО-иерархическая я-есмь ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical I Esm’ of 

IVO 

014. ИВДИВО-иерархическая имперация ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

imperation of IVO 

013. ИВДИВО-иерархический взгляд ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical glance of 

IVO 

012. ИВДИВО-иерархическое синтезначало ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

synthesisbeginning of IVO  

011. ИВДИВО-иерархическая основа ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical basis of 

IVO 

010. ИВДИВО-иерархический параметод ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical 

paramethod of IVO 

009. ИВДИВО-иерархическая мощь ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical mosh’ of 

IVO 

008. ИВДИВО-иерархическое право ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical right of 

IVO 

007. ИВДИВО-иерархическая идея ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical idea of IVO 

006. ИВДИВО-иерархическая суть ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical sut’ of IVO 

005. ИВДИВО-иерархический смысл ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical smisl of 

IVO 

004. ИВДИВО-иерархическая мысль ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical thought of 

IVO 

003. ИВДИВО-иерархическое чувство ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical feeling of 

IVO 

002. ИВДИВО-иерархическое ощущение ИВО — IVDIVO-hierarchical sense 

of IVO 

001. Образ Отца ИВО — Obraz of Otetz of IVO 

 

2. 256 Эталонных Систем Частей Человека — 256 Etalon Systems of 

Parts of Chelovec 

 

256. ИВДИВО-Синтез — IVDIVO-Synthesis 
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255. Истинная Прасинтезность — Istinic Prasynthesness 

254. Истинный Синтез — Istinic Synthesis  

253. Высокая Цельная Прасинтезность — High Whole Prasynthesness 

252. Высокий Цельный Синтез — High Whole Synthesis  

251. Изначально Вышестоящая Прасинтезность — Initially Highest 

Prasynthesness 

250. Изначально Вышестоящий Синтез — Initially Highest Synthesis 

249. Прасинтезность — Prasynthesness 

248. ИВДИВО-Воля — IVDIVO-Volya 

247. Истинная Праволя — Istinic Pravolya 

246. Истинная Воля — Istinic Volya 

245. Высокая Цельная Праволя — High Whole Pravolya 

244. Высокая Цельная Воля — High Whole Volya  

243. Изначально Вышестоящая Праволя — Initially Highest Pravolya 

242. Изначально Вышестоящая Воля — Initially Highest Volya  

241. Праволя — Pravolya 

240. ИВДИВО-Мудрость — IVDIVO-Wisdom 

239. Истинная Прамудрость — Istinic Prawisdom 

238. Истинная Мудрость — Istinic Wisdom  

237. Высокая Цельная Прамудрость — High Whole Prawisdom 

236. Высокая Цельная Мудрость — High Whole Wisdom  

235. Изначально Вышестоящая Прамудрость — Initially Highest Prawisdom 

234. Изначально Вышестоящая Мудрость — Initially Highest Wisdom  

233. Прамудрость — Prawisdom 

232. ИВДИВО-Любовь — IVDIVO-Love  

231. Истинная Пралюбовь — Istinic Pralove  

230. Истинная Любовь — Istinic Love  

229. Высокая Цельная Пралюбовь — High Whole Pralove 

228. Высокая Цельная Любовь — High Whole Love  

227. Изначально Вышестоящая Пралюбовь — Initially Highest Pralove 

226. Изначально Вышестоящая Любовь — Initially Highest Love  

225. Пралюбовь — Pralove 

224. ИВДИВО-Творение — IVDIVO-Tvorenie 

223. Истинное Пратворение — Istinic Pratvorenie 

222. Истинное Творение — Istinic Tvorenie  

221. Высокое Цельное Пратворение — High Whole Pratvorenie 

220. Высокое Цельное Творение — High Whole Tvorenie  

219. Изначально Вышестоящее Пратворение — Initially Highest Pratvorenie 

218. Изначально Вышестоящее Творение — Initially Highest Tvorenie  

217. Пратворение — Pratvorenie 
216. ИВДИВО-Созидание — IVDIVO-Sozidanie  

215. Истинное Прасозидание — Istinic Prasozidanie  

214. Истинное Созидание — Istinic Sozidanie  

213. Высокое Цельное Прасозидание — High Whole Prasozidanie 
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212. Высокое Цельное Созидание — High Whole Sozidanie  

211. Изначально Вышестоящее Прасозидание — Initially Highest Prasozidanie 

210. Изначально Вышестоящее Созидание — Initially Highest Sozidanie  

209. Прасозидание — Prasozidanie 

208. ИВДИВО-Репликация — IVDIVO-Replication 

207. Истинная Прарепликация — Istinic Prareplication 

206. Истинная Репликация — Istinic Replication  

205. Высокая Цельная Прарепликация — High Whole Prareplication 

204. Высокая Цельная Репликация — High Whole Replication  

203. Изначально Вышестоящая Прарепликация — Initially Highest 

Prareplication 

202. Изначально Вышестоящая Репликация — Initially Highest Replication  

201. Прарепликация — Prareplication 

200. ИВДИВО-Жизнь — IVDIVO-Life  

199. Истинная Пражизнь — Istinic Pralife 

198. Истинная Жизнь — Istinic Life  

197. Высокая Цельная Пражизнь — High Whole Pralife 

196. Высокая Цельная Жизнь — High Whole Life  

195. Изначально Вышестоящая Пражизнь — Initially Highest Pralife 

194. Изначально Вышестоящая Жизнь — Initially Highest Life  

193. Пражизнь — Pralife 

192. ИВДИВО-Воскрешение — IVDIVO-Voscreshenie  

191. Истинное Правоскрешение — Istinic Pravoscreshenie  

190. Истинное Воскрешение — Istinic Voscreshenie  

189. Высокое Цельное Правоскрешение — High Whole Pravoscreshenie  

188. Высокое Цельное Воскрешение — High Whole Voscreshenie  

187. Изначально Вышестоящее Правоскрешение — Initially Highest 

Pravoscreshenie  

186. Изначально Вышестоящее Воскрешение — Initially Highest Voscreshenie  

185. Правоскрешение — Pravoscreshenie  

184. ИВДИВО-Пробуждение IVDIVO-Probuzhdenie  

183. Истинное Прапробуждение — Istinic Praprobuzhdenie  

182. Истинное Пробуждение — Istinic Probuzhdenie  

181. Высокое Цельное Прапробуждение — High Whole Praprobuzhdenie 

180. Высокое Цельное Пробуждение — High Whole Probuzhdenie  

179. Изначально Вышестоящее Прапробуждение — Initially Highest 

Praprobuzhdenie  

178. Изначально Вышестоящее Пробуждение — Initially Highest 

Probuzhdenie  

177. Прапробуждение — Praprobuzhdenie  
176. ИВДИВО-Генезис — IVDIVO-Genesis  

175. Истинный Прагенезис — Istinic Pragenesis 

174. Истинный Генезис — Istinic Genesis  

173. Высокий Цельный Прагенезис — High Whole Pragenesis  
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172. Высокий Цельный Генезис — High Whole Genesis  

171. Изначально Вышестоящий Прагенезис — Initially Highest Pragenesis 

170. Изначально Вышестоящий Генезис — Initially Highest Genesis  

169. Прагенезис — Pragenesis 

168. ИВДИВО-Человечность IVDIVO-Chelovechnost’  

167. Истинная Прачеловечность — Istinic Prachelovechnost’ 

166. Истинная Человечность — Istinic Chelovechnost’  

165. Высокая Цельная Прачеловечность — High Whole Prachelovechnost’ 

164. Высокая Цельная Человечность — High Whole Chelovechnost’  

163. Изначально Вышестоящая Прачеловечность — Initially Highest 

Prachelovechnost’ 

162. Изначально Вышестоящая Человечность — Initially Highest 

Chelovechnost’  

161. Прачеловечность — Prachelovechnost’ 

160. ИВДИВО-Служение — IVDIVO-Slujenie  

159. Истинное Праслужение — Istinic Praslujenie 

158. Истинное Служение — Istinic Slujenie  

157. Высокое Цельное Праслужение — High Whole Praslujenie  

156. Высокое Цельное Служение — High Whole Slujenie  

155. Изначально Вышестоящее Праслужение — Initially Highest Praslujenie 

154. Изначально Вышестоящее Служение — Initially Highest Slujenie  

153. Праслужение — Praslujenie 

152. ИВДИВО-Вершение — IVDIVO-Vershenie  

151. Истинное Правершение — Istinic Pravershenie 

150. Истинное Вершение — Istinic Vershenie  

149. Высокое Цельное Правершение — High Whole Pravershenie 

148. Высокое Цельное Вершение — High Whole Vershenie  

147. Изначально Вышестоящее Правершение — Initially Highest Pravershenie  

146. Изначально Вышестоящее Вершение — Initially Highest Vershenie  

145. Правершение — Pravershenie 

144. ИВДИВО-Практика — IVDIVO-Practice 

143. Истинная Прапрактика — Istinic Prapractice 

142. Истинная Практика — Istinic Practice  

141. Высокая Цельная Прапрактика — High Whole Prapractice 

140. Высокая Цельная Практика — High Whole Practice  

139. Изначально Вышестоящая Прапрактика — Initially Highest Prapractice 

138. Изначально Вышестоящая Практика — Initially Highest Practice  

137. Прапрактика — Prapractice 

136. Мочьность — Motchnost’ 

135. Столпность — Stolpness  
134. Разряд — Discharge 

133. Сила — Strength  

132. Сфера — Sphere  

131. Чакра — Сhakra  
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130. Ген — Gene 

129. ДНК — DNA 

128. ИВДИВО-Ивдивность — IVDIVO-Ivdivnost’  

127. Истинная Праивдивность — Istinic Praivdivnost’ 

126. Истинная Ивдивность — Istinic Ivdivnost’  

125. Высокая Цельная Праивдивность — High Whole Praivdivnost’ 

124. Высокая Цельная Ивдивность — High Whole Ivdivnost’  

123. Изначально Вышестоящая Праивдивность — Initially Highest 

Praivdivnost’ 

122. Изначально Вышестоящая Ивдивность — Initially Highest Ivdivnost’  

121. Праивдивность — Praivdivnost’ 

120. ИВДИВО-Сверхпассионарность — IVDIVO-Overpassionarity 

119. Истинная Прасверхпассионарность — Istinic Praoverpassionarity 

118. Истинная Сверхпассионарность — Istinic Overpassionarity  

117. Высокая Цельная Прасверхпассионарность — High Whole 

Praoverpassionarity 

116. Высокая Цельная Сверхпассионарность — High Whole Overpassionarity  

115. Изначально Вышестоящая Прасверхпассионарность — Initially Highest 

Praoverpassionarity 

114. Изначально Вышестоящая Сверхпассионарность — Initially Highest 

Overpassionarity  

113. Прасверхпассионарность — Praoverpassionarity 

112. ИВДИВО-Истинность — IVDIVO-Istinnost’  

111. Истинная Праистинность — Istinic Praistinnost’  

110. Истинная Истинность — Istinic Istinnost’  

109. Высокая Цельная Праистинность — High Whole Praistinnost’  

108. Высокая Цельная Истинность — High Whole Istinnost’  

107. Изначально Вышестоящая Праистинность — Initially Highest 

Praistinnost’  

106. Изначально Вышестоящая Истинность — Initially Highest Istinnost’  

105. Праистинность — Praistinnost’  

104. ИВДИВО-Окскость — IVDIVO-Ocscost’  

103. Истинная Праокскость — Istinic Praocscost’ 

102. Истинная Окскость — Istinic Ocscost’  

101. Высокая Цельная Праокскость — High Whole Praocscost’ 

100. Высокая Цельная Окскость — High Whole Ocscost’  

099. Изначально Вышестоящая Праокскость — Initially Highest Praocscost’ 

098. Изначально Вышестоящая Окскость — Initially Highest Ocscost’  

097. Праокскость — Praocscost’ 

096. ИВДИВО-Красота — IVDIVO-Beauty  
095. Истинная Пракрасота — Istinic Prabeauty 

094. Истинная Красота — Istinic Beauty  

093. Высокая Цельная Пракрасота — High Whole Prabeauty 

092. Высокая Цельная Красота — High Whole Beauty  
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091. Изначально Вышестоящая Пракрасота — Initially Highest Prabeauty 

090. Изначально Вышестоящая Красота — Initially Highest Beauty  

089. Пракрасота — Prabeauty 

088. ИВДИВО-Константа — IVDIVO-Constant  

087. Истинная Праконстанта — Istinic Praconstant 

086. Истинная Константа — Istinic Constant  

085. Высокая Цельная Праконстанта — High Whole Praconstant 

084. Высокая Цельная Константа — High Whole Constant  

083. Изначально Вышестоящая Праконстанта — Initially Highest Praconstant 

082. Изначально Вышестоящая Константа — Initially Highest Constant  

081. Праконстанта — Praconstant 

080. ИВДИВО-Знание — IVDIVO-Knowledge  

079. Истинное Празнание — Istinic Praknowledge 

078. Истинное Знание — Istinic Knowledge  

077. Высокое Цельное Празнание — High Whole Praknowledge  

076. Высокое Цельное Знание — High Whole Knowledge  

075. Изначально Вышестоящее Празнание — Initially Highest Praknowledge 

074. Изначально Вышестоящее Знание — Initially Highest Knowledge  

073. Празнание — Praknowledge 

072. ИВДИВО-Мера — IVDIVO-Measure 

071. Истинная Прамера — Istinic Prameasure 

070. Истинная Мера — Istinic Measure  

069. Высокая Цельная Прамера — High Whole Prameasure  

068. Высокая Цельная Мера — High Whole Measure  

067. Изначально Вышестоящая Прамера — Initially Highest Prameasure 

066. Изначально Вышестоящая Мера — Initially Highest Measure  

065. Прамера — Prameasure 

064. ИВДИВО-Стандарт — IVDIVO-Standard  

063. Истинный Прастандарт — Istinic Prastandard 

062. Истинный Стандарт — Istinic Standard  

061. Высокий Цельный Прастандарт — High Whole Prastandard 

060. Высокий Цельный Стандарт — High Whole Standard  

059. Изначально Вышестоящий Прастандарт — Initially Highest Prastandard 

058. Изначально Вышестоящий Стандарт — Initially Highest Standard  

057. Прастандарт — Prastandard 

056. ИВДИВО-Закон — IVDIVO-Law  

055. Истинный Празакон — Istinic Pralaw 

054. Истинный Закон — Istinic Law 

053. Высокий Цельный Празакон — High Whole Pralaw 

052. Высокий Цельный Закон — High Whole Law  
051. Изначально Вышестоящий Празакон — Initially Highest Pralaw 

050. Изначально Вышестоящий Закон — Initially Highest Law  

049. Празакон — Pralaw 

048. ИВДИВО-Императив — IVDIVO-Imperative  
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047. Истинный Праимператив — Istinic Praimperative 

046. Истинный Императив — Istinic Imperative  

045. Высокий Цельный Праимператив — High Whole Praimperative 

044. Высокий Цельный Императив — High Whole Imperative  

043. Изначально Вышестоящий Праимператив — Initially Highest 

Praimperative 

042. Изначально Вышестоящий Императив — Initially Highest Imperative  

041. Праимператив — Praimperative 

040. ИВДИВО-Аксиома — IVDIVO-Axiom 

039. Истинная Прааксиома — Istinic Praaxiom 

038. Истинная Аксиома — Istinic Axiom  

037. Высокая Цельная Прааксиома — High Whole Praaxiom 

036. Высокая Цельная Аксиома — High Whole Axiom  

035. Изначально Вышестоящая Прааксиома — Initially Highest Praaxiom 

034. Изначально Вышестоящая Аксиома — Initially Highest Axiom  

033. Прааксиома — Praaxiom 

032. ИВДИВО-Начало — IVDIVO — Beginning 

031. Истинное Праначало — Istinic Prabeginning 

030. Истинное Начало — Istinic Beginning  

029. Высокое Цельное Праначало — High Whole Prabeginning 

028. Высокое Цельное Начало — High Whole Beginning  

027. Изначально Вышестоящее Праначало — Initially Highest Prabeginning 

026. Изначально Вышестоящее Начало — Initially Highest Beginning  

025. Праначало — Prabeginning 

024. ИВДИВО-Принцип — IVDIVO- Principle 

023. Истинный Прапринцип — Istinic Praprinciple 

022. Истинный Принцип — Istinic Principle 

021. Высокий Цельный Прапринцип — High Whole Praprinciple  

020. Высокий Цельный Принцип — High Whole Principle  

019. Изначально Вышестоящий Прапринцип — Initially Highest Praprinciple 

018. Изначально Вышестоящий Принцип — Initially Highest Principle  

017. Прапринцип — Praprinciple 

016. ИВДИВО-Метод — IVDIVO-Method 

015. Истинный Праметод — Istinic Pramethod 

014. Истинный Метод — Istinic Method  

013. Высокий Цельный Праметод — High Whole Pramethod 

012. Высокий Цельный Метод — High Whole Method  

011. Изначально Вышестоящий Праметод — Initially Highest Pramethod 

010. Изначально Вышестоящий Метод — Initially Highest Method  

009. Праметод — Pramethod 
008. ИВДИВО-Правило — IVDIVO-Rule  

007. Истинное Праправило — Istinic Prarule 

006. Истинное Правило — Istinic Rule  

005. Высокое Цельное Праправило — High Whole Prarule 
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004. Высокое Цельное Правило — High Whole Rule  

003. Изначально Вышестоящее Праправило — Initially Highest Prarule  

002. Изначально Вышестоящее Правило — Initially Highest Rule  

001. Праправило — Prarule 

 

3. 256 Эталонных Аппаратов Систем Частей Человека — 256 Etalon 

Apparats of Systems of Parts of Chelovec 

 

256. Синтез Синтезсинтеза — Synthesis of Synthesissynthesis 

255. Синтез Синтезволи — Synthesis of Synthesisvolya 

254. Синтез Синтезмудрости — Synthesis of Synthesiswisdom 

253. Синтез Синтезлюбви — Synthesis of Synthesislove 

252. Синтез Синтезтворения — Synthesis of Synthesistvorenie 

251. Синтез Синтезсозидания — Synthesis of Synthesissozidanie 

250. Синтез Синтезрепликации — Synthesis of Synthesisreplication 

249. Синтез Синтезжизни — Synthesis of Synthesislife 

248. Синтез Синтезвоскрешения — Synthesis of Synthesisvoscreshenie 

247. Синтез Синтезпробуждения — Synthesis of Synthesisprobuzhdenie 

246. Синтез Синтезгенезиса — Synthesis of Synthesisgenesis 

245. Синтез Синтезчеловечности — Synthesis of Synthesischelovechnost’ 

244. Синтез Синтезслужения — Synthesis of Synthesisslujenie 

243. Синтез Синтезвершения — Synthesis of Synthesisvershenie 

242. Синтез Синтезпрактики — Synthesis of Synthesispractice 

241. Синтез Синтезмогущества — Synthesis of Synthesismogushestvo 

240. Синтез Синтезивдивности — Synthesis of Synthesisivdivnost’ 

239. Синтез Синтезсверхпассионарности — Synthesis of 

Synthesisoverpassionarity 

238. Синтез Синтезистинности — Synthesis of Synthesisistinnost’ 

237. Синтез Синтезокскости — Synthesis of Synthesisocscost’ 

236. Синтез Синтезкрасоты — Synthesis of Synthesisbeauty 

235. Синтез Синтезконстанты — Synthesis of Synthesisconstant 

234. Синтез Синтеззнания — Synthesis of Synthesisknowledge 

233. Синтез Синтезмеры — Synthesis of Synthesismeasure 

232. Синтез Синтезстандарта — Synthesis of Synthesisstandard 

231. Синтез Синтеззакона — Synthesis of Synthesislaw 

230. Синтез Синтезимператива — Synthesis of Synthesisimperative 

229. Синтез Синтезаксиомы — Synthesis of Synthesisaxiom 

228. Синтез Синтезначальности — Synthesis of Synthesisbeginningness 

227. Синтез Синтезпринципа — Synthesis of Synthesisprinciple 

226. Синтез Синтезметода — Synthesis of Synthesismethod 
225. Синтез Синтезправила — Synthesis of Synthesisrule 

224. Синтез Синтезогня — Synthesis of Synthesisogon’ 

223. Синтез Синтездуха — Synthesis of Synthesisspirit 

222. Синтез Синтезсвета — Synthesis of Synthesissvet 
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221. Синтез Синтезэнергии — Synthesis of Synthesisenergy 

220. Синтез Синтезсубъядерности — Synthesis of Synthesissubnuclearity 

219. Синтез Синтезформы — Synthesis of Synthesisform 

218. Синтез Синтезсодержания — Synthesis of Synthesissoderzhanie 

217. Синтез Синтезполя — Synthesis of Synthesisfield 

216. Синтез Синтезвремени — Synthesis of Synthesistime 

215. Синтез Синтезпространства — Synthesis of Synthesisspace 

214. Синтез Синтезскорости — Synthesis of Synthesisspeed 

213. Синтез Синтезмерности — Synthesis of Synthesisdimension 

212. Синтез Синтезвоссоединённости — Synthesis of 

Synthesisvossoedinennost’ 

211. Синтез Синтезсамоорганизации — Synthesis of Synthesisself-organization 

210. Синтез Синтезэманации — Synthesis of Synthesisemanation 

209. Синтез Синтезвещества — Synthesis of Synthesissubstance 

208. Синтез Синтезусловия — Synthesis of Synthesiscondition 

207. Синтез Синтезяесмь — Synthesis of SynthesisIEsm’ 

206. Синтез Синтезимперации — Synthesis of Synthesisimperation 

205. Синтез Синтезвзгляда — Synthesis of Synthesisglance 

204. Синтез Синтезсинтезначала — Synthesis of Synthesissynthesisbeginning 

203. Синтез Синтезосновы — Synthesis of Synthesisbasis 

202. Синтез Синтезпараметода — Synthesis of Synthesisparamethod 

201. Синтез Синтезмощи — Synthesis of Synthesismosh’ 

200. Синтез Синтезправа — Synthesis of Synthesisright 

199. Синтез Синтезидеи — Synthesis of Synthesisidea 

198. Синтез Синтезсути — Synthesis of Synthesissut’ 

197. Синтез Синтезсмысла — Synthesis of Synthesissmisl 

196. Синтез Синтезмысли — Synthesis of Synthesisthought 

195. Синтез Синтезчувства — Synthesis of Synthesisfeeling 

194. Синтез Синтезощущения — Synthesis of Synthesissense 

193. Синтез Синтездвижения — Synthesis of Synthesismotion 

192. Воля Синтезсинтеза — Volya of Synthesissynthesis 

191. Воля Синтезволи — Volya of Synthesisvolya 

190. Воля Синтезмудрости — Volya of Synthesiswisdom 

189. Воля Синтезлюбви — Volya of Synthesislove 

188. Воля Синтезтворения — Volya of Synthesistvorenie 

187. Воля Синтезсозидания — Volya of Synthesissozidanie 

186. Воля Синтезрепликации — Volya of Synthesisreplication 

185. Воля Синтезжизни — Volya of Synthesislife 

184. Воля Синтезвоскрешения — Volya of Synthesisvoscreshenie 

183. Воля Синтезпробуждения — Volya of Synthesisprobuzhdenie 
182. Воля Синтезгенезиса — Volya of Synthesisgenesis 

181. Воля Синтезчеловечности — Volya of Synthesischelovechnost’ 

180. Воля Синтезслужения — Volya of Synthesisslujenie 

179. Воля Синтезвершения — Volya of Synthesisvershenie 
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178. Воля Синтезпрактики — Volya of Synthesispractice 

177. Воля Синтезмогущества — Volya of Synthesismogushestvo 

176. Воля Синтезивдивности — Volya of Synthesisivdivnost’ 

175. Воля Синтезсверхпассионарности — Volya of Synthesisoverpassionarity 

174. Воля Синтезистинности — Volya of Synthesisistinnost’ 

173. Воля Синтезокскости — Volya of Synthesisocscost’ 

172. Воля Синтезкрасоты — Volya of Synthesisbeauty 

171. Воля Синтезконстанты — Volya of Synthesisconstant 

170. Воля Синтеззнания — Volya of Synthesisknowledge 

169. Воля Синтезмеры — Volya of Synthesismeasure 

168. Воля Синтезстандарта — Volya of Synthesisstandard 

167. Воля Синтеззакона — Volya of Synthesislaw 

166. Воля Синтезимператива — Volya of Synthesisimperative 

165. Воля Синтезаксиомы — Volya of Synthesisaxiom 

164. Воля Синтезначальности — Volya of Synthesisbeginningness 

163. Воля Синтезпринципа — Volya of Synthesisprinciple 

162. Воля Синтезметода — Volya of Synthesismethod 

161. Воля Синтезправила — Volya of Synthesisrule 

160. Воля Синтезогня — Volya of Synthesisogon’ 

159. Воля Синтездуха — Volya of Synthesisspirit 

158. Воля Синтезсвета — Volya of Synthesissvet 

157. Воля Синтезэнергии — Volya of Synthesisenergy 

156. Воля Синтезсубъядерности — Volya of Synthesissubnuclearity 

155. Воля Синтезформы — Volya of Synthesisform 

154. Воля Синтезсодержания — Volya of Synthesissoderzhanie 

153. Воля Синтезполя — Volya of Synthesisfield 

152. Воля Синтезвремени — Volya of Synthesistime 

151. Воля Синтезпространства — Volya of Synthesisspace 

150. Воля Синтезскорости — Volya of Synthesisspeed 

149. Воля Синтезмерности — Volya of Synthesisdimension 

148. Воля Синтезвоссоединённости — Volya of Synthesisvossoedinennost’ 

147. Воля Синтезсамоорганизации — Volya of Synthesisself-organization 

146. Воля Синтезэманации — Volya of Synthesisemanation 

145. Воля Синтезвещества — Volya of Synthesissubstance 

144. Воля Синтезусловия — Volya of Synthesiscondition 

143. Воля Синтезяесмь — Volya of SynthesisIEsm’ 

142. Воля Синтезимперации — Volya of Synthesisimperation 

141. Воля Синтезвзгляда — Volya of Synthesisglance 

140. Воля Синтезсинтезначала — Volya of Synthesissynthesisbeginning 

139. Воля Синтезосновы — Volya of Synthesisbasis 
138. Воля Синтезпараметода — Volya of Synthesisparamethod 

137. Воля Синтезмощи — Volya of Synthesismosh’ 

136. Воля Синтезправа — Volya of Synthesisright 

135. Воля Синтезидеи — Volya of Synthesisidea 
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134. Воля Синтезсути — Volya of Synthesissut’ 

133. Воля Синтезсмысла — Volya of Synthesissmisl 

132. Воля Синтезмысли — Volya of Synthesisthought 

131. Воля Синтезчувства — Volya of Synthesisfeeling 

130. Воля Синтезощущения — Volya of Synthesissense 

129. Воля Синтездвижения — Volya of Synthesismotion 

128. Мудрость Синтезсинтеза — Wisdom of Synthesissynthesis 

127. Мудрость Синтезволи — Wisdom of Synthesisvolya 

126. Мудрость Синтезмудрости — Wisdom of Synthesiswisdom 

125. Мудрость Синтезлюбви — Wisdom of Synthesislove 

124. Мудрость Синтезтворения — Wisdom of Synthesistvorenie 

123. Мудрость Синтезсозидания — Wisdom of Synthesissozidanie 

122. Мудрость Синтезрепликации — Wisdom of Synthesisreplication 

121. Мудрость Синтезжизни — Wisdom of Synthesislife 

120. Мудрость Синтезвоскрешения — Wisdom of Synthesisvoscreshenie 

119. Мудрость Синтезпробуждения — Wisdom of Synthesisprobuzhdenie 

118. Мудрость Синтезгенезиса — Wisdom of Synthesisgenesis 

117. Мудрость Синтезчеловечности — Wisdom of Synthesischelovechnost’ 

116. Мудрость Синтезслужения — Wisdom of Synthesisslujenie 

115. Мудрость Синтезвершения — Wisdom of Synthesisvershenie 

114. Мудрость Синтезпрактики — Wisdom of Synthesispractice 

113. Мудрость Синтезмогущества — Wisdom of Synthesismogushestvo 

112. Мудрость Синтезивдивности — Wisdom of Synthesisivdivnost’ 

111. Мудрость Синтезсверхпассионарности — Wisdom of 

Synthesisoverpassionarity 

110. Мудрость Синтезистинности — Wisdom of Synthesisistinnost’ 

109. Мудрость Синтезокскости — Wisdom of Synthesisocscost’ 

108. Мудрость Синтезкрасоты — Wisdom of Synthesisbeauty 

107. Мудрость Синтезконстанты — Wisdom of Synthesisconstant 

106. Мудрость Синтеззнания — Wisdom of Synthesisknowledge 

105. Мудрость Синтезмеры — Wisdom of Synthesismeasure 

104. Мудрость Синтезстандарта — Wisdom of Synthesisstandard 

103. Мудрость Синтеззакона — Wisdom of Synthesislaw 

102. Мудрость Синтезимператива — Wisdom of Synthesisimperative 

101. Мудрость Синтезаксиомы — Wisdom of Synthesisaxiom 

100. Мудрость Синтезначальности — Wisdom of Synthesisbeginningness 

099. Мудрость Синтезпринципа — Wisdom of Synthesisprinciple 

098. Мудрость Синтезметода — Wisdom of Synthesismethod 

097. Мудрость Синтезправила — Wisdom of Synthesisrule 

096. Мудрость Синтезогня — Wisdom of Synthesisogon’ 
095. Мудрость Синтездуха — Wisdom of Synthesisspirit 

094. Мудрость Синтезсвета — Wisdom of Synthesissvet 

093. Мудрость Синтезэнергии — Wisdom of Synthesisenergy 

092. Мудрость Синтезсубъядерности — Wisdom of Synthesissubnuclearity 
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091. Мудрость Синтезформы — Wisdom of Synthesisform 

090. Мудрость Синтезсодержания — Wisdom of Synthesissoderzhanie 

089. Мудрость Синтезполя — Wisdom of Synthesisfield 

088. Мудрость Синтезвремени — Wisdom of Synthesistime 

087. Мудрость Синтезпространства — Wisdom of Synthesisspace 

086. Мудрость Синтезскорости — Wisdom of Synthesisspeed 

085. Мудрость Синтезмерности — Wisdom of Synthesisdimension 

084. Мудрость Синтезвоссоединённости — Wisdom of 

Synthesisvossoedinennost’ 

083. Мудрость Синтезсамоорганизации — Wisdom of Synthesisself-

organization 

082. Мудрость Синтезэманации — Wisdom of Synthesisemanation 

081. Мудрость Синтезвещества — Wisdom of Synthesissubstance 

080. Мудрость Синтезусловия — Wisdom of Synthesiscondition 

079. Мудрость Синтезяесмь — Wisdom of SynthesisIEsm’ 

078. Мудрость Синтезимперации — Wisdom of Synthesisimperation 

077. Мудрость Синтезвзгляда — Wisdom of Synthesisglance 

076. Мудрость Синтезсинтезначала — Wisdom of Synthesissynthesisbeginning 

075. Мудрость Синтезосновы — Wisdom of Synthesisbasis 

074. Мудрость Синтезпараметода — Wisdom of Synthesisparamethod 

073. Мудрость Синтезмощи — Wisdom of Synthesismosh’ 

072. Мудрость Синтезправа — Wisdom of Synthesisright 

071. Мудрость Синтезидеи — Wisdom of Synthesisidea 

070. Мудрость Синтезсути — Wisdom of Synthesissut’ 

069. Мудрость Синтезсмысла — Wisdom of Synthesissmisl 

068. Мудрость Синтезмысли — Wisdom of Synthesisthought 

067. Мудрость Синтезчувства — Wisdom of Synthesisfeeling 

066. Мудрость Синтезощущения — Wisdom of Synthesissense 

065. Мудрость Синтездвижения — Wisdom of Synthesismotion 

064. Любовь Синтезсинтеза — Love of Synthesissynthesis 

063. Любовь Синтезволи — Love of Synthesisvolya 

062. Любовь Синтезмудрости — Love of Synthesiswisdom 

061. Любовь Синтезлюбви — Love of Synthesislove 

060. Любовь Синтезтворения — Love of Synthesistvorenie 

059. Любовь Синтезсозидания — Love of Synthesissozidanie 

058. Любовь Синтезрепликации — Love of Synthesisreplication 

057. Любовь Синтезжизни — Love of Synthesislife 

056. Любовь Синтезвоскрешения — Love of Synthesisvoscreshenie 

055. Любовь Синтезпробуждения — Love of Synthesisprobuzhdenie 

054. Любовь Синтезгенезиса — Love of Synthesisgenesis 
053. Любовь Синтезчеловечности — Love of Synthesischelovechnost’ 

052. Любовь Синтезслужения — Love of Synthesisslujenie 

051. Любовь Синтезвершения — Love of Synthesisvershenie 

050. Любовь Синтезпрактики — Love of Synthesispractice 
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049. Любовь Синтезмогущества — Love of Synthesismogushestvo 

048. Любовь Синтезивдивности — Love of Synthesisivdivnost’ 

047. Любовь Синтезсверхпассионарности — Love of Synthesisoverpassionarity 

046. Любовь Синтезистинности — Love of Synthesisistinnost’ 

045. Любовь Синтезокскости — Love of Synthesisocscost’ 

044. Любовь Синтезкрасоты — Love of Synthesisbeauty 

043. Любовь Синтезконстанты — Love of Synthesisconstant 

042. Любовь Синтеззнания — Love of Synthesisknowledge 

041. Любовь Синтезмеры — Love of Synthesismeasure 

040. Любовь Синтезстандарта — Love of Synthesisstandard 

039. Любовь Синтеззакона — Love of Synthesislaw 

038. Любовь Синтезимператива — Love of Synthesisimperative 

037. Любовь Синтезаксиомы — Love of Synthesisaxiom 

036. Любовь Синтезначальности — Love of Synthesisbeginningness 

035. Любовь Синтезпринципа — Love of Synthesisprinciple 

034. Любовь Синтезметода — Love of Synthesismethod 

033. Любовь Синтезправила — Love of Synthesisrule 

032. Любовь Синтезогня — Love of Synthesisogon’ 

031. Любовь Синтездуха — Love of Synthesisspirit 

030. Любовь Синтезсвета — Love of Synthesissvet 

029. Любовь Синтезэнергии — Love of Synthesisenergy 

028. Любовь Синтезсубъядерности — Love of Synthesissubnuclearity 

027. Любовь Синтезформы — Love of Synthesisform 

026. Любовь Синтезсодержания — Love of Synthesissoderzhanie 

025. Любовь Синтезполя — Love of Synthesisfield 

024. Любовь Синтезвремени — Love of Synthesistime 

023. Любовь Синтезпространства — Love of Synthesisspace 

022. Любовь Синтезскорости — Love of Synthesisspeed 

021. Любовь Синтезмерности — Love of Synthesisdimension 

020. Любовь Синтезвоссоединённости — Love of Synthesisvossoedinennost’ 

019. Любовь Синтезсамоорганизации — Love of Synthesisself-organization 

018. Любовь Синтезэманации — Love of Synthesisemanation 

017. Любовь Синтезвещества — Love of Synthesissubstance 

016. Любовь Синтезусловия — Love of Synthesiscondition 

015. Любовь Синтезяесмь — Love of SynthesisIEsm’ 

014. Любовь Синтезимперации — Love of Synthesisimperation 

013. Любовь Синтезвзгляда — Love of Synthesisglance 

012. Любовь Синтезсинтезначала — Love of Synthesissynthesisbeginning 

011. Любовь Синтезосновы — Love of Synthesisbasis 

010. Любовь Синтезпараметода — Love of Synthesisparamethod 
009. Любовь Синтезмощи — Love of Synthesismosh’ 

008. Любовь Синтезправа — Love of Synthesisright 

007. Любовь Синтезидеи — Love of Synthesisidea 

 006. Любовь Синтезсути — Love of Synthesissut’ 
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005. Любовь Синтезсмысла — Love of Synthesissmisl 

004. Любовь Синтезмысли — Love of Synthesisthought 

003. Любовь Синтезчувства — Love of Synthesisfeeling 

002. Любовь Синтезощущения — Love of Synthesissense 

001. Любовь Синтездвижения — Love of Synthesismotion 

 

4. 256 Эталонных Частностей Аппаратов Систем Частей Человека — 

256 Etalon Particulars of Apparats of Systems of Parts of Chelovec 

 

256. Истинный Синтез — Istinic Synthesis 

255. Истинная Воля — Istinic Volya 

254. Истинная Мудрость — Istinic Wisdom 

253. Истинная Любовь — Istinic Love 

252. Истинное Творение — Istinic Tvorenie 

251. Истинное Созидание — Istinic Sozidanie 

250. Истинная Репликация — Istinic Replication 

249. Истинная Жизнь — Istinic Life 

248. Истинное Воскрешение — Istinic Voscreshenie 

247. Истинное Пробуждение — Istinic Probuzhdenie 

246. Истинный Генезис — Istinic Genesis 

245. Истинная Человечность — Istinic Chelovechnost’ 

244. Истинное Служение — Istinic Slujenie 

243. Истинное Вершение — Istinic Vershenie 

242. Истинная Практика — Istinic Practice 

241. Истинное Могущество — Istinic Mogushestvo 

240. Истинная Ивдивность — Istinic Ivdivnost’ 

239. Истинная Сверхпассионарность — Istinic Overpassionarity 

238. Истинная Истинность — Istinic Istinnost’ 

237. Истинная Окскость — Istinic Ocscost’ 

236. Истинная Красота — Istinic Beauty 

235. Истинная Константа — Istinic Constant 

234. Истинное Знание — Istinic Knowledge 

233. Истинная Мера — Istinic Measure 

232. Истинный Стандарт — Istinic Standard 

231. Истинный Закон — Istinic Law 

230. Истинный Императив — Istinic Imperative 

229. Истинная Аксиома — Istinic Axiom 

228. Истинное Начало — Istinic Beginning 

227. Истинный Принцип — Istinic Principle 

226. Истинный Метод — Istinic Method 
225. Истинное Правило — Istinic Rule 

224. Истинный Огонь — Istinic Ogon’ 

223. Истинный Дух — Istinic Spirit 

222. Истинный Свет — Istinic Svet 
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221. Истинная Энергия — Istinic Energy 

220. Истинная Субъядерность — Istinic Subnuclearity 

219. Истинная Форма — Istinic Form 

218. Истинное Содержание — Istinic Soderzhanie 

217. Истинное Поле — Istinic Field 

216. Истинное Время — Istinic Time 

215. Истинное Пространство — Istinic Space 

214. Истинная Скорость — Istinic Speed 

213. Истинная Мерность– Istinic Dimension 

212. Истинная Воссоединённость — Istinic Vossoedinennost’ 

211. Истинная Самоорганизация — Istinic Self-organization 

210. Истинная Эманация — Istinic Emanation 

209. Истинное Вещество — Istinic Veshestvo 

208. Истинное Условие — Istinic Condition 

207. Истинное Я-Есмь — Istinic I-Esm’ 

206. Истинная Имперация — Istinic Imperation 

205. Истинный Взгляд — Istinic Glance 

204. Истинное Синтезначало — Istinic Synthesisbeginning 

203. Истинная Основа — Istinic Basis 

202. Истинный Параметод — Istinic Paramethod 

201. Истинная Мощь — Istinic Mosh’ 

200. Истинное Право — Istinic Right 

199. Истинная Идея — Istinic Idea 

198. Истинная Суть — Istinic Sut’ 

197. Истинный Смысл — Istinic Smisl 

196. Истинная Мысль — Istinic Thought  

195. Истинное Чувство — Istinic Feeling 

194. Истинное Ощущение — Istinic Sense 

193. Истинное Движение — Istinic Motion 

192. Высокий Цельный Синтез — High Whole Synthesis 

191. Высокая Цельная Воля — High Whole Volya 

190. Высокая Цельная Мудрость — High Whole Wisdom 

189. Высокая Цельная Любовь — High Whole Love 

188. Высокое Цельное Творение — High Whole Tvorenie 

187. Высокое Цельное Созидание — High Whole Sozidanie 

186. Высокая Цельная Репликация — High Whole Replication 

185. Высокая Цельная Жизнь — High Whole Life 

184. Высокое Цельное Воскрешение — High Whole Voscreshenie 

183. Высокое Цельное Пробуждение — High Whole Probuzhdenie 

182. Высокий Цельный Генезис — High Whole Genesis 
181. Высокая Цельная Человечность — High Whole Chelovechnost’ 

180. Высокое Цельное Служение — High Whole Slujenie 

179. Высокое Цельное Вершение — High Whole Vershenie 

178. Высокая Цельная Практика — High Whole Practice 
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177. Высокое Цельное Могущество — High Whole Mogushestvo 

176. Высокая Цельная Ивдивность — High Whole Ivdivnost’ 

175. Высокая Цельная Сверхпассионарность — High Whole Overpassionarity 

174. Высокая Цельная Истинность — High Whole Istinnost’ 

173. Высокая Цельная Окскость — High Whole Ocscost’ 

172. Высокая Цельная Красота — High Whole Beauty 

171. Высокая Цельная Константа — High Whole Constant 

170. Высокое Цельное Знание — High Whole Knowledge 

169. Высокая Цельная Мера — High Whole Measure 

168. Высокий Цельный Стандарт — High Whole Standard 

167. Высокий Цельный Закон — High Whole Law 

166. Высокий Цельный Императив — High Whole Imperative 

165. Высокая Цельная Аксиома — High Whole Axiom 

164. Высокое Цельное Начало — High Whole Beginning 

163. Высокий Цельный Принцип — High Whole Principle 

162. Высокий Цельный Метод — High Whole Method 

161. Высокое Цельное Правило — High Whole Rule 

160. Высокий Цельный Огонь — High Whole Ogon’ 

159. Высокий Цельный Дух — High Whole Spirit 

158. Высокий Цельный Свет — High Whole Svet 

157. Высокая Цельная Энергия — High Whole Energy 

156. Высокая Цельная Субъядерность — High Whole Subnuclearity 

155. Высокая Цельная Форма — High Whole Form 

154. Высокое Цельное Содержание — High Whole Soderzhanie 

153. Высокое Цельное Поле — High Whole Field 

152. Высокое Цельное Время — High Whole Time 

151. Высокое Цельное Пространство — High Whole Space 

150. Высокая Цельная Скорость — High Whole Speed 

149. Высокая Цельная Мерность– High Whole Dimension 

148. Высокая Цельная Воссоединённость — High Whole Vossoedinennost’ 

147. Высокая Цельная Самоорганизация — High Whole Self-organization 

146. Высокая Цельная Эманация — High Whole Emanation 

145. Высокое Цельное Вещество — High Whole Veshestvo 

144. Высокое Цельное Условие — High Whole Condition 

143. Высокое Цельное Я-Есмь — High Whole I-Esm’ 

142. Высокая Цельная Имперация — High Whole Imperation 

141. Высокий Цельный Взгляд — High Whole Glance 

140. Высокое Цельное Синтезначало — High Whole Synthesisbeginning 

139. Высокая Цельная Основа — High Whole Basis 

138. Высокий Цельный Параметод — High Whole Paramethod 
137. Высокая Цельная Мощь — High Whole Mosh’ 

136. Высокое Цельное Право — High Whole Right 

135. Высокая Цельная Идея — High Whole Idea 

134. Высокая Цельная Суть — High Whole Sut’ 
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133. Высокий Цельный Смысл — High Whole Smisl 

132. Высокая Цельная Мысль — High Whole Thought  

131. Высокое Цельное Чувство — High Whole Feeling 

130. Высокое Цельное Ощущение — High Whole Sense 

129. Высокое Цельное Движение — High Whole Motion 

128. Изначально Вышестоящий Синтез — Initially Highest Synthesis 

127. Изначально Вышестоящая Воля — Initially Highest Volya 

126. Изначально Вышестоящая Мудрость — Initially Highest Wisdom 

125. Изначально Вышестоящая Любовь — Initially Highest Love 

124. Изначально Вышестоящее Творение — Initially Highest Tvorenie 

123. Изначально Вышестоящее Созидание — Initially Highest Sozidanie 

122. Изначально Вышестоящая Репликация — Initially Highest Replication 

121. Изначально Вышестоящая Жизнь — Initially Highest Life 

120. Изначально Вышестоящее Воскрешение — Initially Highest Voscreshenie 

119. Изначально Вышестоящее Пробуждение — Initially Highest 

Probuzhdenie 

118. Изначально Вышестоящий Генезис — Initially Highest Genesis 

117. Изначально Вышестоящая Человечность — Initially Highest 

Chelovechnost’ 

116. Изначально Вышестоящее Служение — Initially Highest Slujenie 

115. Изначально Вышестоящее Вершение — Initially Highest Vershenie 

114. Изначально Вышестоящая Практика — Initially Highest Practice 

113. Изначально Вышестоящее Могущество — Initially Highest Mogushestvo 

112. Изначально Вышестоящая Ивдивность — Initially Highest Ivdivnost’ 

111. Изначально Вышестоящая Сверхпассионарность — Initially Highest 

Overpassionarity 

110. Изначально Вышестоящая Истинность — Initially Highest Istinnost’ 

109. Изначально Вышестоящая Окскость — Initially Highest Ocscost’ 

108. Изначально Вышестоящая Красота — Initially Highest Beauty 

107. Изначально Вышестоящая Константа — Initially Highest Constant 

106. Изначально Вышестоящее Знание — Initially Highest Knowledge 

105. Изначально Вышестоящая Мера — Initially Highest Measure 

104. Изначально Вышестоящий Стандарт — Initially Highest Standard 

103. Изначально Вышестоящий Закон — Initially Highest Law 

102. Изначально Вышестоящий Императив — Initially Highest Imperative 

101. Изначально Вышестоящая Аксиома — Initially Highest Axiom 

100. Изначально Вышестоящее Начало — Initially Highest Beginning 

099. Изначально Вышестоящий Принцип — Initially Highest Principle 

098. Изначально Вышестоящий Метод — Initially Highest Method 

097. Изначально Вышестоящее Правило — Initially Highest Rule 
096. Изначально Вышестоящий Огонь — Initially Highest Ogon’ 

095. Изначально Вышестоящий Дух — Initially Highest Spirit 

094. Изначально Вышестоящий Свет — Initially Highest Svet 

093. Изначально Вышестоящая Энергия — Initially Highest Energy 
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092. Изначально Вышестоящая Субъядерность — Initially Highest 

Subnuclearity 

091. Изначально Вышестоящая Форма — Initially Highest Form 

090. Изначально Вышестоящее Содержание — Initially Highest Soderzhanie 

089. Изначально Вышестоящее Поле — Initially Highest Field 

088. Изначально Вышестоящее Время — Initially Highest Time 

087. Изначально Вышестоящее Пространство — Initially Highest Space 

086. Изначально Вышестоящая Скорость — Initially Highest Speed 

085. Изначально Вышестоящая Мерность– Initially Highest Dimension 

084. Изначально Вышестоящая Воссоединённость — Initially Highest 

Vossoedinennost’ 

083. Изначально Вышестоящая Самоорганизация — Initially Highest Self-

organization 

082. Изначально Вышестоящая Эманация — Initially Highest Emanation 

081. Изначально Вышестоящее Вещество — Initially Highest Veshestvo 

080. Изначально Вышестоящее Условие — Initially Highest Condition 

079. Изначально Вышестоящее Я-Есмь — Initially Highest I-Esm’ 

078. Изначально Вышестоящая Имперация — Initially Highest Imperation 

077. Изначально Вышестоящий Взгляд — Initially Highest Glance 

076. Изначально Вышестоящее Синтезначало — Initially Highest 

Synthesisbeginning 

075. Изначально Вышестоящая Основа — Initially Highest Basis 

074. Изначально Вышестоящий Параметод — Initially Highest Paramethod 

073. Изначально Вышестоящая Мощь — Initially Highest Mosh’ 

072. Изначально Вышестоящее Право — Initially Highest Right 

071. Изначально Вышестоящая Идея — Initially Highest Idea 

070. Изначально Вышестоящая Суть — Initially Highest Sut’ 

069. Изначально Вышестоящий Смысл — Initially Highest Smisl 

068. Изначально Вышестоящая Мысль — Initially Highest Thought  

067. Изначально Вышестоящее Чувство — Initially Highest Feeling 

066. Изначально Вышестоящее Ощущение — Initially Highest Sense 

065. Изначально Вышестоящее Движение — Initially Highest Motion 

064. Синтез — Synthesis 

063. Воля — Volya 

062. Мудрость — Wisdom 

061. Любовь — Love 

060. Творение — Tvorenie 

059. Созидание — Sozidanie 

058. Репликация — Replication 

057. Жизнь — Life 
056. Воскрешение — Voscreshenie 

055. Пробуждение — Probuzhdenie 

054. Генезис — Genesis 

053. Человечность — Chelovechnost’ 
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052. Служение — Slujenie 

051. Вершение — Vershenie 

050. Практика — Practice 

049. Могущество — Mogushestvo 

048. Ивдивность — Ivdivnost’ 

047. Сверхпассионарность — Overpassionarity 

046. Истинность — Istinnost’ 

045. Окскость — Ocscost’ 

044. Красота — Beauty 

043. Константа — Constant 

042. Знание — Knowledge 

041. Мера — Measure 

040. Стандарт — Standard 

039. Закон — Law 

038. Императив — Imperative 

037. Аксиома — Axiom 

036. Начало — Beginning 

035. Принцип — Principle 

034. Метод — Method 

033. Правило — Rule 

032. Огонь — Ogon’ 

031. Дух — Spirit 

030. Свет — Svet 

029. Энергия — Energy 

028. Субъядерность — Subnuclearity 

027. Форма — Form 

026. Содержание — Soderzhanie 

025. Поле — Field 

024. Время — Time 

023. Пространство — Space 

022. Скорость — Speed 

021. Мерность– Dimension 

020. Воссоединённость — Vossoedinennost’ 

019. Самоорганизация — Self-organization 

018. Эманация — Emanation 

017. Вещество — Veshestvo 

016. Условие — Condition 

015. Я-Есмь — I-Esm’ 

014. Имперация — Imperation 

013. Взгляд — Glance 
012. Синтезначало — Synthesisbeginning 

011. Основа — Basis 

010. Параметод — Paramethod 

009. Мощь — Mosh’ 
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008. Право — Right 

007. Идея — Idea 

006. Суть — Sut’ 

005. Смысл — Smisl 

004. Мысль — Thought  

003. Чувство — Feeling 

002. Ощущение — Sense 

001. Движение — Motion 

 

 

 

 

5. Системы физического тела Человека — Systems of the physical telo of 

Chelovec 
 

И так далее с 98-й Телесной системы по названиям Систем Частей Человека 

— And so on from the 98th Bodily system by the names of Systems of Parts of 

Chelovec 

97. Телесная система Голос-речевая — Voice-speech bodily system 

96. Телесная система ИВДИВО Учителя — Bodily system of IVDIVO of 

Uchitel’ 

95. Телесная система Лицевая — Facial bodily system 

94. Телесная система Сетчатки Глаза — Bodily system of Eye Retina 

93. Телесная система Узоры Пальцев Рук — Bodily system of Finger Patterns 

92. Телесная система Конституциональная — Constitutional bodily system 

91. Телесная система Гомеостатическая — Homeostatic bodily system  

90. Телесная система Генетическая — Genetic bodily system 

89. Телесная система Ядерного Поля — Bodily system of Nuclear Field 

88. Телесная система Мозга ИВО — Bodily system of Brain of IVO 

87. Телесная система Импульсно-символическая — Impulse-symbolic bodily 

system 

86. Телесная система Знаковая — Sign bodily system 

85. Телесная система Зрительная — Eyesight bodily system 

84. Телесная система Слуховая — Hearing bodily system 

83. Телесная система Обонятельная — Olfactory bodily system 

82. Телесная система Вкусовая — Gustatory bodily system 

81. Телесная система Тактильная — Tactile bodily system 

80. Телесная система Регенерации — Bodily system of regeneration 

79. Телесная система Иммунная — Immune bodily system 

78. Телесная система Сердечно-сосудистая — Cardiovascular bodily system 
77. Телесная система Мышечная — Muscular bodily system 

76. Телесная система Эндокринная — Endocrine bodily system 

75. Телесная система Гистологическая — Histological bodily system 

74. Телесная система Цитологическая — Cytological bodily system 
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73. Телесная система Гормональная — Hormonal bodily system 

72. Телесная система Нервная — Nervous bodily system 

71. Телесная система Костная — Bone bodily system 

70. Телесная система Лимфатическая — Lymphatic bodily system 

69. Телесная система Крови — Bodily system of Blood 

68. Телесная система Дыхательная — Respiratory bodily system 

67. Телесная система Пищеварительная — Digestive bodily system 

66. Телесная система Мочеполовая — Genitourinary bodily system 

65. Телесная система Репродуктивная — Reproductive bodily system 

64. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Синтез — Bodily system of IVDIVO-Synthesis 

63. Телесная система И-Прасинтезность — Bodily system of I-Prasynthesness 

62. Телесная система И-Синтез — Bodily system of I-Synthesis  

61. Телесная система ВЦ-Прасинтезность — Bodily system of HW-

Prasynthesness 

60. Телесная система ВЦ-Синтез — Bodily system of HW-Synthesis  

59. Телесная система ИВ Прасинтезность — Bodily system of IH 

Prasynthesness 

58. Телесная система ИВ Синтез — Bodily system of IH Synthesis  

57. Телесная система Прасинтезность — Bodily system of Prasynthesness 

56. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Воля — Bodily system of IVDIVO-Volya 

55. Телесная система И-Праволя — Bodily system of I-Pravolya 

54. Телесная система И-Воля — Bodily system of I-Volya  

53. Телесная система ВЦ-Праволя — Bodily system of HW-Pravolya 

52. Телесная система ВЦ-Воля — Bodily system of HW-Volya  

51. Телесная система ИВ-Праволя — Bodily system of IH-Pravolya 

50. Телесная система ИВ-Воля — Bodily system of IH-Volya  

49. Телесная система Праволя — Bodily system of Pravolya 

48. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Мудрость — Bodily system of IVDIVO-

Wisdom 

47. Телесная система И-Прамудрость — Bodily system of I-Prawisdom 

46. Телесная система И-Мудрость — Bodily system of I-Wisdom  

45. Телесная система ВЦ-Прамудрость — Bodily system of HW-Prawisdom 

44. Телесная система ВЦ-Мудрость — Bodily system of HW-Wisdom  

43. Телесная система ИВ-Прамудрость — Bodily system of IH-Prawisdom 

42. Телесная система ИВ-Мудрость — Bodily system of IH-Wisdom  

41. Телесная система Прамудрость — Bodily system of Prawisdom 

40. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Любовь — Bodily system of IVDIVO-Love  

39. Телесная система И-Пралюбовь — Bodily system of I-Pralove  

38. Телесная система И-Любовь — Bodily system of I-Love  

37. Телесная система ВЦ-Пралюбовь — Bodily system of HW-Pralove 
36. Телесная система ВЦ-Любовь — Bodily system of HW-Love  

35. Телесная система ИВ-Пралюбовь — Bodily system of IH-Pralove 

34. Телесная система ИВ-Любовь — Bodily system of IH-Love  

33. Телесная система Пралюбовь — Bodily system of Pralove 
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32. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Творение — Bodily system of IVDIVO-

Tvorenie 

31. Телесная система И-Пратворение — Bodily system of I-Pratvorenie 

30. Телесная система И-Творение — Bodily system of I-Tvorenie  

29. Телесная система ВЦ-Пратворение — Bodily system of HW-Pratvorenie 

28. Телесная система ВЦ-Творение — Bodily system of HW-Tvorenie  

27. Телесная система ИВ-Пратворение — Bodily system of IH-Pratvorenie 

26. Телесная система ИВ-Творение — Bodily system of IH-Tvorenie  

25. Телесная система Пратворение — Bodily system of Pratvorenie 

24. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Созидание — Bodily system of IVDIVO-

Sozidanie  

23. Телесная система И-Прасозидание — Bodily system of I-Prasozidanie 

22. Телесная система И-Созидание — Bodily system of I-Sozidanie  

21. Телесная система ВЦ-Прасозидание — Bodily system of HW-Prasozidanie 

20. Телесная система ВЦ-Созидание — Bodily system of HW-Sozidanie  

19. Телесная система ИВ-Прасозидание — Bodily system of IH-Prasozidanie 

18. Телесная система ИВ-Созидание — Bodily system of IH-Sozidanie  

17. Телесная система Прасозидание — Bodily system of Prasozidanie 

16. Телесная система ИВДИВО-Репликация — Bodily system of IVDIVO-

Replication 

15. Телесная система И-Прарепликация — Bodily system of I-Prareplication 

14. Телесная система И-Репликация — Bodily system of I-Replication  

13. Телесная система ВЦ-Прарепликация — Bodily system of HW-

Prareplication 

12. Телесная система ВЦ-Репликация — Bodily system of HW-Replication  

11. Телесная система ИВ-Прарепликация — Bodily system of IH-Prareplication 

10. Телесная система ИВ-Репликация — Bodily system of IH-Replication  

09. Телесная система Прарепликация — Bodily system of Prareplication 

08. Телесная система Мочьность — Bodily system of Motchnost’ 

07. Телесная система Столпность — Bodily system of Stolpness 

06. Телесная система Разряд — Bodily system of Discharge 

05. Телесная система Сила — Bodily system of Strength 

04. Телесная система Сфера — Bodily system of Sphere 

03. Телесная система Чакра — Bodily system of Chakra  

02. Телесная система Ген — Bodily system of Gene 

01. Телесная система ДНК — Bodily system of DNA 

 

6. 64 Образ-Типа Человека — 64 Obraz-Types of Chelovec 
 

64. Синтезный — Synthesis 
63. Волевой — Volevoy 

62. Мудрый — Wise 

61. Любящий — Loving 

60. Творящий — Tvoryashiy 
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59. Созидающий — Sozidayushiy 

58. Реплицирующий — Replicating 

57. Жизненный — Vital 

56. Воскрешённый — Voscresheniy 

55. Пробуждённый — Probuzhdeniy 

54. Генезисный — Genesis 

53. Человечный — Chelovechniy 

52. Служивый — Sluzhiviy 

51. Вершащий — Vershashiy 

50. Практикующий — Practicing 

49. Могущественный — Mogushestvable 

48. Ивдивный — Ivdivic 

47. Сверхпассионарный — Overpassionarable 

46. Истинный — Istinic 

45. Окский — Ocskiy 

44. Красивый — Beautiful 

43. Константный — Constant 

42. Знающий — Knowing 

41. Мерный — Measurable 

40. Стандартный — Standard 

39. Законный — Lawful 

38. Императивный — Imperative 

37. Аксиоматический — Axiomatic 

36. Начальный — Beginning 

35. Принципиальный — Principled 

34. Методичный — Methodical 

33. Правильный — Rightful 

32. Отцовский — Otsovskiy 

31. Аватарский — Avatarskiy  

30. Владыческий — Vladycheskiy 

29. Учительский — Uchitel’skiy 

28. Ипостасный — Ipostasic 

27. Служащий — Slujashiy 

26. Посвящённый — Posvjasheniy 

25. Цивилизованный — Civilized 

24. Метагалактический — Metagalactic 

23. Планетарный — Planetary 

22. Творящефизический — Tvoryashephysical 

21. Иерархизирующий — Hierarchicizing 

20. Совершеннополномочный — Sovershenno-polnomochniy 
19. Синтезирующий — Synthesizing 

18. Творящесинтезный — Tvoryashesynthesis 

17. Планотворящий — Planotvoryashiy 

16. Идивный — Idivic 
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15. Иерархический — Hierarchical 

14. Имперационный — Imperational 

13. Лидерский — Leader  

12. Синтезначальный — Synthes-beginning 

11. Основный — Basic 

10. Параметодный — Paramethodic 

09. Творческий — Tvorcheskiy 

08. Аматический — Amatic 

07. Индивидуальный — Individual 

06. Интуитивный — Intuitive 

05. Креативный — Creative 

04. Когнитивный — Cognitive 

03. Чувственный — Feelingful 

02. Познающий — Cognizing 

01. Преобразующий — Preobrazuyushiy 

 

7. 64 вида Материи — 64 kinds of Matter  
 

064. Сиаматика — Syamatics  

063. Есмика — Esmics  

062. Имика — Imics  

061. Этоника — Etonics  

060. Амритика — Amritics  

059. Абика — Abics  

058. Ситика — Sitics  

057. Живика — Zhivics  

056. Холитика — Holitics  

055. Всетика — Vsetics  

054. Космика — Сosmics  

053. Эргетика — Ergetics  

052. Контика — Contics  

051. Голоника — Golonics  

050. Эматика — Ematics  

049. Пламика — Plamics  

048. Праматика — Pramatics  

047. Визика — Visics  

046. Сотика — Sotics  

045. Этимика — Etimics  

044. Омика — Omics  

043. Уника — Unics  
042. Витиика — Vityics  

041. Мерика — Merics  

040. Реалика — Realics  

039. Плотика — Plotics  
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038. Натика — Natics  

037. Стратика — Stratics  

036. Логитика — Logitics  

035. Гласика — Glasics  

034. Даоника — Daonics  

033. Бинарика — Binarics  

032. Экстремика — Extremics 

031. Зерцатика — Zertsatics 

030. Интика — Intics 

029. Пасситика — Passitics 

028. Эвритика — Evritics 

027. Пратика — Pratics 

026. Синтика — Syntics 

025. Тямика — Tyamics 

024. Планитика — Planitics 

023. Итика — Itics 

022. Пробуддика — Probuddics 

021. Хрустатика — Hrustatics 

020. Дхьяника — Dhjanics 

019. Астреника — Astrenics 

018. Эфтика — Ephtics 

017. Тилика — Tilics 

016. Идивика — Ivdivics 

015. Ятика — Yatics 

014. Имтика — Imtics 

013. Октика — Octics 

012. Фатика — Fatics 

011. Матика — Matics 

010. Нитика — Nitics 

009. Мощика — Moshics 

008. Аматика — Amatics 

007. Атмика — Atmics 

006. Буддика — Buddics 

005. Причиника — Сausals 

004. Менталика — Mentalics 

003. Астралика — Astralics 

002. Эфирика — Etherics 

001. Физика — Physics 

 

8. 64 явления Материи — 64 expressions of Matter 
 

64. Огонь — Ogon’ 

63. Дух Огня — Spirit of Ogon’ 

62. Свет Огня — Svet of Ogon’ 
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61. Энергия Огня — Energy of Ogon’ 

60. Субъядерность Огня — Subnuclearity of Ogon’ 

59. Форма Огня — Form of Ogon’ 

58. Содержание Огня — Soderzhanie of Ogon’ 

57. Поле Огня — Field of Ogon’ 

56. Время Огня — Time of Ogon’ 

55. Пространство Огня — Space of Ogon’ 

54. Скорость огня — Speed of Ogon’ 

53. Мерность Огня — Dimension of Ogon’ 

52. Воссоединённость Огня — Vossoedinennost’ of Ogon’ 

51. Самоорганизация Огня — Self-organization of Ogon’ 

50. Эманация Огня — Emanation of Ogon’ 

49. Вещество Огня — Veshestvo of Ogon’ 

48. Огонь Духа — Ogon’ of Spirit 

47. Дух — Spirit 

46. Свет Духа — Svet of Spirit 

45. Энергия Духа — Energy of Spirit 

44. Субъядерность Духа — Subnuclearity of Spirit 

43. Форма Духа — Form of Spirit 

42. Содержание Духа — Soderzhanie of Spirit 

41. Поле Духа — Field of Spirit 

40. Время Духа — Time of Spirit 

39. Пространство Духа — Space of Spirit 

38. Скорость Духа — Speed of Spirit 

37. Мерность Духа — Dimension of Spirit 

36. Воссоединённость Духа — Vossoedinennost’ of Spirit 

35. Самоорганизация Духа — Self-organization of Spirit 

34. Эманация Духа — Emanation of Spirit 

33. Вещество Духа — Veshestvo of Spirit 

32. Огонь Света — Ogon’ of Svet 

31. Дух Света — Spirit of Svet 

30. Свет — Svet 

29. Энергия Света — Energy of Svet 

28. Субъядерность Света — Subnuclearity of Svet 

27. Форма Света — Form of Svet 

26. Содержание Света — Soderzhanie of Svet 

25. Поле Света — Field of Svet 

24. Время Света — Time of Svet 

23. Пространство Света — Space of Svet 

22. Скорость Света — Speed of Svet 
21. Мерность Света — Dimension of Svet 

20. Воссоединённость Света — Vossoedinennost’of Svet 

19. Самоорганизация Света — Self-organization of Svet 

18. Эманация Света — Emanation of Svet 
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17. Вещество Света — Veshestvo of Svet 

16. Огонь — Ogon’ 

15. Дух — Spirit 

14. Свет — Svet 

13. Энергия — Energy 

12. Субъядерность — Subnuclearity 

11. Форма — Form 

10. Содержание — Soderzhanie 

09. Поле — Field 

08. Время — Time 

07. Пространство — Space 

06. Скорость — Speed 

05. Мерность — Dimension 

04. Воссоединённость — Vossoedinennost’ 

03. Самоорганизация — Self-organization 

02. Эманация — Emanation 

01. Вещество — Veshestvo 

 

9. 256 типов Материи — 256 types of Matter 
 

256. Сиаматика Огня — Syamatics of Ogon’  

255. Есмика Огня — Esmics of Ogon’  

254. Имика Огня — Imics of Ogon’  

253. Этоника Огня — Etonics of Ogon’  

252. Амритика Огня — Amritics of Ogon’  

251. Абика Огня — Abics of Ogon’  

250. Ситика Огня — Sitics of Ogon’  

249. Живика Огня — Zhivics of Ogon’  

248. Холитика Огня — Holitics of Ogon’  

247. Всетика Огня — Vsetics of Ogon’  

246. Космика Огня — Сosmics of Ogon’  

245. Эргетика Огня — Ergetics of Ogon’  

244. Контика Огня — Contics of Ogon’  

243. Голоника Огня — Golonics of Ogon’  

242. Эматика Огня — Ematics of Ogon’  

241. Пламика Огня — Plamics of Ogon’  

240. Праматика Огня — Pramatics of Ogon’  

239. Визика Огня — Visics of Ogon’  

238. Сотика Огня — Sotics of Ogon’  

237. Этимика Огня — Etimics of Ogon’  
236. Омика Огня — Omics of Ogon’  

235. Уника Огня — Unics of Ogon’  

234. Витиика Огня — Vityics of Ogon’  

233. Мерика Огня — Merics of Ogon’ 
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232. Реалика Огня — Realics of Ogon’  

231. Плотика Огня — Plotics of Ogon’  

230. Натика Огня — Natics of Ogon’  

229. Стратика Огня — Stratics of Ogon’  

228. Логитика Огня — Logitics of Ogon’  

227. Гласика Огня — Glasics of Ogon’  

226. Даоника Огня — Daonics of Ogon’  

225. Бинарика Огня — Binarics of Ogon’  

224. Экстремика Огня — Extremics of Ogon’ 

223. Зерцатика Огня — Zertsatics of Ogon’ 

222. Интика Огня — Intics of Ogon’ 

221. Пасситика Огня — Passitics of Ogon’ 

220. Эвритика Огня — Evritics of Ogon’ 

219. Пратика Огня — Pratics of Ogon’ 

218. Синтика Огня — Syntics of Ogon’ 

217. Тямика Огня — Tyamics of Ogon’ 

216. Планитика Огня — Planitics of Ogon’ 

215. Итика Огня — Itics of Ogon’ 

214. Пробуддика Огня — Probuddics of Ogon’ 

213. Хрустатика Огня — Hrustatics of Ogon’ 

212. Дхьяника Огня — Dhjanics of Ogon’ 

211. Астреника Огня — Astrenics of Ogon’ 

210. Эфтика Огня — Ephtics of Ogon’  

209. Тилика Огня — Tilics of Ogon’ 

208. Идивика Огня — Ivdivics of Ogon’ 

207. Ятика Огня — Yatics of Ogon’ 

206. Имтика Огня — Imtics of Ogon’ 

205. Октика Огня — Octics of Ogon’ 

204. Фатика Огня — Fatics of Ogon’ 

203. Матика Огня — Matics of Ogon’ 

202. Нитика Огня — Nitics of Ogon’ 

201. Мощика Огня — Moshics of Ogon’ 

200. Аматика Огня — Amatics of Ogon’ 

199. Атмика Огня — Atmics of Ogon’ 

198. Буддика Огня — Buddics of Ogon’ 

197. Причиника Огня — Causals of Ogon’ 

196. Менталика Огня — Mentalics of Ogon’ 

195. Астралика Огня — Astralics of Ogon’ 

194. Эфирика Огня — Etherics of Ogon’ 

193. Физика Огня — Physics of Ogon’ 
192. Сиаматика Духа — Syamatics of Spirit  

191. Есмика Духа — Esmics of Spirit  

190. Имика Духа — Imics of Spirit  

189. Этоника Духа — Etonics of Spirit  
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188. Амритика Духа — Amritics of Spirit  

187. Абика Духа — Abics of Spirit  

186. Ситика Духа — Sitics of Spirit  

185. Живика Духа — Zhivics of Spirit  

184. Холитика Духа — Holitics of Spirit  

183. Всетика Духа — Vsetics of Spirit  

182. Космика Духа — Сosmics of Spirit  

181. Эргетика Духа — Ergetics of Spirit  

180. Контика Духа — Contics of Spirit  

179. Голоника Духа — Golonics of Spirit  

178. Эматика Духа — Ematics of Spirit  

177. Пламика Духа — Plamics of Spirit  

176. Праматика Духа — Pramatics of Spirit  

175. Визика Духа — Visics of Spirit  

174. Сотика Духа — Sotics of Spirit  

173. Этимика Духа — Etimics of Spirit  

172. Омика Духа — Omics of Spirit  

171. Уника Духа — Unics of Spirit  

170. Витиика Духа — Vityics of Spirit  

169. Мерика Духа — Merics of Spirit 

168. Реалика Духа — Realics of Spirit  

167. Плотика Духа — Plotics of Spirit  

166. Натика Духа — Natics of Spirit  

165. Стратика Духа — Stratics of Spirit  

164. Логитика Духа — Logitics of Spirit  

163. Гласика Духа — Glasics of Spirit  

162. Даоника Духа — Daonics of Spirit  

161. Бинарика Духа — Binarics of Spirit  

160. Экстремика Духа — Extremics of Spirit 

159. Зерцатика Духа — Zertsatics of Spirit 

158. Интика Духа — Intics of Spirit 

157. Пасситика Духа — Passitics of Spirit 

156. Эвритика Духа — Evritics of Spirit 

155. Пратика Духа — Pratics of Spirit 

154. Синтика Духа — Syntics of Spirit 

153. Тямика Духа — Tyamics of Spirit 

152. Планитика Духа — Planitics of Spirit 

151. Итика Духа — Itics of Spirit 

150. Пробуддика Духа — Probuddics of Spirit 

149. Хрустатика Духа — Hrustatics of Spirit 
148. Дхьяника Духа — Dhjanics of Spirit 

147. Астреника Духа — Astrenics of Spirit 

146. Эфтика Духа — Ephtics of Spirit  

145. Тилика Духа — Tilics of Spirit 
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144. Идивика Духа — Ivdivics of Spirit 

143. Ятика Духа — Yatics of Spirit 

142. Имтика Духа — Imtics of Spirit 

141. Октика Духа — Octics of Spirit 

140. Фатика Духа — Fatics of Spirit 

139. Матика Духа — Matics of Spirit 

138. Нитика Духа — Nitics of Spirit 

137. Мощика Духа — Moshics of Spirit 

136. Аматика Духа — Amatics of Spirit 

135. Атмика Духа — Atmics of Spirit 

134. Буддика Духа — Buddics of Spirit 

133. Причиника Духа — Сausals of Spirit 

132. Менталика Духа — Mentalics of Spirit 

131. Астралика Духа — Astralics of Spirit 

130. Эфирика Духа — Etherics of Spirit 

129. Физика Духа — Physics of Spirit 

128. Сиаматика Света — Syamatics of Svet  

127. Есмика Света — Esmics of Svet  

126. Имика Света — Imics of Svet  

125. Этоника Света — Etonics of Svet  

124. Амритика Света — Amritics of Svet  

123. Абика Света — Abics of Svet  

122. Ситика Света — Sitics of Svet  

121. Живика Света — Zhivics of Svet  

120. Холитика Света — Holitics of Svet  

119. Всетика Света — Vsetics of Svet  

118. Космика Света — Сosmics of Svet  

117. Эргетика Света — Ergetics of Svet  

116. Контика Света — Contics of Svet  

115. Голоника Света — Golonics of Svet  

114. Эматика Света — Ematics of Svet  

113. Пламика Света — Plamics of Svet  

112. Праматика Света — Pramatics of Svet  

111. Визика Света — Visics of Svet  

110. Сотика Света — Sotics of Svet  

109. Этимика Света — Etimics of Svet  

108. Омика Света — Omics of Svet  

107. Уника Света — Unics of Svet  

106. Витиика Света — Vityics of Svet  

105. Мерика Света — Merics of Svet 
104. Реалика Света — Realics of Svet  

103. Плотика Света — Plotics of Svet  

102. Натика Света — Natics of Svet  

101. Стратика Света — Stratics of Svet  
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100. Логитика Света — Logitics of Svet  

099. Гласика Света — Glasics of Svet  

098. Даоника Света — Daonics of Svet  

097. Бинарика Света — Binarics of Svet  

096. Экстремика Света — Extremics of Svet 

095. Зерцатика Света — Zertsatics of Svet 

094. Интика Света — Intics of Svet 

093. Пасситика Света — Passitics of Svet 

092. Эвритика Света — Evritics of Svet 

091. Пратика Света — Pratics of Svet 

090. Синтика Света — Syntics of Svet 

089. Тямика Света — Tyamics of Svet 

088. Планитика Света — Planitics of Svet 

087. Итика Света — Itics of Svet 

086. Пробуддика Света — Probuddics of Svet 

085. Хрустатика Света — Hrustatics of Svet 

084. Дхьяника Света — Dhjanics of Svet 

083. Астреника Света — Astrenics of Svet 

082. Эфтика Света — Ephtics of Svet  

081. Тилика Света — Tilics of Svet 

080. Идивика Света — Ivdivics of Svet 

079. Ятика Света — Yatics of Svet 

078. Имтика Света — Imtics of Svet 

077. Октика Света — Octics of Svet 

076. Фатика Света — Fatics of Svet 

075. Матика Света — Matics of Svet 

074. Нитика Света — Nitics of Svet 

073. Мощика Света — Moshics of Svet 

072. Аматика Света — Amatics of Svet 

071. Атмика Света — Atmics of Svet 

070. Буддика Света — Buddics of Svet 

069. Причиника Света — Сausals of Svet 

068. Менталика Света — Mentalics of Svet 

067. Астралика Света — Astralics of Svet 

066. Эфирика Света — Etherics of Svet 

065. Физика Света — Physics of Svet 

064. Сиаматика — Syamatics  

063. Есмика — Esmics  

062. Имика — Imics  

061. Этоника — Etonics  
060. Амритика — Amritics  

059. Абика — Abics  

058. Ситика — Sitics  

057. Живика — Zhivics  
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056. Холитика — Holitics  

055. Всетика — Vsetics  

054. Космика — Сosmics  

053. Эргетика — Ergetics  

052. Контика — Contics  

051. Голоника — Golonics  

050. Эматика — Ematics  

049. Пламика — Plamics  

048. Праматика — Pramatics  

047. Визика — Visics  

046. Сотика — Sotics  

045. Этимика — Etimics  

044. Омика — Omics  

043. Уника — Unics  

042. Витиика — Vityics  

041. Мерика — Merics  

040. Реалика — Realics  

039. Плотика — Plotics  

038. Натика — Natics  

037. Стратика — Stratics  

036. Логитика — Logitics  

035. Гласика — Glasics  

034. Даоника — Daonics  

033. Бинарика — Binarics  

032. Экстремика — Extremics 

031. Зерцатика — Zertsatics 

030. Интика — Intics 

029. Пасситика — Passitics 

028. Эвритика — Evritics 

027. Пратика — Pratics 

026. Синтика — Syntics 

025. Тямика — Tyamics 

024. Планитика — Planitics 

023. Итика — Itics 

022. Пробуддика — Probuddics 

021. Хрустатика — Hrustatics 

020. Дхьяника — Dhjanics 

019. Астреника — Astrenics 

018. Эфтика — Ephtics 

017. Тилика — Tilics 
016. Идивика — Ivdivics 

015. Ятика — Yatics 

014. Имтика — Imtics 

013. Октика — Octics 
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012. Фатика — Fatics 

011. Матика — Matics 

010. Нитика — Nitics 

009. Мощика — Moshics 

008. Аматика — Amatics 

007. Атмика — Atmics 

006. Буддика — Buddics 

005. Причиника — Сausals 

004. Менталика — Mentalics 

003. Астралика — Astralics 

002. Эфирика — Etherics 

001. Физика — Physics 

 

10. 16 Метагалактических Эволюций — 16 Metagalactic Evolutions 
 

01. Эволюция Метагалактики — Evolution of Metagalaxy 

02. Эволюция Человека-Посвящённого ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-

Posvjasheniy of IVO 

03. Эволюция Человека-Служащего ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Slujashiy of 

IVO 

04. Эволюция Человека-Ипостаси ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Ipostas’ of 

IVO 

05. Эволюция Человека-Учителя ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVO 

06. Эволюция Человека-Владыки ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Vladyka of 

IVO 

07. Эволюция Человека-Аватара ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Avatar of IVO 

08. Эволюция Человека-Отца ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec-Otetz of IVO 

09. Эволюция Человека ИВО — Evolution of Chelovec of IVO 

10. Эволюция Посвящённого — Evolution of Posvjasheniy 

11. Эволюция Служащего — Evolution of Slujashiy 

12. Эволюция Ипостаси — Evolution of Ipostas’ 

13. Эволюция Учителя — Evolution of Uchitel’ 

14. Эволюция Владыки — Evolution of Vladyka 

15. Эволюция Аватара — Evolution of Avatar 

16. Эволюция Отца — Evolution of Otetz 

 

11. 256 Царств и Видов Жизни Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 256 

Tsarstvoes and Species of Life of Initially Veriest Otetz 
 

256. Царство Отца Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Otetz of 
Initially Veriest Otetz 

255. Царство Аватара Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Avatar 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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254. Царство Владыки Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Vladyka of Initially Veriest Otetz 

253. Царство Учителя Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Uchitel’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

252. Царство Ипостаси Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Ipostas’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

251. Царство Служащего Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Slujashiy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

250. Царство Посвящённого Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Posvjasheniy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

249. Царство Человека Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of Initially Veriest Otetz 

248. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO of Planet(s) 

Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

247. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz  

246. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

245. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

244. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Ipostas’ of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

243. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Slujashiy of IVDIVO 

of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

242. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Posvjasheniy of 

IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

241. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Планет(ы) Земля/Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of Planet(s) 

Earth/Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

240. Царство Человека-Отца-творец физичности ИВДИВО Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz-tvoretz of physicality of 

IVDIVO of Initially Veriest Otetz 

239. Царство Человека-Аватара-творец физичности ИВДИВО Планет(ы) 
Земля Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar-tvoretz 

of physicality of IVDIVO of Planet(s) Earth of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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238. Царство Человека-Владыки-творец физичности ИВДИВО Материи 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka-tvoretz of 

physicality of IVDIVO of Matter of Initially Veriest Otetz 

237. Царство Человека-Учителя-творец физичности ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’-tvoretz of 

physicality of IVDIVO of Octave of Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

236. Царство Человека-Ипостаси-творец физичности ИВДИВО Истинной Мг 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Ipostas’-tvoretz of 

physicality of IVDIVO of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

235. Царство Человека-Служащего-творец физичности ИВДИВО Высокой 

Цельной Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec-Slujashiy-tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of High Whole Metagalaxy 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

234. Царство Человека-Посвящённого-творец физичности ИВДИВО 

Изначально Вышестоящей Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Posvjasheniy-tvoretz of physicality of IVDIVO of 

Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

233. Царство Человек-творец физичности ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-tvoretz of physicality 

of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

232. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

231. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

230. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

229. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

228. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

227. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Slujashiy of IVDIVO of Octave of 

Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

226. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO of 
Octave of Being of Initially Veriest Otetz 

225. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Октавы Бытия Изначально Вышестоящего 

Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of Octave of Being of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 
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224. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO of Istinic 

Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

223. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

222. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

221. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

220. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Ipostas’ of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

219. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Slujashiy of IVDIVO 

of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

218. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Posvjasheniy of 

IVDIVO of Istinic Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

217. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Истинной Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of Istinic Metagalaxy 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

216. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO of 

High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

215. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar of IVDIVO 

of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

214. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka of IVDIVO 

of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

213. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVDIVO 

of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

212. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

211. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной 
Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Slujashiy of IVDIVO of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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210. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO of High Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

209. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Высокой Цельной Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of High 

Whole Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

208. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Otetz of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

207. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Avatar of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

206. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Vladyka of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

205. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

204. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

203. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Slujashiy of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

202. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей 

Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-

Posvjasheniy of IVDIVO of Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

201. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Изначально Вышестоящей Метагалактики 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of 

Initially Highest Metagalaxy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

200. Царство Человека-Отца ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Otetz of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy 

Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

199. Царство Человека-Аватара ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Avatar of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy 

Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

198. Царство Человека-Владыки ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Vladyka of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

197. Царство Человека-Учителя ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Uchitel’ of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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196. Царство Человека-Ипостаси ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Ipostas’ of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

195. Царство Человека-Служащего ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Slujashiy of IVDIVO of 

Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

194. Царство Человека-Посвящённого ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec-Posvjasheniy of 

IVDIVO of Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Veriest Otetz 

193. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Метагалактики Фа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of Metagalaxy Fa of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

192. Царство Человека Прасинтезности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Prasynthesness of Initially Veriest Otetz 

191. Царство Человека Синтеза Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Synthesis of Initially Veriest Otetz 

190. Царство Человека Воли Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of Volya of Initially Veriest Otetz 

189. Царство Человека Мудрости Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Wisdom of Initially Veriest Otetz 

188. Царство Человека Любви Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Love of Initially Veriest Otetz 

187. Царство Человека Творения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Tvorenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

186. Царство Человека Созидания Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Sozidanie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

185. Царство Человека Репликации Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Replication of Initially Veriest Otetz 

184. Царство Человека Жизни Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Life of Initially Veriest Otetz  

183. Царство Человека Воскрешения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Voscreshenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

182. Царство Человека Пробуждения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Probuzhdenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

181. Царство Человека Генезиса Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Genesis of Initially Veriest Otetz 

180. Царство Человека Человечности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Chelovechnost’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

179. Царство Человека Служения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Slujenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 
178. Царство Человека Вершения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Vershenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

177. Царство Человека Практики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Practice of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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176. Царство Человека Могущества Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Mogushestvo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

175. Царство Человека Ивдивости Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Ivdivost’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

174. Царство Человека Иерархизации Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Hierarchization of Initially Veriest Otetz 

173. Царство Человека Полномочий Совершенств Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

172. Царство Человека Синтезности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Synthesness of Initially Veriest Otetz 

171. Царство Человека Творящего Синтеза Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Creating Synthesis of Initially Veriest Otetz 

170. Царство Человека Статуса Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Status of Initially Veriest Otetz 

169. Царство Человека Посвящения Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Posvjashenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

168. Царство Человека Части Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of a Part of Initially Veriest Otetz 

167. Царство Человека Системы Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of a System of Initially Veriest Otetz 

166. Царство Человека Аппарата Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of an Apparat of Initially Veriest Otetz 

165. Царство Человека Частности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of a Particular of Initially Veriest Otetz 

164. Царство Человека Октавы Бытия мировых тел Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Octave of Being of worlds telos 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

163. Царство Человека Истинно-метагалактических мировых тел Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Istina-metagalactic world telos 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

162. Царство Человека Высоко-цельно-метагалактических мировых тел 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of High-whole-

metagalactic world telos of Initially Veriest Otetz 

161. Царство Человека Изначально-вышестояще-метагалактических 

мировых тел Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of 

Initially-higher-metagalactic world telos of Initially Veriest Otetz 

160. Царство Человека Иерархии Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Hierarchy of Initially Veriest Otetz  

159. Царство Человека Совершенства Синтеза Изначально Вышестоящего 
Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Sovershenstvo of Synthesis of Initially Veriest 

Otetz 

158. Царство Человека Трансвизора Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Transvisor of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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157. Царство Человека Интеллекта Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Intellect of Initially Veriest Otetz 

156. Царство Человека Эталонности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Etalonness of Initially Veriest Otetz 

155. Царство Человека Нити Синтеза Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Thread of Synthesis of Initially Veriest Otetz 

154. Царство Человека Куба Синтеза Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Cube of Synthesis of Initially Veriest Otetz 

153. Царство Человека Парадигмы Отца Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Paradigm of Otetz of Initially Veriest Otetz 

152. Царство Человека Синтезного мирового метагалактического тела 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Synthesis world 

metagalactic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

151. Царство Человека Синтезности Воли Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Synthesness of Volya of Initially Veriest Otetz 

150. Царство Человека Образ-типа Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Obraz-type of Initially Veriest Otetz 

149. Царство Человека Наблюдателя Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Observer of Initially Veriest Otetz 

148. Царство Человека Стратагемии Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Stratagemy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

147. Царство Человека Интуиции Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Intuition of Initially Veriest Otetz 

146. Царство Человека Голоса Полномочий Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Voice of Polnomochiy of Initially Veriest Otetz 

145. Царство Человека Вечности Отца Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Eternity of Otetz of Initially Veriest Otetz 

144. Царство Человека Метагалактического мирового тела Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Metagalactic world telo of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

143. Царство Человека Начала Мудрости Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Beginning of Wisdom of Initially Veriest Otetz 

142. Царство Человека Синтезобраза Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Synthesobraz of Initially Veriest Otetz 

141. Царство Человека Рацио Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of Ratsio of Initially Veriest Otetz 

140. Царство Человека Грааля Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Graal’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

139. Царство Человека Диалектики Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Dialectics of Initially Veriest Otetz 
138. Царство Человека Униграммы Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Unigramma of Initially Veriest Otetz 

137. Царство Человека Веры Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of Vera of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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136. Царство Человека Тонкого мирового метагалактического тела 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Subtle world 

metagalactic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

135. Царство Человека Права Любви Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Right of Love of Initially Veriest Otetz 

134. Царство Человека Столпа Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo 

of Chelovec of Stolp of Initially Veriest Otetz 

133. Царство Человека Сутенности Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Sutennost’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

132. Царство Человека Престола Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Prestol of Initially Veriest Otetz 

131. Царство Человека Размышления Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Razmishlenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

130. Царство Человека Души Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of 

Chelovec of Soul of Initially Veriest Otetz  

129. Царство Человека Слова Отца Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Word of Otetz of Initially Veriest Otetz 

128. Царство Человека Физического мирового метагалактического тела 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Physical world 

metagalactic telo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

127. Царство Человека Сиаматической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Syamatic Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

126. Царство Человека Есмической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Esmic Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

125. Царство Человека Имической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Imical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

124. Царство Человека Этонической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Etonic Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

123. Царство Человека Амритической Метагалактики Творения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Amritic Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

122. Царство Человека Абической Метагалактики Созидания Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Abical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

121. Царство Человека Ситической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Sitical Metagalactic of Initially 
Veriest Otetz 

120. Царство Человека Живической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Zhivical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 
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119. Царство Человека Холитической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Holitical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

118. Царство Человека Всетической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Vsetical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

117. Царство Человека Космической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Сosmic Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

116. Царство Человека Эргетической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Ergetical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

115. Царство Человека Контической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Contical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

114. Царство Человека Голонической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Golonical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

113. Царство Человека Эматической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Ematical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

112. Царство Человека Пламической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Plamical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

111. Царство Человека Праматической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Pramatical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

110. Царство Человека Визической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Visical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

109. Царство Человека Сотической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Sotical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

108. Царство Человека Этимической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Etimical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

107. Царство Человека Омической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Omical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

106. Царство Человека Унической Метагалактики Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Unic Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 
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105. Царство Человека Витиической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Vityical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

104. Царство Человека Мерической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Merical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

103. Царство Человека Реалической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Realical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

102. Царство Человека Плотической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Plotical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

101. Царство Человека Натической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Natical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

100. Царство Человека Стратической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Stratical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

099. Царство Человека Логитической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Logitical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

098. Царство Человека Гласической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Glasical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

097. Царство Человека Даонической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Daonical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

096. Царство Человека Бинарической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Binarical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

095. Царство Человека Экстремической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Extremical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

094. Царство Человека Зерцатической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Zertsatical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

093. Царство Человека Интической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Intical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

092. Царство Человека Пасситической метагалактики Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Passitical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 
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091. Царство Человека Эвритической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Evritical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

090. Царство Человека Пратической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Pratical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz  

089. Царство Человека Синтической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Syntical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

088. Царство Человека Тямической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Tyamical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

087. Царство Человека Планической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Planical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

086. Царство Человека Итической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Itical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

085. Царство Человека Пробуддической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Probudical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

084. Царство Человека Хрустатической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Hrustatical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

083. Царство Человека Дхьянической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Dhjanical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

082. Царство Человека Астренической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Astrenical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

081. Царство Человека Эфтической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Ephtical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

080. Царство Человека Тилической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Tilical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

079. Царство Человека Ивдивической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Ivdivical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

078. Царство Человека Ятической Метагалактики Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Yatical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 
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077. Царство Человека Имтической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Imtical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

076. Царство Человека Октической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Octical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

075. Царство Человека Фатической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Fatical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

074. Царство Человека Матической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Matical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

073. Царство Человека Нитической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Nitical Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

072. Царство Человека Мощической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Moshical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

071. Царство Человека Аматической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Amatic Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

070. Царство Человека Атмической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Atmic Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

069. Царство Человека Буддической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Budical Metagalactic of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

068. Царство Человека Причинной Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Сausal Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

067. Царство Человека Ментальной Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Mental Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

066. Царство Человека Астральной Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Astral Metagalactic of Initially 

Veriest Otetz 

065. Царство Человека Эфирной Метагалактики Изначально Вышестоящего 

Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Etheric Metagalactic of Initially Veriest Otetz 

064. Царство Человека Физической Метагалактики Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of Physical Metagalactic of 
Initially Veriest Otetz 

063. Царство Человека ИВДИВО Владыки Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO of Vladyka of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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062. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической воли Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical volya of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

061. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической мудрости Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical wisdom 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

060. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической любви Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical love of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

059. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического творения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical tvorenie 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

058. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического созидания Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical sozidanie 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

057. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической репликации Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

replication of Initially Veriest Otetz 

056. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической жизни Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical life of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

055. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического воскрешения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

voscreshenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

054. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического пробуждения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

probuzhdenie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

053. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической человечности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

chelovechnost’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

052. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического генезиса Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical genesis of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

051. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического служения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical slujenie 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

050. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического вершения Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical vershenie 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

049. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической практики Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical practice 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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048. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического могущества Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

mogushestvo of Initially Veriest Otetz 

047. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической ивдивности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical ivdivnost’ 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

046. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической сверхпассионарности 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-

hierarchical overpassionarity of Initially Veriest Otetz 

045. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической истинности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical istinnost’ 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

044. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической окскости Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical ocscost’ 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

043. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической красоты Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical beauty of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

042. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической константы Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical constant 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

041. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического знания Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

knowledge of Initially Veriest Otetz 

040. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической меры Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical measure 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

039. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического стандарта Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical standard 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

038. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического закона Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical law of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

037. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического императива Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

imperative of Initially Veriest Otetz 

036. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической аксиомы Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical axiom of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

035. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического начала Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical beginning 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 
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034. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического принципа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical principal 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

033. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического метода Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical method 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

032. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического правила Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical rule of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

031. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического огня Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical ogon’ of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

030. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического духа Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical spirit of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

029. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического света Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical svet of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

028. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической энергии Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical energy of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

027. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической субъядерности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

subnuclearity of Initially Veriest Otetz 

026. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической формы Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical form of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

025. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического содержания Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

soderzhanie of Initially Veriest Otetz 

024. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического поля Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical field of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

023. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического времени Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical time of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

022. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического пространства Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical space of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

021. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической скорости Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical speed of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 
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020. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической мерности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

dimension of Initially Veriest Otetz 

019. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической воссоединённости 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-

hierarchical vossoedinennost’ of Initially Veriest Otetz 

018. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической самоорганизации 

Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-

hierarchical self-organization of Initially Veriest Otetz 

017. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической эманации Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

emanation of Initially Veriest Otetz 

016. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического вещества Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical veshestvo 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

015. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического условия Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical condition 

of Initially Veriest Otetz 

014. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического я-есмь Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical I-Esm’ of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

013. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического императива Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

imperative of Initially Veriest Otetz 

012. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического взгляда Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical glance of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

011. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического синтезначала Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical synthes-

beginning of Initially Veriest Otetz 

010. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической основы Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical basis of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

009. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического параметода Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical 

paramethod of Initially Veriest Otetz 

008. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической мощи Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical mosh’ of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

007. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархического права Изначально 
Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical right of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 
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006. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической идеи Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical idea of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

005. Царство Человека ИВДИВО-иерархической сути Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — Tsarstvo of Chelovec of IVDIVO-hierarchical sut’ of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

004. Царство Человека — Tsarstvo of Chelovec 

003. Животное Царство — Tsarstvo of Animals  

002. Растительное Царство — Tsarstvo of Plants 

001. Минеральное Царство –Tsarstvo of Minerals 

 

12. 256 Стихий Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 256 Stihiyas of 

Initially Veriest Otetz 

 

256. Стихия Синтеза Огня — Stihiya of Synthesis of Ogon’ 

255. Стихия Воли Огня — Stihiya of Volya of Ogon’ 

254. Стихия Мудрости Огня — Stihiya of Wisdom of Ogon’ 

253. Стихия Любви Огня — Stihiya of Love of Ogon’ 

252. Стихия Творения Огня — Stihiya of Tvorenie of Ogon’ 

251. Стихия Созидания Огня — Stihiya of Sozidanie of Ogon’ 

250. Стихия Репликации Огня — Stihiya of Replication of Ogon’ 

249. Стихия Жизни Огня — Stihiya of Life of Ogon’ 

248. Стихия Воскрешения Огня — Stihiya of Voscreshenie of Ogon’ 

247. Стихия Пробуждения Огня — Stihiya of Probuzhdenie of Ogon’ 

246. Стихия Генезиса Огня — Stihiya of Genesis of Ogon’ 

245. Стихия Человечности Огня — Stihiya of Chelovechnost’ of Ogon’ 

244. Стихия Служения Огня — Stihiya of Slujenie of Ogon’ 

243. Стихия Вершения Огня — Stihiya of Vershenie of Ogon’ 

242. Стихия Практики Огня — Stihiya of Practice of Ogon’ 

241. Стихия Могущества Огня — Stihiya of Mogushestvo of Ogon’ 

240. Стихия Ивдивности Огня — Stihiya of Ivdivnost’ of Ogon’ 

239. Стихия Сверхпассионарности Огня — Stihiya of overpassionarity of 

Ogon’ 

238. Стихия Истинности Огня — Stihiya of Istinnost’ of Ogon’ 

237. Стихия Окскости Огня — Stihiya of Ocscost’ of Ogon’ 

236. Стихия Красоты Огня — Stihiya of Beauty of Ogon’ 

235. Стихия Константы Огня — Stihiya of Constant of Ogon’ 

234. Стихия Знания Огня — Stihiya of Knowledge of Ogon’ 

233. Стихия Меры Огня — Stihiya of Measure of Ogon’ 

232. Стихия Стандарта Огня — Stihiya of Standard of Ogon’ 

231. Стихия Закона Огня — Stihiya of Law of Ogon’ 

230. Стихия Императива Огня — Stihiya of Imperative of Ogon’ 

229. Стихия Аксиомы Огня — Stihiya of Axiom of Ogon’ 

228. Стихия Начала Огня — Stihiya of Beginning of Ogon’ 
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227. Стихия Принципа Огня — Stihiya of Principle of Ogon’ 

226. Стихия Метода Огня — Stihiya of Method of Ogon’ 

225. Стихия Правила Огня — Stihiya of Rule of Ogon’ 

224. Стихия Огня-Огня — Stihiya of Ogon’ of Ogon’ 

223. Стихия Духа Огня — Stihiya of Spirit of Ogon’  

222. Стихия Света Огня — Stihiya of Svet of Ogon’  

221. Стихия Энергии Огня — Stihiya of Energy of Ogon’  

220. Стихия Субъядерности Огня — Stihiya of Subnuclearity of Ogon’  

219. Стихия Формы Огня — Stihiya of Form of Ogon’ 

218. Стихия Содержания Огня — Stihiya of Soderzhanie of Ogon’  

217. Стихия Поля Огня — Stihiya of Field of Ogon’ 

216. Стихия Времени Огня — Stihiya of Time of Ogon’ 

215. Стихия Пространства Огня — Stihiya of Space of Ogon’ 

214. Стихия Скорости Огня — Stihiya of Speed of Ogon’ 

213. Стихия Мерности Огня — Stihiya of Dimension of Ogon’ 

212. Стихия Воссоединённости Огня — Stihiya of Vossoedinennost’ of Ogon’ 

211. Стихия Самоорганизации Огня — Stihiya of Self-organization of Ogon’ 

210. Стихия Эманации Огня — Stihiya of Emanation of Ogon’ 

209. Стихия Вещества Огня — Stihiya of Veshestvo of Ogon’ 

208. Стихия Условия Огня — Stihiya of Condition of Ogon’ 

207. Стихия Я Есмь Огня — Stihiya of I Esm’ of Ogon’ 

206. Стихия Имперации Огня — Stihiya of Imperation of Ogon’ 

205. Стихия Взгляда Огня — Stihiya of Glance of Ogon’ 

204. Стихия Синтезначала Огня — Stihiya of Synthes-beginning of Ogon’ 

203. Стихия Основы Огня — Stihiya of Basis of Ogon’ 

202. Стихия Параметода Огня — Stihiya of Paramethod of Ogon’ 

201. Стихия Мощи Огня — Stihiya of Mosh’ of Ogon’ 

200. Стихия Субстанции Огня — Stihiya of Substance of Ogon’ 

199. Стихия Магнитности Огня — Stihiya of Magnetness of Ogon’ 

198. Стихия Разряда Огня — Stihiya of Discharge of Ogon’ 

197. Стихия Силы Огня — Stihiya of Strength of Ogon’ 

196. Стихия Воздуха Огня — Stihiya of Air of Ogon’ 

195. Стихия Воды Огня — Stihiya of Water of Ogon’ 

194. Стихия Земли Огня — Stihiya of Ground of Ogon’ 

193. Стихия Плазмы Огня — Stihiya of Plasma of Ogon’ 

192. Стихия Синтеза Духа — Stihiya of Synthesis of Spirit 

191. Стихия Воли Духа — Stihiya of Volya of Spirit 

190. Стихия Мудрости Духа — Stihiya of Wisdom of Spirit 

189. Стихия Любви Духа — Stihiya of Love of Spirit 

188. Стихия Творения Духа — Stihiya of Tvorenie of Spirit 
187. Стихия Созидания Духа — Stihiya of Sozidanie of Spirit 

186. Стихия Репликации Духа — Stihiya of Replication of Spirit 

185. Стихия Жизни Духа — Stihiya of Life of Spirit 

184. Стихия Воскрешения Духа — Stihiya of Voscreshenie of Spirit 
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183. Стихия Пробуждения Духа — Stihiya of Probuzhdenie of Spirit 

182. Стихия Генезиса Духа — Stihiya of Genesis of Spirit 

181. Стихия Человечности Духа — Stihiya of Chelovechnost’ of Spirit 

180. Стихия Служения Духа — Stihiya of Slujenie of Spirit 

179. Стихия Вершения Духа — Stihiya of Vershenie of Spirit 

178. Стихия Практики Духа — Stihiya of Practice of Spirit 

177. Стихия Могущества Духа — Stihiya of Mogushestvo of Spirit 

176. Стихия Ивдивности Духа — Stihiya of Ivdivnost’ of Spirit 

175. Стихия Сверхпассионарности Духа — Stihiya of Overpassionarity of 

Spirit 

174. Стихия Истинности Духа — Stihiya of Istinnost’ of Spirit 

173. Стихия Окскости Духа — Stihiya of Ocscost’ of Spirit 

172. Стихия Красоты Духа — Stihiya of Beauty of Spirit 

171. Стихия Константы Духа — Stihiya of Constant of Spirit 

170. Стихия Знания Духа — Stihiya of Knowledge of Spirit 

169. Стихия Меры Духа — Stihiya of Measure of Spirit 

168. Стихия Стандарта Духа — Stihiya of Standard of Spirit 

167. Стихия Закона Духа — Stihiya of Law of Spirit 

166. Стихия Императива Духа — Stihiya of Imperative of Spirit 

165. Стихия Аксиомы Духа — Stihiya of Axiom of Spirit 

164. Стихия Начала Духа — Stihiya of Beginning of Spirit 

163. Стихия Принципа Духа — Stihiya of Principle of Spirit 

162. Стихия Метода Духа — Stihiya of Method of Spirit 

161. Стихия Правила Духа — Stihiya of Rule of Spirit 

160. Стихия Огня Духа — Stihiya of Ogon’ of Spirit 

159. Стихия Духа Духа — Stihiya of Spirit of Spirit  

158. Стихия Света Духа — Stihiya of Svet of Spirit  

157. Стихия Энергии Духа — Stihiya of Energy of Spirit  

156. Стихия Субъядерности Духа — Stihiya of Subnuclearity of Spirit  

155. Стихия Формы Духа — Stihiya of Form of Spirit 

154. Стихия Содержания Духа — Stihiya of Soderzhanie of Spirit  

153. Стихия Поля Духа — Stihiya of Field of Spirit 

152. Стихия Времени Духа — Stihiya of Time of Spirit 

151. Стихия Пространства Духа — Stihiya of Space of Spirit 

150. Стихия Скорости Духа — Stihiya of Speed of Spirit 

149. Стихия Мерности Духа — Stihiya of Dimension of Spirit 

148. Стихия Воссоединённости Духа — Stihiya of Vossoedinennost’ of Spirit 

147. Стихия Самоорганизации Духа — Stihiya of Self-organization of Spirit 

146. Стихия Эманации Духа — Stihiya of Emanation of Spirit 

145. Стихия Вещества Духа — Stihiya of Veshestvo of Spirit 
144. Стихия Условия Духа — Stihiya of Condition of Spirit 

143. Стихия Я Есмь Духа — Stihiya of I Esm’ of Spirit 

142. Стихия Имперации Духа — Stihiya of Imperation of Spirit 

141. Стихия Взгляда Духа — Stihiya of Glance of Spirit 
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140. Стихия Синтезначала Духа — Stihiya of Synthes-beginning of Spirit 

139. Стихия Основы Духа — Stihiya of Basis of Spirit 

138. Стихия Параметода Духа — Stihiya of Paramethod of Spirit 

137. Стихия Мощи Духа — Stihiya of Mosh’ of Spirit 

136. Стихия Субстанции Духа — Stihiya of Substance of Spirit 

135. Стихия Магнитности Духа — Stihiya of Magnetness of Spirit 

134. Стихия Разряда Духа — Stihiya of Discharge of Spirit 

133. Стихия Силы Духа — Stihiya of Strength of Spirit 

132. Стихия Воздуха Духа — Stihiya of Air of Spirit 

131. Стихия Воды Духа — Stihiya of Water of Spirit 

130. Стихия Земли Духа — Stihiya of Ground of Spirit 

129. Стихия Плазмы Духа — Stihiya of Plasma of Spirit 

128. Стихия Синтеза Света — Stihiya of Synthesis of Svet 

127. Стихия Воли Света — Stihiya of Volya of Svet 

126. Стихия Мудрости Света — Stihiya of Wisdom of Svet 

125. Стихия Любви Света — Stihiya of Love of Svet 

124. Стихия Творения Света — Stihiya of Tvorenie of Svet 

123. Стихия Созидания Света — Stihiya of Sozidanie of Svet 

122. Стихия Репликации Света — Stihiya of Replication of Svet 

121. Стихия Жизни Света — Stihiya of Life of Svet 

120. Стихия Воскрешения Света — Stihiya of Voscreshenie of Svet 

119. Стихия Пробуждения Света — Stihiya of Probuzhdenie of Svet 

118. Стихия Генезиса Света — Stihiya of Genesis of Svet 

117. Стихия Человечности Света — Stihiya of Chelovechnost’ of Svet 

116. Стихия Служения Света — Stihiya of Slujenie of Svet 

115. Стихия Вершения Света — Stihiya of Vershenie of Svet 

114. Стихия Практики Света — Stihiya of Practice of Svet 

113. Стихия Могущества Света — Stihiya of Mogushestvo of Svet 

112. Стихия Ивдивности Света — Stihiya of Ivdivnost’ of Svet 

111. Стихия Сверхпассионарности Света — Stihiya of overpassionarity of Svet 

110. Стихия Истинности Света — Stihiya of Istinnost’ of Svet 

109. Стихия Окскости Света — Stihiya of Ocscost’ of Svet 

108. Стихия Красоты Света — Stihiya of Beauty of Svet 

107. Стихия Константы Света — Stihiya of Constant of Svet 

106. Стихия Знания Света — Stihiya of Knowledge of Svet 

105. Стихия Меры Света — Stihiya of Measure of Svet 

104. Стихия Стандарта Света — Stihiya of Standard of Svet 

103. Стихия Закона Света — Stihiya of Law of Svet 

102. Стихия Императива Света — Stihiya of Imperative of Svet 

101. Стихия Аксиомы Света — Stihiya of Axiom of Svet 
100. Стихия Начала Света — Stihiya of Beginning of Svet 

099. Стихия Принципа Света — Stihiya of Principle of Svet 

098. Стихия Метода Света — Stihiya of Method of Svet 

097. Стихия Правила Света — Stihiya of Rule of Svet 
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096. Стихия Огня Света — Stihiya of Ogon’ of Svet 

095. Стихия Духа Света — Stihiya of Spirit of Svet  

094. Стихия Света Света — Stihiya of Svet of Svet  

093. Стихия Энергии Света — Stihiya of Energy of Svet  

092. Стихия Субъядерности Света — Stihiya of Subnuclearity of Svet  

091. Стихия Формы Света — Stihiya of Form of Svet 

090. Стихия Содержания Света — Stihiya of Soderzhanie of Svet  

089. Стихия Поля Света — Stihiya of Field of Svet 

088. Стихия Времени Света — Stihiya of Time of Svet 

087. Стихия Пространства Света — Stihiya of Space of Svet 

086. Стихия Скорости Света — Stihiya of Speed of Svet 

085. Стихия Мерности Света — Stihiya of Dimension of Svet 

084. Стихия Воссоединённости Света — Stihiya of Vossoedinennost’ of Svet 

083. Стихия Самоорганизации Света — Stihiya of Self-organization of Svet 

082. Стихия Эманации Света — Stihiya of Emanation of Svet 

081. Стихия Вещества Света — Stihiya of Veshestvo of Svet 

080. Стихия Условия Света — Stihiya of Condition of Svet 

079. Стихия Я Есмь Света — Stihiya of I Esm’ of Svet 

078. Стихия Имперации Света — Stihiya of Imperation of Svet 

077. Стихия Взгляда Света — Stihiya of Glance of Svet 

076. Стихия Синтезначала Света — Stihiya of Synthes-beginning of Svet 

075. Стихия Основы Света — Stihiya of Basis of Svet 

074. Стихия Параметода Света — Stihiya of Paramethod of Svet 

073. Стихия Мощи Света — Stihiya of Mosh’ of Svet 

072. Стихия Субстанции Света — Stihiya of Substance of Svet 

071. Стихия Магнитности Света — Stihiya of Magnetness of Svet 

070. Стихия Разряда Света — Stihiya of Discharge of Svet 

069. Стихия Силы Света — Stihiya of Strength of Svet 

068. Стихия Воздуха Света — Stihiya of Air of Svet 

067. Стихия Воды Света — Stihiya of Water of Svet 

066. Стихия Земли Света — Stihiya of Ground of Svet 

065. Стихия Плазмы Света — Stihiya of Plasma of Svet 

064. Стихия Синтеза — Stihiya of Synthesis  

063. Стихия Воли — Stihiya of Volya  

062. Стихия Мудрости — Stihiya of Wisdom  

061. Стихия Любви — Stihiya of Love  

060. Стихия Творения — Stihiya of Tvorenie  

059. Стихия Созидания — Stihiya of Sozidanie  

058. Стихия Репликации — Stihiya of Replication  

057. Стихия Жизни — Stihiya of Life  
056. Стихия Воскрешения — Stihiya of Voscreshenie  

055. Стихия Пробуждения — Stihiya of Probuzhdenie  

054. Стихия Генезиса — Stihiya of Genesis  

053. Стихия Человечности — Stihiya of Chelovechnost’  
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052. Стихия Служения — Stihiya of Slujenie  

051. Стихия Вершения — Stihiya of Vershenie  

050. Стихия Практики — Stihiya of Practice  

049. Стихия Могущества — Stihiya of Mogushestvo  

048. Стихия Ивдивности — Stihiya of Ivdivnost’  

047. Стихия Сверхпассионарности — Stihiya of overpassionarity  

046. Стихия Истинности — Stihiya of Istinnost’  

045. Стихия Окскости — Stihiya of Ocscost’  

044. Стихия Красоты — Stihiya of Beauty  

043. Стихия Константы — Stihiya of Constant  

042. Стихия Знания — Stihiya of Knowledge  

041. Стихия Меры — Stihiya of Measure  

040. Стихия Стандарта — Stihiya of Standard  

039. Стихия Закона — Stihiya of Law  

038. Стихия Императива — Stihiya of Imperative  

037. Стихия Аксиомы — Stihiya of Axiom  

036. Стихия Начала — Stihiya of Beginning  

035. Стихия Принципа — Stihiya of Principle  

034. Стихия Метода — Stihiya of Method  

033. Стихия Правила — Stihiya of Rule  

032. Стихия Огня — Stihiya of Ogon’  

031. Стихия Духа — Stihiya of Spirit  

030. Стихия Света — Stihiya of Svet  

029. Стихия Энергии — Stihiya of Energy  

028. Стихия Субъядерности — Stihiya of Subnuclearity  

027. Стихия Формы — Stihiya of Form  

026. Стихия Содержания — Stihiya of Soderzhanie  

025. Стихия Поля — Stihiya of Field  

024. Стихия Времени — Stihiya of Time  

023. Стихия Пространства — Stihiya of Space  

022. Стихия Скорости — Stihiya of Speed  

021. Стихия Мерности — Stihiya of Dimension  

020. Стихия Воссоединённости — Stihiya of Vossoedinennost’  

019. Стихия Самоорганизации — Stihiya of Self-organization  

018. Стихия Эманации — Stihiya of Emanation  

017. Стихия Вещества — Stihiya of Veshestvo  

016. Стихия Условия — Stihiya of Condition  

015. Стихия Я Есмь — Stihiya of I Esm’  

014. Стихия Имперации — Stihiya of Imperation  

013. Стихия Взгляда — Stihiya of Glance  
012. Стихия Синтезначала — Stihiya of Synthes-beginning  

011. Стихия Основы — Stihiya of Basis  

010. Стихия Параметода — Stihiya of Paramethod  

009. Стихия Мощи — Stihiya of Mosh’  
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008. Стихия Субстанции — Stihiya of Substance  

007. Стихия Магнитности — Stihiya of Magnetness  

006. Стихия Разряда — Stihiya of Discharge  

005. Стихия Силы — Stihiya of Strength  

004. Стихия Воздуха — Stihiya of Air  

003. Стихия Воды — Stihiya of Water  

002. Стихия Земли — Stihiya of Ground  

001. Стихия Плазмы — Stihiya of Plasma  

 

13. Субъядерность — Subnuclearity 

 

16. Ядро — Nucleus  

15. Я Есмь — I Esm’ 

14. Империо — Imperio 

13. Версум — Versum 

12. Континуум — Continuum 

11. Объём — Volume 

10. Шар — Shar 

9. Капля — Drop 

8. Искра — Spark 

7. Точка — Искра — Point-spark 

6. Точка — Point 

5. Элемент — Element 

4. Молекула — Molecule 

3. Атом — Atom 

2. Частица — Particle 

1. Спин — Spin 
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14. Вещество Метагалактических Миров — Veshestvo of Metagalactic Worlds
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